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Welcome to the Total Access Centre Inc. My name is Daniel
Wiskin. I am an accessibility specialist. I have been in the accessibility industry for over 5 years and it is my passion to help you and
yours on a daily basis with all your accessibility needs.
The mission of Total Access Center (TAC) is to offer accessible
products and services for individuals with all abilities.
“Total Home Safety Check” of the environment you live in or use
for business is offered. By offering an assessment of your entire
home/building, our team identify barriers to your safety and
comfort.
TAC has an enormous range of retail products including small
personal products such as, snow-grips, reminder clocks, accessible
table ware and sleep aids. Larger mobility devices such as, accessible window blinds, chair lifts, mobility scooters, back supports,
are also available just for you !
TAC houses 3000 square feet of showroom in the heart of downtown Toronto, displaying various accessibility galleries. We
welcome you to our premises to have the opportunity to “looktouch- feel” your potential world. We hold and conduct Wellness
Wednesdays twice a month on various topics related to accessibility. Topics are related to retired teachers, veterans, seniors, special
needs individuals, innovative product designers, occupational
therapists, rehabilitation experts and accessibility enthusiasts. Call
phone number 416-546-1000 to reserve a seat and we will schedule your session.
TAC has a network of trades available to transform any part of
your home or commercial building into a beautiful universal
designed space. We are happy to remodel your kitchen, walk-ways,
bathrooms, stairlifts, patient support environments, hotel rooms,
and customer relations counters.
I am on Zoomer Radio, tune into AM 740 | 96.7 FM Saturday
morning at 8am to stay informed with me and the TAC team!
I look forward to hearing from you!!!
Contact: Daniel Wiskin, 200 Spadina Avenue, Toronto.
Cell: 647-206-6409
dwiskin@totalaccesscentre.com
Note: Some devices advertised in this catalogue may not hold a Canadian
Medical Device Licence, and therefore are not available for sale in Canada.

HOUSEHOLD HELPERS

32” / 81 cm - 57016

REacH-N-GRiP

Pick up small items securely with minimal finger flexion, using
the Reach-N-Grip. With its rubberized textured surface it will
have a strong hold on objects.
LF573

26" / 66 cm

57016

32" / 81 cm

26” / 66 cm - LF573

HEavy DUty REacH aND GRiP

Pick up small and large items securely with minimal finger flexing, using the heavy duty reacher. The extra-wide jaws with suction cups will have a strong
hold on objects. The reacher also has a lightweight heavy duty aluminum shaft and an ergonomic handle for easy use.
57045

34” / 86 cm

360°
34" / 86 cm - 57045
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PikStik® REacHER

Classic

This strong, lightweight, ergonomic reacher allows you to grab and move in one easy motion. The large jaws are 5½” /14 cm wide and can pick up
larger items better than any other reacher. With 360 º rotating jaws, the PikStik® can pick up objects at any angle while the textured tips provide a
non-slip grip for all surfaces.

TM

LH606 NEW!
LF571

With over 10 million users worldwide, the Classic reacher just
got better. With over 73% of all reachers being used for dressing,
we now include an integral dressing post on every reacher. For
use at home, travel, in the grocery store and even hanging out
the festive lights.
LG485
LG486
LG487

The Classic™
The Classic™ Folding

LF572

20" / 51 cm
Handle Colour May Vary

LH607 NEW!

26" / 66 cm
32" / 81 cm
48" / 122 cm

Comfy grip handle

26" / 66 cm
32" / 81 cm
48" / 122 cm

Rotating head for
easy access anywhere

HANDIGRIP

TM

Designed for maximum usability and minimum effort you will be truly
amazed with what you can use the Handigrip for. High or low and
between narrow gaps there’s no end to the places you will be able to
safely reach. The Unique rotating head gives maximum visibility to
retrieve an object, without taking the strain in the wrist.
LG481

26" / 66 cm

LG482

32" / 81 cm

(TelescoPik® shown in pictures)

Shoe Helper

TM

The most independent dressing aid of it’s kind, the Shoe Helper
takes the strain way from the back when reaching and dressing.
You can also easily grab and pull footwear close within reach
and then, using the integral shoe horn, and slide the foot in.
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LG483

26" / 66 cm

LG484

32" / 81 cm

tELEScOPik® REacHER

The most versatile reacher ever! With a simple turn of the
locking collar, the TelescoPik® is adjustable. Made from strong
polycarbonate and aluminum for superior performance and
durability. The wide jaws can rotate 90 º, allowing the reacher
to fit into awkward spaces. The jaws also include a foam rubber
insert allowing the reacher to hold objects as small as a dime.
LF570

Telescopik® Reacher

30" - 44" / 76 - 112 cm

LH608 NEW!

Pikstik® Mini®

20" - 26" / 50 - 66 cm
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NEW

NEW

PikStik® aqUatONG®

With the aquatic PikStik®, you’ll never have to touch water again.
Ideal for aquariums, pools, saunas, and restaurant safety. It’s
lightweight, durable and rustproof with strong polycarbonate jaws.
Designed for both indoor and outdoor use.
LH610

26" / 66 cm

LH611

32" / 81 cm

LH612

48" / 122 cm

NEW
PikStik® iNDUStRiaL®

The patented technology of PikStik® brings you a heavy-duty edition.
The grip is designed for ergonomic comfort, making pickup painless and
easy. The locking grip design helps make lifting easy and secure. A strong
black powder coated aluminum shaft works both indoors and outdoors;
and it will not rust. The stainless steel jaws with suction cup tips provide a
powerful hold on items.
LH609

PikStik® PROGRab®

An angled jaw reacher that is strong and has a lightweight
design. The aluminum shaft will not rust and can be used
indoors or outdoors. The ergonomic handle makes pickup
painless and easy. The strong, polycarbonate polymer
angled jaws provide effortless pickup of ground debris.
There is also a magnet in the jaw for extra grabbing power.
Can lift objects that weigh up to 5 pounds.
LH603

36" / 90 cm

LH604

48" / 122 cm

FOLDiNG REacHER

This reacher with magnetic tip has a 2½” / 6 cm opening feature and interlocking tips. Easily folds down to put in purse, or rollator basket. The serrated jaw
offers a secure grasp. At the tip of this reacher there is a magnet that helps pick up lightweight metal objects.
LF574

26" / 66 cm

26" / 66 cm

NEW

26” / 66 cm - LF574

SLiDiNG REacHER

Engineered from the ground-up, this reacher incorporates a unique design, offering increased leverage and better control than traditional reachers. Exclusive
PowerSlide™ technology coupled with large easy-to-grasp handles make opening and closing the jaws effortless. Twist and Click™ lock offers an intuitive way to
lock the jaws in place keeping your items safe and secure until you release them.
LG703

43" / 109 cm

PikStik® tRaSHStik®

The PikStik® TrashStik® is uniquely designed to decrease the
need for bending or stretching. The long tool is ergonomically
engineered for maximum comfort. The red locking button releases
the protective sleeve to expose dual, stainless steel StikPins™. Press
the red locking button again to slide the protective sleeve forward
and eject trash into a waste bin, protecting your hands and feet
from getting dirty or stuck with a sharp pin. A strong aluminum
shaft works indoors and outdoors; it will not rust.
LH605
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42" / 107 cm
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LF580

2x

4.5x

RaiNbOW REacHER

This lightweight reacher has an easy-to-use small squeeze grip which is ideal
for small or arthritic hands. The long-lasting cup tips are replaceable.
Colour May Vary 32" / 81 cm

PaGE maGNiFiER

cOmPact maGNiFiER

This simple and easy to use glass magnifier has 4.5x magnification. It's
small, convenient design can easily fit into pockets and purses, and the
handy leather pouch protects against scratches, damage, or fingerprints.

Provides the user with an extra large viewing area. This plastic lens
magnifier is encased in a faux leather black frame for ease of use and
has 2x magnification.
57022

57020

9" x 6" / 22 x 15 cm

3x

maGNiFiERS
Vision loss among the elderly
is a major health care concern.
Approximately one person in three
has some form of vision-reducing eye
disease by the age of 65. The most
common causes of vision loss among
the elderly are age-related macular
degeneration, glaucoma, cataract
and diabetic retinopathy. Magnifiers
are recommended to help reduce
eye strain. Working at the limit of
your vision can put strain on your
eyes but with proper lighting and
magnification it is possible to work
longer and avoid any eye strain.

4.5x

iLLUmiNatiNG HaNDHELD maGNiFiER

LED PROjEct LamP WitH maGNiFiER

This is the perfect task light for detailed artwork, needlework projects,
model making, and more. The versatile, sturdy base can stand freely and
has a fully adjustable gooseneck. Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included).

With 12 bright LED lights, this magnifier enables you to read small text,
or see fine details regardless of the lighting conditions. The push button
switch comes with 2 settings, low or high brightness. Requires 2 x AA
batteries (included).

LG028

LG462

5x

2.5x

iLLUmiNatED maGNiFiER

maGNiFiER

Our basic handheld magnifier
has an acrylic lens and plastic
frame. The bifocal lens allows for
larger magnification.
GR201

2" / 5 cm

2.5x - 5x Magnification

GR202

2½" / 6 cm

2x - 4x Magnification

The illuminated magnifier has 5
LED lights that encompass the
magnifying glass and allows for use
at any time of day. The ergonomic
handle is rubberized for a
comfortable, secure grip. Requires
2 x AAA batteries (included).

GR203

3" / 7.5 cm

2x - 4x Magnification

57023

2" / 5 cm

2.5x Magnification

GR204

3½" / 9 cm

2x - 4x Magnification

57024

3" / 7.5 cm

2x Magnification

LED maGNiFyiNG GLaSS
This magnifier not only enlarges
print, making it easier to read, it also
illuminates simultaneously. Don’t
struggle with low light situations
and keep a hand free while you
magnify small objects. Requires 2 x
AA batteries (not included).
LG041

FREEHaND™

This lighted magnifier offers the versatility of handheld or hands-free
use. The 2.5x magnified lens with built-in 5x spot magnifier is mounted
on a folding handle for easy conversion from handheld to hands-free
function, while providing a wide range of viewing angles. Requires 2 x
AA batteries (not included).
LG389
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NEW

4.5x

LiGHtED maGNiGRiP™

A compact 4.5x magnifier with attached fine-point tweezers and bright
LED light. This magnifier/tweezer combo is perfect for all those "little jobs"
when you need an extra hand. It is extremely lightweight and can be used
as an aid for everything from hobbies and crafts to getting out that pesky
splinter. Requires 3 x G7 batteries (included).
LH617

2x

NEW

maGNibaR™

This is a 2x bar magnifier with a spot lens that magnifies up to 12x.
The dual LED lights feature 3 brightness settings. Great for small print
reading such as newspapers, magazines and directories. Requires 3 x
AAA batteries (not included).
LH618

4½" x 1" x 1" / 11 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm

LiGHtED StaND maGNiFiER™

Helps you to see hands free. It is versatile, lightweight and easy to carry. It
can be used 3 ways: a neck strap, folding legs or it can lay flat. This magnifier
also has 3x magnification to help relieve eye strain as well as 4 LED bulbs to
illuminate the surface. Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).

9½" x 1" x 1" / 24 x 2.5 x 2.5 cm

2x

3x

NEW

LH546

11” x 8” x 1” / 28 x 20 x 2.5 cm

1.75x

LED DESktOP maGNiFiER

A bright desk lamp with a built-in magnification lens. With 60 bright,
energy saving LED bulbs, this magnifier doubles as an adjustable
magnifying lens and a desk lamp. The main lens has a magnification of
1.75x and a spotlight of 2.25x. Includes polarized wall plug.
LG459

5x

3x
12-LED mULtiFLEX FLOOR
maGNiFyiNG LamP

LiGHtED maGRX ™

LiGHtED maGNiFOLD™

Designed with a rectangular lens, shaped for the way you naturally view
things. A collapsible handle locks 3 different positions for the most
comfortable alignment. Fold the handle flush for easy storage. The Lighted
MagniFold™ also has built-in LED illumination for improved legibility.

A 3x power clip-on magnifier designed to fit on most standard
prescription bottles. Simply clip the magnifier to a prescription bottle
and swing the magnifying lens outward to magnify text. Two bright LED
lights illuminate the prescription label.

LG382

LG383

MagRX™ (No Light)

LG384

Lighted MagRX™

This lamp has a 5" / 12.5 cm
diameter and a high-quality
acrylic optical lens. Allows for
detailed reading, hobbies and
crafts. Fully flexible gooseneck
adjusts to any position for optimal
illumination. AC adapter included
or battery powered with 3 x D cell
batteries (not included). LED bulbs
last 100,000 hours.
LF584

iLLUmiNatiNG DESktOP maGNiFiER

Don’t spend your time squinting and straining your eyes trying to read
fine print in bad lighting. This magnifier makes reading the smallest text
in the worst lighting a breeze with a 5x magnification lens. Requires 2 x
CR2016 batteries (included).

11" x 9" x 53" /
28 x 23 x 133 cm

LG461

3x

2.5x

1.75x

maGNiFLaSH™

A 5x aspheric, LED lighted
magnifier and flashlight
combination. Aspheric
lenses provide a clear image
with no blurring and little
distortion. Comes with a
neck strap and case.
LG385

5x Magnification

LG386

7x Magnification

LG387

9x Magnification

LG388

11x Magnification
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2.5x

HObby maGNiFiER

This magnifier features 90 bright, energy saving LED bulbs. The
magnifying lens features 1.75x magnification with a lens cover for
protection. Includes polarized wall plug.

This magnifier boasts a 2.5x power crystal-clear acrylic lens, 4.5x power
spot lens, built-in bright twin LED bulbs and adjustable neck strap.
Can be used as both a pendant magnifier and handheld magnifier.
Simply unclasp the magnifer from the neck strap and it can be used as a
handheld. Requires 3 x SR41 batteries (included).

LG460

LH073

LED cLamP-ON maGNiFiER

ScREEN maGNiFiER

Perfect for fine print reading, this magnifier is made from a sturdy PVC
and ABS plastic that swivels 3600.
LG891

Viewing Dimension: 4¼" x 6¼" / 10.5 x 16 cm
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5x

2x

EZREaD™

Transforms your television into a visual aid. Simply place the ezRead™
directly on top of your reading material to display the magnified
image in full colour right on your television screen. The internal LED
illumination ensures that the image on your screen is bright and easy
to read. The size of your television monitor determines the actual
magnification of the item. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included) or
10' A/C power adapter (included).
LG393

SUREGRiP™

LUmiLOUPE™ ULtRa

Choose this magnifier for 5x magnification when viewing stamps, coins,
or reading fine print. It has 6 bright LED bulbs with 3 brightness levels.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).

This hand and stand magnifier has a 2x glass lens with built-in 10x spot
magnifier. Great for threading needles, removing splinters, or anytime
when two hands are required. Perfect for those who want the durability of a
magnifying lens and require additional hand strength.

LG391

LG381

4.5x

2.5x

10x

15x

LcD mONitOR maGNiFiER

LENSmaG™

maGNiLiNE™

POckEt maGNiFiER™

This magnifying glass is the perfect travel companion. Designed to fit
in a pocket or purse, its sleek design is a great size for reading books,
newspapers, recipes, and coupons. The integrated bright LED bulbs
makes it great for reading in low light environments. Requires 3 x G3
button cell batteries (not included).

An LED magnifier with 3 magnifying powers: 6x, 5x and 2.5x
magnification. It features a crystal-clear acrylic lens. It is an ideal low
vision aid, perfect for reading fine print, and fits easily in a pocket or
purse. Requires 2 x CR2032 batteries (included).

LG379

LG380

A high powered magnifier that attaches to the iPhone™ 5/5S/5C through
built-in magnets. Included in each 2-pack is a 10x and 15x magnet
magnifier. Simply remove any phone case you have over the iPhone™ 5
and place the desired magnet magnifer over the camera. The LensMag™
will now act as a macro lens.
LG392

2x

3x

2 Pack

This magnifier has an elegant and lightweight design with adjustable
magnification. The high quality lens increases the text size by more than
double to avoid strain on the eyes.
LG785

15" / 38 cm

Weighs: 1 lb / 0.45 kg

LG786

17" / 43 cm

Weighs: 1.2 lbs / 0.54 kg

LG787

19" / 48 cm

Weighs: 1.4 lbs / 0.63 kg

NEW

PORtabLE LiGHt POD SyStEm

This portable light offers remote controlled temporary light indoors or
outdoors. Each set contains 3 weather resistant light pods that can be
mounted to objects using a hook-and-loop strap (included). Great for
camping, hunting, as a trail light and more.

maGNicaRD™

cREDit caRD maGNiFiER

This small convenient magnifier can easily fit in your wallet. The magnifier
has a plastic lens, 2x magnification and comes with a protective case.
57021
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Length: 3" / 8 cm

LH544

Set of 3

1¾" x 1½" / 4.5 x 4 cm

A compact, easy to use 3x power magnifier that is so small it fits easily
in your pocket, handbag or wallet. This magnifier comes with a builtin bright LED light that activates at the touch of a button for use in
low light conditions.
LG390

3¼"x 2¼" x 2½" / 8 x 6 x 6 cm
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PaGEGLOW

mOtiON SENSOR LED PORcH LiGHt

This paperback sized rechargeable book light is equipped with 3 bright
LED bulbs along the handle and a 3 level dimming switch allowing the
user to adjust to the desired brightness. Power lasts for 30 hours, and
is rechargeable with the provided USB cable. Ergonomic thumb groove
and detachable page clip allows for easy placement on reading material.
Protective case included.
LF136

7¼" x 5" / 18.5 x 14 cm

LF510

Silver

Diameter: 5¾" / 15 cm

Weighs: 1.25 lbs / 0.5 kg

Weighs: 0.22 lbs / 0.1 kg

NEW

LED FLamELESS caNDLES

NEW

cOLLaPSibLE LED LaNtERNS

These compact collapsible LED lanterns can go anywhere! Featuring
a fold out handle and loop for easy carrying or hanging. It is great
for tabletop accent lighting indoors or outdoors. Requires 3 x AAA
batteries (not included).
LH595 Set of 2

This handy adjustable LED unit offers extra light whenever things get
dim. The unit features automatic ON/OFF operation thanks to a lightsensitive photocell. Waterproof so you can place it anywhere, indoors
and outdoors. Requires 4 x C batteries (not included).

Colour May Vary

2¾" x 2¾" x 1½" / 7 x 7 x 4 cm

NEW

LED LiGHt bULbS

These LED light bulbs are the perfect solution for any tight spaces needing
light. Just peel and stick anywhere. Great for home, office, workshops,
closets and cabinets. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
LH594

Pack
of 3

2" x 2" x 2½" /
5 x 5 x 6 cm

Weighs: 0.40 lbs /
0.18 kg

LED FLEX NEck LiGHt

This little light has unlimited uses. 4 bright LED bulbs have both wide angle
and spot settings. The light can bend and hold its shape, and is adjustable
in any direction. Great for doing crafts, working on your laptop, reading and
so much more. Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included).

Enjoy the warm, rolling flicker of
candlelight without any risk or mess.
These pillars are made of real wax to
look, feel and flicker just like a real
candle. Simply flick the switch to
enjoy hours of soothing ambiance,
or use the 5-hour feature to set
your candles to turn ON and OFF
automatically at the same time each
day. Easy to operate and completely
safe. Requires 2 x AA batteries (not
included) to provide up to 1,000 hours
of flickering candlelight.
LF107

4" / 10 cm

LF108

6" / 15 cm

LF109

8" / 20 cm

LF134

NEW

LED tOUcH bEDSiDE LamP

NiGHt LiGHt WaLL SWitcH cOvER

This LED night light uses 8 long lasting LED bulbs, using a peel off
adhesive to stick to most surfaces. No wiring required as it is battery
operated. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
LH597 Set of 2
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White

3" x ¾" x 4½" / 8 x 2 x 11 cm

LED NiGHt LiGHt

This LED night light turns on at dusk and off at dawn using a
photoelectric sensor. The LED is rated for up to 100,000 hours. Each light
features a 360º rotating head. No batteries required.
LH596 Set of 2

2" x 1¾" x 2" / 5 x 4.5 x 5 cm

This sleek lamp lights up with just a tap the soft, glowing light makes
it easy to find your keys, phone, or sunglasses, without having to
turn on the overhead light. Perfect for those who need to leave
early without waking up anyone else in the room. Requires 3 x AAA
batteries (not included).
LG857

8" x 5" x 1½" / 20 x 12.5 x 4 cm

LiGHtED tiSSUE bOX

This clever product serves as not only a tissue box, but also a stylish light
and organization tool. There is a small inset on top for placing your keys,
wallet or phone so you can find them easily, day or night.
LG859

6½" x 5" x 6" / 16 x 12 x 15 cm
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biO-matic™ WEatHER-RESiStaNt
FiNGERPRiNt REcOGNitiON DOOR LOck

This stylish and easy- to-use fingerprint door lock offers a sliding
front cover that not only allows protection for the optical sensor
but also activates the fingerprint scanner when lifted.

SaD LiGHt

Using blue light technology to give you a quick, safe
and 100% effective light treatment. This product
has been developed based on extensive research on
the efficacy of blue light therapy. The long-lasting
lithium-ion battery technology provides power for up
to 5 - 7 treatment sessions. The blue light is at a lower
intensity than full spectrum light and therefore much
kinder on the eyes.
LG927

SPEciFicatiONS:

• Fingerprint Recognition Capacity: 150
• Passcode Capacity: 78, 8-digit
• Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included)
• Operating Temperature: -20°C to 61°C / -4°F to 140°F
• Adjustable Latch: 2½" or 2¾" backset
• Fits a standard 2 " diameter hole

6" x 2¼" x 1" / 15 x 6 x 2.5 cm

LG511

Right Handled

LG526

Left Handled

LOc8tOR LitE

The world's smallest, lightest and best performing item finder of its kind. The mini homing tags
weigh just 0.17 ounces and can be easily attached to almost anything, including house keys,
wallets, purses, cellphones, and TV remote controls. It is the only tracker that actually shows
you where to find your things. The credit card-sized handset uses both lights and sounds to
direct you to your lost items. With a range up to 400 ft / 122 m in clear line of sight, it can find
anything around the house and neighbourhood and guide you to it within 1" accuracy in even
the most hard-to-find places. It is specially made so that it can be used by visually impaired
and blind individuals. Features Braille-like textured buttons on the handset, and provides audio
cues to make finding your items even easier.

cONtaiNS:

NatURaL SUNLiGHt LamP

A light that mimics natural sunlight. It’s designed specifically to recreate
the wavelengths of light in order to give users the feeling of sunlight.
Comes with power adapter.
LG463

7½" x 1½" x 6 / 19 x 4 x 15 cm

Can be used under cabinets in the kitchen, den, entertainment centre,
laundry room or closet. Great for lighting up tight spaces or dimly lit
areas. Requires 6 x AAA batteries (not included).

LED UNDER cabiNEt LiGHt

• 2 x mini tags
• Key rings and adhesive strips
• Fridge mount
• Multilingual user guide
• All batteries included
- Handset: 2 x CR2032
- Mini Tags: 4 x V390

LG042

LG578

NEW
Day-LiGHt cLaSSic

Designed to provide optimal
bright light therapy treatment.
The height-adjustable legs
allow the light to be positioned
at an appropriate height and
angle for the user. The white
diffusing lens eliminates
glare and evenly distributes
the light. The high impact
polycarbonate lens filters
99.3% of harmful UV rays.
LF175

DiGitaL LUGGaGE ScaLE

The ideal travel companion, this
luggage scale is lightweight, compact
and perfect for avoiding airline
charges with overweight luggage.
Requires lithium battery (included).

REtRO PHONE HaNDSEt

This handset makes multitasking simple, yet stylish. It allows you to view/send
emails and text messages while talking on the phone. Features an extra long
curly cord which allows you to move around while talking. No batteries are
required, simply attach the handset to your cell phone 3.5 mm jack.
LH598
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Scale is ready
to take a
reading

Sc419

9" x 4½" / 23 x 11 cm

Scale has taken the reading

Weighs: 0.5 lbs / 0.22 kg
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WiRELESS kEy FiNDER

Locate your lost keys instantly. Simply attach one of the colour coded
receptors to your key ring and press the corresponding colour on the
transmitter causing the receiver to beep at a loud 95 dB, allowing you
to find your keys anywhere within a 50 ft operating range. 2 colour
coded key chains included. Transmitter requires 2 x AAA batteries (not
included). Unit operates on 1 x 3v lithium-ion battery (included).
LF125

Keychain Size: 1½" x ½” x 1¼” / 4 x 1 x 3 cm

SOUND amPLiFiER

This revolutionary sound amplifier is both affordable and discreet.
Designed to look like an expensive cell phone earpiece, this amplifier
will allow you to hear the sounds of every day life. It is lightweight
and compact. A soft foam wire fits snuggly over the ear. Includes
rechargeable batteries and UL listed charger.

iNDOOR PLUG timER

The timer has 48 settings per day. Great for programming lights
within the home to turn on at night to prevent falls. Grounded 3 prong
plug for any indoor outlet with a convenient side outlet. For indoor
use only. 120V AC 60 Hz.
Xc922 Colour May Vary

LF104

2" x 3" x 3" / 5 x 7 x 7 cm

GROUNDED OUtDOOR timER

Great for programming outdoor lights to go on or off. Comes standard
with a heavy duty 15 ft / 4.5 m grounded cord with plug. 15A-120V-1800W.
Xc924

Colour May Vary

3¼" x 3½" x 5½" / 8 x 8 x 14 cm

viEWbaSE iPHONE™ HOLDER

This flexible phone holder can clamp
to a tray table, the side of a wheelchair
or anywhere on the go. This innovative
holder grips both flat and round
surfaces up to 2" / 5 cm in diameter.
The spring-loaded top clamp securely
holds an iPhone™ or iPod™ with or
without a protective case.

LOW viSiON kEybOaRD

LF127

12 Ft iNDOOR EXtENSiON cORD

With a convenient button located on the cord, this 12 ft / 3.6 m extension
cord lets you turn items on or off with the tap of your foot. Designed with 3
polarized outlets, it offers easy access to those hard to reach plugs. No more
unplugging cords when you want to turn lights or appliances off. UL listed.

The perfect keyboard for visually impaired individuals in low light
environments. Features bright yellow keys with large, easy-to-see letters
and numbers. This wired keyboard is compatible with all computers and
laptops that offer USB ports.

LG855

LG097

White

cORD SWitcH

This extension cord, with easy hand switch, lets you control your lamps
and appliances at your fingertips. Comes with polarized piggyback
plug that eliminates "Standby Power" in the off position. UL listed with
125VAC - 10A - 1250W.
LG858

12' / 144" / 30.5 cm

10' / 120" / 304 cm

tabLEt StaND

Provides easy and hands-free access to your tablet. You can rotate,
change the angle and swivel your tablet for optimal viewing in
landscape or portrait. The weighted base provides excellent support
and the tablet can be attached and removed easily. Fits Apple iPad™,
Samsung Galaxy™ tablet, Microsoft Surface™, Kindle Fire™ and any other
tablet 7" -10" / 18 - 25.5 cm.
LG789
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7" x 7" x 8" / 18 x 18 x 20 cm

ROtatiNG tabLEt StaND

Can pivot a full 360° for optimal viewing. It can be used in either
landscape or portrait view and folds for convenient storage. Fits Apple
iPad™, Samsung Galaxy™ tablet, Microsoft Surface™, Kindle Fire™ and any
other tablet 7" -10" / 18 - 25.5 cm.
LG788

8¼" x 8¾" x 2" / 21 x 22 x 5 cm

NiGHt LiGHt WaLL taP

Converts a single wall outlet into 3 grounded outlets for extra daily use.
Features a built-in LED night light and long-lasting LED bulb.
LG856

tRavEL PiLLOW

Great to take on airplanes, trains, cars or buses. It allows you to sleep
comfortably while travelling.
LG036

Colour May Vary
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EmbRacE™ aiR PLUS

bEDLOUNGE

Created to provide hours of comfortable sitting and reading. Sink into soft
layers of down, resilient foam, and fleece combed fibres. Designed to support
the upper and lower back, neck, shoulders, and head. It allows you to relax in
ultimate comfort whether you're sitting upright or reclining.
LG394

White

21" x 27" x 25" / 53 x 68 x 63 cm

LUmbaR™ aiR PLUS

Adjustable and portable back or neck comfort. Works great in bucket
seats, airplanes, and smaller chairs. You may place the support
wherever it’s required, and inflate the air chamber accordingly.
Clinically tested and proven beneficial for improving spinal curvature
over an extended period of time.
LF221

Colour May Vary

LF220
LF222

With Pump
Without Pump

Colour May Vary

10" / 25.5 cm

LUmbaR back SUPPORt

Engineered to cradle your lower spine for the ultimate support and comfort.
Forming to your lower back, this support reduces pressure points. It has a
handle for easy carrying, as well as an elastic strap for positioning in any office
chair or car seat.
LG753

14" x 13" x 4½" /
36 x 33 x 11 cm

LF139

Colour May Vary

14" x 11½" x 5" / 35 x 29 x 12 cm

LG754

Gel-infused Memory Foam,
Polyester / Cotton

12" x 4" x 4" /
30 x 10 x 10 cm

Polyurethane Foam and
Polyester Cover

jaZZ RX™

LaP DESk FOOt RESt cOmbO

A lightweight, portable multipurpose accent made from high-quality
memory foam. Perfect for adding incredible comfort to your home,
office, dorm room and more! It turns any coffee table or hard surface into
an ottoman while offering other great uses such as a lap desk, armrest,
remote-control holder, lumbar or knee support.

SUPPORt cUSHiON

Provides excellent support for the curvature of your lower back and
neck. Portable and lightweight, this cushion has an adjustable elastic
strap and can be used at home, office or in your car.

Ergonomically designed to provide complete support for the back and
spine. Its unique polyurethane foam retains its shape and rebounds at
pressure points, while the adjustable straps hold the cushion firmly to
the chair. Includes a removable cover for easy cleaning.

This backrest is ideal for any long-term sitting at home, work, in a car or
on a plane. Tucked behind your back, the Jazz RX™ prevents backaches
and pains by providing lumbar support and maintaining the spine’s
natural curve. Jazz RX™ has been found to improve sitting posture
and reduce tension and stress in the lower back, allowing for more
comfortable prolonged sitting. Easily portable and customizable to fit
your individual needs.

LG792

LF080

DELUXE back & LUmbaR SUPPORt

NEck vitaLiZER m3™

kOaLa HUG™

The first anatomically designed lower back device that supports
the lumbar spine without placing any pressure on the abdomen.
A non-invasive treatment for reducing lower back pain. Invented
by a renowned orthopedic surgeon, with over 30 years of clinical
experience. Features a one-time adjustment that fits most waist sizes.
Instructional DVD included.
LF226
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Recommended worldwide by healthcare professionals. Designed with
pressure mapping, open cell foam contours to your body naturally, offering
gentle lateral support. Adding a patented, vertically adjustable air system
provides you with guaranteed back support.

29" - 55" / 74 - 140 cm

kOaLa cOmFy™

A comfortable back support to relieve back pain no matter where you
are: at home, in the office or travelling. This unique cushion was designed
based on principles of the Alexander Technique, which focuses on
eliminating poor posture habits. Extremely light, compact and foldable
for easy portability.
LF227

14" x 9" x 2" / 36 x 23 x 5 cm

Neck, shoulder and back pain/fatigue often causes slouched sitting. As
a result, the head protrudes too far forward placing additional stress on
the neck and shoulders, also known as “Forward Head Posture”. Neck
Vitalizer M3™ is an effective device for correcting this malfunctioning
posture and reducing neck and shoulder stress. Within seconds you will
notice the neck drop backwards, the chest open up and shoulder and
neck muscles relax. Features a convenient pump for inflation.

Relieves pain and discomfort in the lower back. Simply inflate this
easy-to-use product to desired fullness and place under lower back
region. Gravity pulls your body downwards gently over the device,
decompresses the lumbar spine, frees pinched nerves and increases
circulation to the area. Features a convenient pump for inflation.

LF082

LF083

LUmbaR DEcOmPRESSOR m3™
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cOmFORt SLiPPERS

These well made and designed comfort slippers are ideal for
anyone who experience feet swelling or joint discomfort.
They are easy to wear and the fleece lining is ideal for
keeping feet warm and snug. Solid non-slip rubber soles
provide increased safety.
Women (US)

Men (US)

LF030

Size 6

N/A

LF031

Size 8

Size 6

Size 10

Size 8

LF033

Size 12

Size 10

LF034

Size 14

Size 12

LF032

Navy Blue

tHERmOGLOvES

These electric gloves use environmentally friendly lithium-ion batteries
that quickly charge and provide regulated even heat for hours. The first
slim fit flexible heated glove that is thin enough to fit inside ski gloves,
work gloves or motorcycle gloves for added protection and warmth. Use
alone as heated winter gloves or as battery heated liners.
LG967

Small / Medium

LG968

Large / X-Large

iNStaNt cHaiR WaRmER

Luxurious and comfortable,
the soft fleece-like outer shell
combines with a metallic
backing to trap your body
heat and reflect it back to you,
warming you instantly.

Samba RX™

This sleek, portable cushion improves sitting posture and reduces back
pain and fatigue during prolonged periods of sitting. Reduces stiffness,
aches, pains and fatigue in the lower back while sitting. Structure alleviates
pressure points underneath the buttocks by taking pressure off the coccyx
and pelvic floor. Portable and customizable.

LG861

60" x 27" /
152 x 68.5 cm

bRacELEt aSSiStaNt

Holds one end of your bracelet firmly in place, so you can take the other
end and easily clasp the ends together. Works equally well for right or
left hand. Features a compact, fully lined box and is designed to store the
fold-away device as well as several bracelets in the jewelry compartment.
LG094

LF081

7" / 18 cm

bEDWaRmER

Placed under the bottom sheet, heat rises to keep you cozy. Ideal for
individuals with cold or achy feet, poor circulation in their extremities or
Restless Leg Syndrome. Allows the user to heat an area quickly and then
switch to low heat for gentle warmth throughout the night. Ideal for either
covering one side of the bed or lying across the entire foot of the bed.
LF928
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19½ " x 36" / 50 x 91cm

FOOt WaRmER aND maSSaGER

jEWELLERy cLEaNER

Made from a durable fleece material and with its relaxing vibrating
massage feature, this portable unit can also be used on the back and
neck. Requires 4 x AA batteries (not included). Contains 2 reusable gel
packs for hot and cold therapy.

Small enough to fit in a purse and ready to use at any time. The pen is
filled with a concentrated formula that is gentle on jewelry and skin.
Cleaner comes out of a “handy brush" by twisting the bottom. A perfect
portable solution to avoid carrying around large cleaner containers.

LG818

LF559

bRacELiNk™ bRacELEt cLaSP FaStENER

This innovative product lets you attach your bracelet with one hand! Simply
slide to any table edge, wrap the bracelet into position, and it's done!
LF560

kNittED HaND WaRmERS

These fashionable hand warmers have two layers of warming with the
crocheted acrylic yarn and fleece lining. They help keep your hands and
wrists warm while keeping your fingers free to operate a phone or use
the car radio.
LG854

One Size Fits All
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tabLEmatE® i

NEW

Ideal for those with mobility concerns, or anyone recovering from an
illness, surgery or injury. The large tray top is perfect for eating, crafts
and writing. Can fold down completely for convenient storage. No tools
required for assembly.
LF170

White

Tray Size: 19¾” x 25½” / 50 x 65 cm

tabLEmatE® ii:
Smaller tray top size of 15” x 20” / 38 x 51 cm.
LF171

EaSy ON WatcH WitH GLOW

HiS & HER HEatED ScaRF

LG860

Women

LH614

LH615

Men

Adjustable Height:
21¾” - 29¼” / 55 - 74 cm

Weight Capacity:
50 lbs / 23 kg

tabLEmatE® v:
This wider based version of the TableMate® II is ideal for use with
recliners, lifts and wheelchairs. Adjustable to 6 different heights.

Enjoy this stylish watch with large numbers that is easy to read in the dark!
Watchband adjusts with a self-fastening band that fits most. Numbers on
the face of the watch glow in the dark for superior nighttime viewing.

Designed with built-in pockets for hands and heats up in just seconds,
keeping you warm on those chilly days.

White

LF172

White

Tray Size: 19¾” x 25½” / 50 x 65 cm

(TableMate® V shown in picture)

FOLD-aWay tabLE
There when you need it, folds away when you don’t . This small
but practical table has room for your book, glasses, remote
control, coffee, and can even hold your CPAP machine next to
your bed. The patented fold-away design makes this table perfect
if you have limited space next to your chair, sofa or bed, and is
portable enough to be moved from room to room. For use with
stationary furniture (not recliners).

iPHONE™ WaLLEt caSE

The thinnest iPhone™ wallet in the world. Constructed from lightweight
polycarbonate, this case will protect but not weigh your phone down.
Safely locks in place to secure your money, credit cards, and even keys!
Great for travelling or a trip to the gym.
LG852

iPhone™ 4

LG853

iPhone™ 5

tRavEL WaLLEt

This wallet has a total of 11 pockets with a zipper closure for added
security. It is great for organizing when travelling abroad. It is hand
washable in warm water and soap.
LG797

Colour May Vary

LG868

Walnut

LG977

Black

LG978

Black

LG979

White

Wood
Plastic

15" x 10¾" /
38 x 27 cm

Weight Capacity:
10 lbs / 4.5 kg

Weighs:
11 lbs / 5 kg

10" x 9½" / 25.5 x 24 cm

aDjUStabLE FOLD-aWay
FOOtRESt

Converts any chair into a
relaxation station where you can
comfortably elevate your legs
while you read, watch TV or take
a nap. The foam-filled cushion
helps absorb the built-up tension
in your legs, feet and lower back.
Folds flat for storage.

cOUcH ORGaNiZER

HaND baG ORGaNiZER

Make switching from handbag to handbag quicker and easier than ever
before. Helps to organize the contents of your handbag and can be
transferred from bag to bag.

This 6 pocket organizer adjusts to any couch or chair armrest, allowing
you to keep frequently used items handy while serving as a tidy drink
and food tray. It conveniently holds remote controls, reading glasses,
program guides, food, drinks and much more.

LG033

LG903
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tRaymatE®

Connects and holds tight to any furniture arm. For snacking while
watching TV or reading. Ideal for use as a drawing, hobby, reading or
writing table. Use on any armchair or sofa. User may get in and out of
chair without moving the TrayMate®. No tools required for assembly.
LF210

LF131

15" x 12" x 14" /
38 x 30 x 36 cm

9" x 8½" / 23 x 22 cm
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HOvER tabLE

A mobile solution for comfortable eating, reading or working anywhere in the house. The air mesh fabric and contoured frame fit securely over your
lap, creating a breathable cushioning effect which allows users to stay cool and comfortable for hours. The polypropylene tray top can be easily
removed for thorough cleaning.
57074

FOOtRESt

Grey and Black

57076

Pink and Grey

57077

Green and Grey

57078

Purple and Grey

Eliminate leg and back pain while improving
posture during long work days. The durable metal
tube frame features rubber ends to prevent slips
and scratches on any surface. The foot rest is a
simple way to make the work day much more
comfortable while sitting in the same position for
extended periods of time.

19" x 15" x 4" / 48 x 38 x 10 cm

NOt jUSt aNOtHER
HaNDy tabLE

LF209

17" x 11" / 43 x 28 cm

POLyPROPELENE tRay tOP

Can be easily detached
from the air mesh base via
Velcro® fasteners, perfect if
you need to spot clean either
component.

LiGHtWEiGHt iNtERNaL FRamE

Contoured frame fits securely over your lap,
with soft air mesh fabric creating a cushioning
effect between you and the tray top.
Rests softly and securely. End result
your legs stay cool, and you stay cool.

aDjUStabLE FOOtRESt

The adjustable footrest has 4 height positions and an easy-glide platform
which rocks your feet and adjusts the tilt angle smoothly and quietly.
The ergonomically large platform has a surface with bumps to massage
the feet while enhancing comfort and relieving strain.
LG791

aiR mESH cUSHiONiNG

18" x 13" x 6½" / 46 x 33 x 16.5 cm

aDjUStabLE FOOtRESt WitH ROLLERS

The ergonomic design of the adjustable footrest supports your legs
at the most comfortable height and tilt. The platform rollers and
surface bumps massage your feet while also improving circulation. The
simple foot action adjusts the tilt smoothly and quietly with 3 levels of
adjustable height.
LG790

18" x 15" x 6½" / 48 x 38 x 16.5 cm

Designed for superior comfort.
vELcRO® FaStENERS

POP-UP cOOkbOOk HOLDER

Automatically opens for easy loading and can accommodate very thick
and tall books without tipping over. The clear splatter screen holds
cookbooks securely in place and upright at an easy-to-read angle
without distorting words or images.
LG015
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biRcH WRitiNG tabLE

This stylish table is ideal for writing or reading, with a surface that prevents
you from leaning forward and helps to maintain a correct posture.
LF149

22" x 17" / 56 x 69 cm
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PEN aGaiN

An ergonomic design takes advantage of the natural weight of the hand
to generate the pressure needed to apply ink to paper. Its crutch-like
shape steadies the hand and engages the whole arm so it allows its user
to relax and guide it, rather than forcefully grip it. Reduces hand fatigue
and eliminates cramping.
LF555

Pen with 2 Refills

LaPDESk WORk StatiON

bOOkGEm®

A reading stand that holds your book open in a variety of positions. Spring
loaded clips hold the book securely, yet open easily when you want to
turn the pages. The folding legs make it versatile, allowing it to be used at
a desk or on your lap. Can hold paperbacks, hardbacks, iPads™, Kindles™,
Nook™, Sony Readers™, Androids™ and Windows™ tablets.

This portable lap desk features a large work surface for a book,
magazine, laptop or a lunch plate. The flexible gooseneck lamp provides
task lighting for working, reading or writing, and a handy beverage
holder keeps your drink secure. Powerful LED light allows you to work
or read in the dark. Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included). It also has a
carrying handle, making it easily portable.
LF133

LF145

Grey

19" x 14½" x 2" / 48 x 37 x 5 cm

tHE HEavy WEiGHt PEN

ROckEt WRitER™

taPE DiSPENSER

EaSy PRESS StaPLER

This handheld tape dispenser features a unique ergonomic shape that
makes it easy for big taping jobs, using the one button load and cut
system. Load tape length as you wish. Perfect for gift wrapping.

With the simple press of two fingers, this stapler is the perfect tool for
the office. Its soft touch grip makes for comfortable, easy use.

LF105

LG043

Ergonomic design ensures the proper “tripod” finger position. Kids are
drawn to its rocket shaped design. The rocket shape takes advantage of
the natural weight of the hand rather than the child’s ability to grip the
pencil. Simple twist-top mechanism to expose more of the refill. Dual
built-in erasers.
LF555R

This unique, perfectly balanced writing tool reduces fatigue while
increasing muscle strength and has been weighted to decrease hand
tremors. The only writing utensil available with the exclusive Pen Grip™
technology. Each refillable pen includes a high quality Swiss ink cartridge.

2 Pack

LF544

Heavy Weight Pen

LF544P

Heavy Weight Pencil

PENciL GRiP

A revolutionary applied technology that works with the body’s natural
physiology to gently place fingers in the proper position for gripping.
Allowing over 90% surface contact with its soft comfortable gripping
surface. This unique grip sets the industry standard in ergonomics.
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LF543E

English Packaging

LF543F

French Packaging

Colour May Vary

StEaDy WRitE PEN

tRiaNGLE PENciL GRiPS

A classic style, giving a comfortable grip that encourages proper finger
posture. Suitable for left-handers as well as righties, they slip on standardsize pencils easily and hold their position securely.
LF542

Set of 3

Colour May Vary

A lightweight pen for people suffering from rheumatism. It is gently
rounded, making it pleasant and comfortable to grip.

Designed to help improve the handwriting of people with arthritis,
Parkinson’s Disease or other hand limitations. The triangular base
balances and stabilizes the hand to smooth out shaky penmanship.
Pen not included.

LG488

LG072

cONtOUR PEN
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SHURLOk™ kEy StORaGE LOck bOX

Allow secure access for medical personnel or trusted neighbours
into your home without worrying about break-ins. Stores up
to 5 keys so you'll never be locked out again. Features superior
security with 10,000 possible code combinations. Provides access
only to the keys, the lock box cannot be removed.
Never Get Locked Out again!
Have the peace of mind that you or a loved one will never be
locked out again! The ShurLok™ offers assurance that such an
occasion will never arise. There is also no need to hide your key
under a rock or under a door mat which are common places that
burglars seek for access to a home.

GEL cOOLiNG PaD

Cools and soothes for hours without needing refrigeration. Lowers body
temperature and improves comfort, providing relief from heat-related stress
and strained muscles. Can be used as a pillow insert, mattress pad, seat pad
or wheelchair pad. Unfold and it's ready to use. Not for freezer use.
LF154

12" x 8" / 30 x 20 cm

LF155

14½" x 21" / 37 x 53 cm

kNEE cUSHiON

Provides support when gardening, planting and weeding. It helps to
reduce stress on knees and the lower back. Can also be used when
cleaning the bathtub or sorting low cabinets.
LG044

11½" x 15½" / 29 x 39 cm

Open the ShurLok™ in the dark
The ShurLok™ is great for site-impaired individuals or for opening in
the dark. The zero locking feature can be used as follows:
• Roll all the numbers up and away from you
• Each number will lock on zero
• Count the numbers up on each dial
Tip: Make your numbers smaller and closer to zero for quicker
opening in the dark
LG833

2 Way kNEELiNG PaD

Put the joy back in gardening with this unique kneeling pad. Kneel or sit in
comfort with this combo cushioned kneeling pad and garden seat . Easy to
tote, set up and fold away. Lock the arms open on the kneeling pad to help
you get up and down. Flip the kneeling pad over and the arms turn into 2
sturdy legs supporting a comfortable and secure seat.
LF231

11" x 22½" x 15" / 28 x 57 x 38 cm

kNEELiNG PaD

A great solution for reducing knee pain and lower back stress. Protects
knees when kneeling on hard surfaces such as asphalt, concrete, grating,
gravel or wood. Can also be used when bathing young children, gardening
or doing work around the house.
LF230

Colour May Vary

14" x 11" / 36 x 28 cm

NEW

EXPaNDabLE DOOR HiNGES

GaRDEN bELt

Stay organized while working in the garden and keep your hands free!
Designed with a plastic quick clip nylon belt. Great to hold your tools
while working in the garden.
LF232
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NO-SLiP icE caRPEt

This wide carpet creates safe traction over ice and snow. Walk safely without
shovelling, sanding, or spreading chemical salts. It accommodates wheelchairs,
wide steps, and two people walking side-by-side.
LG862

120" x 30" / 305 x 76 cm

Provides barrier-free access for most wheelchairs and adds 2” / 5 cm to
most doorway openings. Perfect for narrow bathroom doors. Features
3-hole sides for secure installation.
LG471

Brass

LG472

Black

LG473

Nickel

2” x 3½” / 5 x 9 cm

maGNEtic ScREEN DOOR

Aids in keeping the house cool when temperatures are high. Keep the
bugs out and automatically closes after you enter or exit. Easily installs
without any tools.
LH616

39” x 83” / 99 x 210 cm

Weighs: 0.75 lbs / 0.34 kg
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PLayiNG caRD HOLDER

WRaP aROUND SUNGLaSSES

These wrap around sunglasses are a safe way to shield your eyes from the
sun, they block light from all sides. High definition lenses enhance clarity
and colour. These glasses are suitable for both men and women and can
be worn with or without prescription glasses. Visor clip included.

SEat bELt HaNDLE™

Designed to decrease the need to twist as far and reach as strenuously
to access your seat belt. Helps to prevent back and shoulder strain.
LF114

LF110

Set of 2

Black

The perfect solution for people who enjoy playing cards but find it
difficult to hold them due to arthritis or other hand limitations. Holder
can also hold mah jong tiles, recipes or memos.

9¼" x 2¾" / 24 x 7 cm

GaS caP tURNER

LG065

10" / 25 cm

LG066

15" / 38 cm

LF160

tWO DEck caRD SHUFFLER

Many of us, especially those with arthritis or hand injuries, will appreciate
this great new tool that uses leverage to twist a gas cap open. The turner
fits over the gas cap and the raised handle, with 3 turning slots, allows
effortless turn of the cap to open and tighten. Just fit the turner onto gas
cap and twist!

tHREaDiNG HELPER

Designed for individuals with limited eyesight, arthritis or use of only
one hand. Dramatically improves an individuals ability to thread needles.
Needles not included.

Shuffle cards with the touch of a finger. This two deck automatic
shuffler allows you to spend more time playing and less time
shuffling. Can be operated with only one deck of cards. Requires 4 x
AA batteries (not included).

LF115

LF548

LF163

NEEDLE tHREaDER

LF547

LF161
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jUmbO iNDEX PLayiNG caRDS

Your outdoor survival tool, loaded with a weather forecast, moon phase,
temperature and humidity gauge, alarm clock with snooze function, day
and year display, built-in compass and LED flashlight. Requires 2 x AG13
and 1 x CR2016 batteries (included).
LH601

Set of 4

Colour May Vary

NEW

POckEt WEatHER StatiON kEycHaiN

A single deck with numbers and suits 100% larger than a standard deck
to reduce eye strain.

PLayiNG caRD HOLDERS

Great for people who love playing cards, but have difficulty holding
the cards due to arthritis or limited grasping ability in their hands.
Cards not included.
LF164

NEW

This needle threader is automatic and designed for use by individuals
with fine motor disabilities or arthritis. Suitable for all types of needles,
the device is designed for ease of use. The user inserts the needle, lays
the thread in the groove, pushes the lever, pulls the thread through and
removes the threaded needle. Needles not included.

E-Z-SEE LO-viSiON™ caRDS

Features extra large sized numbers and faces on standard size cards.
The 1½” / 4 cm extra large print helps those with low vision play their
favourite card games with ease.

Colour May Vary

3½" x 1½" x ¾" / 9 x 4 x 2 cm

POckEt WEatHER StatiON mULti-tOOL

The 8-in-1 weather station and tool kit has a large easy to read LCD screen,
weather forecast with moon phase, temperature and humidity gauge,
alarm clock with snooze function, calendar with date, as well as a bright
LED flashlight. Requires 2 x AG13 and 1 x CR2016 batteries (included).
LH600

Colour May Vary

3½" x 2½" x ½" / 9 x 6 x 1 cm
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Day tRackER

Never forget the day of the week again. This day tracker is a convenient
tool that will help organize a daily routine. The large face will display the
current day of the week continuously and at a quick glance. Adhesive
notes can be applied to the rim to alert of special events for the week.
LF150

English

LF150F

French

iNDOOR tHERmOmEtER/HyGROmEtER

This indoor thermometer with humidiguide comes complete with clear,
easy-to-read dials and rotating faces. The modern design makes this
unit a great addition to any room in the home. Unit can be placed on a
desktop using the built-in easel or hung on the wall.

8" / 20 cm

tR415

5¾" x 3½" / 15 x 9 cm

DiGitaL iNDOOR HyGROmEtER WitH tEmPERatURE

This digital weather unit displays relative humidity and temperature.
The colour comfort scale, indicates the ideal level of humidity for human
health and helps monitor your indoor environment. Requires 2 x AA
batteries (not included).
258bc

3" x 4" / 7.5 x 10 cm

iNDOOR/OUtDOOR WiRELESS tHERmOmEtER

This wireless thermometer displays transmitted readings from an outdoor
remote sensor up to 30 m/100 ft away from the indoor monitor. With
multiple sensor capability, this indoor monitor can display temperature for
up to 3 sensors. Requires 4 x AAA batteries (not included).
315bc
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2½" x 4" / 6 x 10 cm

12" DiaL tHERmOmEtER

This 12” / 30 cm easy-to-read temperature dial makes a nice addition to your
outdoor space. It accurately displays temperature in Celsius and Farenheit.
Can be mounted on any wall, gate or fence.
tR605

DiGitaL SUctiON cUP tHERmOmEtER

This house-shaped suction cup thermometer measures and displays
temperature and can be placed on the interior or exterior of any window.
The display shows current temperature with the most recent minimum and
maximum temperatures. Time display is located on the screen for improved
temperature monitoring. Requires 1 x CR2032 battery (included).
314bc

3½" x 4" / 9 x 10 cm

DRESSiNG aiDS

tERRy cLOtH SOck aiD

SOck aiD

For anyone who has difficulty bending and/or reaching their feet, this
sock aid is ideal for arthritis sufferers. Allows people to put on their socks
independently and easily despite pain or physical limitations. Made from
semi-flexible plastic attached to two long handles.

Flexible plastic sock aid makes putting on socks or stockings easier.
Large loop handles are great for those with arthritis. Nylon lining allows
easy sliding of the foot through the sock aid. The terry cloth outer cover
can be bent to fit any size sock or stocking.
LF264

57032

Length: 32" / 81 cm

EaSy-PULL HOSiERy aiD

Supports compression hosiery,
medical stockings, socks and
pantyhose. It’s easy to slide your
foot into and pull on the sock, no
need to bend down or struggle.
LF263

SOcky™ StOckiNG aiD

A small and flexible sock aid, the narrow front in combination with the
prefolded nylon fabric makes it easy to pull the sock onto the stocking aid.
The foot slides easily on the fabric so that the sock fits perfectly into place.
LG489

Length: 15¾" / 40 cm

LG490

Length: 23½" / 60 cm

ON / OFF SOck aiD

UNivERSaL NO-bEND aiD

The perfect solution for putting on stockings. The round edges help to
prevent snags. The easy glide strips help your foot slide into your sock or
stocking. Comes with a built-in shoehorn and hinges.
LF262

Length: 10" / 25 cm

Designed to bring efficient support to anyone with mobility limitations.
Even without the use of both hands, this product will bring back the
simplicity of wearing socks. One simple step and they are on, one swift
movement and they are off. Suitable for putting on and off all kinds of
socks, including nylons and light compression stockings.
LF260

Length: 12" / 30.5 cm
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jOckEy LONG HaNDLE SHOEHORN

DRESSiNG Stick aND SHOEHORN

This simple dressing stick eliminates the need
to bend in awkward positions, featuring a thick
easy to grip handle, push/pull hook and long
reach handle. This lightweight 2-in-1 dressing
stick is ideal for pulling on or pushing off
clothes, retrieving items or putting on shoes.
57030

HELPiNG HaND SOck aiD

Supporting the geometry of the foot, this sock aid gently contours the
foot as you pull up, making light work of the tiresome task of putting on
socks. Long handles with loops allow user to avoid bending down and can
be held, one handed or on the wrist for those who may have limited grip
strength. Can be safely used for those recovering from hip or knee surgery.

57027

Length: 24" / 61 cm

Length: 24" / 61 cm

SOck HORSE SOck aiD

LG640

Never bend to put your shoes on again! Use for slipping
on shoes easily, without causing back strain. The strong,
one-piece design is made from durable metal with a
smooth enamel finish and won't snag socks or stockings.

LF248

Allows you to put on socks easily and quickly without rope handles. It
was designed with a sturdy handle to help people with back, knee or hip
problems, decreased flexibility, pregnant or those who may be overweight.

LG746

mEtaL SHOEHORN

Perfect for people with a limited range of
motion. Features a long chrome-plated shaft
and flexible head for easy use.

Length: 18" / 45.5 cm

LEG LiFtER

PLaStic SHOEHORN

This lightweight shoehorn comes with a built-in lanyard,
making it convenient to hang up when not in use.
LF249

Colour May Vary

Length: 24" / 61 cm

Length: 24" / 61 cm

This convenient device will allow you to move
your legs safely, especially following hip surgery.
Ideal for individuals with weak hip flexors
following total hip replacements. The foothold
bends to accommodate any foot.
LF266

Colour
May Vary

Length: 42½" / 108 cm
Foothold: 10" / 25 cm

bUttON HOOk

Makes button and zip fastening a breeze! It
incorporates a stainless steel hook at one end,
designed to assist one-handed dressing by
passing through the button hole and over the
button to grip and pull.
LF259

Length: 6½" / 16 cm

LONG SHOEHORN

This long plastic shoehorn is ideal for putting on
shoes with ease. Perfect for anyone with back pain or
limited mobility.
LG056

tEak WOODEN SHOEHORN

This teak stained shoehorn comes with a lightweight cord to hang up for
easy storage. It is ergonomically designed and provides a flair of style to
a simple daily task.
LG596
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Length: 21" / 53 cm

Colour May Vary

Length: 31" / 79 cm

bOOt jack

The tapered slot design fits all sizes and shapes, features a serrated
edge for scraping the bottom of boots. To remove boots, sit down
and place one foot on the flat base and place other boot heel in the
removal slot. Pull heel out first to remove boot. Works well for stylish
footwear or even winter boots.
LF265

SNOW aND icE SHOE GRiPPERS

Universal to suit most shoes, boots and trainers. The steel studs provide
excellent traction on ice and snow.
LG034

Set of 2

Black

One Size Fits All
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NEW
SENSi ORtHOticS

Diabetes sufferers are at risk of developing serious foot conditions as a
result of neuropathy (loss of ability to feel pain, heat or cold). Designed to
reduce pressure and friction, while providing biomechanical support. The
insole is shaped to match the plantar surface of the foot, providing support
and cushioning. Provides ongoing distribution of the foot to protect
sensitive areas from excess pressure. Incorporates both Plastazote - the
medical profession’s material of choice for diabetic custom insoles - as well
as orthotic properties. O ,rthotics can also be useful for people with arthritis
and/or sensitive feet, and people recovering from minor foot injuries.

aNti-SLiP SNOW tREaDS

These special non-slip studs offer excellent traction on ice and snow. The
12 durable spikes are made from thermoplastic elastomer. Designed using
a stretchable material for a unisex fit. They are flexible up to – 40°C/-40°F.
57039
57041

Black

57042

Medium

8 -11 (US)

Large

11- 14 (US)

X-Large

14+ (US)

LG337

LG108

LG109

LG110

LG111

SiZE cHaRt

X-SmaLL

SmaLL

mEDiUm

LaRGE

X-LaRGE

Men (US)

3.5 - 5

5.5 - 7

7.5 - 9

9.5 - 11

11.5 - 14

Women (US)

4.5 - 6

6.5 - 8

8.5 - 10

10.5 - 12

catWaLk™ ORtHOticS

A breakthrough in high heel comfort. Walking in heels means most of
your body weight is placed on the front of the foot, causing the forefoot
structure to collapse. This excess force and friction leads the pain felt in
the bottom of the foot, calluses and corns - even aching legs! Designed
to support arches and metatarsals, distributing body weight more evenly
and taking the pressure off the ball of the foot. This unique technology
makes women’s shoes more comfortable to wear. Suitable for both low
and high heels.
LG100

X-Small

HOckEy ORtHOticS

Problem

Solution

This premium insole is designed for hockey players and provides both
cushioning and biomechanical control. Re-aligns the feet, resulting in
improved balance, stability and control. Power strides, edging, stopping
and push-offs become increasingly efficient, while reducing fatigue. The
cushioned top layer and embedded gel pads provide excellent comfort
in both the heel and forefoot.

4.5 - 6 (US)

LG286

LG287

LG288

LG289

LG290

LG101

Small

6.5 - 8 (US)

SiZE cHaRt

X-SmaLL

SmaLL

mEDiUm

LaRGE

X-LaRGE

LG102

Medium

8.5 - 10 (US)

Men (US)

3.5 - 5

5.5 - 7

7.5 - 9

9.5 - 11

11.5 - 14

Women (US)

4.5 - 6

6.5 - 8

8.5 - 10

10.5 - 12

mEDicaL ORtHOticS

Designed to control excessive pronation (rolling in of the feet and
collapsing of the arches), thereby providing lateral stability while walking
and restoring your natural walking pattern. Provides similar support
to expensive custom-made orthotics, but at a fraction of the cost! This
unique insole can be used to help relieve a range of biomechanical foot
complaints, including Plantar Fasciitis (heel pain) and Metatarsalgia (ball
of foot pain).
LG103

LG104

LG105

LG106

LG107

SiZE cHaRt

X-SmaLL

SmaLL

mEDiUm

LaRGE

X-LaRGE

Men (US)

3.5 - 5

5.5 - 7

7.5 - 9

9.5 - 11

11.5 - 14

Women (US)

4.5 - 6

6.5 - 8

8.5 - 10

10.5 - 12

HEEL aiD

iNSOLES

These insoles are designed to hit pressure points and aid in the relief of
your sore, tired feet, energizing your entire body. Created using hundreds
of tiny bubble springs that cushion your feet from heel to toe, allowing
for a comfortable stride.
LF295
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One Size Fits All

Use with a post-op shoe to eliminate the pelvic obliquity caused by
the difference in leg length. Simply peel one or two layers at a time
to adjust the height ¾", ¼" or ". Features a durable leather cover with
three resilient " rubber layers tapered for comfort. Layers are firmly held
together by peel-apart adhesive. Use bilaterally for progressive treatment
of Plantar Fasciitis or Achilles Tendonitis.
LG933

6 Pack

One Size Fits All
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NEW

DiD yOU kNOW?

Feet change as a person ages, one foot is typically longer or wider than the other. Measure your feet on a regular basis and
remember to always fit the longer foot first.
The best time to measure your feet is at the end of the day when your feet are largest.
Make sure the ball of your foot fits comfortably into the widest part of the shoe.
Your heel should fit comfortably in the shoe with a minimum amount of slipping - the shoes should not ride up and down on your
heel when you walk.
DONUt HEEL PaDS

Provides relief from painful heels and heel spurs. Designed to surround
and support heels from pressure and impact. The removable "donut hole"
centre allows pressure relief and lets heels float on air. The performance
cushioning absorbs shock, protects tender heels and will not flatten out.

ELaStic SHOE LacES

Easily turn any pair of laced-up shoes into a slip-on shoe. Stretchable
laces stay in place and are ideal for people with arthritic hands who have
difficulty tying laces.

LH541

Men (US) 8 - 14

57029

2 Pack

Black

26" / 66 cm

LH541a

Women (US) 6 - 10

57038

2 Pack

White

26" / 66 cm

It also helps to keep blood circulating to your feet as much as possible. Do this by putting your feet up when you are sitting or
lying down,stretching if you've had to sit for a long while, walking, having a gentle foot massage, or taking a warm foot bath.

EURO
WOmaN (US)
mEN (US)

36
5
3

37
6
4

38
7
5

39
8
6

SiZE cHaRt
40
41
42
9
10
11
7
8
9

43
12
10

44
13
11

45
14
12

46
15
13

47
16
14

48
17
15

bRycE™ SHOES

Feature full grain leather uppers, leather lined quarters and
suede heel pockets. Double strap closure system. Designed to
stretch and sized to fit snugly to any foot shape.
LF514W
LF514m

FLat ELaStic LacES

Tie these elastic laces once and you'll never have to tie or untie them
again. Designed to stretch so that the foot can slip in and out of any shoe
like a loafer.

cURLy LacES

Never tie laces again. Simply lace through the shoe eyelets and pull to
desired tightness. Avoid messy hang down laces using minimum effort.
LF246

Colour May Vary

45"/114 cm

LF237
LF238
LF239

3 Pairs per Pack

Wide

39 (EUR)

LF515m
LF516m

Medium
Unisex

LF518XW

White

30" / 76 cm

LF519XW

Black

24" / 61 cm

LF521W

Brown

24" / 61 cm

39 (EUR)
40 (EUR)
41 (EUR)

X-Wide
Wide

43 (EUR)
44 (EUR)
46 (EUR)

PODOWELL aNGEviN™ SLiPPER

NO kNOt LacES

A revolutionary new kind of shoelace that comes with metallic clips to
allow you to convert your current shoes into convenient, comfortable
slip-ons. Avoid ever having to tie your shoelaces again. Comes with a
functional plastic shoehorn.

Adjustable and removable back strap for easy convenience.
Breathable fibre and is machine washable for hygiene and
comfort. Personalize your shoes by replacing the removable
sole. Made of a 3D polyamide fibre and an anti-bacterial
bamboo terry cloth lining insole.
LF655

37 (EUR)

4 Eyelets

LF656

38 (EUR)

5 Eyelets

LF657

39 (EUR)

LF244

6 Eyelets

LF658

40 (EUR)

LF241

4 Eyelets

LF240
LF242

LF243
LF245
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Black

White

5 Eyelets
6 Eyelets

LF659

Unisex

41 (EUR)

LF660

42 (EUR)

LF661

43 (EUR)

LF662

44 (EUR)

LF663

45 (EUR)
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DRESSiNG aiDS
aLEXiS ™ SLiPPER

An extra roomy, washable, lightweight, flexible shoe with a removable inlay. The soft textile anti-bacterial finish helps keep your shoes fresh and odourfree. The Velcro® adjustable opening gives you a stable, comfortable fit and extra toe room
LF665

36 (EUR)

LF666

37 (EUR)

LF667

38 (EUR)

LF668

39 (EUR)

LF669

40 (EUR)

LF670

41 (EUR)

LF671

Unisex

DRESSiNG aiDS
NEW
maGNEtic tHERaPy GLOvES

Provides gentle compression and massaging relief.
Comfortable, lightweight and does not hinder daily
activities. Helps improve circulation, accelerating the
natural healing process. Magnet gauss strength 2g – 10g
per magnet with 160 magnets per glove.

42 (EUR)

LH528

Beige

LF672

43 (EUR)

LF673

LH529

Black

44 (EUR)

LF674

45 (EUR)

LH530

Beige

LF675

46 (EUR)

LH531

Black

LF676

47 (EUR)

LF677

48 (EUR)

cLaSSic POSt-OP SHOE

Features a cushioned, non-skid, rigid rocker sole and moulded heel counter for comfortable support and complete, shock-absorbing stabilization. Durable
soft inner lining allows foot to breathe while moulded heel collar contours around heel for a better fit. D-ring closure ensures even compression and adjusts to
accommodate bulky dressings and edema, while open toe design helps prevent friction on toes. Fits left or right foot.
LG338
LG339

Regular

NEW

Small
Women

Medium

LG340

Large

LG341

Small

LG342

Medium

LG343

Large

Men

Large

LG344

X-Large

LG345

XX-Large

SHOE StREtcHERS

Expands tight-fitting footwear for comfort and provides relief for wide
feet, bunions, corns and blisters. Ideal for breaking in new shoes.

ZiPPER RiNG PULLS

Assists people with arthritis or limited hand dexterity to hold onto
zippers. It is ideal for clothing, purses and jackets.
LG477

LH542

3 Pack

Diameter: 1" / 2.5 cm

NEW

EXtREmE GRiP GLOvE

Easy to get on and off, will not snag or
damage expensive garments. Great for
taking off compression socks. Can be
used for a range of other purposes where
extreme grip might be necessary.
LG699

Small

LG700

Medium

LG701
LG702
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Black

Large
X-Large

tOUcH StONE™

cOLD WEatHER maSk

Helps to minimize asthma, emphysema and other respiratory concerns.
Features an adjustable elastic band for a comfortable fit and is machine
washable. Made with 100% polyester.

An exceptional hand therapy product that provides natural pain and
stress relief. It can be used to help treat symptoms resulting from arthritis,
repetitive stress injury, stroke recovery and more. Always ready to use
anywhere and anytime; heats and chills in seconds.

LH525

LF296
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mENtHOGEL

These pads provide a refreshing way to soothe foot pain. A pleasant menthol scent helps to keep feet feeling fresh all day and prevents odours. Thanks to
a soft, stretchable gel, the pads immediately mould to the exact shape of your foot for a custom fit. The wave and circle patterns absorb shocks and reduce
pressure points. A complete line of 11 products soothes a variety of foot troubles. A storage bag is included. Washable.
LG944 (a)

Toe Seperators

LG950 (G)

Toe Pads

LG945 (b)

Toe Protectors

LG951 (H)

Arch Protectors

LG946 (c)

Toe Seperators

LG952 (i)

Bunion Protectors

LG953 (j)

Heel Protectors

LG948 (E)

Bunionette

LG954 (k)

High Heel Forefoot Pad

LG949 (F)

Forefoot Cushions

LG947 (D)

Set of 4

Set of 2

Set of 2

SiLicONE tOE cRESt

Relieves forefoot and toe pain
caused by hammer, claw and mallet
toes. Provides maximum comfort
and reduces pressure from the toes
and metatarsals.

Healthy Insoles

LF273
LF275

SiLicONE tOE StRaiGHtENER

Reduces friction and irritation between the toes. Helps relieve pain of soft
corns, overlapping toes and bunions.

a - SEt OF 4 tOE SEPERatORS

LF270

Small

LF271

Medium

LF272

Large

Small
Right

Medium

LF277

Large

LF274

Small

LF276
LF278

Left

Medium
Large

b - SEt OF 2 tOE PROtEctORS
c - SEt OF 2 tOE SEPERatORS
D - SEt OF 2 bUNiON PROtEctORS
E - SEt OF 2 bUNiONEttE

SiLicONE
mEtataRSaL cUSHiON

The anatomical design
provides shock absorption
to the metatarsal area and
helps relieve the friction
under your metatarsal heads.
Recommended for conditions
such as Metatarsalgia, Fat
Pad Atrophy and Morton’s
Neuroma. Provides unsurpassed
cushioning and comfort while
also reducing calluses.

SiLicONE tOE SEPaRatOR

Reduces friction and irritation between the toes. Helps relieve pain of soft
corns (between toes), overlapping toes and nail problems.

LF279

Small

LF281

Small

LF280

Large

LF282

Medium

LF283

Large

F - SEt OF 2 FOREFOOt cUSHiONS
G - SEt OF 2 tOE PaDS
H - SEt OF 2 aRcH PROtEctORS
i - SEt OF 2 HEaLtHy iNSOLES
j - SEt OF 2 HEEL PROtEctORS
k - SEt OF 2 HiGH HEEL
FOREFOOt PaD
42

SiLicONE HEEL cUP

Recommended for patients diagnosed with heel spurs, plantar fasciitis
or general heel discomfort. The unique design incorporates a soft
blue silicone dot into the most sensitive areas of the heel to provide
supplemental shock absorption.
LF284

Small

LF285

Medium

LF286

Large

SiLicONE aNti-FRictiON RiNG

Relieves friction, blisters, corns and calluses. The soft silicone ring cushions,
protects and provides relief from sheer abrasive forces.
LF287

3 Pack

One Size Fits All
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NI

Huge entry for easy
step in

ER

15

AW

ARD WI

NN

Gel in heel area for
shock absorption

SIZE
5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10 10.5

11

11.5

12

12.5

13

13.5

14

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

XX

11.5

12

12.5

13

13.5

14

SIZE
WOMENS
MEDIUM = MM
WIDE = WW

5

5.5

6

6.5

7

7.5

8

8.5

9

9.5

10

10.5

11

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

qk001

White leather with navy mesh
upper on white bottom

qk002

White leather with navy mesh
upper on white bottom

qk003

White leather with navy mesh
upper on black bottom

qk004

White leather with navy mesh
upper on black bottom

qk005

All black leather upper on black
bottom sole

qk006

All black leather upper on black
bottom sole

qk007

All black leather upper on white
bottom sole

qk008

All black leather upper on white
bottom sole

qk009

All black leather upper on black
bottom sole - with velcro strap

qk010

qk011

Brown leather upper on black
bottom sole
EXamPLE: q k 0 0 1 m m 1 0 5
StyLE
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NT

Our embedded Step-in-Go Technology™ enables
Quikiks™ to be the first fully-supportive, hands-free
shoes on the market that securely fastens. Unlike
flip-flops, slippers or clog-like footwear. Quikiks™
will not inadvertently slip off the user's feet, Plus
they provide exceptional heel and foot support.

20

WIDTH
MENS
MEDIUM = MM
WIDE = WW
EXTRA WIDE = EX

MEN

HOW aRE qUikikS™ DiFFERENt?

everyday

Removable double
padded insole for
extra comfort

SO HOW DO tHEy WORk? EaSy.

kick OFF...

NA

H E A LT H

Fully functional laces
and straps for initial
adjustability

Hands-Free shoes are shoes that the wearer can get in and out of without the need to bend over or
use their hands.

qUick iN...

D I T I O N MA

ME

Antimicrobial lining for
clean healthy feet

Fully functional laces
and straps for initial
adjustability

The rear portion of the shoe tilts back on a hinge creating an extra wide entry - allowing your foot to slide
right in. As you step down, the back rotates closed and fastens with a magnet. To get out, simply strike the
heel on the floor and the momentum of your foot pops the back open so your foot slips right out.
NO bENDiNG aND tOtaLLy HaNDS-FREE!

N
CO

GE

C

We can help!

WHat aRE "HaNDS-FREE" SHOES?

NEW

Elastic prevents tongue
from falling down

CHRO

The World's First Truly Hands-Free Shoes
HaviNG tROUbLE PUttiNG ON yOUR SHOES?

Spacious design
for added comfort

WiDtH

SiZE

qk012

qk013

WOMEN

All black leather upper on black
bottom sole - with velcro strap
Black leather with pink mesh and
single velcro strap on black
bottom sole
Black leather with black mesh and
single velcro strap on black
bottom sole
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PERSONaL caRE
HyGiENNa biDEt

The world’s first portable bidet. Discreetly carry in your pocket, purse,
briefcase or bag. Attach to any small-mouth water bottle to transform it
into your personal hygiene device. The most important feature is the angle
of the nozzle, designed to provide a direct flow of water to the desired
wash area. The shower-head nozzle produces a gentle stream of water that
is more effective than using toilet paper alone.
LF303

Height: 3" / 7.5 cm

Diameter: 19 - 22 mm

Weighs: 15 g

vibRatiNG DENtURE cLEaNiNG kit

Contoured and fits easily over a standard commode for patient comfort
and convenience. Can be hung from any convenient fixture. Includes a
shut off clamp on the tubing, which controls flow.

SitZ batH

Provides thorough daily cleaning to your dentures. The micro-vibrations
increase the soaking efficiency and fully clean your dentures in all
corners. Mounted by suction with 4 anti-slide pads. Requires 2 x AA
batteries (not included).

57006

LG602

bRUSH aND
FLOSS mULti-tOOL

This brush and floss combination
helps clean teeth, bridgework
and braces with ease. It removes
food and plaque from hardto-reach places and helps to
stimulate gums.

SELF-WiPE

Allows you to keep your privacy while maintaining your hygiene.
Simply place tissue around the angled clamp on the lower portion of
the shaft. Press the release button on the end of the handle to discard
the tissue after use.

mULti-taSk WaND

A multi-task, multi-length tool that holds an ointment pad, loofah,
lightweight wash cloth, disposable shaver and toilet tissue. Comes with a
cloth carrying bag.
LF701

LG067

Length: 7” - 30” / 18 - 76 cm

DENtEmP®

LG375

A must-have for anyone with caps, crowns or fillings. Loose caps or
crowns and lost fillings are fixed fast. Features a unique formula that
allows you to control the mix, depending on your needs, with more
medication for instant relief.
LG373

WiPE aiDE

An effective, economical and easy-to-use product that
eliminates the need for flushable wipes. It’s great for potty
training, adult incontinence, feminine hygiene, and keeping
the whole family cleaner after using the bathroom. Makes
toilet paper more effective and gives the consumer the
moistened wipe cleansing feeling they desire. It evenly
moistens your toilet paper by simply pushing down on the
aerated, blotter head top. The dispenser is refillable and
reusable. It’s environmentally safe and since only toilet paper
is ever flushed down the toilet, there is never any damage to
municipal wastewater treatment systems or the plumbing
and pipes that feed them.
LG869
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DENtOOL® jR.

Features two professional quality stainless
steel dental instruments in one ultracompact body. Screw the cap onto the
bottom and it turns into a stable, easy-to-use,
full-size tool. With a perfectly sized pick for
optimum removal of trapped food. Features a
unique patented scaler for maximum plaque
and tartar removal. Unique, convenient and
dentist recommended.

DENtURE bRUSH

Features an ergonomic handle
and bristles shaped to clean
hard-to-reach areas that normal
toothbrushes cannot reach.
LG050

LG376

Capacity: 827 ml / 28 fl. oz
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FOOt bRUSH

batH bRUSH

This extra long bath brush conforms to your
back. It has a soft, textured sponge head that is
strong and resists mold.
LF357

tUbE SqUEEZER

Ideal for those with limited hand strength and dexterity as well as
designed for one-handed use. The thumb rotator screw is an easy way to
put pressure on toothpaste and similar tubes.
LG603

Maximum Tube Size: 2" / 5 cm

Length: 23” / 58 cm

DENtURE batH SEt

Vital for the maintenance of dentures and orthodontic retainers. Simply
soak in your favourite denture cleaner, and rinse off with warm water
using the rinse basket. Denture brush is included.

This footbrush allows
individuals with limited
mobility or issues bending
down to maintain proper foot
hygiene. The footbrush has a
long contoured handle that
allows you to clean your feet
while remaining in a relatively
upright position. The brush is
intended to scrub feet, while
sponges are intended to clean
between the toes. Loop is
provided at the end of the
handle to hang footbrush for
convenient storage.
LF317

Length: 32” / 81 cm

LG051

NEW

LimitED OR REDUcED RaNGE OF mOtiON

UNDER-tOE WaSHER

Joint range of motion refers to both the distance a joint can move and
the direction in which it can move. A reduction in normal range of motion
in any of the joints is known as limited range of motion. Joint range of
motion naturally declines as you age, but it can also occur along with a
number of conditions. Rheumatoid Arthritis and Osteoarthritis are two
medical conditions which are associated with limited range of motion
in the joints. Range of motion exercises are designed to enhance joint
flexibility and are encouraged, however there are also many products
designed to aid in the rehabilitation towards better range of motion.

Filling an important role in foot
hygiene, it is especially helpful to
diabetics, arthritics, the elderly,
pregnant women, people recovering
from hip surgery or anyone who has
limited mobility. Enables the user
to effectively clean in between and
under the toes, reducing the need to
bend. Sponge tip can be removed
and replaced when worn.

LG504
LH534

Length: 25” / 63.5 cm

LH624

Replacement Tips
(Set of 3)

LONG HaNDLED bUFF SPONGE

An exfoliating tool which helps improve
circulation with added scrubbing action; ideal
for reaching shoulders, legs, the back or feet.
Also comes with the grooved handle to ensure a
secure hold whether your hands are wet or dry.
Using warm water or low heat from a hair dryer,
you can bend the handle to shape.

LONG-HaNDLED bRUSH aND cOmb

Ergonomically designed to aid individuals with mobility restrictions in
brushing or combing hair with little effort or strain. The long anti-slip
handle is comfortable to grip. Requires minimum maintenance as it is fully
submersible in water, non-absorbing and quick drying.
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LF319

Brush

LF318

Comb

15" / 38 cm

Weighs: 0.22 lbs / 0.1 kg

LONG HaNDLED SPONGE

Helps you wash hard-to-reach areas of the
body with ease: whether it's shoulders, legs,
or feet. The long handled sponge comes with
the grooved handle to ensure a secure hold
whether your hands are wet or dry. Using warm
water or low heat from a hair dryer, you can
bend the handle to shape.

LG505

Length: 26” / 66 cm

LONG HaNDLED tOE/FOOt cLEaNER

Cleverly extend your reach without bending or
stretching. Whether your hands are wet or dry,
you will be able to get a secure hold. Using warm
water or low heat from a hair dryer, you can bend
the handle to shape.
LG506

Length: 26” / 66 cm

Length: 26” / 66 cm

bEaUty HaiR WaSHER

Substitutes the fingers used to apply shampoo and massages the scalp.
The shaft and handle are designed to make it easier to reach your head
without strain on the hands, shoulders or arms.
LG494

14¼" / 36 cm

Weighs: 112 g
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ERGONOmic bRUSH

NatURaL WOODEN batH bRUSH

Ergonomic double-side brush
designed to improve reaching
the back and elbows.
LH545

Featuring a Beech wood handle and
head. Ideal for wet or dry use to exfoliate
and massage the body. Brush can be
detached and used in the palm of the
hand with strap. The fibre bristles are
from the aloe vera plant.

Length: 17” / 43 cm

LG798

ROLL-a-LOtiON aPPLicatOR

17" x 2½" x ½" /
43 x 6 x 1 cm

The easy way to apply lotion or bath gel to the back. Just fill the
applicator and let the 19 floating balls massage back muscles as they
spread lotion evenly. A cover is provided to protect the lotion from
spilling between uses.
LF320

Length: 17” / 43 cm

Diameter Head: 8" / 20 cm

LOtiON aPPLicatOR

Designed to help apply lotions, suntan oils, sport creams and
medications on hard to reach places. The built-up ribbed handle has a
thumb rest and is angled in two spots for maximum maneuverability.
LG073

Length: 12” / 30.5 cm

RiNSE-FREE SHamPOO /
bODy batH

back aND bODy WaSHER

LULa bRUSH

Adjustable to 3 different angles so a person can easily wash their back,
feet and legs when experiencing limited range of motion. Contains a
nylon brush, loofah, and brush/sponge combo. The plastic handle and
body is mould resistant.
LF354

Designed to make it easy to reach and wash the entire body. The built-in
wash cloth does not absorb water, making this washer lightweight and
balanced even when wet. The handle is oval shaped and has a surface
which enables a secure grip. The wash cloth is machine washable.

12” x 3” x 2” / 30 x 8 x 5 cm

LG492

Body Washer

LG493

Back Washer

Cleans and softens the hair
and body without the mess
and aggravation of traditional
methods. No more messy
bottled shampoos, conditioners
or body washes. Cleans without
the need for water.
LG378

HaiR WaSHiNG tRay

Compact and lightweight to diminish awkward bending for those with
limited mobility. The nylon strap wraps around the user’s forearm to
stabilize the tray. Raised edges allow water to drain into the sink without
making a mess. Can be used with a chair or wheelchair.

Capacity: 238ml / 8 fl. oz

LF310

Strap: 35" / 89 cm

NEW

SWivELiNG LOtiON aPPLicatOR

LOtiON aPPLicatOR

Massages the body while applying ointment or cream. It features two
different massage rollers that are easy to use and change. Handle folds
for easy storage and travel.
LG074
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Unfolded: 14½" / 37 cm

Folded: 8" / 20 cm

Reduces the need to bend or stretch while applying lotion on the
hardest to reach parts of the body, including the feet, lower legs and the
back. Features a sponge head that swivels to accommodate the unique
contours of the body. The hypoallergenic velvety soft sponge will not
flake, crumble or shed fibres.
LH533

Length: 23½” / 60 cm

iNFLatabLE EaSy SHamPOO baSiN

PRO StyLiNG StaND

Enjoy hands-free hairstyling! Ideal for individuals with arthritis, carpal
tunnel syndrome, Parkinson’s disease and muscular discomfort. Has a
flexible neck that can be adjusted to your required position. Hair dryer
not included.
LF300

Height: 19” / 48 cm

One Size Fits All

Inflatable tray comfortably supports and cushions the head, neck and
shoulders during the shampooing process. The 8” / 20 cm high doubletube design prevents splashing and spilling. A drain hose conveniently
removes soap suds and water. Made of heavy-duty vinyl.
LF311

24” x 20" x 8" / 61 x 51 x 20 cm
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PUSH DOWN tabLEtOP SciSSORS

mULti PURPOSE GRiP

Rests comfortably in the whole hand and offers a variety of uses. Put a
nail file into the grip and a pedicure is achieved with ease. The wide end
of the grip may be used for mascara, a toothbrush or a razor.

The innovative technology is quick, safe and comfortable when nail
trimming. Cleaning brush included. Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).

These scissors are easy to use. Simply push down on the “T” shaped
handle cord and the spring will automatically open the scissors once the
pressure is released. Ideal for adults or children who are unable to use
scissors with conventional loops, or suffer from limited strength.

LG495

LG449

LF347

ELEctRic NaiL tRimmER

SUctiON cUP FiNGERNaiL bRUSH

Easily used by people with one functional hand to scrub nails and hands.
Two suction cups assure that the brush, with all nylon bristles and a
durable plastic base, stays firmly in place and will secure to any smooth,
flat surface.
LH560

NEW
mOtiON mEDiciNE

PiStOL GRiP tOENaiL cLiPPER

ROtaRy NaiL cLiPPER

tabLEtOP FiNGERNaiL cLiPPER

The swivel action of this nail clipper puts an end to awkward twisting. You
will always find a comfortable angle to trim your nails. The wide, easy-grip
handles are ergonomically designed to provide safe, secure handling, and
the high-quality stainless steel blades allow for a trouble-free accurate trim.

Designed to assist those with limited hand functionality to cut finger
nails. Mounted on a plastic base with non-slip feet for stability, the
clipper also benefits from a wide moulded pad with a "soft feel" finish to
give greater comfort and excellent leverage.

LF343

LF348

This long handled toenail clipper is
ideal for pregnant women, those who
are overweight, people with back
pain and anyone with a limited range
of motion. The long handle makes
clipping toenails possible with minimal
need to bend. Pistol grip with trigger
action provides more leverage and
makes it easier to manipulate.
LH532

Length: 18" / 46 cm

EvOLUtiON NaiL cLiPPER

Whether you have less hand strength than you used to, or you are
suffering from arthritis or carpal tunnel syndrome, you will find this
clipper to be an easy-to-hold powerhouse. One gentle squeeze on the
cushioned, non-slip, ergonomic grip provides an amazing amount of
cutting force.
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LF340

Nail Clipper

LF341

Toenail Clipper

LF346

LG763

120 g

NEW

LONG REacH
tOENaiL cLiPPERS

The long loop handle of this toenail
cutter provides independence for
those with weak grip or swollen
joints. The extended shank assists
with extra reach for those who have
difficulty bending, while the angled
blade provides an ergonomic
cutting position.

A blend of ingredients
recommended for topical
application to areas of body
soreness due to inflammation,
muscle strain and joint arthritis.
Made from known antiinflammatory compounds and
circulation enhancers, as well as
ingredients that may facilitate
tissue repair. It is a very safe
and highly efficacious topical
therapy cream.

EXtENDabLE back ScRatcHER

Great for the hard to reach spots on the
back. Discreet storage makes it ideal for
travel. You'll want to have one of these
extendable back scratchers handy at
home, at the office and in the car.
LG031

Length: 6"-20" /
15 - 51 cm

REacH N' ScRatcH

Features a full length bendable
handle that can be easily shaped
to reach all body parts. Soft foam
handle grip runs entire length of
handle for maximum comfort.
LH567

Length: 26" / 66 cm
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A simple voice controlled alarm clock that announces personalized reminders to help remember medications, treatment regimens,
appointments, tasks, and more! Patient use has shown significant and sustained improvement in adherence to meds and/or treatment
regimens for patients with memory loss and/or multiple chronic diseases.
LG604

"I love you, Mom. It’s time to
take 2 red & 1 white pill"
8:30 am EvERy Day

Product Features:
• Easy to set-up by a family member/caregiver using normal
conversational voice as Rosie prompts you along
• Records multiple personal voice reminders in any language
• Set reminder alarm times for every day, today only, or any day of the week
• Start your day asking Rosie for “Today’s Reminders”
• Battery back-up in case of power outages
• Doubles as a voice activated alarm clock
• Patented technology
• Record up to 25 reminders!

FLEX maSSaGE Stick

WEiGHtED maSSaGE ROLLERS

Ideal for relieving muscular tension. Stimulate reflex zones while
improving circulation. Serving double-duty, the pair can also be used
as an alternative to dumb-bells for toning exercises. Gentle spikes
stimulate blood flow and circulation. They are suitable for reflexology
and perfect for home and therapeutic use. Made from environmentally
conscious, phthalates and lead-free PVC.
LH537

Pair of 2

Designed with 12 reconfigurable massage wheels. It is a must-have
tool that effectively massages large muscle groups to improve
circulation, loosen fascia, remove knots, and alleviate pain. The
flexibility of the stick allows you to hug the contours of the body while
the independent rollers manipulate muscles and fascia. This self-care
tool is ideal for anyone in need of a restorative lift, from athletes to
pain sufferers. Rearrange the wheels for a perfectly targeted massage
for improvements in performance, flexibility, recovery, and injury
prevention. Hypoallergenic, nontoxic and phthalate free this lightweight
and portable device easily disassembles for cleaning.

2" / 5 cm
digits

LH538

Product SPEciFicatiONS:
• Voice or manual operation
• 9 minute snooze
• Volume hi-low switch
• Battery back-up uses 3 AAA
batteries (not included)
• UL/CSA listed
• Dimensions: 8” x 4¼” x 2¾” /
20 x 10 x 7 cm

"DaD, yOUR DOctOR
aPPOiNtmENt iS iN ONE
HOUR"
1:00 Pm, FRi DEc 4, 2016

Note: Voice activation function
recognizes English only - OneYear Manufacturer’s Limited
Warranty

"Reminder OFF"

cORDED HaNDHELD maSSaGER

miNi bODy maSSaGER

Treat yourself to a relaxing massage anytime! Battery operated or USB
powered for your convenience. Soothe your aches and pains and get
rid of fatigue while improving blood circulation. Massage your head,
scalp, shoulder, neck, hand, leg, waist, thigh, abdomen, or entire body.
Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
LG742
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The beautiful, streamlined design enables you to massage any part of
the body easily. Sector wing transfer can help you apply extra pressure
conveniently where you need. The multiple speed settings will provide
a comfortable and effective massage. It relieves muscle aches, reducing
fatigue and renewing your body effectively. Corded power, designed for
use in any standard North American outlet.
LG811

15” x 4” x 3” / 38 x 10 x 7.5 cm

"The reminder is
OFF for today"

“Dad, take 2 white and 1 blue
pill now!”
10 Pm Every Day
Your pre-recorded personal
reminder is announced at a preset time of day

Accomplish daily
routine tasks

Say "Reminder OFF" to Rosie and
she silences
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Expands with a quick pull and collapses to an ultra-compact puck all with a simple press. Lids keep contents clean during transport and feature handy
pill holders. The 8 fl. oz size features a clever "DoubleDecker" tray that gives you the option of two small chambers or one large chamber. Also creates a
handy portable pill box you can take on-the-go by itself. Volume markings on the cups help to measure fluids.
LG626
LG627
LG628
LG629
LG630
LG631

Blue
Clear
Green

Small - 118 ml / 4 fl. oz
Medium - 236 ml / 8 fl. oz
Small - 118 ml / 4 fl. oz
Medium - 236 ml / 8 fl. oz
Small - 118 ml / 4 fl. oz
Medium - 236 ml / 8 fl. oz

DiD yOU REmEmbER tO takE yOUR mEDicatiONS tODay?
Surprisingly, fifty percent of Canadians forget to take their medications every day. While it may seem
like a simple task, taking your medications incorrectly (or referred to as medical non-adherence) is a
serious problem with grave consequences. Medical non-adherence leads to reduction in the patient’s
quality of life, unnecessary emergency hospital visits, as well as multiple other complications. It is
estimated that poor medication adherence is the cause of 125 000 deaths every year. There are many
solutions to this problem, such as speaking to your doctor, or purchasing a medication reminder.
A medication reminder erases the question: “did you remember to take your medications today?”
Eliminate the stress from your life, and help keep yourself and your loved ones safe.

GOtOOb™

tHE GOtUbb™

Features an ingenious design that allows you to open and close the
container with only one hand. Just squeeze the sides and the lid is
released. To close, simply press the lid back on. GoTubbs work great for
pills, tokens, snacks, vitamins, change and any bits-n-pieces.
LG624
LG625

3 Pack

LG622

Medium

LG623

137 ml / 1.25 fl. oz
3 Pack

155 ml / 2 fl. oz
188 ml / 3 fl. oz

PiLbOX® cUttER

PiLbOX® DaiLy
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LG621

Small

Ideal for people taking several medications a day. Features a pill box
for daily intake and has 4 compartments for: morning, afternoon,
evening, bedtime. Also has a large space that can accommodate a tube,
medication and blister pack. Can be used as a medication travel kit.
LF339

The civilized, smart, squeezable tube for traveling, outdoors, and
more. Recommended for shampoos, conditioners, lotions, liquid
soaps and condiments.

4” x 2½” x 1” / 10 x 6 x 2.5 cm

This pill cutter is designed for patients who need to cut their medication
according to their treatment, find it difficult to swallow large pills, or
have issues holding and cutting small pills. The blade is inaccessible, and
does not come in contact with fingers. It ensures a clean and precise cut
with minimum effort. Can be kept in your pocket or in your hand bag.
LF329

4½” x 1¼” x 1¼” / 11.5 x 4 x 4 cm

PiLbOX® miNi

Perfect for people on the go. Each compartment is adjustable with
removable separators. You can remove one, two or three of the dividers,
depending on your daily dose requirements. Weekly adjustable pill
box: 7 ergonomic modules labelled with the days of the week, up to 3
compartments per module.
LF335

5” x 3” x 1½” / 13 x 7.5 x 2.5 cm

LF336

7” x 4½” x 1” / 18 x 11.5 x 2.5 cm

PiLbOX® maXi

PiLLbOX WaLLEt

Has the flexibility of leatherette in a product that is soft to the touch.
A pocket book appearance. Includes: a card holder for keeping health
records, insurance card, and 7 independent modules, each with 4
separate compartments per module (morning, noon, evening, night) to
organize weekly treatment.
57084

PiLbOX® LibERty

For active and mobile patients taking different medications. Modular cases
make it easy to leave home with a day’s treatment. 7 independent modules
and 4 compartments per module (morning, noon, evening, night).

7” x 5" x 1½” / 18 x 13 x 3.5 cm

Designed for people taking a large number of medications as well as
those suffering from cross-diseases. The first dispenser on the market
with such a large capacity for pills or tablets (15 tablets per case).
Contains individual holders so the daily dose can be carried around.
Specially adapted for the visually-impaired. Features a patient form to
record essential medical and therapeutic information.
LF337

6” x 5” x 2” / 15 x 13 x 5 cm
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miNi PiLL bOXES

The perfect size to hold medication, vitamins and
supplements on a day-to-day basis. Each compartment is
translucent so you don’t have to open the compartments to
be sure you took your medication. Fits easily in your purse or
jacket pocket for easy transportation.

7 Day PiLL ORGaNiZER

Contains 7 individual pill reminders that allow you to fill a week's
medication at once. Removable daily sections make it possible to take
the day's medications during a short trip. Includes stickers for labeling.
LG121

7½" x 5½" x 1" / 19 x 14 x 2.5 cm

7 Day PiLL POD tRay

Contains 7 removable pill pods for each day of the week. The individual
pods are ideal for your pocket or purse. Includes stickers for labeling.
LG123

4" x 2" x 1¾" / 10 x 5 x 4.5 cm

7 Day PiLL ORGaNiZER WitH am / Pm cOmPaRtmENtS

LG127

3 Pack

LG128

2 Pack

2" x 1¼" x ½" / 5 x 3 x 1 cm

Contains 7 individual pill reminders that allow you to fill a week's
medication at once. Each compartment is translucent so you don't have
to open the compartment to confirm you took your medication. Top
rack dishwasher safe.
LG122

7½" x 3½" x 1" / 19 x 9 x 2.5 cm

EaSy FLOW PiLL SWaLLOWiNG aiD

GRaNDE PiLL ORGaNiZER

Contains 7 compartments for each day of the week. The size makes it
easy to fit into a bag or purse for easy transportation.
LG125

6" x 1¼" x 1" / 15 x 3 x 2.5 cm

PiLL OUt

An ergonomic aid to remove pills from blister packs. Can be used with or
without the medicine cup. It can be used with the right or left hand.

Allows pills to glide down unnoticeably while drinking from a water bottle.
Simply insert cap into the top of a bottle, drop a pill into the grid and drink
normally. Compact design that fits into a purse, backpack, or pocket.
LG098

LG605

¾" / 2 cm

DEtacHabLE 7 Day PiLL ORGaNiZER

PEtitE PiLL ORGaNiZER

Contains 7 compartments for each day of the week. The size makes it
easy to fit into a jacket pocket or purse for easy transportation.
LG124
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4½" x 1" x ¾" / 11.5 x 2.5 x 2 cm

Contains 7 interlocking detachable compartments, making it possible to
take the day's needed meds during a short trip. It fits into a purse or jacket
pocket for easy transportation. Each compartment is translucent so you
don't have to open the compartment to confirm you took your medication.
LG126

8" x 1¾" x 1¼" / 20 x 4.5 x 3 cm

PiLL SPLittER

PiLL SPLittER & PiLL bOX

Has built-in pill compartments and splits all size tablets or pills. The cover
snaps tightly shut, so it's safe to carry. It is easy to operate and has a
stainless steel blade. Dishwasher safe.

A cost-effective all-in-one medication management tool. It's handy,
compact size makes it easily portable and convenient for out-of-home use.

LG437

LG410
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aLSO avaiLabLE WitH
bOttLE ON PaGE 255

cLEaR PiLL SPLittER

REtRactabLE bLaDE PiLL SPLittER

Features a rubber base which secures the pills. It easily splits and stores
any size pill, tablet or vitamin. The stainless steel blade makes it easy to
cut pills into smaller sizes.

Safely and easily splits pills. Pill splitters provide a cost-effective way for
patients to buy economical doses of their medication and cut to the
smaller size needed.

LG420

LG430

PiLLiD™

PHaRmacLOck™

A travel size pill container which includes a built-in alarm system that
utilizes both sound and light to provide an effective way to remember your
medicine. The product is small enough to travel with you on the go, and
large enough to hold all of your medication for a full week. Easy to use. Up
to 4 daily loud reminders. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
LF324

PiLL SPLittER/cRUSHER & PiLL bOX

5" x 5" x 1"/ 12.5 x 12.5 x 2.5 cm

Holds medication, vitamins, supplements, keys, cash or other essentials.
It is leakproof and fits Nalgene™ and other wide mouth water bottles.
Manufactured in the USA from polypropylene and is BPA free. 2
removable dividers included.
682013-0101

Black

682013-0102

Green

682013-0103

Blue

682013-0100

White

DELUXE PiLL cRUSHER / PiLL bOX

A cost effective all-in-one medication management tool. Its handy,
compact size makes it easily portable and convenient for out-of-home
use. The value pack combines multi-purpose splitter/crusher with a
convenient daily pill box.

Crushes pills for easier consumption and includes a bonus pill box. The
popular crusher effortlessly turns tablets into powder, making it easy
to take medication. The super slim kidney shaped pill box has three
compartments for storing and snaps firmly shut.

LG407

LG395

mEDREaDy™ SyStEm

PiLL SPLittER/cRUSHER

mEDicaL REcORD LOG bOOk

An all-in-one medication management tool. It's handy, compact
size makes it easily portable and convenient for out-of-home use. It
separates easily and crushes pills with one twist. Also features the
bottom as a drinking cup.

Ideal for patients who have multiple appointments with doctors, and
who need help to keep track of their medications. Doctors and patients
can use this book to help patients keep track of their medical history.

LG399

LG047
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An automated medication dispenser that enables your loved one to have
more independence in their day-to-day life. It has an audible alarm that
can be set up to 4 times a day and it holds 28 doses of dry medication.
Medication is under lock and key so only the most recent medication dose
is available. The pill tray rotates to the next dose when the next audible
alarm sounds. If the loved one misses a dose, the pill dispenser denies
access to the missed dose. Alarm in pill dispenser can be set as a digital
clock. Rechargeable backup battery and AC adapter included.
LF322

13" x 11½" x 3"/ 33.5 x 29 x 8 cm

REvOLviNG PiLL HOLDER

A tidy home for medications. This rotating medicine carousel offers a
compact solution for organizing vitamin bottles and pill cases in one
convenient spot. Two-tiers satisfy medicine storage needs: bottom tier
holds 31 pill containers, each with 4 compartments (morning, noon,
evening, bedtime); top tier holds loose bottles, boxes and containers.
Just spin to view and instantly access meds.
LF321

10” x 10” x 3½” / 25 x 25 x 9 cm
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mEDiciNE DROPPER

Clear plastic dropper with black printed
measurements in both millimeters and
teaspoons. It enables accurate filling
and dispensing.
LG435

LH021

Cancer

LH022

Diabetic Health

LH023

Congestive Heart
Failure

LH024

Homecare

LH025

Cardiac Health

LH026

Lung Health

LH027

Cancer

LH028

Diabetic Health

LH029

Congestive Heart
Failure

LH030

Homecare

LH031

Cardiac Health

LH032

Lung Health

GLaSS mEDiciNE DROPPER

This glass dropper can be used on
both eyes and ears. Comes with a
bent and straight tip.
LG397

1 tsp / 5 ml

Clear

2 ml / 0.05 fl. oz

mEDiciNE LabEL StickERS

English

French

Apply to medication bottles to help consumers/patients identify the purpose of their
medications. This innovative labeling system simplifies medication usage for patients
and their caregivers. The system is intended to reduce medication adherence. This will
save health care costs, eliminate language barriers and improve patient safety.
Arranged in packages for the most common chronic illnesses as well as for patients
receiving care or treatment in the home. Each package contains labels for commonly
used medications for each condition and a marker and blank labels for additional
medications. These packages can be purchased by health care professionals for
outpatient clinics or by home nursing services to improve medication compliance in
the home. Kits have also been purchased by hospitals to administer to patients upon
discharge from hospital with their new medication prescriptions.

mEDiciNE SPOON & SyRiNGE

mEDiciNE SPOON

Designed for easy cleaning and features easy to read measurements.
Made of high quality, non-breakable polystyrene.
LG432

The plastic medicine spoon and syringe are high quality and designed
for easy cleaning. The syringe comes with removable PVC tube for
more convenient filling and is designed for easy, smooth dispensing of
medication. Both the spoon and the syringe hold the same capacity.

2 tsp / 10 ml

LG409

2 tsp / 10 ml

mEDiciNE SyRiNGE (ORaL)

Comes with a removable PVC tube
for more convenient filling and is
designed for easy, smooth dispensing
of medication.
LG434

SOUND activatED!

2 tsp / 10ml

tRUE EaSy SyRiNGE

LED NiGHtStaND caDDy

Sound activated and can store medication using an easy access compartment. It has a convenient bedside coaster and is perfect for bedrooms and
bathrooms. It has a sound activated LED night light that makes access at nighttime easy. Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included).
LH020
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A liquid medication dosage device designed to help caretakers
administer a safe and precise prescribed dose. The patented design
delivers an accurate dose of medication every time.
LG429

2 tsp / 10 ml
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EaRWaX REmOvaL SyRiNGE

A safer and more effective product than rubber bulb ear syringes. Its
flared design prevents over-insertion while the tri-stream tip safely
directs fluid to ear canal walls.
LG417

EyE EaSE

EaR iRRiGatOR

A unique cleaning system used by physicians. The tri-stream tip
safely directs fluid to ear canal walls. It also features exit portals
which provide clean, controlled fluid drain. Contains 4 ounces of safe,
effective saline solution.

Clips into place and positions the eye drop bottle at the correct angle
over the eye. Special cup prevents blinking by keeping the lower eyelid
open while a small pinhole directs eyesight upward and away from the
descending drops.
LF323

LG427

6¾” x 6” x 1¾” / 17 x 15 x 4 cm

HEaRiNG aiD DEHUmiDiFiER

The easiest and most effective hearing aid dehumidifier. Simply place
your hearing aids into the dehumidifier before retiring for the night and
close the lid. The innovative lining will remove moisture for 6 months
from the first use.
LG416

HEaRiNG aiD cLEaNER

Remove wax and other debris from ears with the ear syringe. The nasal
aspirator clears mucous from the nose.

This easy-to-use ear syringe can be used on both adults and infants.
Removes wax and other debris from ears.

Contains the five tools needed for fast, easy and effective daily hearing
aid cleaning and maintenance. The five tools are built into a lightweight
comfortable handle for ease of use. The kit includes: a brush, pick, vent
cleaner, battery door opener and a battery magnet.

LG408

LG396

LG415

EaR SyRiNGE & NaSaL aSPiRatOR

EaR SyRiNGE

DRy

baNDaGE SciSSORS

These convenient scissors have a blunt tip on the bottom blade, which
helps in cutting bandages without gouging the skin.
LG895

3¾" / 9.5 cm

WEt
ELaStic baNDaGE

GaUZE baNDaGE

HEaRiNG aiD aiR bLOWER

aFtERSWim

Helps keep earmolds and tubing clear from moisture, dirt and debris for
clear and unobstructed sound. Great for earmolds, tubes and open fit
hearing aids.

Provides fast relief for water clogged ears. It is faster and more effective
than ear drying drops and works in seconds. It is alcohol-free and is safe
to use on children.

LG423

LG428
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A simple woven strip of material,
with an absorbent barrier to prevent
adhering to wounds. A gauze bandage
can be used for almost any bandage
application, including holding a
dressing in place.

LG723

2" / 5 cm

LG724

3" / 7.5 cm

LG725

4" / 10 cm

A stretchable bandage used to create
localized pressure. Elastic bandages
are commonly used to treat muscle
sprains and strains. They reduce the
flow of blood to a particular area by the
application of even stable pressure which
can restrict swelling at the place of injury.

LG726

2" / 5 cm

LG727

3" / 7.5 cm

LG728

4" / 10 cm

LG729

6" / 15 cm
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caSt PROtEctORS

Bath or shower with confidence and comfort! Unique ring
eliminates the need for vinyl bags with strapping or hook
and loop closure. Latex-free diaphragm stretches easily over
a cast to form watertight seal. Durable polyvinyl protector
prevents water penetration.
LF095

Foot/Ankle

10”/ 25 cm

LF096

Short Arm

22”/ 56 cm

LF097

Long Arm

39”/ 99 cm

LF098

Short Leg

23”/ 58 cm

LF099

Long Leg

42”/ 107 cm

FiNGER iNjURy SyStEm

A customized fit for better protection. Has adjustable straps which
eliminate the need for tape.

Designed to help relieve finger pain and reduce the swelling caused by
sprains, jams, strains and arthritis. It is designed to treat the two stages of
finger injuries: Stage 1: Cold therapy 3-4 times a day to reduce swelling and
soreness. Stage 2: Protect recovering finger while immobilization is needed.

LG413

LG414

FiNGER SPLiNt 2-Pack

Provides support for injured fingers and protects existing fractures by
stabilizing and immobilizing the joints of the finger. Made with foam
padded aluminium.

UNivERSaL FiNGER SPLiNt

i.v. POLE

Rugged, yet economical and is available
in two configurations. Casters feature two
wheel design for easy mobility.

icE baG

LG479

5 Casters,
4 Prongs

47” to 82" /
119 to 208 cm

LH625

4 Casters,
2 Prongs

47” to 82" /
119 to 208 cm

Constructed of two layers, the outer layer is made from a woven cotton/
polyester fabric, which allows for gentle contact against skin. A second
layer made of a rubberized lining prevents leakage. In addition, the lid
has deep threads and a rubber gasket to protect against leakage.

cOt FiNGER SPLiNt

Designed for comfort and quick healing. Designed with a high-grade
foam to absorb shock. The convenient hook and loop straps eliminate
the need for adhesive tape.
LG412

57009

Small / Medium

WHEELiE™ SLiNG

POckEt StyLE aRm SLiNG

Helps relieve pain and prevents further injury. Has a built-in wrist
extender and offers hand support. There is an optional body strap which
provides additional stability against unwanted movement.
LG478
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One Size Fits All

Say “no” to the drab blue or black arm sling. The perfect sling for any
age and it is made of top quality pre-shrunk cotton. It is machine
washable and easy to use.
LH109

Peace Sign

LH110

Cheetah

LG433

1 Pack

One Size Fits All

LG403

3 Pack

Small, Medium, Large

FiNGER cOtS

GUttER FiNGER SPLiNt

The splint immobilizes and protects injured fingers. It has a malleable
aluminum alloy which adjusts to different finger sizes.
LG431

One Size Fits All

The rubber finger cot stretches to fit easily over injured finger tips and toes.
The durable rubber won’t break or crack. In addition to protecting injured
fingers, cots are also useful when applying creams and medications.
Crafters also use them to protect their finger tips while quilting.
LG404

40 Pack
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ROOmy SLiPPERS FOR mEN aND WOmEN

Specifically designed to help those suffering from edema,
diabetes, sensitive skin, swollen feet and ankles, sensitive
corns and bunions, or anyone who wants to enjoy a nonconstricting soft slipper. Unique design and construction
features a 40% wider footprint at toe and heal. Adjustable
Velcro® closure strap.

mOtiON SickNESS RELiEF baND

Alleviates the symptoms of motion sickness! Use anywhere that motion
sickness relief is needed: automobiles, planes, trains, boats/cruises and
amusement parks.
LG400

LG980

7 - 8½

LG981

9 - 10½

LG982

11 - 12

LG983

12½ - 13½

LG984

5-6

LG985

6½ - 7½

LG986

8-9

LG987

9½ - 11

Men
(US)

WOmEN

Colour May Vary
Women
(US)

mEN

4-Way caLLUS REmOvER

A well engineered and complete pedicure tool.
Features four interchangeable toll heads to make
your feet feel as good as they will look. The strong
and sturdy handle is designed for comfort and
optimal control. This kit allows you to
remove calluses in the comfort of your
own home. It is easy to use and
clean. Provides 4 effective callus
removal tools, including callus
shaver and remover as well as a
foot smoother.

FOam HEEL PROtEctOR

LG032

PEDi FOOt SmOOtHER

The perfect tool for a self pedicure that leaves your feet looking and
feeling soft and smooth. It traps shavings inside the ball, leaving no
mess to clean up.
LG038

Off-loads the heel for decubitus ulcer protection. The heel insert is
covered with low friction fabric for reduction of sweating and friction
burns. Features two soft, comfortable cozy cloth tie straps and includes
auxiliary pad for extending the length and height. Multiple ventilation
holes for cooling effect and soft foam for pressure relief.
LG322

Smooth

LG323

Convoluted

Latex-Free Polyurethane Foam

Stay-ON HEEL PROtEctOR

Features a special design making it difficult to kick off in the middle of
the night. This product features a secure slide-lock buckle closure and
two layers of plush synthetic sheepskin for superior pressure relief.
LG326

SWELL SOX™

Ideal for edema sufferers, diabetics and all swollen foot conditions. Made of
100% heavy weight natural cotton, this sock features excellent absorbency,
breathability and outstanding pillow-sort comfort. Non-binding construction
allows top to expand to accommodate swollen foot conditions and will even fit
over dressings and casts.

HEELS-OFF

FOOt PiLLOW

Surround your foot with an ultra plush foot pillow. The cradle-shaped
foot pillow envelopes your foot in cloud-like softness to relieve skin
pressure in bed, or when seated. Velcro® closure strap is designed for
sizing flexibility and softness against sensitive skin. Perfect for sore, achy
feet. Machine washable.
LG770
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1 Pair

Colour May Vary

One Size Fits All

LG772 One Size Fits All

Lifts heels off the bed for total pressure relief. Prevents formation of
pressure sores and aids in healing existing ulcers. Elevates legs to relax
the spine and off-loads both heels. Features a cover to protect against
skin-damaging friction. Wipes clean for easy care.
LG324

Medium/Large

24” x 16” x 7” / 61 x 40.5 x 18 cm

LG325

Small/Medium

24” x 13” x 5½” / 61 x 33 x 14 cm

Across: 5¼" / 13 cm
Across Top: 4¾" / 12 cm
Length: 19" / 48 cm
Maximum Diameter: 26" / 66 cm
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DiabEtic cREW SOck

Non-binding, loose-fitting top allows for optimal circulatory flow.
Ideal for those with diabetes, edema, neuropathy, circulatory
reduction and swollen feet. Full cushion lining with heel and toe
support for pressure relief and maximum foot protection. Made
from a delicate cotton blend for extra comfort. Machine washable.
LG973

Black

LG975

White

LG974

Black

LG976

White

Women
Men

HOt WatER bOttLE WitH cOZy

Durable hot water bottle comes with a large opening for easy filling
and emptying. Ribbed surface helps to maintain temperature. Features
a leak-proof design and made from mildew resistant rubber. Includes a
cable knit bottle cozy which wraps perfectly around the bottle and helps
hold in heat.

Size 9 - 11 (US)
Size 10 - 13 (US)

57037

Bottle with Cozy

57036

Cozy without Bottle

FabRic HOt WatER bOttLE

Drip free fabric water bottle replaces the traditional rubber bottle.
The soft fabric cover has padding on one side for a comfortable and
contoured fit.

Capacity: 2L

57010

15½” x 8½” / 39 x 21.5 cm

DiabEtic SLiPPER SOckS WitH GRiP SOLE

These socks are highly recommended for people suffering from
diabetes, edema, neuropathy or circulatory reduction. The nonslip sole help reduce pressure on sensitive legs. Allows better
blood flow due to soft rib knit design that provides a fit that
never sags or binds.
LF040

Black

LF041

White

LF042

Black

LF043

White

Women

Size 9 - 11 (US)

Men

Size 10 - 13 (US)

HOt WatER bOttLE

This durable large capacity water bottle comes with a large opening for
easy filling.
57007

Hot Water Bottle

57008

Bottle with Fountain Syringe

Capacity: 2L

maSSaGiNG HOt WatER bOttLE cOvER

This luxurious plush terry cloth hot water bottle cover features a soothing
massager. The vibration creates small therapy waves and is ideal for
non-invasive pain relief. The convenient battery operation requires 2 x AA
batteries (included). Operational with or without the massage.
LF308

mEDicaL WaRNiNG iD bRacELEt / NEckLacE

tRavEL POUcH

Ideal for everyday use and travel. Keeps insulin and other vials cool
for hours. Compact design with multiple pockets and inside zipper
sections. Durable and easy to clean, there is an attached wrist strap and
identification display window.
LG820
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Features a raised “Star of Life” emblem with glossy epoxy red paint. Made
of surgical steel and the plaque is hand polished. Can be engraved with
other medical conditions, illnesses, drug allergies and patient information.
LG438

Men's ID Bracelet

Heavy Chain: 8½” / 21.5 cm

LG440

Women's ID Bracelet

Thin Chain: 8½” / 21.5 cm

LG439

ID Necklace

24” / 61 cm

WOOL PiLE HOt WatER bOttLE cOvER

This wool pile hot water bottle cover will protect you from direct contact
with the hot water bottle and spread heat evenly. Slide the bottle in and
close the Velcro® tabs. Hot water bottle not included.
LG871

HOt WatER bOttLE WitH cOvER

The soft fabric is comfortable to the skin, aids in the prevention of burns
and is washable.
LF306

Colour May Vary

Capacity: 2L
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Keep

Wa r m

Stay Coz y

StaNDaRD HiP kit

Conveniently provides the items essential to a patient’s needs after
hip surgery. Purchasing the kit is much less costly than purchasing the
items separately. Contents: 26” / 66 cm Reacher, Sock Aid, Bath Brush,
Long Handled Metal Shoehorn and 26” / 66 cm Black Elastic Shoelaces.

New Generation Hot Water Bottle Soothing Therapy
• No need to microwave

• No need to refill or empty - long lasting heat
• No need to pour boiling water from the

• Energy Saving

• Charge Time 15min.
• Keeps Warm 2-5 hrs.

LH999

kettles’ - built-in thermostat with auto shut-off.

LF307

PREmiUm HiP kit

DRESSiNG kit

The same components as the LH999; excluding the 26" / 66 cm Reacher.

All the great features of the LH999; with the addition of a Dressing Stick
and Raised Toilet Seat.

57034

LF998

Single
Triple

Double

acRyLic GLOvE DiSPENSER

WORLD'S LONGESt WatER bOttLE

Safer than electric heating pads, blankets or space heaters. Requires
no electricity, just fill with hot or cold water. Due to built-in air
compartments, the bottle is lightweight even when filled with water.
LG870
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48" x 11" / 122 x 28 cm

Safe, convenient and hygienic, this acrylic glove dispenser is made from
clear acrylic for durability and elegance. Can be used on a counter or
mounted on a wall.

RiNG cUSHiON

The moulded cushion has an opening at the centre and is designed
to relieve pressure by distributing body weight evenly over the entire
seating area. Aids in the relief of postnatal discomfort, post-op pain
and hemorrhoids.
57018

18½" x 14" / 47 x 36 cm

iNFLatabLE RUbbER RiNG

Evenly distributes weight, relieves pressure on sensitive areas, perfect for
new mothers and post-surgical care or hemorrhoid suffers. Made with
heavy-gauge natural rubber. Easily inflated or deflated for ideal comfort.
57019

16" x 3" / 40 x 7.5 cm

bOX SiZE
LG782

Single

11" x 3½" x 4¾" / 28 x 9 x 12 cm

LG783

Double

11" x 3½" x 9½" / 28 x 9 x 24 cm

LG784

Triple

11" x 3½" x 14" / 28 x 9 x 35.5 cm
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Model No.

Size

POWDERED
FS380

X-Small

FS381

Small

FS382

Medium

FS383

Large

FS384

X-Large

POWDER-FREE
FS370

X-Small

FS371

Small

FS372

Medium

FS373

Large

FS374

X-Large

Model No.

Size

POWDERED
FS324

Small

FS325

Medium

FS326

Large

FS327

X-Large

POWDER-FREE
FS330

Small

FS331

Medium

FS332

Large

FS333

X-Large

EXamiNatiON GRaDE LatEX GLOvES

• Pure 100% premium Malaysian natural latex
• Textured surface on powder-free provides superior wet and
dry grip
• Exceptional tactile sensitivity
• USP grade corn starch for powdered gloves
• Beaded cuff for added strength
• Ambidextrous design
• AQL 1.5
• Accepted for use in Canadian food processing facilities
• Thickness: 5 mil
• Length: 9½” / 24 cm
* Case quantities available, 10 boxes per case

WOOL PiLE ELbOW PROtEctOR

Made with 100% comfortable wool padding to alleviate pressure on the
elbows. Features double Velcro® straps to hold firmly in place.
LG877

Size

POWDERED
FS340

X-Small

FS341

Small

FS342

Medium

FS343

Large

FS344

X-Large

POWDER-FREE
FS350

X-Small

FS351

Small

FS352

Medium

FS353

Large

FS354

X-Large

* Case quantities available, 10 boxes per case

SHEEPSkiN HEEL PROtEctOR

Made for comfort and pressure relief. Features double straps and no
seam at the rear of the heel. The Velcro® straps have sheepskin tabs to
protect the skin on the instep.

One Size Fits All

One Size Fits All

SHEEPSkiN PaLm PaDS

Intended to protect the palm of your hand from encroaching arthritic
fingers. The wool will assist in dealing with any sweat issues in the palm.
Closes with a Velcro® strap around the wrist.
LG888

One Size Fits All

EXamiNatiON GRaDE viNyL GLOvES

• Pure 100% premium vinyl
• Exceptional fingertip sensitivity
• Soft and stretchable for comfortable wear
• USP grade corn starch for powdered gloves
• Beaded cuff for added strength
• Ambidextrous design
• AQL 1.5
• Accepted for use in Canadian food processing facilities
• Thickness: 4 mil
• Length: 9½” / 24 cm
* Case quantities available, 10 boxes per case

WOOL PiLE bED PaD

SHEEPSkiN

Premium quality sheepskin comes in a natural shape and is fully
washable. Ideal for pressure relief and personal comfort when sitting or
lying down.
LG880
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LG878

EXamiNatiON GRaDE NitRiLE GLOvES

• Pure 100% premium nitrile
• Textured surface provides superior wet and dry grip
• Exceptional tactile sensitivity
• Latex-free
• USP grade corn starch for powdered gloves
• Beaded cuff for added strength
• Protects against oil, grease and organic solvents
• Superior puncture resistance
• Ambidextrous design
• AQL 1.5
• Accepted for use in Canadian food processing facilities
• Thickness: 5 mil
• Length: 9½” / 24 cm

LG879

Model No.

One Size Fits All

WOOL PiLE HEEL PROtEctOR

Made with 100% comfortable wool padding to alleviate pressure on the
heels. Features double Velcro® strapped to hold firmly in place.

8 sq ft. / 42" x 26" / 106 x 66 cm

This bed pad is designed for your comfort, made from 100% wool pile.
Features a 1” / 2.5 cm pile height and polyester knit backing. Washable.
LG882

20" x 24" / 51 x 61 cm

LG883

24" X 30" / 61 x 76 cm
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tHE caRROt StORy

Caring for a patient with a severely contracted
hand is extremely challenging. Prying the
fingers open for basic hygiene and nail care, or to
position a hand splint, can cause excruciating pain
to the patient and even risk injury to the hand.
The Carrot Splint System addresses the major issues
of managing the contracted hand, hygiene and
positioning. The key to the Carrot success is the “Magic
Wand” placement tool that allows access to the hand
without having to uncurl the fingers.
Hygiene To cleanse the severely contracted hand, simply
secure a soft, triangular swab to the wand and gently pull
it through the fist and the fingers to thoroughly cleanse and
dry fragile, mascerated skin.
Positioning The placement wand is also used to gently and
painlessly pull the carrot through the fisted hand. The flexible
wand secures to the loop end of the Carrot and gradually draws
the tapered end into the closed hand. Once inserted in the hand,
the Carrot can be gradually pulled into the hand as the contracture
relaxes. Nails are lifted away from the palm, limiting risk of injury
and infection. Markings on Carrot helps caregiver document
patient progress.

PaiNLESS POSitiONiNG OF tHE SEvERELy
cONtRactED HaND
ORiGiNaL caRROt mODERatE
tO SEvERE cONtRactURES

Effectively positions the fingers away from the
palm to protect the skin from excessive moisture,
pressure, and the risk of nail puncture. Smooth
cotton cover is packed with washable, absorbent
wool fleece to help keep the hand cool and dry.
Conforms to the hand to reduce flexor spasticity.
Hand wash in cold water and let air dry.

LG351

Orange

Small

Length: 8½" / 21.5 cm
Maximum Circumference:
5" / 12 cm

LG352

Green

Large

Length: 9" / 22.5 cm
Maximum Circumference:
5½" / 14 cm

No more painful prying!
Gently moves fingers away from the palm:
• Offers easy-to-clean, soft cotton cover for reduced odour and infection risk
• Reduces injury risk with gradual finger stretch
• Features clear marks so caregiver can document progress

aNtimicRObiaL
tREatED caRROt

Has a soft covering permanently
impregnated with silver ion particles that
act as a barrier against bacteria, viruses,
and fungi. This solves the toughest hand
contracture problems, while helping prevent
palm infection and unpleasant odour. Tiny
plastic microspheres fill the Carrot and
are highly conforming and resilient so the
orthosis won’t increase spasticity. Hand wash
in cold water and let air dry.

LG353

Blue

Length: 9" / 22.5 cm
Maximum Circumference:
5½" / 14 cm

USiNG tHE iNFLatabLE caRROt
iNFLatabLE caRROt

"Magic wand" - Thread loop at end of Carrot
through eye of wand to draw Carrot into hand

This orthosis is an inflatable cone-shaped tube
covered with a velvety bacteriostatic cloth. With
the Carrot deflated and the cover in place, the
orthosis is pulled into the severely contracted
hand using a placement wand. Once inserted
into the hand, the Carrot can be gradually
inflated to reduce even the most severe
contracture. Ideal for patients experiencing
extreme pain with splint placement.

LG354

Insert deflated Carrot
using placement wand

Inflate as tolerated

Length: 7¼" / 18 cm
Maximum Circumference:
5½" / 14 cm

maGic PLacEmENt WaNDS

USiNG tHE caRROt
Insert wand and wiggle through hand

Use wand to slowly pull Carrot into hand

Gradually pull Carrot further into hand as
contracture relaxes

caRROt aND
HaND cLEaNSiNG kit

Includes 1 blue antimicrobial
Carrot, 20 palmar swabs, and
4 placement wands. Attach
bacteriostatic palmar swab
to wand to clean contracted
hand easily and without pain.
LG355
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Wands safely and easily draw the carrot into
the contracted hand without causing pain.
These smooth, flexible plastic wands have a
rounded tip that can be inserted with ease
into the hand and between each of the fingers
without causing pain or injury. No more prying
contracted fingers open to scrub the hand or
wrestling to get splints into place. The wand
does all the work so daily hygiene does not have
to be an anxiety-provoked experience!
LG635b

Wands

25 Pack

LG636b

Swab Kit

48 Swabs, 2 Wands

6"/15 cm
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DiD yOU kNOW?

tR2 aLaRm

Completely tamper resistant and perfect for patients who abuse alarms, disconnect the
sensor cable, or try to turn them off. It’s always on; it does not have an ON/OFF switch.
Once the batteries are loaded and the cable is inserted, the alarm is activated.

A fall can often be described as a sudden change in position resulting in an individual landing on the ground or an
object. One fall can potentially lead to increased fall risk in the future if not appropriately addressed.
An alarm can be the preventative step necessary to protect those vulnerable to a fall. Continuous monitoring and
innovative technology have assisted caregivers in providing living conditions favourable to an aging population.
Falls can dramatically alter the course of ones life negatively; choosing to proactively deploy an assisted living alarm
can aid in preventing falls before they occur.

SPEciFicatiONS:

• Two volume settings: 100 dB (high) and 85 dB (low)
• No-pinch mounting clip
• Low battery light
• Includes 4 x AA batteries, loaded for use
LF441

WORRy-FREE™ FaLL aLaRm

3” x 4” x 2” / 8 x 11 x 5 cm

This alarm uses “always on” technology, taking the worry out of daily reminders
to activate a device. When the patient’s weight is off the sensor pad, the alarm
will sound. This alarm features a silence/hold option for added convenience.
LG998

Alarm with Chair Sensor Pad

7” x 15” / 17.5 x 38 cm

LG999

Alarm with Bed Sensor Pad

24” x 48” / 61 x 122 cm

iq DUO PLUS aLaRm

This product is perfect for facilities consistently switching
between pull-cord alarms and sensor alarms. With a magnetic
pull-cord that doubles as a sensor pad connector, it functions
as both a pull-cord and sensor alarm. A hidden reset button
makes it tamper-resistant.

SPEciFicatiONS:

• Adjustable pull-cord 28”- 58” / 71 - 147 cm
• Two volume settings: 100 dB (high), 85 dB (low)
• No ON/OFF switch, alarm is always active
• Mounting holster with strap included
• Low battery indicator
• Includes 3 x AAA batteries, loaded for use
LF440

cOmPatibLE WitH a WiDE RaNGE OF
bED aND cHaiR SENSORS

2½” x 3¾” x 1” / 6 x 9.5 x 2.5 cm

cORDLESS SENSOR aLaRm

Manage the risk of patient falls, avoid the hassle of cords and eliminate in-room noise.
This alarm uses a wireless signal to alert when a resident gets up and pressure is
released from a sensor pad. Requires 3 x AA batteries (not included).
LH001

Alarm with Floor Mat

24” x 48” / 61 x 122 cm

LH002

Alarm with Chair Pad

7” x 15” / 17.5 x 38 cm

LH003

Alarm with Bed Pad

10” x 30” / 25 x 76 cm

vOicE aLaRm

Plays a 20 second, pre-recorded message when the alarm is
triggered. It is the perfect choice for patients with dementia,
those who are easily confused or disoriented by loud sirens,
or for patients who need instructions in a foreign language.
With a magnetic pull-cord that doubles as a sensor pad
connector, it functions as both a pull-cord and sensor alarm.

SPEciFicatiONS:

• 3 different alarm tones
• Nurse Call Jack included
• Mounting holster and hardware included
• Low battery indicator
• Includes 4 x AA batteries, loaded for use

LH001
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LH002

LH003

LF442

3” x 5¼” x 1½” / 8 x 13 x 4 cm
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ROLL cONtROL bELt aLaRm

Perfect for restless, high-fall-risk patients. This belt keeps
patients securely in bed, yet allows them to roll freely from side
to side and even sit up, all without causing false alarms. As soon
as the patient attempts to unfasten the belt, the alarm sounds.
The patient must then continue unfastening an additional 12” /
30 cm of belt before it is possible to get up, giving the caregiver
time to respond.

cHaiR SENSOR PaD aLaRm

This weight-sensitive sensor pad can be placed underneath or behind
a patient, triggering an alarm when pressure is removed. This alarm
provides an early warning as a patient attempts to rise. 9V battery
included. Able to connect with a choice of 3 alarms.

bED SENSOR PaD aLaRm

This weight-sensitive sensor pad allows for effective monitoring of a patient
in bed. 9V battery included. Able to connect with a choice of 3 alarms.

Pad with TR2 Alarm

LF446

Pad with TR2 Alarm

LF444

Pad with IQ Duo Plus Alarm

LF447

Pad with IQ Duo Plus Alarm

LF445

Pad with Voice Alarm

LF448

Pad with Voice Alarm

LF443

10" x 15" / 25 x 38 cm

10" x 30" / 25 x 76 cm

LF458

Belt with TR2 Alarm

LF459

Replacement Belt

bUckLED SEat bELt aLaRm

Uses a familiar car seat belt buckle to keep patients securely in
place. Effective for patients with sustained cognitive disorders,
such as dementia, post CVA (Cardiovascular Accident), and other
neurological states.
LF449

Belt with TR2 Alarm

LF450

Belt with IQ Duo Plus Alarm

LF451

Belt with Voice Alarm

EaRLy WaRNiNG E-Z RELEaSE SEat bELt

NON-SLiP EXit aLaRm mat

y-cONNEctOR (NURSE caLL jack)

This accessory is designed to easily adapt with activated nurse call
devices, aiming to provide reliable nurse call performance.
LG302

This is a durable rubber sensor mat with slip resistant finishing and an
active detecting area.
LF499
LF500

Black

Mat with TR2 Alarm
Mat with IQ Duo Plus Alarm

Hook and loop fastener belt, ideal for high-risk, active patients. Once patient
begins unfastening the belt, an alarm is triggered. After triggering alarm, patient
must unfasten an additional 12” / 30 cm of hook and loop fastener before they
are free to rise. The E-Z Release Seat Belt is a more economical choice (without
the extra 12” / 30 cm of fastener) for less-active, sedentary patients.
Early Warning E-Z Release Seat
Belt Systems

29" x 17" / 74 x 43 cm

WiRELESS HaLLWay aLERt kit

LF452

Belt with TR2 Alarm

LF455

Belt with TR2 Alarm

LF453

Belt with IQ Duo Plus Alarm

LF456

Belt with IQ Duo Plus Alarm

LF454

Belt with Voice Alarm

LF457

Belt with Voice Alarm

cHaiR cUSHiON aLaRm SyStEm

Avoid startling patients or roommates, this device sends
a wireless signal to activate sound and flashing lights on
an alarm mounted in the hallway. This alarm kit allows
caregivers to take action without disturbing the entire
room. Kit contains: TR2 alarm, Wireless Hallway Alert with
A/C adapter, bed sensor pad, and Wireless Transmitter.

The gel-foam cushion provides comfort, pressure relief, and stability
while sitting. A heat-sealed vinyl cushion cover provides fluid-proof
protection against incontinence and spills. The outer cushion cover
is a low-shear design and machine washable. The alarm sensor is
protected in a vinyl pocket beneath the cushion. The alarm initiates
when the user moves off the cushion and resets when the user sits.
This package includes one alarm unit and one seat cushion/sensor
pad. Alarm operates with 2 x AA batteries (included).

LH005

Wireless Hallway Alert Kit

LH006

Wireless Hallway Alert with Wireless
Transmitter (For Existing Alarm Systems)

LG292

LH004

Night Light
(For use with Wireless Hallway Alert Kit)

LG293
LH004 Night Light
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E-Z Release Seat belt
Systems

LG294

16" x 16" x 2½" /
40.5 x 40.5 x 6 cm
Includes One Alarm Unit and One
Sensor Pad.

18" x 16" x 2½" /
45.5 x 40.5 x 6 cm
20" x 16" x 2½" /
50.5 x 40.5 x 6 cm
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aLaRmS

aLaRmS
PiR aLaRm SyStEmS

Simple, safe and dependable motion-detection technology to help manage patient care and fall prevention. The PIR Alarm works just like
automatic motion-detection lights. When the beam is interrupted, the alarm will sound. The PIR beam is narrow and fan-shaped so that only the
bedside area is monitored. The alarm will not go off when staff members enter the room. These systems eliminate the hazards associated with
cords - tripping and accidental wire pulls are eliminated.

SyStEm 1:

UNDERmattRESS aLaRm SyStEm

FLOOR PaD aLaRm

This single sided, non-impact absorbing, floor pad alerts a caregiver when
pressure is applied. The weight sensitive pad can activate an alarm beside
the nurse’s station. The durable vinyl pad can be wiped clean, quick and
easily. Requires 2 x AA batteries and A/C adapter included.
LG298

Motion Detection Local Bedside
Alarm
• Alarm sounds at bedside
• Ideal for restless patients that
move around in bed
• Eliminates need for sensor pads

The sensor pad stays hidden under the mattress to protect against
incontinence and spills. The weight of the mattress keeps the sensor pad
in place, reducing the risk of false alarms. Designed with the user in mind,
there is no sensor pad on top of the mattress to compromise comfort or
pressure relief. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).

36" x 26" x 1" / 91 x 66 x 2.5 cm

LG297

10" x 30" / 25 x 76 cm

LF491

With Magnetic Bedrail
Clamp

LF492

With Wall Mount

SyStEm 3:

Motion Detection Bed Alarm with
Remote Receiver/Alarm Unit
• Ideal for facilities that are not “hardwired” with a nurse call station
but still want remote notification of
patients exiting their beds
• Consists of the PIR Remote Alarm and
a remote receiver/alarm unit that can
be mounted outside a patient’s room

tOiLEt SEat aLaRm SyStEm

UNDERSEat aLaRm SyStEm

The alarm immediately activates when the user moves off the seat and resets
when the user sits. The sensor is located under the seat to protect against
incontinence and wear. This secure under seat sensor location reduces the
risk of false alarms caused by tampering. The alarm is equally effective with or
without a seat cushion in place. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).
LG291

Suitable for Chairs Sized: 18" to 22" / 46 to 56 cm

The gel-foam seat cushion provides comfort, pressure relief, and prevents
bruising for users with sores. The alarm sounds when the user moves off the
toilet seat, immediately alerting the caregiver. This package includes one
alarm unit and one toilet seat sensor pad. Requires 2 x AA batteries (included).
LG295

Toilet Seat Alarm System

LG296

Replacement Gel-Foam Toilet
Seat Sensor Pad

15” x 18½” / 38 x 47 cm

LF495

With Magnetic Bedrail
Clamp

LF496

With Wall Mount

SyStEm 2:

Motion Detection Bed Alarm with Nurse
Call Receiver
• Alarm sounds in room and at nurses’
station
• If your facility is “hard-wired” to a
nurse call station, then this is the best
PIR alarm for you
LF493

With Magnetic Bedrail
Clamp

LF494

With Wall Mount

SyStEm 4:

Motion Detection Alarm, Remote
Receiver/Alarm and Nurse Call Receiver
• Alarm sounds up to 100 feet away and
at nurses’ station
• Provides extra measure of staff
notification
• For hard-wired facilities that have a
nurse call station
LF497

With Magnetic Bedrail
Clamp

LF498

With Wall Mount

LEGEND:

FREEDOm aLERt 911

a) Motion Detection Bed Alarm

This device allows a user to immediately contact up to
4 individuals in an emergency when a phone cannot be
reached. Push the button on the pendant to activate two-way
speakerphone communication. System can be programmed to
call 911 if 4 contacts are unreachable. Kit comes with pendant,
base unit, belt clip, A/C adapter, mobility strap, phone cord,
lanyard, rechargeable 2 x lithium-ion pendant batteries,
rechargeable 4 x AA base unit batteries.
LF435

Freedom Alert 911

LF435a

Freedom Alert 911 with Wall Communicator

b) Nurse call receiver unit

c) Remote receiver/alarm unit

Wall Communicator

Freedom Alert 911
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aLaRmS

EmERGENcy aLERt DEvicE

This unique protection system features a wireless pendant button
which will automatically call 911 and up to 5 individuals in the order
of preference until a response is obtained. The main unit features a
9V battery backup to continue providing piece of mind even during
a power outage. Provides an optional daily alarm feature that can be
easily programmed.

This alarm is ideal for use in a bed or wheelchair. It features a
multidirectional magnetic pull-switch with adjustable length cord clip that
easily fastens to clothing. A selector switch allows for the choice of high
(85dB) or low (70dB) alarm volume. Requires 1 x 9V battery (included).

LG480

LG300

DOOR/WiNDOW aLaRm WitH maGNEtic cORD

PERSONaL aLaRm

EcONO-aLaRm

This alarm is perfect for securing supply closets, medicine cabinets, or
entry/exit locations. The sensor is easy to install using adhesive backing.
Automatically reset once the door/window is closed. Requires 1 x 9V
battery and 3 x LR44 batteries (included).

This alarm secures with a Velcro strap to most chairs, (Geri-chairs, lounge
chairs, and wheelchairs). It features a multidirectional magnetic pullswitch with adjustable length cord clip that easily fastens to clothing.
Requires 1 x 9V battery (included).

LG301

LG299

DOOR aLaRm

This alarm provides an effective
way to alert caregivers to a
wandering resident. It features
a flexible tweezer switch to be
inserted between the door and
doorpost. When a door is opened,
the tweezer is released, activating
the alarm. Excellent for home
use with a 110 dB alarm that can
be heard above appliances or
conversations. Requires 1 x 9V
battery (not included).
LF502

aLaRm DOOR baNNER

High visibility combined with a magnetically activated alarm creates an
effective deterrent to wandering. Banner attaches to doorway using a
hook-and-loop design. Alarm features 3 settings: OFF, SOFT, and LOUD,
as well as LED low battery indicator.
LF501
LG491
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Without Alarm - 2 Pack
With Alarm
(Requires 2 x AAA batteries, not included)

30” to 42” / 76 to 107 cm

tRaNSFER DEvicES

PaDDED tRaNSFER bELt

This transfer belt provides a good grip and extra
security when transferring people in a range of
situations. Each belt has a minimum of 4 looped
handles, quick side release buckle and is padded for
extra comfort.

LF687

4 Handgrips

Small

23” - 36” / 58 - 91 cm

LF688

5 Handgrips

Medium

32” - 48” / 81 - 122 cm

LF689

6 Handgrips

Large

42” - 60” / 107 - 152 cm

Weight Capacity: 200 lbs / 91 kg

NEW

LH620

LH621

LH622

LH623

GEO Gait bELt

Gait belts have been determined to reduce the rick of caregiver and
resident injury, since there is less strain on the back when ambulating
the resident. They are a necessary accessory to the caregiver for
ambulating clients that have an unstable gait. This belt features a
geometric design on a wipe clean nylon surface.
LH620

Metal Buckle

LH621

Delrin® Buckle

LH622

Delrin® Buckle

LH623

Metal Buckle

60" / 152 cm

aNtimicRObiaL Gait bELt

Caregivers use gait belts to assist with patient transfer. The added
surface protection of antimicrobial odour control, inhibits the growth
of bacteria, mold, yeast, and fungi on the belt’s surface for the life of the
product, while also remaining supple and easy to use.

Weight Capacity:
250 lbs / 113 kg

LF683
LF684

54" / 137 cm

Weight Capacity:
70" / 178 cm 500 - 600 lbs / 227 - 272 kg

WiPEabLE Gait bELt

baRiatRic Gait bELt

Eases caretaker back strain when ambulating with bariatric patients. This
wipeable gait belt easily cleans with any commonly used disinfectant.
Reinforced plastic strap is easy to grasp and comfortable for the patient.
Specialty buckle ensures belt stays attached.
LG364

Yellow

96” / 244 cm

Weight Capacity:
1,000 lbs / 453.5 kg

This belt has an adjustable, plastic snap buckle that makes it easy to
keep clean. Simply spray the vinyl belt with disinfectant and wipe clean.
All edges are fully sealed and there are no seams for microbes to hide;
the belt is bonded, not sewn! MRI safe. Available in orange for easy
identification of fall-risk patients.
LF685

Orange

54" / 137 cm

LF686

Black

70" / 178 cm

Weight Capacity:
500 - 600 lbs / 227 - 272 kg
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tRaNSFER DEvicES

PatiENt ROLLER tRaNSFER DEvicE

Allows one or two staff members to move a patient from one surface to
another with very little effort, no lifting or pulping required. Transfers the
patient between slightly uneven surfaces up to 3” / 7.5 cm height difference
without lifting. Long-lasting, trouble-free aluminum rollers with steel ballbearings and heavy-duty black conductive vinyl cover.
LG366

Short

24" x 14" / 61 x 35.5 cm

Weighs: 5.8 lbs / 2.6 kg

LG367

Medium

30" x 14" / 76 x 35.5 cm

Weighs: 6.3 lbs / 2.8 kg

LG368

Large

67" x 14" / 170 x 35.5 cm

Weighs:13 lbs / 5.9 kg

tURNEaSE™

PLaStic tRaNSFER bOaRD

Allows for easy transfer from the wheelchair, bed, chair or toilet.
Constructed using durable heavy-duty plastic without hand holes. The
transfer board is lightweight and easy to handle.
LF409

8" x 27½" / 20 x 70 cm

Weight Capacity: 250 lbs / 113.6 kg

Helps to assist patients while turning and moving in bed. Makes getting
in and out of bed easier and helps to maintain independence. Ideal
for individuals suffering from Parkinson’s disease, Muscular Dystrophy,
stroke, arthritis, back pain, stiffness or anyone that is having difficulty
turning in bed. Machine washable.
LF679

37" x 27" / 94 x 68.5 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

SUPER SLiNG™

Facilitates patient transfer, lifting, and positioning while reducing
exposure to back injury. Features friction reducing bottoms that ease
positioning and transfer. Reinforced stitching at the handles and 2" wide
nylon webbing for patient safety.

FOLDabLE tRaNSFER RaiL

baRiatRic SHiFtER

Ideal for lateral transfers of patients, reducing caretaker back strain by
minimizing friction on transfer surfaces. Elongated shape brings 14
handholds to ergonomically correct position. Extra-wide design better
supports excess tissue, and patient's head. Flexible plastic is great for
uneven surfaces.
LG365 38" x 72" x 3" / 96 x 183 x 7.5 cm

Weight Capacity: 600 lbs / 271 kg

LG334

4 Handles

40" x 36" / 101 x 91 cm

Weight Capacity:
250 lbs / 113 kg

LG335

8 Handles

46" x 46" / 117 x 117 cm

Weight Capacity:
500 lbs / 227 kg

LG336

12 Handles

72" x 36" / 183 x 91 cm

Weight Capacity:
500 lbs / 227 kg

Full size transfer rail easily and conveniently folds to almost half its
size. Enables easy transfers to and from wheelchairs. Folds and unfolds
quickly for easy storage and portability. Minimal surface area reduces
the risk of friction-based skin tears. Dimensions Unfolded: 33" / 76.2 cm.
Dimensions Folded: 16¼" / 41 cm.
LG828

Width: 6" / 15 cm

Weighs:
1 lb / 0.45 kg

Weight Capacity:
250 lbs / 113.6 kg

WOODEN tRaNSFER bOaRD

Patients can be transferred easily from wheelchair, bed, or commode.
Features two cut-out handles for easy carrying and gripping. Sealed and
coated for easy transfer.
LF406
LF407
LF402
LF403
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With Cut-Out Handles
With Notches

Small

24" / 61cm

Large

30" / 76 cm

Small

24" / 61cm

Large

30" / 76 cm

Weight
Capacity:
200 lbs /
91 kg

DELUXE tRaNSFER bOaRD

This transfer board helps move patients from a wheelchair, bed, chair or
commode. The board is sealed and coated for protection and provides a
friction-free transfer.
LF404

Small

24" / 61cm

Weight Capacity: 200 lbs / 91 kg

LF405

Large

30" / 76 cm

Weight Capacity: 200 lbs / 91 kg

LF401

Bariatric

30" / 76 cm

Weight Capacity: 500 lbs / 227 kg

tRaNSFER aiDE SLiNG

StaNDEaSE™

Ideal for individuals with arthritis, recovering from hip surgery,
osteoporosis, or anyone who has difficulty standing. The StandEase™ is
lightweight and can be moved from room to room. You can take it on
trips when you visit family or friends. Easy to install, no tools required. The
front legs are height adjustable to accommodate most sofas and chairs.
LF680

Adjustable Height: 26½" - 30" / 67 - 76 cm

Provides caregivers with a secure hold and control during patient
transfers. Made of woven nylon with hook and loop closures. Shaped
like an undergarment, it is worn over the patient’s clothing. During the
transfer, the aide stays securely in place without binding or riding up. It
also has a hand grip on the back that can be used during ambulation as
an alternative to a gait belt. Machine washable and latex free.
LF681

One Size Fits All

Weight Capacity: 250 lbs / 114 kg
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tRaNSFER DEvicES

UPLiFt™ SEat aSSiSt

UPLiFt™ PREmiUm POWER SEat

An electric-powered portable lifting seat that will lift you safely and
gently from almost any armchair or sofa. Easy to operate with an
arthritis-friendly, cloth-covered hand controller. You can stop movement
at any point to adjust the height to your task or comfort level.
LF379

17" / 43 cm

LF385

20" / 51 cm

tRaNSFER DEvicES

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

This self-powered, lifting cushion assists you gently up and down from
an armchair or sofa. The lifting piston activates automatically as you
shift forward and begin to stand. Portable design with a built-in handle.
Features a high density, super comfortable memory foam cushion and
comes with a removable knit cover.
LF384

18” x 7” /
46 x 18 cm

Weighs:
8 lbs / 4 kg

OUtDOOR GRab RaiL

caREaSE™

The slick inner surface of the CarEase™ makes getting in and out of a car
effortless. Sliding and rotation into the car seat is smooth with almost
no friction. Perfect aid for all sliding transfers, especially useful for those
making routine day trips.

Weight Capacity:
200 - 350 lbs / 80 - 230 kg

LF682

18" x 22" / 46 x 55 cm

This weather resistant grab rail provides stable support and aid in
outdoor locations. Discreet black colour allows the bar to blend with
brick and wall siding. The rail is engineered with a concealed aluminum
centre, coated with plastic and over-molded rubber grips to ensure the
rail is warm to the touch and non-slip.
LF793

18" / 45 cm

Weight Capacity: 350 lbs / 160 kg

aSSiSta-RaiL™

An “inverted U” style bed rail for home beds, providing a unique
combination of occupant safety and in-bed mobility. This product is
ideal for moving from a lying to sitting position in bed and at bedside.
Extremely easy to install, the entire “inverted U” shaped rail installs
in minutes with basic tools - simply slides between mattress and box
spring. Mandatory safety strap and anti-slide grips hold rail from shifting
during use. Made of heavy gauge steel.

UPEaSy™ LiFt cUSHiON

Provides up to 80% lift assist for users who otherwise would need help
getting up from a seated position. Equipped with a hydraulic lifting
mechanism, no electricity is required for operation. Can be closed and easily
carried using the built-in handle. Adds about 1.5” (4 cm) to seat height when
seated. Includes a washable cover and high-density foam cushion.
LF381

UpEasy™

LF382

UpEasy Plus™

95 - 220 lbs / 43 - 100 kg

Weighs: 10 lbs / 4.5 kg

200 - 340 lbs / 90 - 154 kg Weighs: 10 lbs / 4.5 kg

LF462

mEmORy FOam SWivEL cUSHiON

Helps people who have mobility limitations turn on a seat. This product
is suitable for various applications such as dining chairs or car seats.
LF690b

Assista-Rail™

33½" x 17¼" x 20" /
85 x 44 x 51cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg
Assista-Rail™

Also available: Assista-Cane™ Add-On Kit - LF463

Diameter: 15" / 38 cm

Assista-Cane™

SmaRt-RaiL™

An innovative bed assist rail designed for those requiring a little help for
moving, standing and transferring in and out of bed. Unlike fixed-style
bed rails, Smart-Rail™ can unlock and pivot outwards to provide better
standing support with less reaching and twisting. The Smart-Rail™ installs
in seconds by inserting the support frame between the box spring and
mattress, securing with safety straps, and adjusting the rail height. Grey
rubber cane tips prevent slipping and protect flooring.

PivOt DiSc

Designed for use by patients who are able to stand but cannot readily
move their legs. Patients with upper body strength can use the pivot
disc to accomplish independent transfers. Made of 3” / 8 cm high quality
polymer plates with a built-in handle for simple transport.
LF691

Diameter: 13” / 33 cm

LF692

Diameter: 15” / 38 cm

LF693

Diameter: 18” / 46 cm
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Weight Capacity: 400 lbs / 181 kg

SWivEL cUSHiON

This swivel seat has been developed to help people who have mobility
limitations turning on a seat. Suitable for many applications including
dining chairs or car seats. Has a removable fleece cover designed for
comfort and is machine washable. A memory foam cushion makes
sitting for long periods of time a more enjoyable experience.
LF690

LF464

Smart-Rail™

LF466

Leg Extenders for
Smart-Rail™

31½” x 16½” /
80 x 42 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

Diameter: 16” / 40 cm
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tRaNSFER DEvicES
mOLiFt RaiSER

aDvaNtaGE RaiL™

A platform designed to safely move the user from a sitting to standing
position while maintaining the best possible ergonomic moving and
handling conditions for the caregiver. The unique leg support has been
created to easily adjust with one hand. Similarly, wheel locks (right or left)
will lock both wheels simultaneously providing a safe braking solution in
space limited environments. The fine grain finish of the footplate provides
a non-slip surface and the handle offers many different grip possibilities.
These features enable the user to feel safe throughout the entire transfer.

A floor mounted support rail which promotes safe and
independent standing and transfers. The key to the
effectiveness of the Advantage Rail™ is in the unique
operation of the horizontal rail. The rail pivots to move safely
with you, providing support similar to a walker, yet it can lock
in an instant in case there is a loss of balance, need for a rest,
or to assist getting to a seated position.
LF467

Advantage Rail™ “T” Handle

LF468

Advantage Rail™ Portable

LF469

Quick Release Plate for LF468

LG527
LH034
LH035

Molift Raiser
Small / Medium

Safety Strap

Large / X-Large

P.t. RaiL™

A wall mounted support rail which promotes safe standing and
transfers to and from a toilet. Combines an exceptionally solid feel, and
an innovative offset rail. Allows for improved use of the lower rail and
helps to prevent wrist strain when reaching for the lower rail.
LF478W28
LF478W32
LF479W28
LF479W32
LH581
LH045

28" / 71 cm

Left Side

32" / 81 cm
White

Right
Side
P.T. RailTM
Angled

28" / 71 cm
32" / 81 cm

Stainless
Steel

32" / 81 cm

White

32" / 81 cm

Weight Capacity:
400 lbs / 181 kg

LG527

DEPENDa-baR™

A revolutionary combination of a standard wall
mounted grab bar, with the well-proven benefits of a
movable support. Designed for bathrooms and other
environments where grab bars are found. Locks
every 45° (5 positions), providing a support rail that
moves with the user.
LF488
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18" / 46 cm

Leg support with onehand height regulation

Handle with many grip
possibilities

mOLiFt RaiSER SPEciFicatiONS
DimENSiONS

22" x 25" x 47" / 58 x 63 x 120 cm

WEiGHt

31 lbs / 14.2 kg

WEiGHt caPacity

330 lbs / 150 kg

One foot locks
both wheels

Low boarding

Safety Strap
LH034 - Small / Medium
LH035 - Large / X-Large
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tRaNSFER DEvicES
SUPERPOLE™ SyStEm

An award-winning modular support system designed for those requiring
assistance with standing, transferring, or moving in bed. Central to the
system is a stylish floor-to-ceiling grab bar, which provides a secure
structure. Quick and easy to install or relocate. Rubber pads on the ceiling
and floor plates hold the pole secure and prevent scuffing of floor and
ceiling (even stipple ceilings). For improved safety with additional gripping
and bearing support, the SuperBar™ can be added for horizontal pivoting.
The SuperTrapeze™ provides superior assistance to achieve a seated
position in bed. The “ladder like” handle on the SuperTrapeze™ allows for
improved use of arm strength to climb to a seated position.
LF470

SuperPole™: 8 ft / 244 cm

LF474

LF471

SuperPole™ with SuperBar™

LF476

Uni-Fit Extender: 8 - 10' Fit

LF472

SuperPole™ with SuperTrapeze™

LF477

Angled Ceiling Plate: 8'-10' Fit

LF473

SuperBar™ Add-On Kit

SuperTrapeze™ Add-On Kit

tHE cRickEt ii™

A quick and easy way to transfer from a bed / chair / bathroom / stair
lift and requires only one caregiver to assist. It features multi-height
adjustments and has adult and pediatric seat options. Provides a
smooth transfer over thresholds and is effective on many surfaces,
with easy 2-way operation from infront or behind. This device is
compact and easily turns within a small radius. Works well in small
rooms, stores under a bed and transfers from a chair or over the
toilet. The Cricket II™ is safety assured, has an integral back rest, and is
ergonomically designed for superior comfort.
LG507

tURNER™

A practical aid which supports
and activates the patient when
transferring from one seated
position to another. It offers
security for the person being
transferred and will not strain
the caregiver's back. It is easy to
move out of the way when not in
use - just tilt it on the castors and
transport smoothly on any surface.
Turner™ should only be used
by people who can adequately
bear weight and thus stand with
support. With Turner™, both the
assisted person and the caregiver
feel safe and the transfer is
performed with ease.
LH008
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Padded lower
leg support
Transport
wheels

Anti-slide
protection

HOUSEWaRES

GOOD GRiPS® PEELER
aND PaRER SEt

GOOD GRiPS® PEELER SEt OF 3

Each peeler in this 3-piece set has a soft, comfortable grip that is nonslip, even when wet, making them the perfect kitchen companions. Set
includes a swivel peeler, julienne peeler and a serrated peeler.

Features two outstanding
tools. The Swivel Peeler is
simply the best peeler you will
ever try! The sharp stainless
steel blade glides through the
toughest fruit and vegetable
skins with ease. The Paring
Knife has a fine edge stainless
steel blade that is perfect for
paring and cutting.
LG017

LG006

GOOD GRiPS® PEELER

Has a sharp stainless steel blade that peels
easily and effortlessly. Handle is comfortable,
even during repetitive action of peeling. It has
a built-in potato eyer and is dishwasher safe.
LF363

GOOD GRiPS® “y” PEELER

Includes a built-in eyer and features
a sharp stainless steel blade that
glides through even the toughest
fruit and vegetable skins with
ease. The soft, comfortable handle
cushions your hand as you peel,
and is non-slip, even when your
hands are wet. Dishwasher safe.
LF364

GOOD GRiPS® cORN PEELER

Safely removes multiple rows of kernels from
corn cobs with a quick and simple motion.
The blade is positioned at an angle to ensure
perfectly cut kernels every time, eliminating
the risk of cutting too shallow or too deep.
Features stainless steel blades and soft, nonslip grips. Dishwasher safe.

SWiFt PEELER

LG008

A hand-held stainless steel blade kitchen utensil. Simply slide the
comfortable rubberized and ergonomically designed grip over your middle
finger and run your palm naturally over all of your fruits and vegetables for
easy and efficient peeling. Slice through the thickest vegetable skins to the
thinnest of fruits making any peeling job fun and simple!
LF365
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GOOD GRiPS® NyLON SPOON

GOOD GRiPS® PiZZa cUttER

GOOD GRiPS® SLOttED SPOON

This nylon spoon is good for stirring sauces, pasta, and more. The
soft, broad handle is comfortable to hold, and won't slip out of your
hand. Safe for non-stick cookware and is heat resistant up to 400°F /
204°C. Dishwasher safe.

The perfect spoon for lifting dumplings or potatoes. Small holes allow
steam and liquids to escape. Sturdy black nylon is safe for non-stick
cookware. Heat-resistant up to 400°F / 204°C. Dishwasher safe.

Sharp stainless steel pizza cutting wheel with a built-in thumb guard
for added safety. Soft handle absorbs pressure while you slice up your
favourite pizza. Dishwasher safe.

Made from stainless steel with a blade cover. Cuts easily by applying
pressure directly over the wheel. Blade is removable for easy cleaning
and the blade guard protects the blade and hand when not in use.

LG023

LG024

LF361

LG937

cLEaN cUt PiZZa WHEEL

mEDiUm GRatER

Made with a stainless steel blade. The bidirectional etched stainless steel grating
surface is ideal for coarse grating of soft
cheeses, butter, apples, cabbages, potatoes,
onions and more. Features a comfortable,
non-slip handle.

GOOD GRiPS® aPPLE WEDGER

GOOD GRiPS® tURNER

This turner is safe for non-stick cookware. With a soft, broad handle it is
comfortable to hold and won't slip out of your hand. Heat-resistant up
to 400°F / 204°C. Dishwasher safe.

LG942

Perfect for apples, cobbler or preparing a simple snack. Soft, wide
handles take the pressure off hands, while a sharp, stainless steel blade
glides easily through fruit. Raised handles assure ample clearance
between hands and the table. Dishwasher safe.
LF362

LG025

White

7" / 18 cm

GOOD GRiPS® 3-iN-1 avOcaDO SLicER

This slicer splits, pits, and slices avocados safely and effectively. The
plastic blade easily cuts through the skin of the avocado yet remains
safe to touch.
LG007

NEW

GOURmEt GaRLic cRUSHER

The stylish design of this garlic crusher makes this messy task much easier.
By using downward pressure and a ‘rocking’ motion it crushes garlic cloves
quickly and efficiently, forcing the pieces up through the mesh of holes.
LG045
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Colour May Vary

GOOD GRiPS® GaRLic PRESS

This garlic press is sturdy, and has a large capacity garlic chamber. It crushes
garlic with a simple squeeze. A built-in cleaner allows for easy cleaning; just
flip the handles over to clean out excess garlic. The soft handles are slightly
arched for comfort and absorb pressure while you squeeze.
LG018

POULtRy LiFtER

The poultry lifter is made from durable stainless steel. You can easily lift
a turkey or chicken with one hand from pan to platter.
LG941

Weight Capacity: 20 lbs / 9 kg

4-Way OPENER

This multi-functional jar, bottle or cap opener has soft comfortable non-slip
grips. It opens bottle caps, jar lids and soda cans.
LH557
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aLL-OUt UNivERSaL OPENER

GOOD GRiPS® SmOOtH
EDGE caN OPENER

Easily take off lids leaving
behind an even, safe edge.
Stainless steel cutting wheel
does not touch the food,
remaining clean.
LG001

This comprehensive opener makes it easy for people with arthritis
and other hand limitations to open packaged food containers,
bottles and cans. Features a blunt V-shaped prong to open glue
sealed packages, a hook to lift pull tabs, twist cap bottle opener and
church key/slotted opener for non-twist (crimped caps).

GOOD GRiPS®
caN OPENER

Features a stainless steel blade
and a snap-lock to hold the
can opener in place. A simple
press of the button releases the
can opener after use. Features
a sharp cutting wheel and
contoured turning knob.

LF355

5" x 3" / 13 x 8 cm

LF369

NEW
RiNG-PULL caN OPENER

Use this convenient tool to open ringpull cans with ease. No more broken
nails. This fantastic gadget is friendly
to those who have arthritis or limited
strength. Non-slip grip handle for
added comfort.

GOOD GRiPS® jaR OPENER

Open any size jar effortlessly. The
sharp stainless steel teeth will grip
the lid firmly, as a soft, non-slip
handle cushions your hand and
absorbs pressure. Dishwasher safe.

LF374

LF370

jaRkEy™

This jar opener is made from sturdy ABS plastic. Open jar lids by lifting
the edge so that the vacuum inside is released. When the vacuum is
released, it is easy to unscrew the lid.

EaSy tWiSt jaR OPENER

Ideal for opening any size jar or bottle. Just select the appropriate size,
grip firmly and twist. The soft rubber gasket creates a firm grip.

LF375

LH554

NEW

NEW

maGic tWiSt tm

HOt HaND jaR OPENER

The pockets of this holder fits the thumb and fingers easily. It works as a
grip to unscrew tight jars and gives a grip on hot, cold or slippery items.
LH556
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Colour May Vary

PENGUiN jaR OPENER

Fits jar lids and bottle caps, both small and large. Simply place on the jar
or bottle top, hold firm and turn counter-clockwise.
LH555

Colour May Vary

GEROLiNE™ jaR OPENER

Provides easy assistance when opening and closing bottles/jars. The “V”
shape allows opening of bottles/jars sized ½” to 4¾” / 1 to 12 cm and it
will not puncture lids. Can be easily installed under any kitchen cabinet
with no tools required. Easy to use for individuals with arthritic pain or
physical disability.

Installs easily in seconds with the adhesive strips provided. Simply
remove the tape backing and press the device in a convenient location
underneath your kitchen cabinet. Helpful for people that suffer with
conditions like arthritis, fibromyalgia or carpel tunnel syndrome.

LF373

LF372
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HOUSEWaRES
ONE tOUcH™ caN OPENER

DiD yOU kNOW?

Automatic, one-touch button can opener eliminates the need for
twisting, pulling and struggling. Can be used on round cans of any
size. The opener walks around the can and stops automatically when
complete, leaving no sharp edges. Great for seniors or those with weak
hands. Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).

Arthritis and related conditions make up a large group of
disorders affecting the joints, ligaments, tendons, bones and
other components of the musculoskeletal system. Arthritis
is a leading cause of pain, physical disability and health care
utilization in Canada.1
The Impact of Arthritis on Canadians:
• According to the 2000 Canadian Community Health Survey
(CCHS), arthritis and other rheumatic conditions affected
nearly 4 million Canadians aged 15 years and older –
approximately 1 in 6 people.1
• Two-thirds of those with arthritis were women, and nearly
3 of every 5 people with arthritis were younger than 65
years of age.1
• By the year 2026, it is estimated that over 6 million Canadi
ans 15 years of age and older will have arthritis.1
1

Health Canada Stats

LF388

Black

jaR aND bOttLE OPENER

This extra large opener makes gripping simple and difficult tasks
much more manageable. No more struggling to get jar or bottle lids
off. Doorknobs or faucets are no longer a challenge with this great
household gripper.
57026

NEW

ONE tOUcH™ jaR OPENER

Open stubborn jars with the touch of a button. The effortless automatic
one-touch opener allows for no twisting, no pulling and no pain with
this hands-free operation. Opens all jars with a 1” to 2” / 2.5 to 4.5 cm
lid. Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).
LF389

mULti-PURPOSE HOUSEHOLD OPENER

SiLicONE POt HaNDLE GRiP

This silicone handle fits most pots and pans. It is flexible, non-stick, and
can withstand high temperatures. Top rack dishwasher safe.
LH619

Colour May Vary

This tool not only keeps your keys handy, it also increases leverage to
make daily opening tasks easier. Increases hand strength when opening
medicine jars, as well as both press-and-turn and aspirin bottles.
LG095

ONE tOUcH™ aLL iN ONE

This convenient item features 5 kitchen tools in 1. Rotary
gear engineering allows for an effortless and smooth
cutting function. The handle is designed to perform the
function of 5 different kitchen gadgets.

kNiFE SHaRPENER

With just a few light strokes, the sharpener restores a sharp cutting edge
to almost any blunt knife blade. It can also sharpen serrated blades too.
A suction cup holds firmly to any smooth surface, keeping one hand free
and safely away from danger.
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GOOD GRiPS® DOUGH ScRaPER/cHOPPER

LF394

English

Use this handy tool to section dough for pie crusts, evenly portion dough
for pastries, and scrape dough from your floured board. Try it for lifting
cookies from a cookie sheet or chopping firm vegetables like celery.

LF394F

French

LG022

• Opens water and soda bottles
• Bottle cap lift
• Can pry open tin lid covers
• Lift and pull can tabs (such as a soda can)
• Jar pop, breaks vacuum seal
LF391
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HOUSEWaRES
kitcHEN tOOLS

These items not only look great but make meal preparation much easier and less tiring for many who find this task arduous due to
limited upper body mobility.

EaSy GRiP caRviNG kNiFE

EaSy WRiSt bREaD kNiFE

Recommended for those arthritis sufferers who have swollen and painful
joints, weak grip and poor hand control. The non-slip finish improves
grip even when hand is wet or greasy. It has an ultra lightweight stainless
steel blade and comes with a protective cover.

The contoured handle has a molded soft feel plastic, which gives a firm
comfortable grip in either hand. Extremely comfortable for everyone to
use, but will be particularly beneficial for those with arthritis, repetitive
strain injury, carpal tunnel syndrome, or other conditions which weaken
the hand and wrist.

LF291

LF292

EaSy GRiP™ kitcHEN kNivES

These kitchen knives have an angled handle which keeps wrist in
neutral position, preventing strain while in use. They have a non-slip
finish which improves grip even when hands are wet or greasy. They
are lightweight with a stainless steel blade and protective cover.
Dishwasher safe.
LG848

Bread Knife

Bread Knife

LG849

Carving Knife

LG850

General Purpose Knife

kNiFE GUaRD

Carving Knife
General Purpose Knife

FOLDiNG HERb cHOPPER

This safety handle slips over the back of a large knife blade, letting you
safely push down on the blade to chop through tough vegetables like
rutabaga, turnip and winter squash. Made of a resilient and dishwashersafe plastic. Best used with long or thick-bladed knives.

Comes with an integrated blade guard. It has a 7" / 18 cm stainless steel
blade with soft touch handles. It is ideal for chopping fresh herbs and
garlic. The twin handle keeps fingers away from blade when chopping.

LF392

LG938

RELiEvE™ kitcHEN kNiFE

This specialty knife provides a
better working position than
ordinary kitchen knives. Providing
a good balance in the hand, it
takes no additional strength
to keep the blade of the knife
up. The power grip allows for a
straight wrist and requires less
arm strength.
LG498

EaSy GRiP™ GENERaL kNiFE

This highly acclaimed general purpose knife is recommended for people
affected by arthritis who have swollen and painful joints. The angled
handle keeps the wrist in a neutral position, preventing strain while in
use. It has a lightweight stainless steel blade with protective cover.
LF290
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cLiP SNiP aND FLiP SciSSORS

The florist's and hobbyist's best friend. Well made and durable, the
scissors are ergonomically weighted for the perfect drop and recovery
LG863

4½" / 11.5 cm

EaSi GRiP aDULt miNi SciSSORS

These finely pointed blades are ideal for any kind of detailed work. They
can be operated by using one digit and the palm of the hand. It is ultra
lightweight and perfect for users with a weak grip.
LG851
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HOUSEWaRES

HOUSEWaRES

SmaRt SiZZORS

Soft hand grip
for comfort

GOOD GRiPS® SaLaD SPiNNER

These multi-purpose steel scissors are equipped with hardened, razorsharp blades and are able to slice through tough materials, crush garlic,
strip wire and open bottles. Can be used by both left - or right-handed
users while an adjustable tension bolt enables you to tighten them up if
they ever were loose.

Multipurpose household scissors, suitable for most domestic uses.
Blades are steel and have a spring-loaded handle which can be operated
by a light squeezing action.

LF395

LF294

cOvER bLUbbER FOOD SavER

FRESH FOOD baG

This is a simple reusable food saver that replaces plastic wrap. Lift
cover edge to push out air for a tight seal. Designed for use in the
refrigerator. BPA free.

SELF OPEN SciSSORS

LG014

The Fresh Food Bag keeps fruits and vegetables fresh every time. Florists
also use these bags to keep flowers fresher for a longer period of time.
LG029

LG940

Features a soft, non-slip knob that activates the pump mechanism and
locks down for storage. Easy, one-handed operation. Non-slip ring
and wide base keep bowl steady on countertop. Basket can be used
separately as a colander. Top-rack dishwasher safe.

Set of 8

10½" x 11" / 26 x 28 cm

Capacity: 4249 ml / 143 fl. oz

GOOD GRiPS® Pick mE UP™ kEttLE

Stain resistant and easy to wipe clean. The kettle has a loud whistle to
let you know when your water is ready and has a large capacity.
LG005

ONE-tOUcH battERy OPERatED SaLaD SPiNNER

Wash, dry and serve fresh greens, lettuce, spinach, herbs and fruit. Use
the removable basket to rinse the greens, then with the press of one
button, spin and dry greens. Spinner can also be used to dry cooked
pasta and avoid watered down pasta sauce. Dishwasher safe. Requires
4 x AA batteries (included).
LG096

SaLaD DRESSiNG SHakER

Ideal for making, mixing, serving and storing dressing, sauces and
marinades. Wide opening accommodates a range of ingredients. It is
airtight and leakproof. BPA free.

Capacity: 1700 ml / 57 fl. oz

LG943

Capacity: 355 ml / 12 fl. oz

jj cUt & caRvE™ PLUS

aNGLED mEaSURiNG cUP

POP-UP cOOkbOOk HOLDER

The Angled Measuring Cup has a 2-cup capacity and a patented angled
surface that lets you read measurements from above. Eliminates the
need to fill, check and adjust. Standard and metric measurements. Sturdy
plastic body with soft grip handle. Dishwasher safe.

Automatically opens for easy loading and can accommodate very thick
and tall books without tipping over. The clear splatter screen holds
cookbooks securely in place and upright at an easy-to-read angle
without distorting words or images.

LF360

LG015
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DERby PREPaRatiON bOaRD

This food preparation board provides a stable surface for spreading with
one hand. The rear of the board has 2 raised edges designed to hold bread
and other food in place. The board has non-skid feet and anchors to a table
or counter with its curved lip. Hygienic plastic surface for easy cleaning.
LF396

9" x 9" / 22 x 22 cm

This large multi-function chopping board boasts non-slip feet and
soft-grip sides. An angled cutting surface is designed to assist in the
collection and drainage of liquids or food. Also features an integral
meat grip on one side of the board to assist when carving. The opposite
side of the board provides a smooth cutting surface for general food
preparation. Dishwasher safe.
LF393

Red

14½" x 11½" x 1" / 37 x 29 x 2.5 cm
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HOUSEWaRES

HOUSEWaRES
FOOD PREPaRatiON bOaRD

This food preparation board is made from sustainable
rubberwood and is mounted onto non-slip feet. There are 4
spikes on the surface of the board to ensure that the food stays
in place. It includes a stainless steel bowl with a coarse grater,
fine grater, slicer, peeler and a collecting bowl.
LG847

17" x 12" x 2" / 43 x 30 x 5.5 cm

NON-SLiP matERiaL REEL

A do-it-yourself solution to a wide array of anti-slip issues. Material
is flexible, malleable and comes in a 3 m roll which can be cut to the
desired shape and size. Provides firm grip on dishes and utensils,
appropriate for shelf/tray/drawer liners or cut into fun-shaped mats.
Fully washable and long-lasting.
LF075
LF076

Blue

8" x 39" / 20 cm x 1m

LF070

5½" / 14 cm

8" x 79" / 20 cm x 2m

LF071

8" / 20 cm

cOLE aND maSON™
ELEctRONic miLL

Features a brushed chrome and clear
acrylic finish. Provides an automatic start
with no buttons, and a fully adjustable
diamond sharp ceramic mechanism.
Fill with peppercorns or coarse sea salt.
Comes with built-in automatic light.
Requires 6 x AAA batteries (not included).

Etac cUttiNG bOaRD

This cutting board simplifies slicing bread, pâté, steak or whatever needs
to be cut. By turning the transverse bar, the thickness of slices is easily
changed. A knife fits in the guides, which makes it possible to cut safe
and straight. This is an invaluable aid to compensate impaired sight.
Knife not included.
LG497
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12½" x 11½" / 32 x 29 cm

Capacity: 414 ml / 17 fl. oz

jj cHOP 2 POt™ cHOPPiNG bOaRD

LG436

15" x 8" x 1" / 38 x 21 x 1.5 cm

This no-touch soap dispenser is the
leading weapon in the fight against
germs! This convenient tool uses
advanced infrared sensor technology
to deliver just the right amount of
liquid soap without your hands ever
touching the dispenser. Requires 4 x
AAA batteries (not included).

LG496

This stylish dispenser features a
large, soft, non-slip button for easy
flow. The top has a large opening for
no-mess refilling; simply unscrew the
top to access. Constructed of 18/10
stainless steel, and has a non-skid
base for stability.

This durable, knife friendly cutting surface allows you to squeeze the
handle and the sides of the board to easily fold up. Dishwasher safe.

HaNDS-FREE
aUtOmatic SOaP DiSPENSER

Etac FiX PREPaRatiON bOaRD

GOOD GRiPS®
SOaP DiSPENSER

LG009

LG027

14" x 5½" x 6" / 35.5 x 14 x 15 cm

Stands firmly on its 4 friction feet or the enclosed suction feet. The jaws
hold a bowl, grater or piece of food in place. There is also a small plate
with spikes to hold smaller pieces of food. Spikes can be removed and
placed pointing downwards to obtain a flat surface.

SiLicONE aNti-SLiP cOaStER

Adheres to any surface and leaves no residue upon removal. Excellent for
preventing dishes from sliding on tabletops, counters and trays. Holds
appliances, mixing bowls and cutting boards in place. Dishwasher safe.

aNti-SLiP REctaNGULaR mat

Offers an excellent non-slip, silicone surface that can be used in many
areas such as the kitchen, worktops and vehicles. Holds dishes, cutting
boards and even more obscure items such as computers, electronics, or
tools, especially in surroundings subject to motion and/or tipping. Mats
are fully washable and long-lasting.

LF765

Capacity: 355 ml / 12 fl. oz

tRaSH caN

Opens automatically with the use
of an infrared sensor. As your hand
enters the zone 6” / 15 cm from the
infrared sensor on the top of the
trash can, the lid will automatically
open and stay open until 3 seconds
after hand is gone. Fits any standard
size trash bag. Comes with bag
retainer ring to secure and hide the
trash bag. Requires 4 x D batteries
(not included).
LG508

17" x 12" x 2" /
43 x 30 x 5 cm

LF074
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HOUSEWaRES

GOGO™ iNSULatED
SHOPPiNG tROLLEy

Bins not included

With this handy mini shopping roller bag,
you don’t have to haul around heavy bags
while you are shopping. This insulated
trolley bag flaunts an eye-catching wavy
stripe print for extra allure. The lightweight
design and smooth sliding wheels allow
you to carry and hold your groceries easily.
With the waterproof feature, this wheeled
tote bag is a versatile and functional piece
for any outing.
LG795

REcycLiNG biN DOLLy

Designed with two easy-to-adjust hook brackets to fit both tall and
short bins. Once loaded, simply leave the bins in place and accumulate
your recycling during the course of the week. Made from durable steel,
the frame is robust and strong.
LF334

51" x 17" x 21" / 130 x 43 x 53 cm

Weighs: 16 lbs / 7 kg

StOvE REmiNDER

Cooking is the most common cause of residential fires, and leaving a
stove unattended is the biggest culprit. Adults 85+ are at the highest
risk of a fire death (4.5 times the norm). While most of us know we
shouldn’t leave a stove unattended, it’s easy to get distracted. This
stove reminder automatically senses when the stove is in use, and
chimes periodically to ensure you don’t forget the stove is on. It requires
no effort to operate and begins working automatically as soon as the
stove is turned on. It is suitable for seniors, students, busy families, or
anyone who can use a casual reminder while cooking.

Turns water on or off without touching a handle. An infrared sensor
detects movement and does all the work. Helps prevent spreading of flu
or other infectious diseases through touching faucet handles. It controls
water temperature and flow by adjusting the existing faucet handles
at any time. Just set the water temperature and flow and leave it on.
Override on/off switch lets you turn water on or off manually. Requires 4
x AAA batteries (not included).

LG866

LG510

EZ™ FaUcEt

LF533

LH509

LaUNDRy tROLLEy

No need to struggle when carrying that uncomfortable laundry basket,
not with this premium quality, lightweight, foldable laundry trolley. The
high handle design is comfortable for all heights while the large wheels
provide sturdiness. A safety catch prevents the trolley from collapsing.
The trolley can accommodate most square and round laundry baskets.
LF350

36" x 17" x 26" / 91 x 43 x 66 cm

PORtabLE LaUNDRy HamPER

Makes for transporting clothing and other items a breeze. Features
durable, water-resistant polyester with plastic accents. Collapses for easy
storage. Comes with a large zippered main compartment, zippered side
compartments and a mesh pocket. Smooth-rolling wheels and pop-up
top handle, plus padded side handle.
LF359

Colour May Vary

14" x 14" x 26" / 35 x 35 x 66 cm

SmaRt caRt

Makes for toting cleaning
supplies, laundry, groceries,
and other items easy. It has
smooth gliding wheels for easy
movement and an ergonomic
extendable handle that allows
you to pull more weight with
less effort.
LG040
This sensor-equipped paper towel dispenser works perfectly with
perforated home paper towels: standard size and half-size sheets. The
sensor-activated control guarantees one-hand operation. You never
touch the unused sheets nor even touch the dispenser. Plus, the roll never
unravels itself. The dispenser prevents germ contamination of the roll,
and it also saves on paper use! Requires 4 x D batteries (not included).
LG509
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LG058

ROLLiNG SHOPPiNG caRt

tOWELmatic™

6½"x 8½"x 14" / 16.5 x 21.5 x 36.5 cm

Colour May Vary

SPiRaL POP-UP HamPER

Collapsible but folds flat for easy
storage when not in use. Pops
open instantly when needed.
18" x 2" / 46 x 5 cm

Perfect for hauling heavy books, groceries, several shopping bags,
laundry, and more. It is foldable with a detachable bag making it
lightweight and durable. The top flap has a drawstring closure and
comes with two strong plastic wheels.
LF533

Grey with White
Polka Dots

38" x 14½" x 11½" / 96 x 37 x 29 cm

LH509

Black

38" x 14½" x 11½" / 96 x 37 x 29 cm
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PRima mODULaR PERcHiNG cHaiR

This versatile chair allows users to remain in a semi-seated position while performing
household tasks such as washing dishes, food preparation, ironing and showering. Features
a sloped seat and angled arm rests. Removable back and arm rests. Chair legs are all
equipped with anti-slip rubber feet and the polymer seat, aluminum legs have small holes
to prevent water build up.
LF352

jUmbO LaUNDRy WaSHiNG baG

Allows users to easily collect laundry and place it in the washing
machine. Protects delicates in washing machine, keeping them safe.
LG059

20" - 25" / 51 - 63 cm

LaUNDRy baG

This great looking laundry bag holds a much larger amount of clothes
than a regular bag. It is easy-to-open and closes with a drawstring.
LG049

15" x 19" / 38 x 48 cm

12½" x 28½" / 32 x 72 cm

Dmi® FOOt
StOOL WitH HaNDLE

Made of a chrome-plated steel
frame with a non-slip textured
matting on the stool surface. It also
features reinforced slip-resistant
rubber feet for added stability.
LG501

Platform: 10" x 14" /
25 x 35 cm

StEP StOOL LaDDER

LF376

ROLL-abOUt cHaiR

Allows you to sit down to perform tasks, allowing you cook or work
without strain. The large, padded seat and tubular steel frame help
reduce stress and fatigue on your legs, feet, knees and ankles.

Unlike traditional step ladders, this unit easily converts to a heavy-duty
hand truck, combining two indispensable household tools into one, while
taking up half the storage space. Easily converts to a hand truck where it
supports up to 132 lbs / 60 kg. Folds up to an amazing width of 3½” / 9 cm.
LF356

kEy tURNER

Has a curved, heavy-duty plastic handle that
provides extra leverage to turn standard keys.
People with arthritis and weak grasp will find
this key holder very handy.

LF299
LF301

Weight Capacity: 330 lbs / 150 kg

27" - 34" / 69 - 86 cm

Weight Capacity: 250 lbs / 113 kg
Weight Capacity: 350 lbs / 158 kg

DERWENt tROLLEy

FOOD tROLLEy

Adjustable and can be used as a serving tray, utility cart or portable
table. It features 2 dark oak wood trays with raised edges and smooth
rolling wheels for use on most household and institutional surfaces.
LG500
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30½" - 35½" / 77 - 90 cm

Weight Capacity: 250 lbs / 113 kg

Allows the user to safely and easily transport food or other heavy items
from one room to another. Made of elegant beech wood with 2 heatresistant melamine coated shelves. Both shelves have a raised edge
along the sides and back, while the front has no edge making transfers
from a table or counter to the trolley simple. Castors have rubber tires
for easy maneuvering across carpet, tile and flooring.
LF353

22" x 16" x 38" / 56 x 41 x 96 cm

cOmFORt GRiP

Made from durable soft silicone, these comfort grip holders are ideal
for protecting hands while holding grocery bags or paint can handles.
Ergonomically designed, the comfort grip can accommodate several
bags at one time.
57028

Pack of 2

Colour May Vary

Etac UNi™ tURNER

Specially designed to make small, day-to-day tasks easier, such as
turning on taps, opening/locking doors or switching on the cooker,
dishwasher or washing machine.
LG499
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SOaPOPULaR

Mold

Bacteria

Funji

SaFE t aiR™

Attacks and neutralizes mold where it lives. Simply place the opened
container as close as possible to the affected area. It is the best product
for moldy basements and is excellent for mold caused by fire or water
damage. It will neutralize the mold spores where they live, reducing the
growth rate up to 98%. Prevents mold re-growth for a period of time,
after the container is empty.

The travel size foaming alcohol-free hand
sanitizer is effective at killing 99.9% of
common, harmful germs, bacteria and
fungi without drying your skin. Soapopular
foaming hand sanitizer is fast drying, nonstinging, and will leave your hands fresh
and clean with no sticky residue! This handy
size has a controlled foaming dispenser
giving you 200 applications per bottle and
is convenient for a purse, pocket, briefcase,
automobile, desk drawer, locker, sports bag
or diaper bag. No water or towels needed.
LG865

12 Pack

100 ml / 3.8 fl oz

GOOD GRiPS® WatER bOttLE cLEaNiNG SEt

This convenient set includes a long bottle brush, straw brush and detail
cleaner to provide a thorough clean for any of your cups and glassware.
All 3 tools store together on a handy ring and easily snap off for use. The
brushes have durable nylon bristles that won’t lose their shape. Soft,
comfortable, non-slip handles provide a firm grip during use.
LG010

LF302

bUtLER DUStPaN & bROOm

Patented stand-up dustpan and
pivoting broom is ideal for quick cleanups. Unique broom storage pocket
keeps dust and dirt inside the dustpan.
Handles fit together for easy storage.
Dustpan locks closed to carry around
the house and locks open to sweep.
LF315

tWiN ScRUb cLEaNiNG bRUSH SEt

31" / 79 cm

The Good Grips Scrub Brush head has 2 types of bristles for better
cleaning. High ergonomic handle allows for knuckle room and is non-slip
when wet. Dishwasher safe.

LG939

LF367

GOOD GRiPS®
EXtENDabLE DUStER

A pivoting microfiber head puts
dust within reach. The sturdy,
lightweight aluminum body is
adjustable with a quick twist to
easily dust those hard-to-reach
places. The duster head rotates
270º and locks at multiple
angles, depending on your
cleaning needs.

GOOD GRiPS® kitcHEN bRUSH

aLL-PURPOSE SqUEEGEE

Features a durable, flexible squeegee blade that leaves surfaces
streakless and sparkling. Slim profile. Soft, comfortable non-slip handle.
Suction cup allows for easy storage.
LF366

White

10" / 25.5 cm

This streamlined brush, makes scrubbing pots and dishes easier.
The durable, nylon bristles and built-in scraper are safe for non-stick
cookware and help remove baked-on food. A soft, non-slip handle
provides a secure grip, even when wet.

LG011

Extendable
Duster

LG012

Microfibre
Duster Refill

LG003

Soap Dispensing Dish Sponge

LG004

Sponge Refill

GOOD GRiPS®
UPRiGHt SWEEP SEt

Dustpan and broom poles are made
from lightweight aluminum. The
dustpan locks in the open position
for more controlled dust pickup
and disposal, it has a rubber lip
for optimal contact with the floor.
For compact storage, the dustpan
swivels upright and the broom and
dustpan handles snap together.
LG013

GOOD GRiPS® ScRUb bRUSH

The 2-in-1 scrubbing brush set is made from durable plastic with
tough nylon bristles. The set includes a large scrubbing brush with
an ergonomic handle for a secure grip. It is a handy detail brush for
cleaning hard-to-reach areas.
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GOOD GRiPS® SOaP DiSPENSiNG DiSH SPONGE

Allows for no-leak, no-mess, soap dispensing while doing dishes. The
dish sponge features a soft, comfortable, non-slip handle.

38½ x 3" x 9" /
98 x 7.5 x 24 cm

SPEEDy SWEEP™

Lightweight and powerful, it employs a
nickel-metal hydride battery (included) that
runs up to 90 minutes on a single charge.
The battery powered brush roller sweeps
dirt and bulkier items into its dustpan, which
is easily removed for emptying. Equipped
with a wall mount, compact power adaptor
and special pet hair brush roller.
LG659

52" x 12" x 3" / 132 x 30 x 7 cm

54" / 137cm

LG016
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EatiNG | DiNiNG

EatiNG | DiNiNG
LF748

bUiLt-UP UtENSiLS

LiGHt cUtLERy – tHick HaNDLES

These stainless steel utensils feature a soft built-up handle and are
made of latex-free material. The flexible ribbing on the handle adapts
to any grip. The fork and spoon have a special twist built into the metal
shaft, allowing them to be bent to any angle. Suitable for both left
and right handed use. This utensil line is a great solution for arthritis,
neurological impairments, or generalized weakness. Users will find
these utensils comfortable to hold, less stressful to use, and easily
adaptable to any eating situation.
LF716

Fork

LF717

Teaspoon

LF719

Soup Spoon

LF720

Rocker Knife

LF748

Utensil Strap

Intended mainly for people with joint trouble, this cutlery features thick,
lightweight handles that are gentle on joints and relieve strain on fingers.
Designed for easy gripping, this cutlery also features an exaggerated sharp
edge on the knife and a deep bowl on the soup spoon.

Handle: 1½" / 3.5 cm

LF716

LF717

LF719

LG516

Fork

LG517

Soup Spoon

8¾" / 22 cm

LG518

Knife

8¼" / 21 cm

LG519

Dessert Spoon

7" / 18 cm

7" / 18 cm

LG519

LF720

LG516

aNGLED / cONtOURED cUtLERy

This cutlery has been specially developed for people who need support using
their hands and forearms while they eat, catering to those who prefer using a
pencil grip on utensils. This line of cutlery is extremely lightweight, straight, and
has relatively long handles for improved reaching range while eating. Each utensil
provides excellent pressure distribution, minimal movement, and “between the
fingers” grip. The underside of the handle is soft and rounded to avoid edge
pressure on hand joints.

LG450

Knife

LG451

Salad Fork

LG520

Fork

8¼" / 21 cm

LG452

Soup Spoon

LG521

Soup Spoon

8¼" / 21 cm

Knife

Special Shape

LG522

Knife

8¾" / 22 cm

Right Hand

LG523

Dessert Spoon

7¾" / 20 cm

LG454
LG455
LG456
LG457

Fork
Spoon

Left Hand

LG521

Right Hand

LG522

Left Hand
LG453

LG450 LG451 LG452 LG454

LG454

LG456

FiNGER LOOP UtENSiLS

LG082
LG083
LG084
LG085
LG086
LG087
LG088
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Teaspoon
Tablespoon
Salad Fork
Dinner Fork

LG520

LG457

LG523

WEiGHtED UtENSiLS

Designed for people with arthritis or limited grip strength,
these utensils place the hand in a natural position and provide
greater leverage and support. The user places a finger or thumb
through the loop and stabilizes the utensil with the web of the
hand. Stainless steel construction and dishwasher safe.
LG081

LG518

LiGHt cUtLERy – SLim HaNDLES

This innovative cutlery features shaped handles to assist
those with restricted wrist or finger movement. The knife
has a straight built-up handle with an angled blade that
allows cutting with a rocker action. The fork and spoon
have curved built-up handles that are comfortable to grip
and require little wrist movement.

LG453

LG517

Weighted cutlery designed to provide Parkinson’s
disease sufferers with an attractive and comfortable way
to help counter hand tremors while eating. Dishwasher
safe and 100% stainless steel construction.

Right Hand

LF721

Fork

Left Hand

LF722

Knife

Right Hand

LF723

Teaspoon

Left Hand

LF724

Soup Spoon

7.3 oz / 207 g

Right Hand
Left Hand
Right Hand
Left Hand

LG082

LG084

LG086

LG088

LG087

LG085

LG083

LG081

LF721

LF722

LF723

LF724
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Winner of the
2011 icSiD award
(International Council
of Societies of
Industrial Design)

REDWaRE

aDaPtivE cUtLERy

EvO Ot WaRE

This cutlery is ideal for individuals with impaired strength or mobility,
allowing them to eat independently. The handle can be rotated within
the hand, giving the user superior flexibility and control. Easy to clean
and will fit in most utensil drawer slots. FDA approved. Sold as a 3 piece
set: fork, knife, and spoon.

With high-contrast colouring, this ergonomic cutlery is easy to locate.
The handles are designed to be adjustable and made from a flexible
material with an anti-slip grip. Comes with a removable strap to help
hold onto the cutlery while eating.

LG660

LF714

Fork

LF715

Spoon

Colour May Vary

aNti-SLiP SHEatH

Designed to fit cutlery handles of all shapes and sizes. Particularly useful
for people with reduced hand function, unsteady or weakened grip and
for people with limited joint movement in the hand. This sheath is fully
washable and long lasting.
LG607

Research indicates that people with Alzheimer’s disease experienced
a 24% increase in food intake and 84% increase in liquid intake when
eating and drinking with tableware that offers a high contrast in colour.
Redware is brightly coloured tableware which assists Alzheimer's
patients in distinguishing their tableware from their food and drink.
Set includes:
• Scooper dish with non-skid base, drinking cup, built-up fork and spoon
LF743

NEW
kNORk®

Allows convenient onehanded cutting and eating.
Created to provide a single
utensil that functions as both
a knife and a fork. Useful for
people with limited hand
mobility, such as arthritis and
paralysis. Dishwasher safe.
LF703

UNivERSaL bUiLt-UP HaNDLES

7½" x 1¼" / 19 x 3 cm

These ergonomic, soft-ribbed, built-up handles make it easier for people
with arthritis or limited grasping ability to self-feed and perform other
daily activities. Handle is soft and curved so it fits comfortably in the hand.
Dishwasher safe. Accommodates utensils and other everyday items.
LF728

Pack of 4

Handle Diameter: 1¾" / 4.5 cm

PLaStic FOOD bUmPER

PLatE matE®

Prevents food from being pushed off the plate. Concave wall assists in
guiding food onto the utensil. Secured to the plate with an internal groove.
Dishwasher safe to 185°F / 85°C, made in the USA and has FDA approval.
Does not contain lead, latex, BPA, phthalates or polycarbonates.
LH513

Ideal for people who want to use conventional tableware, but have
difficulty getting food onto utensils. Practical for people who tend to
push food off the plate because of a lack of coordination. Sanitary food
bumpers clip onto any circular dinner plate and provide walls against
which food may be pushed onto forks or spoons.

Fits plates with a diameter of 9”-11” / 23 - 28 cm

LF739

Fits plates with a diameter of 9” - 11” / 23 - 28 cm

NEW

LF726

LF725
cLOSED-cELL FOam tUbiNG

This sheath is uniquely designed to fit cutlery handles of all shapes and
sizes. It is particularly useful for people with reduced hand function,
limited joint movement, or unsteady/weakened grip. Fully washable and
expected to withstand repeated use over time.

LF727
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Pack of 6

2 x Tan: ¼" / 0.5 cm
2 x Red: ½" / 1 cm
2 x Blue: ¾" / 2 cm

Length: 12" / 30 cm

UNivERSaL cUFF

An excellent eating aid for people who have trouble grasping and holding
small utensils. Ideal for children and adults with little or no hand strength.
LF725

Adjustable Strap

LF726

Plastic Clip

NON-SLiP POLycaRbONatE PLatE

ROUND UP PLatE

For children and adults with limited muscle control and coordination. A
high inner wall around the circumference prevents food from spilling or
sliding off the plate. Dishwasher safe.
LH519

Diameter: 8" / 20 cm

This non-slip plate has four legs that prevent it from moving around.
Features a high slope on one side to assist people with limited muscle
control and individuals with the use of only one hand. The deep inner
lip keeps food from sliding off the plate. The user brings the fork or
spoon to the edge of the plate and pushes the food onto the utensil.
LF711
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NEW
tRaNSPaRENt mUG

Non-Slip System

This mug has 2 large handles so it can be picked up and held easily. Features
a wide base which makes it easy to set down without tipping or spilling.
Each mug comes with 2 different lids to suit every need: a spouted lid with a
contour to fit comfortably in the mouth and an anti-splash lid that helps to
direct the flow of liquid. Both lids can be used with a straw. Made from clear
plastic, the mug and lids are dishwasher safe, practically unbreakable, will not
cloud, and never impart a flavour.

Microwavable

tHERmO DyNamic PLatE WitH LiD

Ideal for meal services in a home or institutional setting. Has a non-skid
design on the bottom of the plate and is microwave safe. Shock resistant
and can be placed in an institutional dishwasher up to 248°F / 120°C. This
unique plate also comes with a matching lid for food storage.
LF710W

White

LF710G

Green

ScOOP DiSH

This dish allows for simplified eating with high sides to scoop food against.
It has an ergonomic lip around the outer edge for easy handling. A textured
eating surface resists scratching and staining. A non-skid neoprene base
improves protection on any surface. A latex-free material makes this dish
safe to use in the dishwasher or microwave up to 180°F / 82°C.
LF745

Ivory

LH510

Capacity: 355 ml / 12 fl. oz

LH512

Capacity: 266 ml / 9 fl. oz

Diameter: 8" / 20 cm

iNNER LiP PLatE

3 SEctiON PLatE

This white melamine plate has a diameter of 8¾” / 22 cm with ¾” / 2 cm
high dividers. Two sections have a 118 ml / 4 oz capacity; while the third
section holds 237 ml / 8 oz. Not recommended for microwave or heavy
institutional use.

Designed to assist children, the elderly, people with limited muscle
control and individuals with the use of only one hand. The deep inner
lip keeps food from sliding off the plate. The user brings the fork or
spoon to the edge of the plate and pushes the food onto the utensil.
Dishwasher, autoclave and microwave safe.

LF744

LH516

Blue

LH517

Red

LF746

White

Diameter: 9" / 23 cm

maGic bOWL™

A unique gyroscopic action rotates the bowl around 360º, thereby
ensuring that stored food does not spill - a great solution for Parkinson's
patients. The three grip handle ensures that the bowl can remain in
one spot, no matter how it is placed. The bowl is BPA free, as well as
dishwasher and microwave safe.
LF610

StÄ bOWL™

This unique bowl is designed to aid people who have difficulty eating
due to lack of upper body or extremity control. Handle and non-skid base
stabilize the bowl on the table, the handle also provides extra stabilization
when lifting or transporting the bowl. Spouts on both sides facilitate easy
drinking. Scratch resistant, as well as dishwasher and microwave safe.
LF729

Capacity: 237 ml / 8 fl. oz

Capacity: 473 ml / 16 fl. oz

Ergonomic

Microwavable

tHERmO DyNamic bOWL WitH LiD

ScOOPER bOWL

SOUP/cEREaL bOWL

This deep bowl allows the user to easily scoop food, and the wide
rim enables the user to hold the bowl independently while eating.
Dishwasher and microwave safe.
LF708
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Capacity: 620 ml / 22 fl. oz

A high rim and reverse curve on one side aid in scooping food onto a
utensil without spilling over the side. Suction cup base prevents skidding,
making one-handed eating easier. Do not put suction cup in dishwasher.
LG076

4½" / 11.5 cm

Capacity: 355 ml / 12 fl. oz

The bowl has a sealed lid with a locking system, allowing it to maintain
the temperature of food and liquids. A great solution for caregivers who
prepare meals in advance for the elderly. Ideal for breakfast service in
the room, food preparation at home, or food service in an institutional
setting. The bottom of the bowl is made from a non-slip material that
provides stability. Ergonomic handles on the sides are easy to use for
people with limited dexterity.
LF709W

White

LF709G

Green

RED cUP

The red colour of this cup makes locating it simple and the two handles
make drinking easier. The extra wide base provides greater stability and
reduces spilling accidents. Comes with 2 different lids: the spout lid is
contoured to fit comfortably in the mouth. The anti-splash lid helps to
direct the flow of liquid into the mouth. Dishwasher safe.
LF737

Capacity: 237 ml / 8 fl. oz
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NEW

LaRGE HaNDLED tRaNSPaRENt mUG

NO tiP WEiGHtED baSE cUP

Two-handled cup with round base assists in self-righting, even when
released from a lying position. Comes with a clear plastic, dish-shaped
lid with two holes to let fluid flow into the dish for drinking.
LG078

Capacity: 237 ml / 8 fl. oz

Features a large handle so it can be picked up and held easily.
Comes with two different lids to suit every need; a spouted lid
with a contour to fit comfortably in the mouth and an antisplash lid that helps to direct the flow of liquid. Both lids can be
used with a straw. Made from clear plastic, the mug and lids
are dishwasher safe, practically unbreakable, will not cloud, and
never impart a flavour.

FEEDER cUP WitH SPOUt

Large two handled cup with feeding spout. Reduces spillage and
enables the user to control the flow of liquid while maintaining stability
with the handles. Dishwasher and microwave safe.
LF706

Spout: ½" / 1.5 cm

LF756

Capacity: 200 ml / 6.8 fl. oz

Capacity: 354 ml / 12 fl. oz

Capacity: 280 ml / 10 fl. oz

kENNEDy® cUP

HaNDycUP® WitH LiD aND mEaSUREmENt

Ergonomic cup designed for children and adults who have difficulty using
a normal cup or mug due to lack of coordination or strength. Cup has an
oblique shape and two handles to make drinking easy. Cup is transparent
and has measurement values along the side, making it easy to see how
much an individual has consumed. Dishwasher and microwave safe.

LH511

RijE® cUP

Dispenses controlled adjustable liquid volumes in a 3 - 15 ml (0.10 - 0.5
oz) range. Designed with ergonomic handles, a well positioned nose cut
and allows drinking from rim or straw. Dishwasher safe.
LG864

Red

A lightweight spill-proof drinking cup that is ideal for people of all ages. The
patented design allows the cup to be easily filled with warm or cold liquid.
Once the lid is screwed on, the liquid will not spill out, even if the cup is
turned completely upside down! This means an end to messy spills and new
independence for those who have difficulty using conventional cups.
LF735

Capacity: 3 - 15 ml / 0.10 - 0.5 fl. oz

taSty bEakER

Suitable for people with impaired sensibility or poor coordination. The
design of the holder makes it possible to use various grips. It has a supporting
edge that allows both hands to be used. It also has a lid with a spout.
LG503

Capacity: 207 ml / 7 fl. oz

Capacity: 300 ml / 10 fl. oz

vacUUm FEEDiNG cUP

DUaL HaNDLED mUG

Ideal for sufferers of decreased hand strength or limited dexterity. This
ceramic mug with two extra large handles allow for a sturdier grasp
when holding and drinking. Makes drinking safer and is ideal for hot
and cold beverages. Dishwasher and microwave safe.
LG046
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Capacity: 325 ml / 11 fl. oz

A soft rubber air release
button on this vacuum
feeding cup makes it possible
to drink liquid without
raising the head. A simple
push of the button releases
a small, controlled amount
of liquid. Fluid will not spill
from the cup even if it is lying
on its side. Dishwasher and
autoclave safe.

tRaNSPaRENt mUG WitH SPOUt

High-strength, clear plastic mug with extra wide base for stability. Reduces
difficulty drinking for children and adults who lack extremity strength and
coordination. The two-handle design is perfect for those requiring added
joint protection in their hands. Mug and lid are dishwasher safe.
LG079

Capacity: 237 ml / 8 fl. oz

cUPcaP®

A self-sealing cap that will stretch to fit over the top of cups, glasses and
beakers and allow a straw to enter for drinking. Prevents spills even when
the cup or glass is knocked over, protecting surfaces and furnishings.

LF736

Capacity:
237 ml / 8 fl. oz

LG608
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cUP HOLDER

A handle that attaches to everyday mugs, glasses and bottles,
increasing grip and stability while drinking. The innovative clip-on
design snaps on and off easily. The wraparound style protects hands
and fingers from hot mug surfaces. Hand wash in warm water and dry
thoroughly before use. Always hold mug with both hands. Attach
before adding hot liquids. Not suitable for microwave use.

tRaNSPaRENt NOSEy cUPS

Designed with a cut out for the nose to allow drinking
without bending the neck or tilting the head. These
cups are injection molded to ensure a completely
smooth surface and comfortable fit for the lips and
nose. Dishwasher safe.
LF732

Capacity: 118 ml / 4 fl. oz

LF733

Capacity: 237 ml / 8 fl. oz

LF734

Capacity: 355 ml / 12 fl. oz

LG680

Blue

LG681

Red

LG682

White

Pill storage

NEW
SOFt NOSEy cUP

WHiPLaSH NOSEy cUP

Makes drinking easier for people who find tipping the head back
difficult because of a stiff neck, use of a cervical collar, have oral-motor
limitations or a limited range of motion of the head and neck. The cup
has a high side with an extended contour lip for easy no-spill drinking.
The opposite low side prevents interference with the nose or eyeglasses.
The cup has a smooth tapered shape that fits the hand. Molded in
translucent plastic, the cup is dishwasher and autoclave safe.
LH520

2" x 5" / 5 x 12.5 cm

Great design allows the user to
drink with little or no shoulder
flexion, wrist extension or head/
neck movement. Made from a
soft plastic that’s easy to grasp
and hold onto for people with
any type of hand limitation.
LF738

Capacity:
237 ml / 8 fl. oz

Space to write a
patient’s name

cUP WitH PiLL cONtaiNER LiD aND SPOUt

This cup has an innovative lid that can store pills! The lid also has space
to write a patient's name if used in an institutional environment. The
spout is designed for use by individuals with upper extremity tremors
and/or swallowing disabilities. The drinking spout in the included lid
prevents spills. This cup is safe for dishwasher and autoclave use.
LF713

Capacity: 237 ml / 8 fl. oz

Colour May Vary

DRiNk bUDDy

Easy to use with cans, bottles, cups or glasses. It is great for all ages as
well as individuals with motor-function challenges. It is lightweight,
easily stackable and can be used indoors and outdoors.
LG661

Capacity: 16 ml / 0.5 fl. oz

Red

NO SPILLS!

camOcUP®

Specially developed for infants, children and adults with suction,
drinking and swallowing disorders, to promote their sensorimotor
skills. Unique shape is ideal and comfortable to hold in two hands. Beak
shaped spout to provide a steady flow of liquid. Dishwasher safe.
LF749

120

Capacity: 120 ml / 4.6 fl. oz

PEOPLE FEEDER

taSty GLaSS

This glass has a thick neck that allows a power grip to be used. The low
weight of the glass, and the way the bowl rests on top of the hand,
provides a relaxed grip while drinking.
LG502 Capacity: 280 ml / 10 fl. oz

NON-SLiP cUP SUPPORt

Great to hold yogurt cartons, cups or other containers! Its non-slip
surface holds the cup in place and makes it easy to open yogurt cartons.
LF712

Colour May Vary

Provides an alternate to syringe feeding for thick soups or pureed
foods. A soft, silicone rubber feeding nozzle can be squeezed to
control the flow of food into the patient’s mouth. Easy disassembly for
cleaning. Dishwasher safe.
LG077 Capacity: 207 ml / 8 fl. oz
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NEW
viNyL cLOtHiNG PROtEctOR

Offers protection from spills and is
easy to clean. Features a continuous
cuff along the bottom to catch food
and liquids, preventing them from
dropping to the floor. Machine
washable and air dry.

DiSPOSabLE cLOtHiNG PROtEctOR

UDRiNk HOLDER

Allows the user to hold and drink a beverage independently. Ideal for
people with limited or no grip strength. Adjustable to fit bottles, cans,
cups, and glasses of all different shapes and sizes.

LG089

Clear

18" x 36" / 46 x 91 cm

SmOkERS aPRON

Disposable peel and stick clothing protector is waterproof, lightweight,
and comfortable to wear. Great for travel and made of polyester
backed tissue. Features a built-in crumb catcher for larger food
particles. No ties required; simply stick to a shirt before eating and peel
off to throw away after use.
LH524

LF742

Box of 50

This specialized apron features a no-flame fabric which prevents burn
holes. A fully sized apron to cover the entire lap and chest of the user.
Lightweight material and completely flexible to form with the body
positioning of the user.
LG305

13" x 18" / 33 x 16 cm

30" x 32" / 76 x 81 cm

NEW
makE-a-bib® cLiP aND cORD

Make “do-it-yourself” bibs out of napkins, towels, plastic film or
other materials. Consists of braided nylon with a spring tension
pinch clip at each end. Each piece clips to one side of the shirt and
to an edge of the bib material.
LH518

Pack of 2

FLaNNEL bib

Absorbent and helps protect clothing from
spills and stains. Binding around edge with
snap closure. Machine wash and dry.
Medium
30" x 17" /
76 x 43 cm

LF752

LF753

LF754

Colour May
Vary

Large
36" x 17" /
91 x 43 cm
Terry Cloth Bib
24" x 17" /
61 x 43 cm

WatERPROOF tERRy bib

Comfortable and generously sized
clothing protector made of soft
light blue terry with a lightweight
waterproof backing. Roomy catch-all
pocket at the bottom collects crumbs
and opens with snaps for easy crumb
removal. Machine washable and made
to withstand countless washings.
LG759

Light
Blue

32" x 20" /
81 x 51 cm

bOttLE OPENER

jaR aND bOttLE OPENER

This extra large opener makes gripping tasks much more manageable.
No more struggling to get jar or bottle lids off. Doorknobs or faucets are
no longer a challenge with this great household gripper.

This silicone rubber bottle opener makes opening small containers easy
for people with weak hand grip. Reduces the amount of effort required
to open twist top bottles or pill containers of all shapes and sizes. Nontoxic and safe for home, office, or institutional environments.

57026

LF072

tENURa™ jaR OPENER

This silicone rubber jar
opener makes opening jars
much easier. Allows the user
to attain a good, comfortable
grip without applying too
much pressure. Can also be
used to grip handles and
doorknobs. Can be operated
with one hand. Non-toxic
and dishwasher safe.
LF073

POt/PaN HaNDLE HOLDER

Useful for individuals with limited movement of their arms. The handle
locates in the centre groove and prevents saucepans and frying pans
from turning when cooking and stirring.
LG609
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Bathroom Scales

Bathroom scales have increasingly become part of the overall design in the bathroom. There was a time when
every scale was plain, white and lacked personality. Times have changed and since the demand for decoration has
grown to be involved with everything necessary, bathroom scales are an important accessory.
To start, it is recommended to be weighed wearing little to no clothing for accurate measurements. This tends to be
considered a personal moment and explains why it is customary for a scale to be placed in the bathroom. However,
just because this is a practical location, doesn’t mean we have to suffer with it. Regardless of its main purpose,
different designs and looks are available to suit your bathroom.

PREmiUm aNaLOG ScaLE

This scale accurately displays weight with its large and easy to read dial
and non-slip platform.
Features:
• Easy to read 8” / 20 cm dial
• Solid steel construction
• Easy to clean non-slip platform
• Accurate to 330 lbs / 150 kg
• 5 year warranty
Sc413

aNaLOG ScaLE

mEcHaNicaL PERSONaL ScaLE

Stylish, affordable and durable - with its attractive dial face, slip proof
surface and durable steel construction, this scale will accurately
provide readings and fit into any space.

This elegant analog bathroom scale com bines contemporary appeal
with timeless quality. With its smooth, clear glass and brushed
aluminum feature it is the perfect accent in any bathroom.

Features:
• Easy to read 5” / 13 cm dial
• Solid steel base
• Easy to clean non-slip platform
• Accurate to 280 lbs / 127 kg
• 5 year warranty

Features:
• Easy to read 6¾” dial
• Stainless steel base
• Tempered glass surface
• Accurate to 260 lbs / 120 kg
• 5 year warranty

Sc408

Sc424

PERSONaL aNaLOG ScaLE

Affordable and stylish, the faux stainless steel look makes this scale
perfect for any location in the house.
Features:
• Easy to read 5” / 13 cm dial
• Solid steel construction
• Easy to clean non-slip platform
• Accurate to 300 lbs / 136 kg
• 5 year warranty
Sc412

PERSONaL DiGitaL ScaLE

Want something a little different? A little funky? This digital scale has it all. A
unique design, with the LED reading that is hidden inside the scale surface. Only
when you step on the scale will your reading be shown. The sleek design makes it
perfect for any bathroom.
Features:
• Large LED readout
• Durable white platform
• LB / KG switchable
• 4 x AAA batteries included
• Accurate to 400 lbs / 181 kg
• 5 year warranty
Sc415
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bODy aNaLyZER ScaLE

PREmiUm DiGitaL ScaLE

One of the thinnest bathroom scales on the market. With its blue
backlight display and modern look, this scale is perfect for any
bathroom or bedroom.

This body fat/hydration monitor scale accurately records and displays
your weight, body fat, body hydration and recommended caloric intake
(kcal). It can also store data for up to 12 users.

Features:
• Blue backlight LCD display 4½” x 2” / 11 x 5 cm
• Non-slip matte finish platform
• LB / KG switchable
• Low battery indicator
• 2 x CR2032 batteries (included)
• Accurate to 400 lbs / 181 kg
• 5 year warranty

Features:
• Blue backlight LCD display 3½” x 1½” / 9 x 4 cm
• Thick impact resistant glass with stainless steel accents
• LB / KG / ST switchable
• 2 x CR2032 batteries (included)
• Accurate to 396 lbs / 179 kg
• 5 year warranty
Thin design
¾" / 2 cm

Sc416

Sc405

EXtRa WiDE taLkiNG ScaLE

ULtRa SLim ELEctRONic GLaSS ScaLE

Not only does this scale have an extra wide surface and blue backlight
for easy reading, it also talks to let you know how much you weigh.
Its sleek design and modern look make it the perfect accent to any
bathroom or bedroom.

An ultra thin profile and sleek design make this modern scale a
welcome addition to any bathroom.
Features:
• LCD display 3¼” x 1½” / 8.25 x 3 cm
• Shatterproof glass platform
• LB / KG switchable
• Low battery indicator
• 1 x CR2032 lithium battery (included)
• Accurate to 350 lbs / 158 kg
• 5 year warranty
Sc403

Features:
• Blue backlight LCD display 3¾” x 1¾” / 10 x 4.5 cm
• Extra wide tempered glass format
• 2 person memory option
• Low battery indicator
• 1 x 9V battery (included)
• Accurate to 550 lbs / 249 kg
• 5 year warranty

Thin design
½" / 1.5 cm
Colour May Vary

NEW

DiGitaL GLaSS ScaLE

This scale allows you to keep track of your weight and features an extra
large easy to read LCD display. Featuring state-of-the-art technology
and digital electronics, the scale delivers precise results.
Features:
• LCD display 3¾” x 1¼” / 9.5 x 3 cm
• Durable tempered glass
• LB / KG / ST switchable
• Low battery indicator
• 1 x CR2032 lithium battery (included)
• Accurate to 330 lbs / 150 kg
• 5 year warranty
Sc421

Thin design
¾" / 2 cm

LF751

WiRELESS bODy Fat ScaLE

Viewing weight and body fat readings has never been easier! The wireless
display can be affixed to a wall for convenient, accurate readings. The scale and
wireless monitor displays body fat, water percentage, muscle percentage and
recommended caloric intake (kcal). The wireless monitor also displays time, date,
temperature, humidity and features an alarm clock.
Features:
• Blue backlight LCD display 3½” x 2” / 9 x 5 cm
• Durable stainless steel platform
• Measures:
• Body fat
• Water percentage
• Muscle percentage
• Recommended caloric intake (kcal)
• LB / KG switchable
• 8 x AAA batteries (included)
• Accurate to 396 lbs / 179 kg
• 5 year warranty
Sc406
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Falls are the leading cause of injury for seniors and are the main reason many older adults lose their independence.
The good news is that the fear of falling doesn’t need to be debilitating. By following the steps listed below, we can
drastically reduce the risk of a fall.
• Stay active
• Exercise keeps us strong and healthy. Living an active lifestyle helps improve balance, coordination, flexibility, and bone density.
• Review medication
• As we get older our bodies react differently to medication. Speak to a doctor about which medication, or combinations can cause
drowsiness and dizziness.
• Sight and lighting
• Visit an eye doctor to make sure the correct glasses are prescribed if needed.
• Make sure that all living spaces are well lit.
• Home Safety
• Keep shelves, tables and chairs out of walking areas
• Store commonly used items in easy-to-reach places
• Install grab bars close to toilets and in showers and tubs.
• Use non-slip mats on shower floors.
• Bath benches and raised toilet seats are great for increasing bathroom safety.
Assistive devices are extremely beneficial for older adults. Mobility aids such as rollators and canes provide security while enabling the user to get moving
and enjoy the outdoors - great for both mental and physical health. Preventative aids such as bath benches and grab bars minimize exertion when
performing daily activities and increase safety in the most dangerous part of the house, the bathroom.
* Grab bars and safety rails are not designed for full body weight.

DELUXE cOmmODE

Easily converts from a commode to a raised toilet. Ideal for consumers
with restricted mobility, who are not ambulatory or with compromised
health, which limits their ability to walk to bathrooms. Comes complete
with a durable plastic seat, form fitting cover and commode bucket that
holds 5.2 litres / 1.37 gallons.
59024

30” - 34” / 76 - 86 cm

Weight Capacity: 220 lbs / 100 kg

cOmmODE baGS

Disposable commode bags are a quick and convenient method of
disposing of liquid human waste. Each pack contains water soluble
bags with powerful absorbent crystals, blocks odours and can easily be
disposed of.
59014

Pack of 7

15¾” x 23” / 40 x 58 cm

Capacity: 500 ml / 17 fl. oz

batHtUb SaFEty RaiL

Provides discreet peace of mind. The knurled chrome
finish increases grip and support while accenting most
bathroom decorating schemes.
56089

12" / 30 cm

56090

18" / 46 cm

56091

24" / 61 cm

Pull Pressure:
220 lbs / 100 kg

available in:
12" (30 cm)

18" (46 cm)

24" (61 cm)

DELUXE FOLDiNG cOmmODE

Lightweight folding aluminum commode with padded armrests easily
opens and folds flat for convenient storage and transportation. It comes
complete with a durable plastic seat, form fitting cover and commode
bucket which holds 5.2 litres / 1.37 gallons.
59008
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30½” - 34” / 78 - 86 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

biG jOHN cOmmODE

Combines the Big John toilet seat and a strong height adjustable frame
with backrest and two armrests. It can be placed anywhere and has
a capacity of 7 litres / 2 gallons. It is possible to use it as an over-toilet
frame, without the commode pan.
LG816

19" - 23" / 48 - 58 cm

Weight Capacity: 800 lbs / 362 kg
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batHROOm SaFEty
Create a safe, independent living experience for all ages with a 2-in-1 fall prevention system. Constructed from
stainless steel and supporting up to 500 lbs/226 kg, the grab bars feature a rust resistant finish, rubber grips, and
are ADA compliant. Combine safety and functionality with the beauty of a bathroom accents!
* Grab bars and safety rails are not designed to support full body weight.
LF696

bar &
2-in-1 Grab
Towel Shelf

LF697

bar &
2-in-1 Grab
towel bar

SUctiON cUP GRab baR WitH SaFEty aSSiSt

LF698

This grab bar is portable, easy to use and offers a quick and easy, nonpermanent option for more support while bathing and showering. The
safety assist feature indicates to the user when the grab bar has been
mounted correctly to the wall. The extra-large suction cups ensure excellent
surface contact and vacuum seal, for extra support in the bathroom.
• Installs instantly
• Attaches easily without drilling
• Slip-proof grip

LF694/LF695
16" curved
Grab bar

2-in-1 tub-N-Shower
valve Grab bar

59025

LF699

bar & toilet
2-in-1 Grab
Paper Holder

16" / 41 cm

Pull Pressure: 132 lbs / 60 kg

SUctiON cUP GRab baR

This grab bar is portable, easy to use and offers a quick and easy, nonpermanent option for more support while bathing and showering. The
suction grab bar has a flip-up release for easy installation and removal.
• Installs instantly
• Attaches easily without drilling
• Ribbed slip-proof grip
59027

24" / 61 cm

Pull Pressure: 132 lbs / 60 kg

PRima GRab baR

A high quality grab bar in both appearance and use. The outside of each
grab rail is made of white plastic with ribbed grips, to prevent the user’s
hand slipping down the bar. Always warm to the touch, unlike metal rails.
Ergonomically designed with an oval cross-section, and features a high
load limit due to a concealed aluminium core running through the middle
of the rail. The angled grab bar provides the user with a forearm support,
which is useful for someone with painful hands or wrists, as it distributes
body weight through the forearm.
LF694
LF694b
LF695
LF695b
LF696
LF696b
LF697
LF697b
LF698
LF698b
LF699
LF699b
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Contemporary Curved Grab Bar

Curved Grab Bar

2-in1 Grab Bar and Towel Shelf

2-in1 Grab Bar and Towel Bar

Tub-N-Shower Valve Grab Bar

2-in-1 Grab Bar and Toilet Paper Holder

Polished Chrome
Brushed Nickel
Polished Chrome
Brushed Nickel
Polished Chrome
Brushed Nickel
Polished Chrome
Brushed Nickel
Polished Chrome
Brushed Nickel
Polished Chrome
Brushed Nickel

16" / 40 cm

Pull Pressure:
500 lbs / 226 kg

LG663
LG665

12" / 30 cm

16" / 40 cm

Pull Pressure:
500 lbs / 226 kg

LG666

16" / 41 cm

25" x 12" x 3" /
63.5 x 30 x 8 cm

Pull Pressure:
500 lbs / 226 kg

5" x 4" x 24" /
13 x 35.5 x 61 cm

Pull Pressure:
500 lbs / 226 kg

12" x 3" x 9" /
30 x 8 x 22 cm

Pull Pressure:
500 lbs / 226 kg

5" x 7" x 12" /
13 x 18 x 30 cm

Pull Pressure:
500 lbs / 226 kg

LG664

LG667
LG668

Angled

Straight

13" / 33 cm
16" / 40 cm
Pull Pressure:
352 lbs / 160 kg

18" / 45 cm
24" / 61 cm
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SUctiON GRab RaiL

batHtUb SaFEty RaiL

This rail makes bathing safer
and more comfortable. Provides
stability when getting in and
out of the bathtub. The rail has
a corrosion resistant steel with
powder coated finish and fits most
tubs with a wall thickness of 3” to
6” / 8 to 15 cm. The clamp is lined
with non-staining rubber pads
to securely attach for maximum
safety. No tools required to set up
or remove.
bD715

15" / 38 cm

FOLDaWay batH SEat & GRab baR

Completely portable and has flipup easy release tabs for installation
and removal. Great for one piece
tub surround baths, glass, tile
or granite surfaces. Rail must be
applied to a solid surface - will
not adhere over grout lines. For
balance assistance only, not full
body weight.

Weighs: 7 lbs / 6 kg

Pull Pressure:
300 lbs / 136 kg

Mounts onto the wall of a shower and folds away
when not in use. It has rubber tips which provide
added stability and safety.
LG469

LF790

12" / 30 cm

Pull Pressure
132 lbs / 60 kg

LF791

16½" / 42 cm

Pull Pressure
121 lbs / 55 kg

LF792

24" / 61 cm

Pull Pressure
121 lbs / 55 kg

Seat: 16¼" x 16¼ /
41 x 41 cm

Weight Capacity:
250 lbs / 113 kg

Assembly
Tool Free
ils
ge sans out
Assembla

PORtabLE GRab baR SiNGLE GRiP

A must-have home medical device that has been tested and approved
by health professionals including orthopedic surgeons and occupational
therapists. It is heavy duty but still stylish enough for any décor.
Durable commercial grade suction cups give you the confidence you
need to move freely and independently without worry.
LG445

13" / 33 cm

Pull Pressure: 200 lbs / 91 kg

PORtabLE GRab baR tELEScOPiNG GRiP

Can be installed and removed without tools or professional
installation. Features adjustable length, making it easy to adapt to
most tubs and showers. The telescoping handle allows for a much
longer hand-holding area.
LG446

22" - 27" / 56 - 68.5 cm

Pull Pressure: 280 lbs / 127 kg

aDjUStabLE batH SEat

aDjUStabLE batH SEat WitH backRESt

This moulded seat with drain holes and wide base leg tips makes bathing
safer and more comfortable. The lightweight aluminum frame is durable
and corrosion free.
59001

14” - 21” / 36 - 53 cm

Assembly
Tool Free
ils
ge sans out
Assembla

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

This large moulded seat features built-in handles to enhance support.
The aluminum frame is lightweight, durable and corrosion free. The slip
resistant rubber tips grip shower floor.
59002

14” - 21” / 36 - 53 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg
Rotates
360º

Assembly
Tool Free
ils
ge sans out
Assembla

SWivEL SEat

PORtabLE GRab baR WitH tELEScOPiNG PivOt GRiP

The gold standard in ease of use and flexibility. The installation options
are endless, including stretching across a corner, inside of a bathtub or
across unparalleled surfaces.
LG447
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22" / 56 cm

Pull Pressure: 280 lbs / 127 kg

4” tiLE GRiP PORtabLE GRab baR

This grab bar has a telescoping handle which extends to adapt to most tile
configurations. It installs without tools or expensive professional installation.
LG448

15" - 18" / 38 - 46 cm

Pull Pressure: 280 lbs / 127 kg

batH/SHOWER StOOL

Versatile stool can be used in smaller showers or bathtubs. The
lightweight aluminum legs are rust resistant, durable and flared to
prevent tipping.
59005

15¾" - 19¾" / 40 - 50 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

The ultimate shower and tub stool. Get in and out of the tub with ease.
Rotates 360 degrees for full freedom of movement inside your tub or
shower. Wash and rinse your entire body without standing. Compact
size is perfect for smaller spaces.
LF764

17" x 17" x 18¼" /
43 x 43 x 46 cm

Weight Capacity:
400 lbs / 181 kg
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Assembly
Tool Free
ils
ge sans out
Assembla

batH LiFt

The Bath Lift will provide peace of mind for clients who have difficulty getting in
and out of the bath tub. It is portable and easy to transport or store away and, with
its tool free construction, set-up is hassle free.
59023

batH tRaNSFER bENcH

SLiDiNG-ROtatiNG tRaNSFER bENcH

Eliminates the need for a person to step over the side of a bathtub,
making it easier and safer to get in and out. The legs are removable for
easy storage and transport. Built-in soap tray, shower spray holder and
slit for the shower curtain.
LG829

16" - 23" / 41 - 58 cm

Weight Capacity: 450 lbs / 204 kg

Comfortable cushioned seat and backrest. The aluminum frame is
lightweight, sturdy and corrosion-resistant, while the extra large suction
cups provide added safety. Height adjusts in 1” / 2.5 cm increments and
the 3 position adjustable backrest can be removed and replaced without
tools. For use in both a right or left handed bathtub, and the back also
reverses without tools.
LF740

Padded

LF741

Plastic

18" - 19" / 46 - 48 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

Locking
Mechanism

EaSy SHOWER StOOL

EDGE SHOWER StOOL

Fits perfectly in the shower corner where the walls provide back stability
for the user. Can also be used as a saddle seat which relieves the strain on
an aching hip. Legs are constructed of oval tubing. Weighs 5.7 lbs / 2.5 kg.
LG528

20½" x 17¾" x 15½" /
52 x 45 x 39 cm

Weight Capacity:
286 lbs / 129 kg

Easy to use and move, the round seat is always in the right position.
Height-adjustable, comfortable and fits perfectly in every bathroom.
Weighs 6.2 lbs / 3 kg.
LG529

Stool

LG531

Stool with
Swivel

15¾" x 16½ - 22½" /
40 x 42 x 57 cm

Weight Capacity:
330 lbs / 149 kg

Transfer aid included

Easy lifting and assembly/
disassembly

Padded seat and backrest

Suction cups attach to smooth
tub surfaces

Specifications

SmaRt SHOWER StOOL

Stay comfortable while sitting. This shower stool is height-adjustable
and fits perfectly in every bathroom. It is also available with a swivel pad
which enables easy turning without any friction. Weighs 7.1 lbs / 3.2 kg.
LG530

Stool

LG532

Stool with Swivel
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17½" x 16½ - 22½" /
44 x 42 x 57 cm

Weight Capacity:
330 lbs / 149 kg

FOLDiNG batH cHaiR WitH aRmREStS

Comes standard with a height adjustable/removable seat, flip-up arms
for comfort and support, and back pads for easy cleaning. Features a
small footprint when folded for easy transport and storage.
LH033

14¾" - 18½" / 37.5 - 47 cm

Weight Capacity: 175 lbs / 80 kg

adustable Height

2" - 19" / 5 - 48 cm

backrest Recline

10 - 50 degrees

chair Width

13¾" / 35 cm

chair Depth

16½" / 42 cm

back Height

25¼" / 64 cm

back Width

13¼" / 34 cm

Weight capacity

308 lbs / 140 kg
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WaLk-iN batHtUbS

Our walk-in bathtubs are the premium bathtub for a safer, healthier and more comfortable bathing experience. Walk-in bathtubs are great for active
seniors, elderly or disabled people, people with limited mobility or anyone looking for a safer and more comfortable bathing experience. Available
with a lifetime warranty on the door seal, 10 year warranty on the tub shell and 5 year warranty on components.

LOOk FOR tHESE EXcLUSivE FEatURES
aND OPtiONS

LOOk FOR tHESE EXcLUSivE
FEatURES aND OPtiONS

PatENtED

Deck Mount Bath Filler with Personal Shower
Our faucets are engineered to look beautiful
and function flawlessly. Worry-free, drip-free
and built to last. Covered by our Lifetime
Warranty on function and finish.

LG989 3252 OOD Whirlpool - Left Hand Drain
LG990 3252 OOD Whirlpool - Right Hand Drain
LG991 3252 OOD Combination - Left Hand Drain
LG992 3252 OOD Combination - Right Hand Drain
Included Features
• Deck Mount Bath Filler with personal shower
• Extension Kit to fit standard 60” spaces
• In-Line Whirlpool Heater
Available Options sold separately
LG993 Quick Drain® fast water removal system
LG997 24” Handshower Glide Bar
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PatENtED
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Optional Quick Drain® Sold Separately
The exclusive Quick Drain® technology empties
the tub in less than two minutes and requires
no additional plumbing. Spend less time waiting with this patented innovation.

qUaLity aND iNNOvatiON bUiLt iNtO
EvERy WaLk-iN batH
American Standard meets the growing need for bathroom
solutions that make life safer, easier and more comfortable.
According to the CDC, the bathroom is the most dangerous
room in the house with falls accounting for 80% of all bathroom
accidents. Our walk-in bath eliminates the struggle and strain
associated with getting into standard tubs. You can trust
American Standard to provide innovative features along with the
quality, reliability and service you have come to expect with our
140 year heritage.

Ui

ck DRaiN

Deck Mount Bath Filler with Personal Shower
Our faucets are engineered to look beautiful
and function flawlessly. Worry-free, drip-free
and built to last. Covered by our Lifetime Warranty on function and finish

Extension Kit
Allows the walk-in bath to fit into any space up
to 60” in length.

OUtWaRD OPENiNG DOOR PRODUct FEatURES

• 32” W x 52” L x 40” H (813 x 1320 x 1016 mm)
• Premium gelcoat construction
• Large, 34” / 86.5 cm outward opening tub door
• Built-in chair height seat for easy transfer
• Polished chrome safety bar
• Polished chrome cable driven drain assembly
• Textured tub floor
• Lifetime warranty on door seal; 10 year warranty on tub shell; 5 year
warranty on components
• Left or right hand drain
• Available as whirlpool and combination whirlpool-air systems
Model Configurations

q

Quick Drain® Included
The exclusive Quick Drain® technology empties the tub in less than two minutes and
requires no additional plumbing. Spend less
time waiting with this patented innovation.

WaLkiN batH PRODUct FEatURES

• 28” W x 48” L x 38” H (711 x 1219 x 965 mm)
• Premium gelcoat construction
• Large inward opening tub door
• Built-in chair height seat
• Color matched safety bar
• Color matched cable driven drain assembly
• Textured tub
• Lifetime warranty on door seal; 10 year warranty on tub shell; 5
year warranty on components
• Left or right hand drain
• Available as whirlpool and combination whirlpool-air systems
Model Configurations
LG806 2848 Whirlpool - Left Hand Drain
LG807 2848 Whirlpool - Right Hand Drain
LG808 2848 Combination - Left Hand Drain
LG809 2848 Combination - Right Hand Drain
Included Features
• Quick Drain® fast water removal system
• Deck Mount Bath Filler with personal shower
• Extension Kit to fit standard 60” / 152.5 cm spaces
• In-Line Whirlpool Heater
• Built-In safety bar and textured bath floor

Extension Kit
Allows the walk-in bath to fit into any space up
to 60” / 152.4 cm in length.

cONtact US FOR mORE iNFORmatiON
SELEctiNG tHE PROPER WaLkiN batH
cONFiGURatiON

Determine whether you need a left-hand or right-hand walk-in
bath configuration for your installation.

OWNER’S MANUAL

Detailed information on walk-in baths, the construction of the
product, operating instructions, maintenance and warranty
information.

SPEciFicatiON SHEEt

Product specifications, available options and features and
dimensions.

iNStaLLatiON SERvicES

For more information on available installation services in your area.
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Cool
WatER GLOW LED SHOWER HEaD

Makes your showers safer while providing the soothing ambiance of
different colour LED lights. Easily install in minutes to most showers.

RED aSHby StEP StOOL

RED aSHby tOiLEt SEat

This raised toilet seat is specifically manufactured in individuals for
persons with dementia. Studies have shown that red is a high-contrast
colour which individuals can recognize and distinguish appropriately.
Seat is made of one piece and only takes 2 brackets to secure, making it
easy to fit, remove and clean.
LF762

4" / 10 cm

This high-contrast red step helps individuals with visibility issues or
dementia to locate this bath step. Makes stepping out of the tub safer
by reducing the risk of falling. Step has 2 heights: 4” / 10 cm and 6” / 15
cm. Large surface area to stand on with a textured surface to reduce
the risk of a fall.
LF763

Weight Capacity: 420 lbs / 190 kg

20½” x 13” x 6” /
52 x 33 x 15 cm

Water flows 8.9 litres / 2.37 gallons per minute.
Water glows green at 32oC / 89.6 oF or below
Water glows blue at 32oC - 41oC / 89.7oF – 105.8oF
Water glows red at 41oC - 45oC / 105.9oF – 113oF
Water glows red and flashes above 45oC / 113oF

Warm

LG441

Hot

Weight Capacity:
420 lbs / 190 kg

HaNDS-FREE
aUtOmatic SOaP
DiSPENSER

cOSby tOiLEt aiD

This is a comfortable and easy-to-use toilet aid with convenient built-in
armrests to provide a safe and stable base. Seat is a smooth one piece
mould which clips easily to the height-adjustable frame without the
need for tools. Frame has 6 height options in 1” / 2.5 cm increments and
rubber feet to hold the seat firmly in position.
LF761

15” x 16” x 2” /
38 x 40 x 5 cm

This no-touch soap dispenser
is the leading weapon in
the fight against germs! This
convenient soap dispenser
uses advanced infrared
sensor technology to deliver
just the right amount of liquid
soap without your hands
ever touching the dispenser.
Requires 4 x AAA batteries
(not included).
LF765

Weight Capacity:
420 lbs / 190 kg

Capacity:
355 ml / 12 fl. oz

HaND-HELD SHOWER

Features a water spray with an easy on/off valve with adjustable flow
control. It has a reinforced vinyl hose which allows spray to reach all
parts of user's body while bathing. Easily attaches to a ½" shower arm.
Wall mounting bracket included.
LG893

54" / 137 cm

PERSONaL HaND-HELD SHOWER kit

Provides comfort and convenience for personal hygiene. The shower
heads deliver a consistent flow of water creating an overall rhythmic
body massage sensation, stimulating the entire body while aiding in
muscle relaxation. Kit comes standard with an easy-to-use on/off switch,
mounting wall brackets and diverter valves as well as an 84” / 213 cm hose.
LF788

LG535

LG534

Hi-LOO aNGLED tOiLEt SEat RaiSER

FOOtmatE™ bRUSH

cLOO tOiLEt SEat RaiSER

A complete foot care system for cleaning, soothing, stimulating, and
massaging your feet every time you shower. The wide, gentle inner
brush massages your tender soles, while stiffer outer bristles smooth
rough skin and calluses, and stimulate circulation. The contoured
bristles create a stimulating massage and extra cleaning power for both
the bottom and sides of your feet. Cleaning gel included.

Converts any bathtub into a luxurious spa. It helps ease muscle tension,
stress and features a 12V motor. Strong suction cups easily attach to the
side of the tub. 16 foot adapter cord included.

LF345

LG894
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WHiRLPOOL jEt SPa

Can be adjusted to three different heights. It can also be set with a slight
forward tilt if reduced mobility in hip and knee joints restrict the ability
to sit down or stand up. Fits elongated toilet seats.

A fixed mounting discreet toilet seat raiser, fits and attaches firmly to
most porcelain toilets. The ergonomically designed seat has recesses at
the back and front, providing convenient intimate hygiene. Comes with
arm supports which are foldable but also can be permanently fixed in
the folded down position.

LG536

Seat Raiser

LG535

Hi-Loo Angled

LG537

Seat Raiser with Arms

LG534

Fits Elongated Toilets

4" / 10 cm
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LF776

Etac cLEaN

LF775

Easy manoeuvring and perfect fit
Easy to manoeuvre thanks to the push handle width.
Another strong advantage is the push handle's upright
position. This ensures Clean fits over any wall mounted toilet.

LF776HEt

Improved access
The seat has a recess at the front and is fully open at the rear.
This improves the accessibility for intimate hygiene.
Comfortable and practical foot support
The foot support has a unique design. It can slide in
underneath the seat when not needed. The softly curved
surface provides comfort and stability for the feet and the
heels are protected by the covered sides of the foot support.
LG583

LOckabLE tOiLEt aRm SUPPORt

Locks both arm supports in the folded down and up position. In the
locked folded up position, it provides a stable support for the standing
position. The unique locking mechanism is easy to operate with one
hand. The arm support has a soft, rounded end which provides a
comfortable and secure grip.
LG533

Features

Easy manoeuvring
Thanks to the neat design
and easy swiveling castors
all models of Etac Clean are
very easy to manouvre.

HiNGED ELEvatED tOiLEt SEat

Perfect Fit
Fits perfectly over any
wall mounted toilet
thanks to the push
handle's upright position.

Improved access
The seat has a recess at the
front and is fully open at
the rear.

Unique design features a seat riser made of 2 parts that are hinged
together, allowing the ring to be lifted in the same manner as your
regular toilet seat. The seat is installed using the existing toilet seat and
lid and does not dramatically change the appearance of the toilet. The
hinged feature makes cleaning easy. Hardware kit included.
LF775

Standard

LF776

Elongated

LF776HEt

Hinged "Secure Belt"

Elevates Seat
3" / 7.5 cm

Weight Capacity:
350 lbs / 159 kg

Comfortable and practical
foot support
The softly curved surface
provides comfort and
stability for the feet.
taLL-EttE®

Specifications
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Width

20½ / 52 cm

Width between arm supports

17" / 43.5 cm

Seat Height

19" - 21½" / 49 - 55 cm

Seat Width

19" / 48 cm

Weight

28.5 lbs / 13 kg

Weight capacity

285 lbs / 130 kg

aRtHRO® taLL-EttE® ELEvatED tOiLEt SEat

Designed with a gentle slope on the left or right side for people with
leg or knee injuries who require an extended leg position. Standard
toilet seats come with a bracket that easily slides under the hinge pin of
the existing toilet seat while two large posts meet the raised toilet seat,
providing a secure fit.
LF777

Right

LF778

Left

4" / 10 cm

Specially designed to meet the needs of people who have undergone
unilateral or bilateral total hip replacement by keeping the patient’s
legs in the proper position. The “saddle” type seat prevents internal
rotation as well as adduction at the hip. This can help reduce the effects
of spasticity occurring in people with cerebral palsy or other muscle
conditions. The unique bilateral contoured shape permits easy rising
and provides optimal comfort.
LF779

2" / 5 cm

LF780

4" / 10 cm

LF781

6" / 15 cm

Weighs: 3.3 lbs / 1.5 kg
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biG jOHN tOiLEt SEat

Perfect for senior citizens and the physically challenged as well as anyone
who just wants a more comfortable toilet seat. The stylish, ergonomic
design has a more comfortable opening and a luxuriously contoured
sitting surface that is roomier than any other toilet seat on the market. Fits
all round or elongated toilet seats.

RaiSED tOiLEt SEat

4½" / 11.5 cm

Weight Capacity: 220 lbs / 100 kg

NObi cLaSSic

The stylish Scandinavian design of this toilet seat has set the benchmark
for all bathroom aids, it is both practical and attractive, with a highgloss finish. The seat’s integrated arms offer stability and are a valuable
aid when standing up from the seat. Provides a secure, safe and
comfortable alternative to traditional toilet seats. Compared to a toilet
frame, the seat can also fit neatly into a smaller bathroom.
LG662

Weight Capacity: 1,200 lbs / 544 kg

LG611

Weight Capacity: 800 lbs / 362 kg

4” RaiSED tOiLEt SEat

The tool free clamp-on toilet seat attaches easily to most commodes,
made from a comfortable moulded plastic which is easy-to-clean and
durable. Non-skid pads prevent seat from slipping.
59013

LG610

24" x 13" x 17" / 62 x 35 x 43 cm

The raised toilet seat is perfect for a person with reduced strength or
limitations that cause instability on their feet. Will help the user by
providing a higher seat, requiring less effort to rise.
LF731

4" / 10 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

UNiFiX RaiSED tOiLEt SEat

DELUXE tOiLEt SaFEty SUPPORt

An easy solution to help people to be safe and independent. Sturdy arms
rise to meet the user, making it easier to sit and rise in safety. Includes a
handy magazine rack and slip resistant padding on bottom. Made from
sturdy steel.
LF760

29½" x 5¾" x 1¾" /
74 x 14 x 4.5 cm

viNyL cUSHiON tOiLEt SEat RiSER

Easily fits most standard size toilet seats. It has comfortable foam
padding which helps minimize pressure points. Easily attaches to seat
with hook and loop straps.

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

LG470

Raising the height of an existing toilet seat can make getting on and
off the toilet so much easier. It is also much safer for those recovering
from hip surgery, as the added leverage takes the strain away from the
repairing joints. Very simple to use and fits onto any existing toilet seat
with one single fitting.

4" / 10 cm

LG515

4" / 10 cm

NEW
SPLaSH GUaRD

Sits on the toilet seat and prevents
urine from missing the toilet.
It can be used on any toilet;
standard or elongated, as well as
most elevated toilet seats.
LG068

tOiLEvatOR

A toilet riser designed to elevate a toilet for people with mobility
limitations. The oval shape fits round and elongated toilet bowls and
bolts to the floor under the toilet, elevating the entire toilet. Adds 3½” /
9 cm of height to 14” / 36 cm and 15” / 38 cm toilets.
LF774
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White

3½" / 9 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

FEmaLE URiNaL

tOiLEt SaFEty FRamE

Designed to add comfort and an excellent gripping surface. Assembled
in minutes without tools and quickly secures to most toilets.
LF759

28" - 32" x 18" - 21" /
71 - 81 cm x 46 - 53 cm

14" x 6" x 4" /
35.5 x 15 x 10 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

Perfect for when you don’t want to sit on an unsanitary public toilet
or when one is not available. Completely hygienic and easy to use, it
allows women of all ages to urinate in a standing up, sitting down or
lying position without undressing. It is discreet, portable & re-usable
and designed not to flow back, splash or spill.
LH648
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maLE / FEmaLE URiNaL

This urinal is essential for bed-ridden
patients. It is especially helpful
during the night when getting in
and out of bed can be challenging.
With its convenient attachment
this urinal easily converts to assist
female patients. Made from a
durable, shatter resistant, easy-toclean plastic, it features a sturdy
handle and was designed to prevent
spillage. Can be used when standing
or in a prone position.

bD700

Male Urinal
with Female
Attachment

bD701

Female Urinal

kiNGFiSHER batHbOaRD

cOmFORt PaN

This revolutionary product replaces both the pontoon and fracture pan.
The low ½” / 1 cm rim at the seat area allows your back to glide easily
onto the pan. It is fully autoclavable and can hold over 2 quarts of liquid.
Perfect for bariatric patients.
15” x 3” x 14¼” /
38 x 8 x 36 cm

LF700

Weight Capacity:
1,200 lbs / 544 kg

Includes a grab rail for extra support and stability when seated as well
as getting in and out of the bath. The handle is available as an accessory
and can easily be fitted at home for anyone who has an existing
Kingfisher standard tub.
LG513

With Handle

LG514

Without Handle

5" x 13" x 27" /
13 x 33 x 68.5 cm

441 lbs / 200 kg

kiNG FiSHER batHSEat

Features secure non-slip suction cups that attach to the bottom of any
bath. It is easy to fit, reassuringly stable, comfortable and secure.
LG620

6" / 15 cm

Weight Capacity: 441 lbs / 200 kg

Assembly
Tool Free
ils
ge sans out
Assembla

EaSy WiPE

bED PaN

This bed pan is a helpful aid for bed-ridden patients. Made from a
lightweight durable plastic, this unit is easy to clean and odour resistant,
the contoured design prevents spillage.
bD702

Extends your reach for better cleansing. Ergonomic shape helps those
with limited dexterity. Soft flexible head grips toilet paper, tissue or
pre-moistened wipes securely. Contains a unique release button for fast,
sanitary disposal.
LF702

Easy Wipe

LG717

Easy Wipe - Folding

15¾” x 2” x 1¼” / 40 x 5 x 3 cm

SUREFOOt® batH aND SHOWER bOaRD

Has a unique all-in-one design which combines the different shapes and
sizes of conventional products. It can be used to transfer down into the
bath or simply sit on and take a shower. You can enjoy having a wash
safely and easily.
LG512

5" x 10" x 27" /
13 x 25 x 68.5 cm

Weight Capacity:
441 lbs / 200 kg

batH bOaRD

A portable seat for bathing that will fit on most bathtubs. Adjustable
rubber stops on the bottom of the bath board allow the board to be
adjusted for different bathtub widths. The handle at the side of the
board can be used for balance when transferring into and out of the tub.
LF773

17½" - 28" /
45 - 71 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

SELF-aDHESivE StRiPS

tHE FRESH ORiGiNaL batH bOaRD

SELF WiPE

Comfortable and easy to use. It helps anyone who has difficulty
bending or has limited use of their hands or arms to function
independently when using the toilet.
LG067
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14¾" x 5¾" x 1¾" / 37 x 14 x 4 cm

FREEDOm WaND™

A multi-purpose tool that holds an ointment pad, loofah or lightweight wash
cloth, disposable shaver and toilet tissue. Comes with a cloth carrying bag.
LF701

7” - 30” / 18 - 76 cm

Has a unique shape, with a wide end for support when transferring over
to the bath, and a narrower mid-section which allows ease of access for
intimate hygiene. It has four friction linings, which allows the bath board
to stay securely on the tub. It also has a place to keep soap or shampoo
within comfortable reach.
LG584

27¼" - 29¼" x 10¾" / 69 - 74 x 27 cm

Can be applied to baths, shower trays, floors and any surface
that is frequently wet. Easily installed adhesive strips provide an
unobtrusive solution to slippery, unsafe environments. Strips add
traction and grip, allowing you to feel confident and secure on
slippery surfaces. 3 meter roll length.
LF077

Self-Adhesive Discs

LF078

Self-Adhesive Strips
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batH mat

Step onto our comfortable
bath mat, made from
mildew-resistant, ecofriendly renewable
rubber (latex-free).
Non-slip suction cups on
the bottom to prevent
movement.

NON-SLiP batH StEP WitH HaNDLE

This convenient product helps you keep your balance when stepping from the
bath or shower. It has a textured, non-slip coating on the base and durable steel
construction. It also has non-slip rubber feet.
LG826

21¼" x 9¾" x 34¾" /
54 x 24.5 x 88 cm

Weight Capacity:
500 lbs / 226 kg

batH StEP

Get in and out of the bathtub with ease. Adds 4” / 10 cm to your step!
Extra-large platform for easy in and out access. Rubberized feet to help
prevent slipping.
LF770

mEmORy FOam batH mat

Can be used when stepping out of the shower or brushing your teeth
in front of the mirror. The internal memory foam provides comfort to
your feet when standing. It is fast drying, folds easily for storage and is
machine washable for convenient cleaning.
LG061

17" x 24" / 43 x 61 cm

tOiLEt bRUSH

With its curved head and long, stainless steel, non-slip handle, this toilet
brush is extremely easy to grip. Prevents bending over and is an ideal
tool for toilet and bathroom cleaning.
LG796
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Colour May Vary

22" / 56 cm

One Step
Pack

First Step: 4" / 10 cm
Additional Step: 2" / 5 cm

batHtUb caDDy/kNEELiNG PaD

LG827

SqUaRE SHOWER mat

batH mitt

This durable and reusable mitt is made of soft sheepskin, calming the
skin as it cleanses. The mesh pocket holds soap and exfoliates the skin. It
is machine washable for infection control.
LG332

You won’t believe how comfortable this padded bath mat is! Made of
high-quality PVC foam for luxurious cushion and comfort. Adheres to the
tub with suction cups.
LF785

17” x 36” / 43 x 91 cm

SLiP-X® batHtUb aND SHOWER SaFEty tREaDS

Are you looking for a safe and economical way to protect your loved
ones from slipping on wet surfaces? Apply these treads on your
fiberglass, porcelain and wooden surfaces for maximum protection.
LF786

18" x 36"
46 x 92 cm

Weight Capacity:
418 lbs / 190 kg

SOFt tOUcH batH mat

Extra-large, cushioned pad provides comfort for knees & elbows. Features
a water resistant pocket for soaps, shampoos and washcloths. Fits all
bathtubs. Can easily be stored anywhere and is machine washable.

59009

12 Pack

7½" x ¾" / 19 x 2 cm

Allows for smooth drainage, and features an updated square design
specifically for your shower. Provides reliable slip protection on almost
any non-textured surface. Made of high-quality, allergen-free vinyl.
Adheres to the shower floor with suction cups.
LF783

21" x 21" / 53 x 53 cm

HyDRO batH mat

The perfect carpet for your shower and bath! Place directly over the
drain and enjoy the safety of a lush bath mat that feels heavenly and
won't get soggy. The non-slip mat is fast drying and always stays clean.
It never wears out and is anti-microbial mildew / stain resistant.
LG810

29½ x 17" / 75 x 44 cm
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Z’FOgLESS™ WATER MIRROR

Features a patented built-in reservoir that raises the temperature of the mirror surface to that of the
shower. No matter how steamy the environment gets, it will not fog up. 4 bright white LED lights
illuminate your face for a brighter, fuller reflection making shaving easy. Includes a 3-hole razor/
accessory holder and easily mounts to any smooth surface via suction cups, silicone adhesive or
double-sided tape (included).

SHOWER ScRUb

Never bend again with this convenient bath scrubbing tool designed to alleviate the strain on your
back. The long handle eliminates the need for bending in the tub but also gives you the reach to
clean shower walls.

LG467

LF180

Shower Scrub

49" x 7¾" x 4" / 124 x 20 x 10 cm

LF181

Telescopic Shower Scrub

40" - 65" x 7¾" x 4" / 102 - 165 x 20 x 10 cm

LF182

Cleaning Head Replacement

11" x 6" / 28 x 15 cm

LF180

LF181

8x

12x

10x

5x
LED vaNity miRROR

8X WaLL mOUNtED vaNity miRROR

This vanity mirror attaches securely to the wall at the height you desire.
Extends out from the wall 13½” / 34 cm and folds discretely up against
the wall when not in use. Features 8x magnification, to ease application
of make up as well as shaving, flossing and other bathroom tasks.
LF044

10X tabLE tOP
vaNity miRROR

Diameter: 8” / 20 cm

5X SUctiON cUP miRROR

This mirror attaches to any flat surface using 3 suction cups, with a
strong seal. Enjoy 5x magnification for a close-up view. Clear plastic
carrying case provided.
LF046

This mirror features dual-sided, optical
quality glass to ensure a clear reflection.
On one side, the 10x magnification is
great for touch-ups, detail, and make-up
application. On the other side, the 1x
magnification is perfect for all-around
hairstyling, cosmetics, and every beauty
tasks. Requires 4 x AA batteries (not
included). Satin nickel finish.
LG465

12X E-Z GRiP SPOt miRROR

The versatile and break-resistant design of this mirror, makes it perfect
for compact on-the-go travel in your purse or carry-on. Plus, it easily
mounts to any flat surface via 18 secure suction cups, so you can view
yourself at any angle completely hands-free.

Diameter: 7" / 17.5 cm

LG466

Diameter: 9” / 23 cm

10x

Diameter: 3½" / 9 cm

20x

15x

This vanity mirror made of
matte nickel with a beaded
rim looks elegant sitting
on any washroom counter.
Features 10x magnification to
ease application of make up,
shaving, flossing and other
bathroom tasks.
LF044

Diameter: 6” / 15 cm
Height: 11" / 28 cm

2-iN-1 miRROR WitH LiGHt

This mirror allows user to easily see what they are doing in dimly lit places.
With the use of a suction cup, the mirror can be placed anywhere desired.
LG052
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Diameter: 3½" / 9 cm

15X maGNiFyiNG miRROR

Ideal for putting in contact lenses, applying make-up, tweezing or
shaving. This mirror also comes with a suction cup to allow the user to
take it anywhere they go.
LG054

Diameter: 3½" / 9 cm

20X maGNiFicatiON SPOt miRROR

Features optical quality glass to ensure a clear reflection. The 20x
magnification is ideal for touch-ups, putting in contact lenses, and allaround make-up application.
LG468

Diameter: 3½" / 9 cm
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bED RaiL SaFEty

abLERiSE™ bED RaiL

Bed rails are used help create a
supportive sleeping environment in
homes or assisted living facilities. Many
portable bed rail products can be
purchased without a prescription and
without the recommendation of a health
care professional.
All bed rails should be used with caution,
especially with older adults, those with
physical & mental limitations and certain
medical conditions.

Provides comfortable support when getting in and out of the bed. It
also has a roomy pocket, making it a convenient storage area. The nonmetal handle is warm to the touch and can be used for reposition and
turning in bed. Fits twin, double and queens size beds.

LF838

LG091

Double

39¾" x 20" x 17"-19" /
101 x 51 x 42 - 47 cm

LG773

Adjustable Height 20” / 51 cm

Weight Capacity: 200 lbs / 90 kg

aRcO® RaiL™

This rotating bedside handrail gives you maximum mobility in home or clinical
care settings. Fits securely to the metal bed frame and helps you reposition, sit
up, balance, stand or transfer to a chair or wheelchair. Rotates 360° and locks in
place every 90°. Made from professional grade steel and ideal for frequent use.
Uniquely coated to resist bacteria growth.

LF839
Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

Fits All Bed
Sizes

Adjustable Up To 15" / 38 cm
Upper Loop: 6" x 14" / 15 x 35½ cm
Lower Loop: 5" x 10" / 13 x 25 cm

aDjUStabLE
bLaNkEt SUPPORt

Keeps heavy sheets or blankets
off sensitive feet. The lift bar fits
securely between the mattress
and box spring. It is perfect for
people with diabetic neuropathy
or other conditions that cause
foot sensitivity.

SaFEty GLO® RaiL

aLi RaiL

A great solution for individuals who have trouble rising out of bed.
Contoured design is safer and easier to grip than conventional assistive
rails. Allows for two handed gripping when user rises to seated position.
Non-slip, foam covered grip. Fits single to king sized beds.

Helps you sit up, reposition, balance, stand or transfer. Subtly glows to
assist locating the rail in the dark or low light conditions. Fits all mattress
sizes with ease. Suitable for home-style beds with a box spring, or
certain institutional-style beds.

LF826

LF840
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Adjustable Height 22" / 56 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

Handles: 20" / 51 cm

EZ RaiL

bED RaiL

Maximum 2
Bar Dimension
15” / 38 cm from
the bottom of
the mattress to
the top of the
handrail.

Single

A transfer assist product that provides users with a secure handhold
when entering or leaving their bed. Fits all bed widths over 37” / 94 cm
and features security straps for added safety as well as convenient dual
storage pockets that minimize entrapment. Tool free assembly. Features
a slip-resistant foam handgrip.

Adjustable M-shaped beside handrail, aids in transferring,
sitting, standing, or balancing. Easy to install and simple to use.
Perfect for your home and suitable for travel. Fits any size bed
width or mattress height. Safety straps are included to enable
superior protection against movement or shifting.
Maximum 3 Bar
Dimension 20½”
/ 52 cm from
the bottom of
the mattress to
the top of the
handrail

LG090

Handle: 18" x 1½" / 46 x 4 cm
Height: 16" / 41 cm

LF845

Adjustable Height
From Base: 23” / 58 cm
Width: 20" / 51 cm
Depth: 8" / 20 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

bEDSiDE bEvERaGE HOLDER

Clamps onto any tubular bed frame,
wheelchair frame, or other tubular
frame. Most glasses or cups will fit into
the plastic holder, even those with
handles. Designed to hold a beverage
can or bottle. A chrome-plated
gooseneck makes positioning the
holder easy for hands-free drinking.

LF846

Tubular Frame Diameter:
¾” - 1” / 2 - 2.5 cm
Flexible Gooseneck: 11" / 28 cm

Weight Capacity : 300 lbs / 136 kg
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bED WEDGE

Designed to elevate or support areas of the body to improve overall comfort. Ultra soft
zippered cover is machine washable. Great for naps on the floor, reading or watching TV
in bed while supporting your spine and back muscles. Wedge is made of polyurethane
foam and comes with a pocket.

OvER bED tabLE

An adjustable height table that can be used with both conventional beds
and hospital-style beds, provided there is space beneath the bed for the
base of the table.
LF844

Colour May Vary

Height: 30” - 47” /
76 - 119 cm

Weight Capacity:
10 lbs / 4.5 kg

Weight:
42.5 lbs / 19 kg

LF841

7” x 24” x 24” / 18 x 61 x 61 cm

LF842

10” x 24” x 24” / 25 x 61 x 61 cm

LF843

12” x 24” x 24” / 30 x 61 x 61 cm

NEW

bED tRay

This unique tray has wide leg room and a flat top with an edged rim. Side
pockets provide ample space for books, magazines, cards and make-up
kits. Side handles make carrying and handling easy.
LH515

Colour May
Vary

23" x 12 x 8" / 58 x 30 x 20 cm
Flat Top: 11" x 14" / 28 x 36 cm

aDjUStabLE bED tRay

This bed tray has an adjustable surface made with a solid wood frame
in natural finish and a white melamine top. Perfect for switching from
eating to reading. The legs fold into the bottom of the tray top for easy
storage when not in use.
LF835

14” x 22” x 9” / 36 x 56 x 23 cm

Weight: 4 lbs / 2 kg

iNFLatabLE bED WEDGE

This unique wedge is made of heavy gauge white vinyl and comes with
a washable dacron/cotton cover - perfect for head, foot or leg elevation.
The compact design is perfect for easy storage or travel.
LG898

27" x 27" x 8" / 68.5 x 68.5 x 20 cm

ELEvatED LEG RESt

Uniquely designed for knee elevation, can be used for treatment of
phlebitis, varicose veins or tired legs. It helps to flatten the lower spine
to reduce lower back pain and features a washable blue denim cover.
LG899

17" x 10" x 7" / 43 x 25 x 18 cm

NEW

bambOO bREakFaSt tRay

Fast growing and eco-friendly, Bamboo is a great choice for green living.
Beautiful as well as functional, this tray is an environmentally friendly
addition to any home. Ideal for serving food or as a writing table. Legs
fold in for easy storage when not in use.
LG019
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20” x 12” x 2" / 51 x 30 x 6 cm

bED LaDDER

Enables people with paralysis and/or general weakness to pull
themselves up to a sitting position in bed. Its rings are made of rigid
plastic and are strung at 7" / 18 cm intervals along a rope. Rungs have
smooth plastic end caps. The rope is looped at the end for a secure hold.
LH514

Handle: 7½"/ 19 cm

Length: 117" / 297 cm

FOLD-aWay GUESt bED

tRi-FOLD FaLL mat

This fall mat features high-density closed cell foam which protects against
fall related injuries. It conveniently folds in three and closes with Velcro®.
LG304

1" x 26" x 68" / 2.5 x 66 x 173 cm

Ideal for overnight guests, providing the comfort of a regular mattress. The
unique, fold-away design makes for easy storage until the next guest arrives.
LG755

Tan

LG756

Blue

72" x 25" x 3" / 183 x 63.5 x 8 cm
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aNti-SNORE PiLLOW

kNEE RESt

Engineered to support the knees and legs to reduce pressure on the
lower spine and ease pain. Provides therapeutic support and comfort
for extended periods of time. Made from 100% polyurethane foam with
a removable polyester/cotton cover that is machine washable.

LEG PiLLOW

Helps restore natural spine alignment of the back, hips and knees while
providing a cushioning support to relax muscles and encourage a more
comfortable sleep for back pain sufferers. Made from 100% polyurethane
foam with a zippered polyester cover that is machine washable.
LG758

LG757 16½" x 15½" x 6" / 42 x 39 x 15 cm

This rechargeable pillow is the latest technology in the quest
for a good night's sleep. Made of contoured memory foam,
it features a built-in sound sensor that detects the sound
of snoring. When snoring is detected, an internal air bag
automatically inflates to increase the pillow height by 3" / 8 cm,
and then deflates immediately. This gentle nudge is usually
enough to prompt the sleeper to change position and stop
snoring. Features multiple settings for light or heavy sleepers.
Works up to 8 hours on a full charge. Fits in a standard pillow
case and also includes a washable cover.
LG934

25" x 13" x 5½" / 63 x 33 x 14 cm

10" x 7½" x 6" / 25.5 x 19 x 15 cm

RESt-GUaRD mattRESS/PiLLOW cOvERS

Rest-Guard Deluxe fully enclosed covers are manufactured from a unique fabric called a ‘fluff fabric’, made from 100% high quality cotton blend. These
covers have no seams, pockets, or folds; perfect for defending against bedbugs. Specifically designed to block out all allergens, even particles as small
as cat dander. Unlike sheets, these covers encase and protect the entire mattress and zip up tightly. Used beneath the regular bedding, these covers
silently protect against allergens, soiling or even liquid spills that may occur through regular use.
Rest-Gauge Standard encasings can be used for bedbug protection. Independent test data proved bedbugs could not penetrate through the fabric or
zippers. Offering complete protection while remaining soft and breathable underneath sheets, providing a comfortable sleep. Extra care is taken in the
design and construction of each encasing with features such as concealed zippers and waterproof/shrink proof polyurethane backing. A perfect fit is
provided even after repeated washings. Mean pore size is 1.2 microns and the covers come with a 5 year warranty.

WatER PiLLOW

ORtHOPEDic bONE SHaPED PiLLOW

Relax your neck while sitting, reclining, riding in the car, or travelling.
Features a medium-weight poly/cotton synthetic shearling outer
covering with a polyfill core.
LF837

Colour May Vary

An adjustable pillow with a water-filled bladder to keep your head warm
in the winter and cool in the summer. This pillow has a firm and soft side
that will naturally form to your head shape. The removable adjustable
bladder makes it easy to adjust, clean and is microwaveable. Great
support for a tired head or neck.

14" / 36 cm

LG926

26" x 18" x 7" / 66 x 45.5 x 18 cm

DELUXE

StaNDaRD

LG650

Twin

LG655

Twin

LG651

Twin XL

LG656

Twin XL

LG652

Double

LG657

Double

LG653

Queen

LG658

Queen

LG654

King

PROtEctS aGaiNSt

NEW

NEW

ALLERGENS

DUST-MITES

ANTI-BACTERIAL GERMS
mEmORy FOam cPaP PiLLOW

cOOL FLaSH™ PiLLOW

Designed to improve your sleep and help you wake up refreshed. It is
pressure activated and water-free. Folds easily and great for travelling.
Get instant, long-lasting relief from over heating, night sweats, hot
flashes or headaches.
LH539
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11¾" x 15¾" / 30 x 40 cm

Comfortable and unique design, this pillow allows for shoulder, neck,
and head support. Memory foam construction provides total comfort
for CPAP and BiPAP users. A cut-out at the side of the pillow offers side
sleepers a great sleep without disturbance. Machine washable plush
terry pillow cover.
LH573

CPAP Pillow

21” x 15 ½ “ x 4” / 53 x 39 x 10 cm

LH574

Replacement Cover

21” x 15 “ / 53 x 38 cm

STAINS
PROviDES
WATERPROOF PROTECTION
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mattRESS tOPPER

The unique design of this mattress topper features 4 different levels
of firmness to provide proper support and pressure relief. Made from
high density memory polyurethane foam, the topper will provide
consistent performance for long-lasting support.
LG752

Twin

74" x 38" x 2" / 188 x 96.5 x 5 cm

LG751

Double

74" x 53" x 2" / 188 x 134.5 x 5 cm

LG750

Queen

74" x 59" x 2" / 188 x 150 x 5 cm

LG749

King

74" x 75" x 2" / 188 x 190.5 x 5 cm

mattRESS LiFtER

SUREGRiP RiSERS

Works on leg, castors and block feet. Twists to give a variable height
range. Features a double grip to hold tightly onto furniture legs.
LG813

Set of 4

Height: 1½" - 4" / 4 - 10 cm
Width: 2¾" / 7 cm

Weight Capacity:
1543 lbs / 700 kg

Ergonomically designed, the mattress lifter holds the mattress in a raised
position while you tuck in your bed linens, alleviating neck and back
strain. It can be inserted using one or two hands. For most mattresses,
it can be used to tuck in the sheets, removing the need to lift a mattress.
Made in the USA.
LF848

NEW

SWEEtSLEEP™
WickiNG bED SHEEtS

LH523

GEL cOOLiNG PaD

Repels moisture 20x faster than 100%
polyester sheets! SweetSleep™ sheets are
made of a unique blend of brushed acrylic
and polyester. SweetSleep™ sheets repel
the sweaty sensation, adapt to the body
and conserve a constant temperature.
Every SweetSleep™ sheet set features
antimicrobial protection.

LF196
LF197
LF198
LF199

Twin
Ivory

Full

Cools and soothes for hours without needing refrigeration. Lowers body
temperature and improves comfort, providing relief from heat related
symptoms, and strained muscles. Can be used as a pillow insert, mattress
pad, seat pad or wheelchair pad. Unfold and it's ready to use.

Queen
King

LH522

caLL bELL

The call bell allows user to quickly and easily alert caregiver or family when
assistance is needed or in case of emergency. Omits loud chirp ring. The
long handled bell is made of stainless steel with a wooden handle.

LF154

12" x 8" / 30 x 20 cm

LH523

Round Tabletop Call Bell

3” / 7.5 cm

LF155

14½" x 21" / 37 x 53 cm

LH522

Long Handled Call Bell

4" x 2" / 10 x 5 cm

cOLOUR cHaNGiNG NiGHt LiGHt

Has a built-in automatic dusk to dawn sensor. Perfect for the kitchen,
bathroom, bedroom or hallways. Gently cycles through 7 brilliant LED
colours or allows selection of just one colour to stay on permanently.
Plugs into any standard outlet.
LG093

1¾" x 1" x 4½" / 9.5 x 2.5 x 11 cm

mOtiON activatED bEDSiDE LiGHtS

The perfect way to brighten any space in the home or office. Able
to detect motion up to 12 feet away and illuminate the area with a
bright LED bulb. Simply wave your hand over the top of the unit to
activate. It provides emergency lighting in stairways, bedrooms or
bathrooms. Requires 4 x AAA batteries (not included).
LF836

5" x 2" x 1½" / 13 x 5 x 4 cm

aDjUStabLE bED RiSER

bED RiSERS

These bed risers provide you with additional under-bed storage space,
perfect for those extra large storage bins. Helpful when getting up or
down from bed.
LF398
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Set of 4

6" 15 / cm

Just like chairs, the height of a bed is a major contributor to the ease
with which someone stands. This adjustable bed riser allows you to get
in and out of bed easier. Comes with a 4” / 10 cm hole to accommodate
bed or chair legs.
LF400

Sold
Individually

Height: 3" - 6" /
8 - 15 cm

Weight Capacity:
500 lbs / 227 kg
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bED LiGHt

This bed light will provide your room with the practicality, comfort and safety of having your floor illuminated as soon as you get out of bed. Features
a unique motion sensor which detects both light and movement, giving you light when you need it. Ready to install with self adhesive tape for easy
mounting. The timer controlled, motion or light activated sensors replace the need for switches. Includes a motion sensor power supply, cable clip,
and installation guide.
LG831

Bed Light

LG832

Bed Light Deluxe (2 Motion Sensors)

Easy to Use, Drug-Free
Solution to Back Pain
rophi™ cushion is clinically proven to reduce lower back pain

REvOLitiONaRy
DRUG-FREE SOLUtiON
FOR miLLiONS OF back
PaiN SUFFERS
LG793

SHakE-N-WakE SiLENt aLaRm cLOck

NiGHt LiGHt WitH LED SENSOR

Great for kids, but also ideal for the elderly as an automatic night light in
hallways, stairs or bathrooms. Requires 3 x AAA batteries (not included).
LG037

3" x 1½" x 5" / 7.5 x 4 x 12 cm

aDaPtivE Pajama tOP

Allows caregivers to easily dress / undress patients who
suffer from limited mobility. Made from soft, breathable
material to ensure maximum comfort and ease of
laundering. Enables the patient to maintain a dignified
and hygienic appearance.
LG834
LG835
LG837

Medium
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2¼" x ¾" x 2" / 6 x 2 x 5 cm

Weight: 0.125 lbs / 0.056 kg

Easy to Use, Drug-Free
Solution to Back Pain

Large
X-Large

LG839

LF834

Medium
Men

LG836
LG838

Wakes you on time without disturbing others. This watch style device
is able to be worn conveniently and comfortably on the wrist. Instead
of emitting loud beeps, the Shake-N-Wake® vibrates gently but firmly to
wake you up. Requires 1 x AAA battery (not included).

• Worldwide patent
• Non-allergenic, Anti-Microbial
• Class 1 medical device in the U.K
• FDA pending
• 12 years of R&D
• Compact & Lightweight
• Machine Washable

Women

Large
X-Large
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mORE EFFEctivE at REDUciNG SEvERE SWELLiNG

mEDicaLLy PROvEN tO ENHaNcE ciRcULatiON

Sore and swollen legs, coupled with numbness and cramping are directly related to poor circulation. The BIOS Living Compression Pump was
developed by medical professionals to alleviate the symptoms associated with poor lower leg circulation.

cLiNicaLLy PROvEN tO WORk

88%
iNcREaSE
ciRcULatiON

79%

DEcREaSE iN
bLOOD cLOtS

88%

iNcREaSE
PEak vENOUS
FLOW

The BIOS Living Compression Pump is battery powered and will
run up to 12 hours continuously. It is worn on the back of the
leg, approximately 2” below the knee. A unique wave motion
continually propels blood upwards, increasing lower leg circulation
by 88%. The result is a substantial reduction in pain and swelling,
especially in the lower legs and feet.
It has significant advantages over compression stockings because
it is easy to strap onto the leg, without assistance. It can be worn
comfortably for hours. It is a medically effective alternative to
wearing compression stockings, particularly for patients that have
severe swelling and are unable to put on compression socks.

Studies conducted at McMaster Medical Centre reported significant
results with a remarkable increase in circulation of 88%.
An additional study demonstrated a 79% decrease in blood clots in postop neurosurgical patients.
62003

BIOS Living Compression Pump

62007

Compression Pump brace ONLY

62009

Silver Thyme Sanitizer Spray

SKIN
BLOOD VESSEL

"It has been nothing but a positive experience..."

“...I can now walk without having any cramping in my leg. It has made it possible to
walk long distances in comfort, something I never thought I would be able to do
again!”
- Larry H, Hamilton, Ontario

COMPRESSION
PUMP
BLOOD
PROPELLED
UPWARDS

The patented
Venowave motion
of the BIOS Living
Compression
Pump continuously
propels blood
upwards from the
lower leg towards
the heart.

MUSCLE

APPROVED BY Health Canada

HEaLtH caNaDa iNDicatiONS FOR USE

For most users, alleviating pain and swollen legs is enough,
but the BIOS Living Compression Pump is a Class II medical
device approved by Health Canada for the following
medical conditions:
• Alleviates Swollen, Sore Legs, Ankles and Feet (PTS Post Thrombotic Syndrome)
• Prevents Blood Clots/Deep Vein Thrombosis (DVT)
• Treats Cramping, Burning and Tired Calves (Intermittent
Claudication and Peripheral Arterial Disease - PAD)
• Improves Symptoms of Varicose Veins
• Treatment of Chronic Venous Insufficiency - CVI
• Long Journeys Syndrome (Economy Class Syndrome)
• Alleviates swelling from (stage 1) Lymphedema
* No contraindications

REcOmmENDED by tHE amERicaN cOLLEGE OF cHESt PHySiciaNS

The US medical system including Medicare, Medicaide, Bluecross and Blueshield has created a National Medical Policy for PCDs (Pneumatic
Compression Devices) which includes MCDs (Mobile Compression Devices). They are deemed medically necessary to prevent DVT following hip,
knee, neurosurgery or major surgical procedures for patients not treated effectively with anticoagulants. The risk of venous thromboembolism in
these patients is estimated as high as 57%.

“The BIOS Living Compression Pump has
been a lifesaver…”
“I am a Diabetic suffering from a variety of circulation issues in my lower legs. The BIOS Living
Compression Pump has been a lifesaver, miraculously healing my sore foot and reducing the
numbness and tingling I felt.”
-Selwyn Firth, Toronto, Ontario

www.bettercirculation.ca
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Includes: 2 rechargeable batteries with charger and storage bag
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trusted For 3 Generations

We take pride in our history of innovation. We began in the 1930's by
manufacturing blood pressure equipment for clinics and hospitals and went on
to pioneer the first at home blood pressure monitor in Canada. Since then, we've
continued to reinvent the category, offering Canadians the first digital monitor,
the first coloured screen monitor, and now the first and only monitor that screens
for Atrial Fibrillation. With our precision devices we've been providing peace of
mind to Canadians for decades.

PREmiUm bLOOD PRESSURE mONitOR

ULtRa bLOOD PRESSURE mONitOR WitH
atRiaL FibRiLLatiON ScREENiNG

A BIOS exclusive, this blood pressure monitor
features a new technology that accurately detects
Atrial Fibrillation, the most common form of heart
arrhythmia or irregular heartbeat. The presence of
AFIB is strongly linked to stroke, early detection can
reduce the risk of stroke significantly. The blood
pressure monitor comes with a free download for
the BP Analyzer Software, this powerful medical tool
automatically stores all your blood pressure readings.
By clicking the viewing options the user can review
the readings in multiple forms. The blood pressure
monitor also features averaging mode for superior
accuracy (MAM), 200 memories, date and time, and
includes a wide range cuff 8.75” –16.5” (22 - 42 cm),
AC/DC adapter, and storage case.

One of a kind! The only wrist model in the world to achieve “A/A”
Accuracy on BHS Validation. This patented technology detects irregular
heartbeat. Storage case is included and comes with a 10 year warranty

WRiSt bLOOD PRESSURE mONitOR

Important numbers deserve attention. This is the first home use
monitor to feature a colour display for optimal readability. Also includes
regular and morning averaging, irregular heartbeat detection, and BP
assessment indicator that evaluates each reading according to the World
Health Organization. Includes 2 users x 90 memories, a wide range cuff
and an AC/DC adapter.

W100

bD215

EaSy REaD bLOOD PRESSURE mONitOR

The best mid-range model on the market. Key features include: 2 users
x 90 memories with user friendly operation and a jumbo readout with a
blue backlit display. The wide range cuff size is 9.4" x- 17" (24-43 cm) and
includes an AC/DC adapter.

This Compact Blood Pressure Monitor delivers the accuracy and
precision you expect from BIOS Diagnostics in half the size. It's compact
design is ideal for travelling and its simplicity is favoured by many users.
The monitor features 90 memories, BIOS averaging, and includes a wide
range cuff as well as an AC/DC adapter. Also can run on AA batteries.

bD201

bD204

3mS1-4k

WHat iS atRiaL
FibRiLLatiON?

Atrial Fibrillation (AFIB)
is the most common
sustained rhythm
abnormality and occurs
when rapid, disorganized
electrical signals are
present in the hearts two
upper chambers called
the atria. It causes them
to contract rapidly and
irregularly. Blood is pooled
in the atria resulting in clots
that can break off and go to
the brain causing a stroke.
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SiGNS aND
SymPtOmS OF
atRiaL FibRiLLatiON

In its early stages, AFIB is
asymptomatic and therefore
difficult to identify. As
it progresses, people
with AFIB will usually
experience symptoms such
as palpitations, irregular
heartbeats, dizziness,
shortness of breath, chest
pains, faintness, sweating,
and fatigue. A majority of
people will not present any
symptoms. Early detection
of AFIB could save lives
and reduce the risk of
strokes, the leading cause of
disabilities worldwide.

WHat caUSES atRiaL
iaL
FibRiLLatiON?

❉

• Most common cause is high blood
pressure
• Heart disease
• Stress
• Blood clots
• Genetics
• Age
• Excessive use of alcohol

❉

cOmPact bLOOD PRESSURE mONitOR
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iNStaNt RESPONSE FEvER tHERmOmEtER

Our fastest stick thermometer is perfect for every member
of the family and has three different modes: Oral, Rectal
and Axillary (Underarm). Accurately measures body
temperature in 2 seconds. The LCD will turn red when
a fever is detected. Protective case, 5 probe covers and
battery included (1 x CR2032).

miNi tEmPLE tHERmOmEtER

This non-invasive thermometer gives
fast, accurate readings in 6 seconds. It
is Celsius and Fahrenheit switchable
and recalls the last temperature taken.
Batteries (2 AAA) included.

237Di

211Di
Oral
Rectal
Axillary (Underarm)

PREmiUm bLOOD PRESSURE mONitOR

8

PULSE OXimEtER

This blood pressure monitor features the largest LCD screen on the
market, with state-of-the-art patented PAD technology to detect
irregular heartbeat. It has 2 user operation with 99 memories each
and a hypertension classification indicator system to benchmark your
values against the recommended WHO guidelines. Includes a wide
range cuff 8.75” -16.5” (22 - 42 cm), and AC/DC adapter.

This high-quality Pulse Oximeter has become a trusted and commonly
used device to check oxygen saturation (SpO2) and pulse rate. As a
small, compact, simple, reliable and durable physiological monitoring
device, this fingertip Pulse Oximeter is widely applied in clinic, hospital,
social medical organization, first aid and homecare settings.

3aL1-3E

LG804
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jUmbO FLEX tHERmOmEtER

DiD yOU kNOW?

This 8 second thermometer has a flexible tip, making temperature
taking fast and reliable. It has a unique fever glow alarm, which makes
fever detection easy. The screen lights up red to indicate a possible
fever and green when temperature is below fever range. Celsius and
Fahrenheit switchable. Battery (1 x CR2032) included.

A FEvER is a temporary increase in the body’s temperature in response to a disease or illness. Fever
is an important part of the body’s defense against infections. Most bacteria and viruses that cause
infections in people thrive best at 98.6°F (37°C).

REcOmmENDED SitE
1. Rectum
< 2 Years
2. Axillary
1. Rectum
2. Axillary
2-5 Years
3 Ear
4. Forehead
1. Oral
5 Years & 2. Axillary
Older 3. Ear
4. Forehead
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REcOmmENDED PRODUct
1. Digital "Pen" thermometer
1. Digital "Pen" thermometer
2. Ear / tympanic
3. Forehead thermometer
1. Digital "Pen" thermometer
2. Ear / tympanic
3. Forehead thermometer

2
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30 60
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6
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Friendly character thermometers
designed to make temperaturetaking fun for kids. This 10
second thermometer has a
flexible tip for added comfort and
safety. Switching from Celsius to
Fahrenheit, it also stores the last
measured temperature. Protective
case and battery (1 x LR41) included.
32704

192Dc

8
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aGE

1

SECOND!
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cHaRactER tHERmOmEtER

FEvER GLOW
Glows red when fever is detected

Many infants and children develop high fevers with mild viral illnesses and although a fever signals
that a battle might be going on in the body, the fever is fighting for, not against the person.
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1 82
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FLEXibLE FaSt REaD
tHERmOmEtER

30 160 26 30 60
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This thermometer is for all members
of the family. A flexible tip for added
comfort and safety allows for Oral,
Rectal and Axillary (underarm) use.
Fast response in 10 seconds, this
thermometer can switch from Celsius
to Fahrenheit and stores the last
measured temperature. Protective
case and battery (1 x LR41) included.

SECOND!
SECONDS!
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SECONDES!

SECONDS!
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SECONDS!
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6
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DiGitaL FEvER
tHERmOmEtER

This 60 second thermometer
stores the last measured
temperature, switches from
Celsius to Fahrenheit and
includes a protective case
and battery (1 x LR41).
1671

200Dc
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FRiDGE/FREEZER vacciNE tHERmOmEtER

Meeting the requirements of storage protocols, this vaccine
thermometer simplifies temperature monitoring. Maximum / minimum
temperature memory is saved for easy recall during log updating.
Improve record efficiency with a 12-hour clock display and a switchable
in/out temperature range of -50°C to 70°C. 1 x AAA battery included.
119

PREmiUm vacciNE tHERmOmEtER

Provides accuracy and calibration certification required to meet
Ministry of Health yearly maintenance standards.
Delivers time and temperature for two cold storage zones with an
audible alarm. The alarm allows for smooth transition to contingency
plans during a power outage or equipment malfunction.
Maximum / minimum temperature memory with clock and alarm make
this device the perfect monitoring aid. Temperature range between
-50°C to 70°C (-58°F to 158°F). 2 x AAA batteries included.
120Sc

GLycOL tUbES

• 2 glycol tubes for
temperature buffering
• Designed for use with
the Premium Vaccine
Thermometer 120Sc
121Sc

StEtHOScOPES

mODEL #

DEScRiPtiON

DUaL cHESt PiEcE

DiamEtER

506Di

Sprague Rappaport Stethoscope
Small bell-like chest piece is used for
auscultation of slight and low frequency
sounds.

ü

*

507Di

Deluxe Dual Head Stethoscope
Featuring a non chill rim and
comfortable ear tips

ü

47mm

508Di

cardiology Stethoscope
Comes with a spare transparent plastic
diaphragm and an extra set of soft and
regular ear tips

ü

48mm

* Includes interchangable bell type chestpiece (adult, medium and infant) and 3 size soft sealing ear tips (small, medium, large)
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18" / 45.5 cm WHEELcHaiR

This steel framed folding wheelchair features removable footrests, full
length fixed arms and solid MAG wheels. Suitable for short excursions
and basic transport needs, it can be either propelled by the user or
pushed by the caregiver.
56084

18" / 45.5 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

22" / 56 cm baRiatRic WHEELcHaiR

This 22" / 56 cm heavy duty wheelchair features a steel folding frame,
removable arm/footrests as well as solid tires.
LG119

22" / 55 cm

Weight Capacity: 400 lbs / 181 kg

20" / 51 cm WHEELcHaiR

A steel framed folding unit with removable foot and armrests,
maintenance-free solid front tires and rear MAG wheels, as well as
embossed lightweight PVC upholstery. Rugged design allows for
multiple years of service with minimum maintenance.
LH011

20" / 51 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

24" / 61 cm baRiatRic WHEELcHaiR

This heavy duty bariatric wheelchair features a steel folding frame,
removable arm/footrests, solid tires and embossed lightweight
PVC upholstery.
LG120

24" / 61 cm

Weight Capacity: 400 lbs / 181 kg
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cOmmODE cHaiR

aDvaNcE PLUS

The height-adjustable brakes of this wheelchair will make a world of difference to the
caregiver, while the anti-tipping wheels on the side make falling backwards impossible.
Footrests can adjust easily to any desired angle. This way, one leg can be put higher than the
other, both legs at the same height or somewhere between slightly bent and fully stretched.
The soft calf cushions provide great comfort regardless of the amount of time spent in the
chair. The armrests can be folded down completely, fully clearing the chair's side - handy
when you're getting in or out of the chair, performing small household tasks or allowing
children and grandchildren to easily reach you.
LG117

tEcHNicaL SPEciFicatiONS:

• Length: 35½" / 90 cm
• Height: 26½" / 68 cm
• Seat height: 15½" / 39 cm
• Seat depth: 16" / 41 cm
• Maximum weight: 242 lbs / 110 kg
• Rear wheel: 24" air-filled / 61 cm
• Folded length: 35" / 90 cm
• Folded height: 29½" / 75 cm

mObiLity

• Width: 27" / 69 cm
• backrest height: 11½" / 30 cm
• Seat width: 17½" / 45 cm
• total weight: 27 lbs / 12.3 kg
• Front wheel: 6" / 15 cm
• knee-heel length: 13½"-16½" / 35 - 42
• Folded width: 12½" / 32 cm

Constructed from lightweight aluminum, this chair will not
rust after repeated use in the shower. Adjustable head /
footrests, allowing for precise height alignment. Four 5” / 13
cm locking castors keep the user safe in wet or dry conditions.
Removable insert cushion, calf strap, seat belt, and slide on
pail included. Anti-tip rear bars are installed to protect users
from unexpected backward falls. A removable snap on seat is
perfect for transport or clean up. Model LH018 & LH016 come
equipped with 24” / 61 cm rear wheels.

LH014

18" / 46 cm Commode Chair

LH015

20" / 51 cm Commode Chair

LH016

22" / 56 cm Commode Chair with Wheels

LH017

18" / 46 cm Tilt Commode Chair

LH018

20" / 51 cm Tilt Commode Chair with Wheels

LH017
18" / 46 cm, Tilt Seat

WHEELZaHEaD™ LEaD

This compact wheelchair is the perfect companion for the athlete trying to break
records or anyone pushing boundaries beyond imagination. The chair does not
have push handles or unnecessary corners to weigh it down. Utilizing a cutting
edge design, this wheelchair sports jet black tires with a yellow stripe. Dynamic
3-spike rims, solid grip hard wheels for sharp turns, and a cup-sized silhouette
complete this top of the line wheelchair. Colour may vary.
LG118

Anti-Tip Bar

tEcHNicaL SPEciFicatiONS:

• Length: 38½" / 98 cm
• Height: 36½-39½” / 93 cm - 100 cm
• Seat height: 17½" / 45 cm
• Seat depth: 15½" / 40 cm
• Maximum weight: 275 lbs / 125 kg
• Rear wheel: 22" air-filled / 55.9 cm
• Arm rest: 13½" / 35 cm
• Folded width: 11½" / 29 cm

Adjustable Height

• Width: 24½" / 63 cm
• backrest height: 16½ - 21½" / 42 cm - 54 cm
• Seat width: 18" / 46 cm
• total weight: 30 lbs / 13.8 kg
• Front wheel: 6" / 15 cm
• knee-heel length: 14 -16½" / 36 cm - 42 cm
• Folded length: 38½" / 98 cm
• Folded height: 29" / 74 cm

Removable
LH014 -18" / 46 cm Seat
LH015 - 20" / 51 cm Seat
tRaNSPORt cHaiR

Snap-on Seat
LH018
20" / 51 cm
tilt Seat with Wheels

LH016
22" / 56 cm
Seat with Wheels

Ideal for life’s adventures. Foldable, durable and compact, the chair can be used for
everyday living. It features stain resistant easy to clean armrests and seat, a hand strap
and leg band, 8” front and rear MAG wheels, seat belt and detachable footrests.
56053
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Seat Width: 20" / 51 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg
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WHEELcHaiR cUSHiON

aiR LiFt back cUSHiON

High density foam for sitting in comfort. Fits all standard
wheelchairs. Removable and washable cover.

This ergonomic cushion features a pressurerelieving air flotation surface, which makes it easy
to inflate or deflate. It is equipped with safety straps
and meets flame retardant standards.
LG312

Back Cushion

LG313

Optional Hand Pump

19" x 19" / 48 x 48 cm

LF879

16” x 16” x 2” / 41 x 41 x 5 cm

LF880

16” x 16” x 3” / 41 x 41 x 8 cm

LF881

16” x 18” x 2” / 41 x 46 x 5 cm

LF882

16” x 18” x 3” / 41 x 46 x 8 cm

LF883

16” x 18” x 4” / 41 x 46 x 10 cm

LF884

18” x 18” x 2” / 46 x 46 x 5 cm

Colour May Vary

Soft Foam
Gel Layer
Firm Foam

WHEELcHaiR GEL cUSHiON WitH FLEEcE tOP

Gel and foam construction provide perfect weight distribution for
maximum comfort while you sit.
LF886

16" x 16" x 3.5" / 41 x 41 x 7 cm

LF887

16" x 18" x 3.5" / 41 x 46 x 7 cm

cONvOLUtED SEat cUSHiON

PRESSURE–EZ™ GEL cUSHiON

Provides a total displacement of pressure and helps prevent decubitus ulcers.
100% gel is enclosed in heat-sealed heavy-gauge vinyl with navy cover.
LF888

16" x 18" x 2" / 41 x 46 x 5 cm

LF889

16" x 20" x 2" / 41 x 51 x 5 cm

WHEELcHaiR SLOPiNG WEDGE

Unique design prevents user from sliding forward and helps promote
proper posture. Removable washable cover.
LF899

16” x 18” x 3” - 1” / 41 x 46 x 8 - 2.5 cm

Ideal for the home, office, car or wheelchair. Allows for better air
circulation to lessen heat build-up and reduce the risk of developing
decubitus ulcers. Washable cover included.
LF893

16” x 18” x 3” / 41 x 46 x 8 cm

LF894

16” x 18” x 4” / 41 x 46 x 10 cm

Soft Foam
Gel Layer
Firm Foam

tOtaL cHaiR cUSHiON

PRESSURE-EZ™ GEL/FOam cUSHiON

PROStatE cUSHiON

The prostate cushion has a unique design that relieves pressure on the
perianal area. It provides comfort, relief and has a washable navy cover.
LG897
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16" x 18" x 3" / 40.5 x 45.5 x 7.5 cm

Enjoy total comfort with this unique combination of gel and foam.
Reversible for a soft or firm seat. Gel is sealed in a heavy-gauge poly bag,
cushion is stored within a navy cover.
LF890

16" x 18" x 2½" / 41 x 46 x 6 cm

LF891

16" x 20" x 2½" / 41 x 51 x 6 cm

StaRRy NiGHt™ GEL/FOam cUSHiON

Water-based gel relieves pressure and cools the skin to prevent
breakdown caused by perspiration and heat build-up. High-density
foam adds comfort and prevents bottoming out.
LG308

16” x 18” x 2½” / 41 x 46 x 6 cm

Turn any armchair or wheelchair into one big pillow! Complete one
piece, luxury polyfil pillow covering, for seat bottom, back, sides
and over armrests. This comfortable cushion reduces body pressure,
stimulates circulation, reduces numbness, soreness, discomfort, and
avoids heat build-up by increasing air circulation.
LG760

48" x 38" x 3" / 122 x 96.5 x 7.5 cm
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WOOLPiLE WHEELcHaiR SEat PaD

SkWOOSH™ WHEELcHaiR GEL PaD

The patented TekPad® gel supplies comfort and pressure-relief for
your weight bearing “sitz” bones. Relieving pressure may allow a
wheelchair user to sit comfortably for hours without experiencing
loss of circulation and numbness. It is lightweight, easy to carry,
and convenient to use.
LF895

13” x 16” x 1" / 33 x 40 x 2 cm

Weighs 13 oz / 0.37 kg

This cozy seat pad features a 1" / 2.5 cm, 100% woolpile top with a polyester
knit backing for comfort and relief. Velcro® tabbed straps close under the
seat to hold in place. Machine washable.
LG873

16” x 16” / 41 x 41 cm

LG874

16” x 18” / 41 x 46 cm

LG875

18" x 18" / 46 x 46 cm

LG876

18” x 36” / 46 x 91.5 cm

SkWOOSH™ POStURE cOmFORt FLUiDiZED GEL cUSHiON

Made of breathable fabric that provides posture-enhancing comfort from the
stress of sitting. Supports posture by placing more gel in the rear of the cushion
to encourage a slight forward position. The fluidized gel flows with body
movement to help maintain circulation and provide pressure-relief while seated.
It is comfortable, lightweight, has handles and folds for easy transport. A unique
three-dimensional, internal structure that allows it to breathe and control
moisture. Durable, lightweight and washable.
LF897

Skwoosh Cushion

LH663

With Air-Flow3D™

13” x 16” x 1" / 33 x 40 x 2 cm

Weighs 15 oz / 0.43 kg

mEmORy FOam cOccyX WEDGE

Made from special density visco elastic memory foam that
conforms to your body while at the same time providing
necessary support. It allows you to sit comfortably and pain
free for hours and is chiropractor recommended. The shape of
the wedge suspends the tailbone in the air relieving pressure,
tilts the pelvis forward to restore the spine's natural curve.
Comes with a luxurious velour cover.
LG764

18” x 13” x 3" / 46 x 33 x 7.5 cm

Colour May Vary

SkWOOSH™ aLL PURPOSE WitH EZ SWivEL

This cushion makes getting into a car or chair easier. The secret is the
low-friction top fabric, which allows you to swivel with minimal effort
while the non-skid bottom keeps the cushion locked in place. Special
gel inserts ensures comfort and pressure-relief while you sit. Folds for
easy transport using the sturdy handles, so you can take it anywhere!
A unique three-dimensional, internal structure that allows it to
breathe and control moisture. Durable, lightweight and washable.
LF896

Skwoosh Cushion

LH664

With Air-Flow3D™

12½" x 14½ x ¾" /
32 x 37 x 2 cm

Weighs 9 oz /
0.26 kg

mEmORy FOam SEat RiSER

Made from a special density visco elastic memory foam that
conforms to your body while at the same time providing
necessary support and improving posture. It allows you to sit
comfortably and pain-free for hours, improves posture and
is chiropractor recommended. The seat riser allows you to sit
higher, allowing better visibility over the steering wheel to see
out of the windshield while in a vehicle. Riser comes with a
luxurious velour cover in navy or tan. Perfect for home, office,
airplane or car.
LG765
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18” x 13” x 3" / 46 x 33 x 7.5 cm

Colour May Vary
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OPEN POSSIBILITIES

cOccyX GEL cUSHiON

Cut-out design to relieve pain on the spine, and
made from high-density foam with a gel pad in the
centre. It helps to reduce pressure on the tailbone as
well as the spine. The navy cover with fleece top is
machine washable.
LG896

mORPHWHEELS

The world’s first foldable wheelchair wheel! These
unique foldable wheels enhance lives by enabling
wheelchair users to get wheels in and out of a car with
great ease. The wheelchair user is no longer constrained
to a large vehicle. Easily fit into the overhead bin of an
airplane. After the wheels are disconnected from the
frame, they can be folded into a compact form for easier
storage. Wheels sold as a pair.

16” x 18” x 3" / 41 x 46 x 7.5 cm
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LG092

DELUXE WHEELcHaiR cUSHiON

aRmRESt cUSHiON WitH StORaGE POUcH

Helps avoid arm pressure sores and skin abrasions. Features a storage
pouch for personal items. The armrest pad with pouch can be used on
either side of a wheelchair.

Designed to promote proper positioning and skin protection. Moulded
foam core features a unique contour design. Flame retardant cover and
is water-resistant. Removable and washable. The bottom has a slip-free
surface to remain in place.
LF898

LG320

16” x 18” x 2” / 41 x 46 x 5 cm

LEG LiFtER

This convenient device will allow you
to move your legs safely, especially
following hip surgery. Ideal for clients
with weak hip flexors following total
hip replacement. The foothold bends
to accommodate any foot.
LF266

Colour
May Vary

Length: 42½" / 108 cm
Foothold: 10" / 25 cm

Simplifies car travel

Enables wheelchair users to get wheels in and
out of a car with greater ease

Fits into overhead bin of an
airplane

After wheels are disconnected from the
frame, they can be folded into a compact
form for easier storage

Dmi® FLEEcE aRmREStS WitH POUcH

Easily attaches to wheelchair arms with hook and loop adjustments. It
features a large storage compartment for added convenience.
LG475
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2 Pack

10" x 9" / 25.5 x 23 cm
Pocket: 4½" / 11cm
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OXyGEN taNk HOLDER

WHEELcHaiR DRiNk HOLDER

Keep bottles, cups and mugs within reach. It features two slots to
accommodate drinkware with handles. The plastic clamp with large
way-to-tighten lever knob is simple to attach and easily removed from
the wheelchair or walker frame.

URiNaRy DRaiNaGE baG HOLDER

Conceals urinary drainage bags from public view, maintaining dignity
for catheterized patients. This product is made from durable and easyto-clean vinyl.
LG315

LG064

Lightweight, easy to attach
and easy to lift! Provides a safe,
convenient and practical way to
carry oxygen cylinders. Size D and
E tanks fit into this holder with
minimum lifting and positioning.
Attaches to the handles and
frame of the wheelchair and
positions the tank off-centre to
avoid contact with the user’s head
or back. Made of heavy-duty,
waterproof nylon.

miNi OXyGEN taNk HOLDER

Provides a safe, convenient and economical way to carry M6 oxygen
cylinders. Holder attaches to the handles and frame of the wheelchair
and positions the tank to avoid interference with the user’s head or
back. Features 2 pockets that can be used to hold either 2 cylinders or
1 cylinder and miscellaneous supplies, like tubing. Made of heavy-duty,
waterproof nylon.

LF877

13" x 18" / 33 x 46 cm

LF878

SyNtHEtic SHEEPSkiN RELiEF SLiPPERS

FOOtRESt baG FOR WHEELcHaiR

Prevents the misplacement of wheelchair footrests. Fits most footrests
and attaches to most wheelchairs. The bag easily hangs off the
wheelchair and is made of durable wipe-clean vinyl.
LG317

14" x 22" / 36 x 56 cm

WHEELcHaiR tiSSUE HOLDER

cHaRt HOLDER

Houses critical medical charts for patients. It features 2 loop-straps
to hang off the wheelchair and has a clear window to view the bag
contents. Waterproof vinyl to protect charts from external fluids.
LG318

16" x 14" / 41 x 36 cm

Attach this tissue holder to most wheelchairs to have tissues easily
accessible. Canvas holder opens to slide tissue box easily. Features two
cup holders on either side of the tissue box. Philips screwdriver required
to secure tissue holder to wheelchair. (Bottles not included).

This product positions legs on footrest and provides a non-slip walking
slipper. Protects legs that are resting on wheelchair footrest. Helps
improve posture and decreases restlessness through the added comfort
of the synthetic sheepskin.

LF819

LG309

Small / Medium

LG310

Medium / Large

aLiStRaP™

GERi-SLEEvES

cHaiR Pack

Store books, newspapers and personal items. Foam inner lining shapes
with the back of the chair for added comfort. Easily fits on the back of
any chair. Wipes clean or can be laundered. Features a pencil/pen holder
which closes with a zipper.
LG319
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Protects arms and legs against damage caused by friction and shearing.
Breathable cotton-blend material protects against skin tears as well as
I.V. and wound sites.

WHEELcHaiR backPack

Attaches easily to wheelchair with slip-on straps. Large storage
compartment with hook and loop closure. Constructed of waterproof
nylon and is machine washable.
LF874

Black

Width: 16" / 41 cm

LG328

Red

Small

LG329

Green

Medium

Blue

Bariatric

Green

One Size Fits All

LG330
LG331

25 Pairs

The hook-and-loop is permanently combined, back-to-back, in one
continuous 30' roll. Never again worry about finding specific length
straps or matching pieces of hook-and-loop straps. All you do is cut a
length from the roll and wrap it onto itself for a secure attachment.
Unlike tape, there is no adhesive. No more sticky tape residue to damage
expensive equipment, avoid fumbling with messy tape, or adhesive pull
that can hurt a patient.

Arm: 15" /38 cm

LH067

Narrow

¾" / 2 cm

Arm: 20" / 51 cm

LH068

Regular

1½" / 4 cm

LH069

Wide

3" / 7.5 cm

LH070

X-Wide

5" / 12.5 cm

Leg: 16" / 41 cm
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tHE RiG backPack

A lean, mean water machine made of heavy-duty 840 ballistic nylon. It holsters 2 litres of water that sprays for easy cooling, cleaning, drinking and
sharing. Has a diagonal zipper that runs the length of the pack, as well as a top zipper that runs horizontally. This enables the pack face to lay wide
open for easy loading and unloading. Inside there is a small mesh pocket for holding a granola bar, car keys, or small odds and ends.
LH122

Red

LH123

Citrus

Dimensions: 17½" x 9" / 44.5 x 22.5 cm

aNti-vibRatiON HaLF FiNGER WHEELcHaiR GLOvES WitH cUFF

Provide protection from vibration and repetitive impact. Reduces stress on tendons,
ligaments, nerves and muscles. A traditional half finger style combined with a sport
cuff that is adjustable using a Velcro® strap. Made of 100% cowhide with padded
knuckle strap. Gunn-cut with Kevlar® stitching. Palm padded with gel.

Mesh Pocket: 5" x 7" / 12.5 x 17.5 cm

LF865
LF866

GEiGER 2 LitRE RESERvOiR

LH122 Red

LF867

This reservoir has a 2 litre capacity.
Simply spray to drink, stay cool,
share with a friend or filter. Plug and
play adapters, drinking tube and the
pressurization tube allow the bag to
be easily removed from the pack for
cleaning and refilling.
LH124

Left Hand
Sold Individually
Right Hand

LF868

X-Small / Medium
Large / XX-Large
X-Small / Medium
Large / XX-Large

12" x 7" / 30.5 x 17.5 cm

HaLF FiNGER imPact GLOvES

These foam wheelchair gloves offer protection from shock, impact,
and vibration. Made from split grain pigskin leather and breathable
stretch spandex. The hook and loop closure adjusts for secure fit.

RiG 500 backPack

Never suck again with this unique hydration pack. Using a convenient spraying action that lets you avoid sucking, this pack features quick-release
valves on the drinking and pressurization tubes for easy fill and removal of the 2 litre bladder. The backpack comes complete with a removable waist
strap and heavy-duty size 8 vertical coil zippers that are iPod™ ready. Dry capacity of 500 cubic inches, backpack is made of 100% ballistic rip stop.
LH120

Ballistic

LH121

Citrus

Small

LF861

Medium

LF862

Large

LF863

X-Large

LF864

XX-Large

RaiN PONcHO

For those wet, windy and
miserable days, this lightweight
poncho has a hood with cord.
A durable design makes this
poncho reusable.
LG057

Dimensions: 18½" x 10" / 44.5 x 22.5 cm

One Size Fits All

LH120 Ballistic

Testimonial from an ALS-Muscular
Dystrophy patient.
"Before I had ALS, I was a lifetime 30%
free-throw shooter. That sucked. As a
person with ALS, I am surrounded by
things that suck. Now, with a GEIGERRIG
pack I can Never Suck Again™. That
doesn’t suck – that’s awesome. And that’s
why the GEIGERRIG hydration pack is
Oso High’s 2012 Adaptive Equipment
Innovation of the Year."

SPRAY TO
DRINK
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LF860

WHEELcHaiR PONcHO

These ponchos feature an oversized and fully lined hood with a one snap easy
closure. It has full body coverage with a truncated back to prevent the garment from
becoming entangled in wheelchair wheels. The easy-on easy-off slipover feature
makes this an all time favourite for those confined to a wheelchair that don't want to
struggle with bulky coats.

SPRAY TO
COOL

SPRAY TO
CLEAN

SPRAY TO
SHARE

EASY
CARE

CLEAN
H2O

CONSTANT
PRESSURE

LG761

Rain Poncho

LG762

Winter Poncho

STABLE
LOAD
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aNti-ROLLback SyStEm

Helps minimize the occurrence of patient falls from wheelchairs. Patients often forget to apply the brakes when attempting to use a wheelchair
for support, wheelchair can then roll away, causing them to fall. This device helps to prevent accidents, it locks the wheels automatically when the
patient begins to stand. No batteries required.

aUtO WHEELcHaiR SEat bELt

Designed for use by individuals with
mobility limitations or spinal cord
injuries. Helps the wheelchair user to
remain upright in the chair without
sliding. This belt encircles the user and
crosses in back. Can be used with most
wheelchair or transport chair models.
The belt is made of washable nylon
and comes with grommet holes.
LF855

EaSy RELEaSE bELt

LH062

No Alarm

LH063

With Alarm

LH064

No Alarm

LH065

With Alarm

LH066

Alarm Only

16" - 20" / 40½ - 51
22" - 24" / 56 - 61 cm

caUtiON: This device works only with sling-seat
wheelchairs. The use of wooden solid-seat inserts and
drop seats will interfere with the safe operation of this
product. Periodic inspection to ensure proper
adjustment is recommended.

Length: 60" / 152 cm

Promotes proper seating and positioning. It is size adjustable for all users
and easily secures to a wheelchair.
LG321

42" x 2" / 107 x 5 cm

PaDDED aUtO WHEELcHaiR SEat bELt

Provides extra comfort and protection when
using a belt in a wheelchair. Adjustable foam
pads on both sides of the buckle for improved
“wearability”, which helps promote positive hip
alignment. The pads are attached with hook
and loop, making them adjustable for maximum
comfort. Resilient foam conforms to the shape of
the hips. 2” / 5 cm webbing with fastening tabs.
LF856

Length: 60" / 152 cm

acRyLic WHEELcHaiR tRay

Perfect for eating, writing and reading, this lightweight transparent
tray will fit most standard wheelchairs. Features a half-moon cutout for
safety and convenience. Equipped with hook and loop straps for easy
attachment to wheelchair.
LF854

Clear

23" x 19" x ¼" / 58 x 48 x 1 cm

HOW it WORkS:

This device attaches to the rear of most sling-seat wheelchairs. Its seat lever makes direct contact with the underside of the seat and is mechanically linked
to the brake arms. As the patient begins to stand, the brake seat lever “senses” the absence of the patient’s weight. This causes the brake arms to clamp
down on the wheels, helping stop the chair from rolling backward. The moment the patient is seated, the brake arms automatically unlock so the chair can
roll freely. The attendant can still push the empty chair forward, even though it is locked against backward movement. The optional alarm is triggered by a
switch linked to the seat lever. The alarm is out of reach and cannot be disengaged by the patient. Alarm requires 9V batteries (not included).

tRabaSack™ WHEELcHaiR baG & LaP tRay

Fully functional wheelchair travel bag with an integrated lap tray,
lightweight and easy to attach to any wheelchair. Use as a writing aid
or an easy-to-clean tray for food and drinks. Allows the user to move
without dropping the tray, side straps loop onto an armrest or frame
for added security.
LF824
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15" x 14½" x 3" / 38 x 37 x 7.5 cm

SiNcLaiR DOOR WEDGE

This convenient device holds the door open for you while you go through
it. The telescopic handle means no bending to put it into place. It can even
be used to pick up dropped keys thanks to the built-in magnet.
LG817

Brake arm mounts behind the
chair for easy access

Optional alarm is triggered by
a switch mechanically linked to
the seat lever

As the patient rises, the brake
arm locks the wheel so the
chair cannot drift backwards

With patient seated, the brake
arm lifts from the wheel, and is
free to rotate in either direction
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GLiDER ROLLatOR

The Glider is a new BIOS Living rollator designed for seniors on-the-go! Feather
weight aluminum construction combined with the unique multi-fold technology
make it ideal for travel.

Floral

Cheetah

Chilli Pepper

Plaid

*note: only available
in black.

Cheetah

56092

1

2

3

Denim
Floral

WHEELiE™ StyLES

High-density foam cushions provide excellent lumbar support in a
wheelchair. These fun, colourful, reversible and fully washable cushions
feature an integrated security pouch and matching backpack.

Camouflage

WHEELiE™ EXPRESSiONS

Unique designs to change your wheelchair look without the expense
of buying all-new cushions. Slips easily over Wheelie™ Styles products.
Replacement colours for LH100, LH101, LH102, LH682.

LH100

Floral

LH102

Plaid

LH037

Cheetah

LH039

Floral

LH101

Cheetah

LH682

Denim

LH038

Chili Pepper

LH685

Camouflage

WHEELiE™ backS

4

Add personal flair to your armless wheelchair. These attractive backings are easy to wash and install. The stretch material fits most armless
wheelchairs and allows them to slip on and off with minimal effort.
LH040a
LH040b

16" / 41 cm
Cheetah

LH040c

20" / 51 cm

LH041a
LH041b

16" / 41 cm
Camo

LH041c
LH042a
LH042b
LH042c

18" / 46 cm
20" / 51 cm

Green /
Blue Floral

LH043a
LH043b

18" / 46 cm

Camouflage

Cheetah

Green / Blue Floral

Route 66

ENHANCES
BALANCE AND
MOBILITY

16" / 41 cm
18" / 46 cm
20" / 51 cm
16" / 41 cm

Route 66

LH043c

18" / 46 cm
20" / 51 cm

5

6

WHEELiE™ GatORS

These innovative arm sleeves were designed and manufactured by a real wheelchair user. Simple to change in and out of, protect against rain, sleet,
snow and every kind of inclement weather. Drys in only 5 minutes!
LH044a

Arm

LH044b

Small

LH044c

Leg

LH044D
LH044E
LH044F
LH044G
LH044H
LH044i
LH044j
LH044k
LH044L
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Black

LH044m

X-Long Length

LH044N

Regular Length

LH044O

X-Long Length

LH044P

Regular Length

Arm
Black

X-Large
Leg

X-Long Length
Regular Length
X-Long Length

Regular Length

Arm
Medium
Leg

X-Long Length
Regular Length
X-Long Length
Regular Length

Arm
Large
Leg

Regular Length

X-Long Length
Regular Length
X-Long Length

GLIDER (56092-BLACK) FEATURES:
• Multi-fold technology
• Easy push feather
weight frame (<6.6kgs)
• Rest anywhere seat
(durable nylon; holds
300 lbs/136 kgs load)
and padded backrest

• Detachable LED safety
light
• Adjustable handle height
• Lockable brakes
• Weighs 14.6 lbs / 6.6 kg
• Comes with shoulder bag
and a nylon travel bag

Assembly
Tool Free
tils
e sans ou
Assemblag

Travel Bag

Shoulder Bag
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TYPE 3 ROLLATOR

3

ADP

T

ADP
Approved
Product

GOVERNMENT APPROVED

LET'S GET MOVING

Occupational
Therapist

TYPE 3
Approved

ADP NO: AA0001235

BIOS Living is proud to present this new Type 3 Rollator to the
Canadian market. With its patented design, lightweight and compact
body, the new WheelzAhead Rollator is loaded with all the convenient
features you need to keep moving forward.

Shoulder Bag
Ideal for laptops, books,
and documents

GOVERNMENT APPROVED ADP NO: AA0001235

Hand Break + 8
Reflectors for better
safety.

SPECIFICATIONS
Regular

Length: 27.90" (70.8 cm)
Width: 25" (63.5 cm)
Height: 31.69" (80.5 cm)
36.81" (93.5 cm)

Folded

Length: 26.49" (67 cm)
Width: 9.27" (23.5 cm)
Height: 16" (40.5 cm)

Locking Front Castors
Holds front wheel(s) from
swivelling. Usable for patients
who have asymmetrical
weakness.

Seat

Cane Holder

Padded Backstrap w/
Name Card Holder
Easily Detachable.

LED Light
For users to see and be
seen. Includes emergency
flash feature.

Small Storage Bag
Great for cell phone,
water bottle, keys, etc.

Utility Bag
Detachable mesh for
shopping or carrying odd
sized items, and
Oxygen tanks < 5kg.

Serving Tray
For transporting food
and beverages easily.

Length: 8.85" (22 cm)
Width: 18.11" (46 cm)
Height: 22.04" (56 cm)

Total Weight
16 lbs (7.25 kg)

56094

Weight Capacity

56094

300 lbs (136 kg)

Easy Height
Adjustment
Aluminum
Frame

"Quick Release
Locking Mechanism"
ensures it won't open
when caregivers are
storing it

ADP

3

T

1
10.00 sec
184

2
20.00 sec

3
30.00 sec

4
50.00 sec

5
60.00 sec

Ready to go in 1 minute!
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kNOck DOWN ROLLatOR

This high quality rollator provides extensive mobility and fluid support. Convenient features such as the padded seat, removable nylon baskets,
curved backrest and ergonomic handles make this rollator comfortable and easy to transport.
56045

Hound’sTooth

Golden Floral

Route 66

WHEELiE™ ROLLatOR cOvERS

This unique seat and handlebar cover for your rollator is reversible, giving
you two attractive designs for the price of one. Made of 100% machine
washable, pre-shrunk cotton.
LH106

Route 66

LH107

Golden Floral

LH108

Hound's Tooth

LiqUiD caDDy bEvERaGE HOLDER

Great for people with disabilities to help with keeping drinks upright
at all times. Designed with a double gimbaled construction, this drink
holder moves with gravity, keeping the base pointing upright no
matter what angle it is moved in. Suitable for wheelchairs, walkers,
crutches, scooters, and rollators.
LF823

Black

FOLDiNG WaLkER WitH WHEELS

Adjustable
wheel heights

mObiLity LED LiGHt

Increase visibility and safety by providing extra light when using a
mobility enhancer (Red LED lights with 3 operation modes: Emergency,
Continuous, Flashing). Designed to attach to most walking aids, the light
provides bright light to increase safety in any dark environment.
56069

This double button folding walker features 5" / 13 cm wheels and rubber
feet for the utmost convenience and independence on difficult terrain.
The unique U-shape design allows users to bring the walker close, to
assist in standing. Other key features include comfortable hand grips,
adjustable height and lightweight aluminum construction.
56004

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

DELUXE FOLDiNG WaLkER WitH WHEELS

Made of lightweight aluminium

Padded seat and curved
backrest

Removable nylon basket

Ergonomic handles

The double button folding walker was created for people that require
extra stability and support. Its unique U-shape design allows users to
bring the walker close to assist in standing. Lightweight construction.
56042

30” – 38” / 76 – 90.5 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

SPEciFicatiONS
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adjustable Handle Height

31½" - 35" / 80 - 88 cm

Wheel Diameter

8" / 20 cm

Weight capacity

300 lbs / 136 kg

Weight

16.5 lbs / 7.5 kg

Assembly
Tool Free
ils
ge sans out
Assembla
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Fluer De Le

Plaid

Dark Green
Zebra

WHEELiE™ WaLkER baG

aLUmiNUm FOLDiNG WaLkER

The double button folding walker was designed for people requiring
extra stability and support. Its unique U-shape design allows users to
bring the walker close, to assist in standing. Comfortable hand grips,
adjustable height, lightweight aluminum construction and rubber feet
to prevent slipping.
bD770

This fun walker bag will allow you to hold your valuables securely, it easily
attaches to any walker. Features a front cell phone holder with Velcro®
tab for easy access, as well as multiple storage compartments inside and
outside with a divider and zippered pouch for makeup. Made of 100%
pre-shrunk cotton and is machine washable. Walker not included.

Weight Capacity: 220 lbs / 100 kg

LH113

Plaid

LH115

Fleur De Le

LH114

Zebra

LH683

Dark Green

PaDDED WaLkER SEat

Fits most walkers and attaches easily with hook and loop fasteners.
Washable leather-like cover.
LG932

WaLkER SkiS

24" x 8" x 3" /
61 x 20 x 7.5 cm

Weight Capacity:
250 lbs / 113 kg

Provides solid stability and helps glide a walker more easily. The ski
shaped curve allow walkers to move smoothly over uneven terrain,
thresholds, driveways, carpet or sidewalks.
56033
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SHEEPSkiN WaLkER GRiPS

These walker handgrip wraps will provide comfort for your hands
through all seasons.

An innovative product designed to replace tennis balls, wheels, and
rubber tips on walker legs. The coasters glide smoothly over thresholds,
sidewalks and carpet.
LG671

WaLkER tRay

Made from durable heavy-duty plastic, this tray fits securely on side-bars
of any standard walker. It has raised edges and 2 recessed cup holders.
Walker not included.
LG886

21" x 16" / 53 x 41 cm

White

Fits 1" / 2.5 cm Tubing

DOUbLE-SiDED qUiLtED WaLkER baG

A stylish cotton bag with pockets in the front and back. Conveniently
hangs over the walker crossbar. Machine wash and tumble dry.
LG062

LG872

WaLkER baSkEt

WaLkER cOaStERS

Pocket: 13" x 10" / 33 x 25 cm

UNivERSaL qUiLtED POUcH

Designed to fit virtually all walkers and wheelchairs. Attractive blue print
features a large 15½” x 11” / 39 x 28 cm pocket and two inner 4” x 5” / 10
x 13 cm pockets. Machine washable.
LF875

16" x 14" / 41 x 36 cm

Plastic-coated wire basket can be attached to most walkers. Features a
heavy-duty clear plastic tray that has one large compartment, a change
or medication holder and a round compartment for a glass, can or cup.
Strips of hook-and-loop closures hold it to the cross and vertical bars.
LF822

5½" x 16" x 7" / 14 x 41 x 18 cm

WHEELcHaiR/WaLkER HaNDy baG

This multi-pocket bag allows clients to carry personal items with
ease. Features assorted sized pockets and includes a name tag and
key ring holder.
LG316

12" x 12" / 30 x 30 cm

EvERyDay NyLON baG

Designed for large personal items, features looped straps that slide
over push handles or behind backrest upholstery. Bag can easily be
removed for travel.
LF876

16" x 14" / 41 x 36 cm
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j- HaNDLE caNE WitH SOFt FOam PaD

aDjUStabLE aLUmiNUm caNE

Includes a convenient strap for easy handling and storage. Features a
Derby handle, with a wide circumference, easy for cramped fingers to
grip. Made from lightweight aluminum.
56011

Black

33" to 37" / 84 to 94 cm
Increments: 1" / 3 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

aDjUStabLE caNE WitH OFFSEt HaNDLE

Made from lightweight aluminum, this cane has an offset handle which
is ergonomic, comfortable to use and reduces stress on hands and wrist.
This functional cane is adjustable in height, with a non-slip rubber foot
which provides solid support and stability.
bD769

Copper

56015

Black

31” to 39” / 79 to 99 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

Offers a classic look and the added convenience of being easily hung over
the forearm or coat hook. Made from lightweight aluminum, it features a
cushion grip handle for less stress on the wrist and hands.
56013

Black

56014

Silver

33" to 37" / 84 to 94 cm
Increments: 1" / 2.5 cm

Weight Capacity
220 lbs / 100 kg

aDjUStabLE caNE WitH OFFSEt HaNDLE aND icE Pick

Made from lightweight aluminum, this cane has an offset handle which
is ergonomic, comfortable to use and reduces stress on hands and wrist.
This functional cane is adjustable in height, with a retractable ice pick
foot which provides solid support and stability in icy conditions.
56005

Copper

31” to 39” /
79 to 99 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

LG672

LG674

LG675

LG676

LG677

SWitcH StickS

Institutional walking aid styled as a fashionable accessory. Portable,
adjustable, safe and secure. Includes a water resistant travel bag, wrist
strap, and high quality cane tip.
LG672

Bubbles

LG674

Kensington

LG675

Storm

LG676

Carnival

LG677

Engraved
Pearl Gold

tUcaNE® caNE

1½" x 2¼" x 32-37" /
4 x 6 x 81-94 cm

ERGObaUm® FOREaRm cRUtcHES

The first ergonomically designed, painfree crutch. This lightweight crutch/cane
effectively reduces shoulder and arm
pain, underarm discomfort, carpal tunnel
syndrome and tendon subluxation.
Offers exceptional stability thanks to its
non-slip shoe design, and unmatched
manageability through its shockabsorbing adjustable armrests. Features a
non-slip, rubber grip, and built-in retractable
knee-rest. Unique safety features: reflective
bands, LED lamp and push-button alarm.

Weight Capacity:
264 lbs / 120 kg

Developed by an orthopedic surgeon whose primary objective was to
help patients who use a cane to walk in proper alignment. Features a
mechanism that pivots upfront before the patient steps forward helping
them to walk ergonomically erect. The concept grip allows arthritis
suffers hand support without moving the wrist.
LF833

ERGObaUm® kiDS
FOREaRm cRUtcHES

A comfortable, fully adjustable crutch
designed to make children’s lives easier
during recovery, while reducing
any secondary injury commonly
caused by conventional crutches.
It features spring loaded legs to
reduce impact with the ground. It
has a night light, horn and safety
reflectors as well as built-in kneerest platform.
LH085

LF827

Set of 2

LF827c

Replacement
Crutch Tip

qUaD caNE

cOLLaPSibLE caNE

Conveniently fits into its own compact carrying case, ideal for travel and
storage. The non-slip rubber foot provides solid support and durability.
Made from lightweight aluminum.
bD768
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Copper

Height adjusts to
36” / 91 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

Provides added stability and support with its large base and slip
resistant rubber tipped legs. Ergonomic offset easy clean handle
provides additional support and reduces stress on the wrist. Made from
lightweight aluminum.
bD740

Copper

29” to 38” / 74 to 97 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg
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caNE HOLDER

Made from latex-free moulded
plastic, this compact cane holder
can be carried easily for everyday
use. The non-slip pads prevent
slippage on any surface, while the
holder can slide up or down the
cane shaft to the desired position.
56031

caNE StRaP

Ensures that you can let go of your cane
without it dropping to the floor. Made from
durable nylon, this product easily slides onto
any size cane.
56030
56026

Diameter: ½" - 1" /
1.5 - 2.5 cm

56027

" / 2.2 cm

56028

¾" / 1.9 cm

56029

" / 1.6 cm

caNE Stay

Used anywhere to keep a cane in an upright position without worrying
about it falling. Simply squeeze to easily attach any cane with a ¾” / 2 cm
diameter or more. Rest it on the table top, wedge it below the counter, or
lean against the wall for use in any room.

caNE tiPS

Designed to fit onto canes, walkers and crutches. These rubber pads
prevent slipping and are made to be durable.

LG474

qUaD caNE tiP

LiFtiNG HaNDLE

Provides adjustable height support for
getting up from any chair. The handle
is suitable for most ¾‘’ / 2 cm diameter
standard walking canes. There are no
tools needed for assembly. Features an
easy-to-adjust handle height.
LF830

1" / 2.5 cm

Weight Capacity:
250 lbs / 113 kg

5 StaR caNE icE Pick

This cleated ice pick makes walking
on icy surfaces much easier with a
cane. Made from stainless steel, the
ice pick attachment easily installs
on all canes and can be flipped out
of the way when not in use.

This lightweight and sturdy rubber tip is
suitable for use with most canes, and the
compact design allows ease of use on stairs.
Uneven terrain, loose sand or gravel can be
navigated a little easier. Enhances the user’s
stability and reduces fatigue associated with
stress impact to hands, wrists and elbows.
LF829

56032

WEatHER OFFSEt caNE cOvER

Perfect for wet and snowy weather, especially for seniors with gout or
arthritic conditions that may prevent the use of gloves. Made of weather
resistant polyester, and lined with soft, all weather fleece. It’s even washable!
LF832

caNEmatES FaSHiON StRaPS

A stylish way to keep your cane at hand. Made with soft, flexible leather
and embellished with twilight crystals for some added bling! Comes with
a quick and easy connection fitting for most ” / 2 cm diameter canes.
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LF812L

Lavender/Willow

LF812W

Wisteria/Rose

8" x ¼" / 20 x 1 cm

SUREStEP™ tiP

OFFSEt caNE HaNDGRiP

LF811b

Black/Black

This high quality, waterproof base can be added to most 0.875” / 2 cm
walking canes. Installation is simple and requires no tools. The wide base
allows the cane to stand on its own. A convenient automatic light sensor
triggers 10 twilight conditions, the tip uses four energy efficient LED
bulbs, and automatically powers off when not in use. Requires 3 x AAA
batteries (not included).

LF811PR

Violet/Black

LF831

This foam handle is a great replacement grip for most aluminum offset
canes. Replace current grip handle with a more fashionable look and
comfortable feel.

avENtURE™ PivOtiNG caNE tiP

Designed to improve safety and mobility on uneven and slick surfaces.
Completely latex-free and longer lasting than traditional tips on the market,
flexes up to 30° for increased surface contact. Pivoting flexing ankle joint.
LF813

2 Pack

Cane Diameter: ¾" - " /1.9 - 2.2 cm
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biFOLD™ SUitcaSE RamP

SHOEbaUm®

aLUmiNUm cRUtcHES

These lightweight crutches are made from durable aluminum with a
push-button for easy adjustment. Feature jumbo contoured crutch tips
for excellent traction.
56036

Adult
(Medium)

5'2" - 5'10" /
157 - 178 cm

56035

Adult
(Large)

5'10" - 6'6" /
178 - 198 cm

Immobilizes the limb and promotes comfort and cleanliness while
patients undergo recovery from severe distal circulatory diseases,
diabetes, or thromboembolisms. Features include a special dynamic
three-module shock-absorbing system and advanced ergonomic design.
The interior of the boot has been developed to allow a medical specialist
to open the front without interfering with any immobilization, allowing
the specialist to monitor and treat wounds. The anterior part of the boot
can be easily reinstalled without having to bother the patient.

Weight Capacity of
220 lbs / 100 kg

LG612

Small / Medium

LG614

Large / X-Large

cEREbRa™ SLEDGE

Developed for children who had to sit inside while the other children
went off playing in the snow. Provides a fully supportive seat on a sledge
and will not get stuck in the snow. It has a low centre of gravity and is
fitted with straps, armrests and a leash for safety.
LG815

Seat Width: 14" / 35.5 cm

47" x 19½" x 28½" /
118 x 49 x 72 cm

This ultra-strong, single-fold ramp
provides safety and strength while
remaining lightweight and portable.
The smooth action of the live hinge
adds strength and stability to the ramp.
Ergonomically flexible, non-breakable
handles offer convenient carrying and a
comfortable grip.
LG588

3 ft

LG589

4 ft

LG590

5 ft

LG591

6 ft

Weight Capacity: 600 lbs / 272 kg

tRiFOLD® RamP

iWaLk 2.0™

A hands-free crutch alternative that frees you from the limitations of
conventional crutches and provides unsurpassed mobility. Designed for
people with lower leg injuries who still want to enjoy their basic daily
routines but cannot while supporting their weight on standard crutches.
Makes everyday tasks such as carrying your morning coffee from
counter to car, pushing a shopping cart, taking the stairs without fear,
and walking your dog all possible again. Walking boot not included.
LG670
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biGFOOt™ HaLF StEP

kNEE WaLkER

Designed with an adjustable knee platform to get the perfect height
setting, and a steel frame for extra durability. A front basket is provided
for convenient storage. Adjustable handle bars make for superior
control, with a tilt-down feature to allow for loading in cars or placing in
a closet when not in use.
LG885

Wheel Diameter:
6½" / 17 cm

16½" x 42" x 31" /
42 x 107 x 79 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

This product halves the height difference between the door and the
ground, allowing the user to be steady on its large surface, before
attempting to take the next step up. Support handles are available
that simply "click in", if you want to avoid permenantly fixing a grab
rail by the door.
LG814

Ground Height:
4" - 5" / 10 - 12.5 cm

30" x 17½" x 5" /
75 x 44.5 x 13 cm

Weight Capacity:
701 lbs / 318 kg

A ramp with a unique 3-fold design, offers the length required for
wheelchairs and scooters to easily access steps, vehicles, and raised
landings. This portable wheelchair ramp is designed to be used and
carried as one unit, or if desired, can be quickly separated into two
individual sections, each with its own hinge. Unfolds to a 29” / 73.5 cm
wide platform. Made of welded aircraft-grade aluminum.
LG593

6 ft

LG594

7 ft

LG595

8 ft

Weight Capacity: 600 lbs / 272 kg
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mObiLity

The BIOS Sprint 8.0 outdoor scooter
features extraordinary comfort,
performance, and durability.
Equipped to handle most roadworthy
terrains in Canada, while providing
complete driver control.

Features

• Durable impact bumpers
• Complete lighting package: headlight,
directional signals, tail lights
• Reclining high-back seat with sliding
and rotating mechanism
• Electric regenerative braking
• Wire front basket with nylon cover
• Easy access charging port
2 Year Limited Scooter Warranty
90 Day Limited Battery Warranty

60304

Red

60305

Black

60306

Navy Blue
aDjUStabLE SEat

FRONt LiGHtS & bUmPER

cONtROL PaNEL

10" WHEELS

SPEciFicatiONS
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Overall Dimensions (l x w x h)

51” x 25” x 46” / 129.5 x 63.5 x 117 cm

battery charger

Off-Board, 5A

Weight capacity

350 lbs / 158 kg

Range per charge (cruising Range)

40-48 km / 25-30 miles

max Speed

Up to 8 km/h

total battery Weight

62 lbs / 28 kg

Max Climbing Slope

12 Degrees

main Scooter Weight
(Disassembled)

169.5 lbs / 77 kg

Ground clearance

4" / 10 cm

tires

10” x 3.3” / 25.5 x 8 cm
Pneumatic

turning Radius

51" / 129.5 cm

Seat Size (l x w x h)

19” x 19" x 31" /
48 x 48 x 79 cm

motor Related Power

2 x 12 V Batteries, 400 Watts, 33AH

EXERciSE tHERaPy
mOiSt HEat tHERaPy?

The application of moist heat to areas of the body helps to relieve joint pain, muscle strain and soreness, as well as tendon and sport injury. This
therapy is useful in treating arthritis, bursitis, and severe migraines. By increasing blood circulation, heat therapy helps to relax muscles, joints and
soft tissue in the body. The most noticeable benefit is pain relief and in some cases a quicken healing period for muscle injuries.
Utilizing a unique design, these heating pads distribute moist heat across the body in a even manner. A heavy-duty fabric adds weight to the
pad to allow for firm contact with the body. Heat penetrates deep into muscle tissue to provide relief from pain. Moist heat has been found as an
effective treatment for back pain, arthritis, fibromyalgia, and sciatica. Humidity in the air cycles through the pad, producing the required moisture
for optimal heat treatment. Each heating pad has a hand-held switch to control heat intensity during use. Versatile sizing is perfect for shoulder,
arm, hip, back, abdomen, or full leg treatment.

DiGitaL HEatiNG PaD WitH mOiSt HEat tEcHNOLOGy

This heating pad has 4 heat settings and has a two hour auto shut-off. An LED control makes it easy to switch heat settings and the pad is
contained in a soft, plush cover. A 9 foot power cord allows for convenient access to the nearest power outlet.

57064

Large

12” x 24” / 30 x 61 cm

57065

Medium

12” x 15” / 30 x 38 cm

57064

Easy to use LED
Hand Control
4 Heat Settings

57065
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EXERciSE tHERaPy

tHERmOPHORE cLaSSic™

This heating blanket provides an area of heat therapy large enough to cover the entire spinal area, the length of a hip and leg or all across both
shoulders, to effectively relieve pain and relax all the associated muscles – not just one small, isolated point.
LF923P

Small

4" x 17" / 10 x 43 cm

LF923m

Medium

14" x 14" / 36 x 36 cm

LF923L

Large

14" x 27" / 36 x 69 cm

icE it® cOLD cOmFORt tHERaPy

Bruises, cuts, insect bites or stings, sprains, swelling - doctors recommend using cold therapy for first aid following most injuries, as well as for long-term
use to manage swelling and recurring inflammation. Medical professionals also know that using cold therapy alone, or alternating it with heat therapy,
can be very useful in stimulating circulation and relieving chronic pain. Our Ice It!® ColdCOMFORT™ products are designed to provide a quick, safe cold
compress that you don't have to hold in place - with no dripping or condensation. Cool those throbbing, painful areas with Ice It!® ColdCOMFORT™
LF902m
LF902L

2 Pack

LF902XL

Medium

6” x 9” / 15 x 23 cm

Large

6” x 18” / 15 x 48 cm

X-Large

9” x 20” / 23 x 51 cm

LF923L

jOiNt - SPEciFic StyLES

tHERmOPHORE maXHEat™

This upgraded heating pad features a hands-free
timer with an easy ON/OFF and pause feature. Ideal for
treating the lower back, shoulders, hips or multiple areas
at one time.

LF903

Wrist

1 per Pack

5" x 7" / 13 x 18 cm

LF904

Knee

2 per Pack

12" x 13" / 31 x 33 cm

LF905

Ankle/Elbow/Foot

1 per Pack

10½" x 13" / 27 x 33 cm

LF924P

Small

4” x 17” / 10 x 43 cm

LF924m

LF906

Shoulder

2 per Pack

13" x 16" / 33 x 41 cm

Medium

14” x 14” / 36 x 36 cm

LF924L

LF907

Neck/Jaw/Sinus

1 per Pack

4½" x 10" / 12 x 25 cm

Large

14” x 27” / 36 x 69 cm

LF925

Muff

5" x 17" / 13 x 43 cm

LF903
LF924m & LF924L
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LF925

LF907
LF904

LF905
LF906
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GOOD2GO® micROWavabLE mOiSt HEat PackS

Microwavable heat packs provide moist heat to alleviate body stiffness and soreness. The non-toxic, hypo-allergenic crystal filling will not decay
or deteriorate. The heat packs do not smell or cultivate the growth of mold, fungus, or mildew and will never leak or dry out. A fleece inner lining
gently conforms to the contours of the body, while the outer fabric provides a vapour barrier to direct heat towards the body. An elastic strap
holds the heat pack in place while providing gentle compression.
LF918

Hot/Cold Mitt

8" x 13" / 20 x 33 cm

LF919

Medium

9" x 12" / 23 x 31 cm

Large

12" x 16" / 31 x 41 cm

LF920

2 Pack

LF921

Cervical/Pelvic/Neck

5" x 16" / 13 x 41 cm

LF922

Shoulder/Knee

13" x 14" / 33 x 36 cm

WRiSt tHERaPy bRacE

HOt/cOLD tHERaPy bRacE

The unique 3-in-1 design fits ankles, elbows, and knees. The brace can
be easily cleaned and is usable in hot or cold treatment.
LG418

1 Brace, 2 Straps

This brace utilizes a 360 degree hot/cold system to provide optimal
treatment. It contains a removable splint for adjustable support and is
reversible to fit the left or right hand.

One Size Fits All

LG419

One Size Fits All

LF919
LF918
LF920

LF921

LF922
tHERma-WRaP

tHERma-baLL

Aids in stress relief and helps to ease muscle tension. Designed to provide
a natural source of moist heat, ideal for treating sore joints and muscle
pain. A soft exterior texture provides a comfortable grip. Heat in the
microwave for hot application or cool in the freezer for cold application.

Aids in the relief of cramps and muscle tension. Designed to provide a
natural source of moist heat, ideal for treating sore joints and muscle
pain. Heat in the microwave for hot application or cool in the freezer
for cold application.
57040

57044

DiGitaL mOiSt HEatiNG PaD

Provides moist heat to help sooth muscle strains, joint pain, and
inflammation. Humidity in the air cycles through the pad, producing
the required moisture for optimal heat treatment. A digital hand control
allows the user to set and monitor treatment temperature and time.
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POLaR icE GEL Pack

This pack can be used as a cold or warm compress. Freeze and use as a
cold therapy treatment by contouring the pack to the body. Heat the
gel pack in water or within the microwave and use as a heat therapy
treatment. Gel pack is non-toxic, non-corrosive, and reusable for long
lasting application.

LF977

7” x 14” / 18 x 36 cm

LF980

LF978

14” x 14” / 36 x 36 cm

LF981

6” x 12” / 15 x 30 cm

14” x 27” / 36 x 69 cm

LF982

10” x 15” / 25 x 38 cm

LF979

22" x 4" / 55 x 10 cm

6” x 6” / 15 x 15 cm

tHERma-back

Aids in the relief of cramps and muscle tension. Designed to provide
a natural source of moist heat, ideal for treating sore joints and
muscle pain. Heat in the microwave for hot application or cool in the
freezer for cold application.
57063

20" x 5.5" / 51 x 14 cm

tRU-icE®

A reusable cold therapy device that delivers a fast, effective, and messfree ice massage aimed at reducing swelling and soreness.
LG422

1 Massager, 2 Reusable Liners
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NEW

NEW

mEDibEaDS® StaNDaRD SiZE PaD

Designed to deliver a natural moist heat treatment when lying down
in bed or sitting in a chair. The pad is washable, odour-free, and will not
support bacteria growth. There is no need for a special cover, the contents
of the pad will never dry out, dissolve, or disintegrate. Microwave safe.
LF800

mEDibEaDS® kiNG SiZE PaD

Provides deep muscle heat penetration over a wide coverage area. Moist
heat helps to improve circulation and leads to improved recovery. This
pad is a fantastic aid in treating arthritis, muscle soreness and joint pain.
Perfectly sized to treat the legs, upper back, or abdomen. Pad drapes
easily over the body, shaping to the treatment area.

9” x 12” / 23 x 30 cm

LF801

12” x 16” / 30 x 41 cm

miGRaiNE RELiEF WRaP

Helps relieve migraines, headaches, and sinus pain naturally. Designed
with gel-filled beads, this wrap will conform to the unique shape of
any head for maximum therapy coverage. Can be used for hot or cold
application, the gel is non-toxic, and the wrap is secured using an
adjustable elastic strap.
LH526

29" x 3½" / 73 x 9.5 cm

GEL bEaD RELiEF WRaP

Ergonomically designed to provide effective hot or cold
therapy. Helps reduce pain and discomfort caused by TMJ
(Temporomandibular Joint Disorders). TMJ is commonly associated
with muscular discomfort in the jaw joint.
LH527

31½" x 9" / 78 x 23 cm

mEDibEaDS® NEck WRaP

Taking only a minute to heat, this wrap can be applied directly to
the site of pain for immediate relief. The wrap continues to deliver
therapeutic moist heat for up to 30 minutes. Reheat again quickly and
use as needed. Made from an odour-free material, this wrap is perfect
for those individuals who are sensitive to smell.
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LF802

Neck Rest

LF803

Sinus Wrap

LF804

Neck Wrap

LF805

Joint Wrap

mEDibEaDS® tHERaPy WaiSt WRaP

Specially designed to allow freedom of movement, as well as relief from
pain and soreness in the body. It ties around the abdomen, back, hips,
or shoulders for easy application of heat. This wrap is perfect for chronic
pain suffers and is fully washable.
LF806

8" x 16” / 20 x 41 cm

Maximum Waist: 60" / 152 cm

baND/tUbiNG accESSORy kit

HOt/cOLD HiP tHERaPy

A comfortable stabilizer that helps with achy hips. The cling closure
provides a custom fit and it is interchangeable between the left and
right hip.
LG822

30" to 45" / 89 to 114 cm

Designed to improve the use of standard exercise bands, a small and
large handle allow for an expanded range of exercise options. Users
enjoy the direct benefit of improved grip and motion while using their
standard bands or tubing. Constructed with durability in mind, a heavyduty webbing ensures protection from tearing after repeated use.
LG249

Handle: 6"/ 15 cm
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tHERa-baND®

tHERa-baND® tUbiNG

cOLOUR-cODED SHOULDER EXERciSER

DyNamic StREtcHiNG StRaP

This strap is made with elastic pockets that allow the user to ease into
a stretch. The strap is designed for facilitated stretching, an active
form of stretching that uses isometric contractions to achieve greater
flexibility gains than from static stretching.
LG285

63" x ¼" x 2"/ 160 x 0.64 x 5 cm

This pulley with anchor or bracket is used to increase shoulder range of
motion. It is colour-coded from yellow (low resistance) to black (heavy
resistance). A swivel hook is provided for seamless motion, large foam
handles contribute to a comfortable grip. An extra long rope can be
used in standing or seated positions.
LG282

Set with Pulley and Anchor Nub

LG283

Set with Pulley and Door Bracket

LG284

Set with Pulley and Disc Anchor

cOLOUR-cODED OvER DOOR SHOULDER EXERciSER

LG281
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81½" / 207 cm

Helping to perform strengthening and conditioning workouts while
on-the-go, this tubing set is lightweight, compact and portable. Two
permanent foam-covered handles provide the exerciser a comfortable
and firm grip. Available in 5 levels of resistance for progressive exercise
and 3 lengths to accommodate different needs. Resistance levels range
(least to greatest): Yellow, Red, Green, Blue, Black.
LG246
LG247
LG248

5 Piece Set

LF939

Tan

Extra Thin

LF940

Yellow

Thin

LF947

Yellow

Extra Light

LF941

LF948

Red

Light

LF942

Green

Medium

LF943

Blue

Heavy

LF949
LF950

Cord is 6 ft of 3 ft
(each side) when hung on
the door

EXERciSE tUbiNG WitH HaNDLES

This over door pulley is used to increase shoulder range of motion. It is
colour-coded from yellow (low resistance) to black (heavy resistance).
Pulleys and bracket provide smooth and fluid operation. Exerciser can be
easily transported and installed on most doors. Each pulley has a swivel
hook for seamless motion and large foam handles for comfortable grip.
An extra long rope can be used in the standing or seated position.

This tubing is an alternative to conventional free-weights or elastic bands.
Colour resistance levels are the same as exercise bands used in physical
therapy (Yellow to Silver). Used in occupational therapy, athletic therapy,
chiropractic therapy, orthopedics, pediatrics, geriatrics, and home health care.
The soft handles are perfect for those who prefer a more cushioned grip.

Rehabilitate injuries, improve functional living, and enhance athletic
performance. Colour-coded progressive resistance bands provide an
indication of improved strength and flexibility.

25' Roll

Red

Medium

Green

Heavy

Blue

Extra Heavy

LF944

Black

Special Heavy

Silver

Super Heavy

LF951

Black

Extra Heavy

LF945

LF952

Silver

Super Heavy

LF946

18' Roll

Thera-Band® Handles

caNDO® baND Pack

Can be used for a progressive resistance exercise program. Each pack
comes with three different bands and an illustrated instruction/exercise
chart. Simply remove exercise band from polybag and it is ready to use.
It is lightweight, portable and durable. Effective when used alone, or
with handles and anchors. Levels range in order of strength from least
to greatest resistance: Tan, Yellow, Red, Green, Blue, Black, Silver, Gold.

18" / 46 cm

LG243

Easy (Yellow, Red and Green)

36" / 91 cm

LG244

Moderate (Green, Blue and Black)

48" / 122 cm

LG245

Challenging (Black, Silver and Gold)

48" x 5" / 122 x 12.5 cm

tHERa-baND® PREScRiPtiON Pack

Helps make home rehab exercise programs easy. Each box contains three
different resistive bands that are pre-cut in 4 foot lengths. A usage guide
is also included which provides directions, safety tips and sample exercise
illustrations. Available in either light or heavy resistance packages.
LF957

Light

LF958

Heavy

Width: 5" / 12.5 cm
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EXERciSE tHERaPy
GEL HaND EXERciSE baLL

Perfect for increasing grip strength, dexterity, mobility, and fine motor
skills. Heat or chill for use in hot or cold therapy. Available in 6 colourcoded resistance levels.
LG250

Tan (XX-Soft)

LG251

Yellow (X-Soft)

LG252

Red (Soft)

LG253

Small

Green (Medium)

LG254

Blue (Firm)

LG255

Black (X-Firm)

LG256

6 Piece Set

LG257

Tan (XX-Soft)

LG258

Yellow (X-Soft)

LG259

Red (Soft)

LG260 Large

HaND tHERaPy PUtty

Each colour-coded putty has a different consistency, SOFT for strengthening grasp to FIRM for developing a stronger grip. Putty comes in an airtight, re-sealable plastic container for individual home or clinical use. Aids in rehabilitation of fingers, hands, and forearms. Putty is odourless, nonflammable, and non-stick.
LF962t

Tan

Super-Soft

LF962

Yellow

Soft

LF963

Red

Soft-Medium

LF964

Green

Medium

LF965

Blue

Firm

2 oz

Green (Medium)

LG261

Blue (Firm)

LG262

Black (X-Firm)

LG263

6 Piece Set

HaND EXERciSER

Made of a patented non-latex polymer, developed specifically to allow full range of motion of the hand and fingers with a consistent
resistance throughout the exercise. It's available in progressive levels of resistance and in 5 translucent colours. They are used for
hand, finger and forearm strengthening, as well as hot and cold therapy.
LF953

Yellow

Force at 50% Compression: 1.5 lbs/0.68 kg

LF954

Red

Force at 50% Compression: 3 lbs/1.36 kg

LF955

Green

Force at 50% Compression: 5 lbs/2.27 kg

LF956

Blue

Force at 50% Compression: 8 lbs/3.62 kg

LF956b

Black

Force at 50% Compression: 17 lbs/7.71 kg
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EXtENSiON/FLEXiON WEb

Used in hand therapy for flexion, extension, opposition, and supination exercises. Resistance may be modified by adjusting the hand position or
depth of finger insertion. Low to high resistance (Tan, Yellow, Red, Green, Blue, Black).
LG264

Tan

XX-Light

LG265

Yellow

X-Light

LG266

Red

Light

Green

Medium

Blue

Heavy

LG269

Black

X-Heavy

LG270

Yellow/Green
Multi-Resistance

LG271

Red / Blue
Multi-Resistance

LG267
LG268

14" / 36 cm
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tHERa-baND® FLEXbaR

bOSU® baLaNcER

Provides a total body workout; abdominal, aerobic, and lower body
toning. Sleek, compact design allows for easy transport and storage,
as well as quick positioning during an exercise program. Includes an
owner’s manual and air pump.
LF975

WatE baLL

A colour-coded weighted ball that is small and flexible enough to
grasp with one hand, but large enough to hold with two hands during
expanded exercises. Can be inflated or deflated easily with a standard air
pump, creating a harder or easier grasp.

2¾" x 18" x 18" / 7 x 46 x 46 cm

17 lbs / 7.7 kg

An ideal exercise tool for improving grip and upper extremity strength.
Designed to aid in wrist, forearm, and hand rehabilitation. Provides
soft-tissue and joint mobilization, allowing oscillation for balance and
neuromuscular training.
LF959y

Yellow

Force To Bend: 6 lbs / 2.7 kg

LF959

Red

Force To Bend: 10 lbs / 5 kg

LF960

Green

Force To Bend: 15 lbs / 7 kg

LF961

Blue

Force To Bend: 25 lbs / 11 kg

EXERciSE baLL WitH PUmP

Exercise balls are used to improve balance, coordination, flexibility,
and strength. Often used as an aid for vestibular movement and
equilibrium therapy. Great for stretching and strength programs, can
also be used as a seat.

LG272

1.1 lbs / 0.5 kg

Tan

LG273

2.2 lbs / 1kg

Yellow

LG274

3.3 lbs / 1.5 kg

Red

LG275

4.4 lbs / 2 kg

Green

LG279

LG276

5.5 lbs / 2.5 kg

Blue

LG277

6.6 lbs / 3 kg

Black

LG280

LG278

Ball and
Pump Set

22”/ 55 cm
26”/ 65 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

30”/ 75 cm

FOam ROLLER

Activate deep core muscles, improve balance and posture. This
professional roller is made of top-quality closed-cell foam with a
non-skid surface that promotes a variety of movements while sitting,
standing and lying down.
LG686

Black

LG687

Purple

36” / 91 cm

yOGa mat

Yoga aims to realign and rebalance the body’s structure. This non-slip
mat provides the perfect surface for any yoga routine. It is easy to roll
and carry for convenient travel. A non-slip foam provides traction and
protection on hard surfaces.
LG055

68" x 24" / 173 x 61 cm

tHERa-baND® SOFt WEiGHtS

EXERciSE baLL

A great tool for strengthening your core, improving flexibility, or
working on balance. Ideal for physical therapy, yoga exercises, Pilates,
or general strength training. A guide poster details 24 exercises to help
you get started, 2 air plugs are included, and 1 inflation adapter. The ball
can be inflated with a standard air pump (not included).

Hand-held, ball-shaped isotonic weights which are a soft alternative to
traditional dumbbells. They provide users with more versatility for strength
training and rehabilitation exercises. They are unique because the size of
the ball, with a diameter of 4½” / 11 cm, does not increase as the user goes
up in weight class, allowing for a consistent and functional grip.
LF968

Tan

1.1 lbs / 0.5 kg

LF934

Yellow

Body Height: 4' 7" to 5'

17" / 45 cm

LF969

Yellow

2.2 lbs / 1.0 kg

LF935

Red

Body Height: 5' 1" to 5' 6"

22" / 55 cm

LF970

Red

3.3 lbs / 1.5 kg

LF936

Green

Body Height: 5' 7" to 6' 1"

26" / 65 cm

LF971

Green

4.4 lbs / 2.0 kg

LF937

Blue

Body Height: 6' 2" to 6' 8"

30" / 75 cm

LF972

Blue

5.5 lbs / 2.5 kg

LF938

Silver

Body Height: Over 6' 9"

33" / 85 cm

LF972b

Black

6.6 lbs / 3.0 kg
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PiLatES mat

Made of closed-cell foam construction, it will protect you while on a hard
surface, keeping you comfortable as you exercise. The integrated Velcro®
straps allow you to simply roll up the mat and go.
Diameter: 4.5" / 11 cm

LG692

Sage
Green

LG694

Deep
Violet

72" x 23" /
183 x 57 cm

LG693

Steel
Blue

LG695

Stone

72" x 23" /
183 x 57 cm

baLaNcE bOaRD

Provides a multi-planar challenge, meaning multiple planes of instability
for even the most challenging training routines. Using this board can be
integrated with other resistance and balance products.
LF976

13" x 14"/ 33 x 35.5 cm
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EXERciSE tHERaPy

SOFt HaNDWEiGHtS

Can increase intensity and tone in any workout. They are soft on your
hands while still providing the same workout benefits of traditional
dumbbells. They are perfectly portable and can be incorporated into a
variety of exercises to sculpt strong, healthy muscles without building bulk.
LG689
LG690

Pack of 2

Orange

1.1 lbs / 0.50 kg Each

Lemon

1.65 lbs / 0.75 kg Each

Lime

2.2 lbs / 1.0 kg Each

LG691

NEW

NEW

PEDaL EXERciSER WitH DiGitaL DiSPLay

Sit-N-StROLL

Improve circulation and reduce swelling! Get the benefits of walking while
you sit. Helps those suffering from varicose veins. Digital display tells you
how many steps you have taken, calories you have burned and how long
you have been strolling. Requires 2 x AAA batteries (not included).
LF974

WEiGHtED maSSaGE ROLLERS

FLEX maSSaGE Stick

Designed with 12 reconfigurable massage wheels, this massager
effectively treats large muscle groups to improve circulation, loosen
fascia, remove knots and alleviate pain.
LH538

Length: 17½" / 44 cm

Ideal for relieving muscular tension. Stimulates reflex zones while
improving circulation. Serving double-duty, the pair can also be used as
an alternative to dumbbells for toning exercises. Gentle spikes stimulate
blood flow and circulation. Suitable for reflexology. Perfect for home
and therapeutic use.
LH537

2 Pack

13½" x 14"/ 34 x 36 cm

Works every muscle in the body, providing flexibility, and balance.
The pins located on the surface of the plate will act on the points
acupuncture while the magnets help to recover vitality and energy. This
dual action is increased by the weight of the body in motion.
LG794
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14½" x 18½" x 9½" / 37 x 48 x 24 cm

0.5 lbs / 0.23 kg Each

HaLO® tRaiNER

A must-have for all Pilates enthusiasts. You can add resistance to your
workout, develop muscular strength, improve your endurance and
increase your body awareness. Features inner and outer foam grips that
provide extra comfort for this lightweight fitness tool that’s great for
home or travel.
LG688

LG819

NEW

FitNESS ciRcLE

Gym maSSaGER

Ideal for a low impact cardio workout of the arms or legs. Five function
display indicates exercise time, revolutions per minute and calories
burned. Four anti-slip rubber pads prevent sliding and protect surfaces.
Resistance can be easily adjusted with the tension screw. Requires 1 x
AG13 button cell battery (included).

Weighs: 0.75 lbs / 0.34 kg

EZmEND

Ezmend is used by patients with hip or knee surgery. It is a non weight
bearing Passive Motion Rehabilitation Device used by Physiotherapists
to improve your range of motion. Includes cloth stockette and Ezmend.
Made of high quality light weight plastic.
LH681

A revolutionary device that incorporates strength training, flexibility,
and conditioning. A friction-fitting ergonomic handlebar works alone
or with a 25½” / 65 cm exercise ball to advance strength, muscle
endurance, proprioception, and stability. Designed to integrate both
the upper and lower body into one fluid exercise.
LG685

24" x 21" x 12"/ 60.1 x 53.3 x 30.5 cm
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EXERciSE tHERaPy

DiGitaL tENS/EmS DEvicE

Used for effective pain relief and muscle toning, this unique device
comes with 17 modes of use; 5 TENS, 3 EMS, and 9 preprogrammed
settings. Utilizing 100 mA of strength, this device provides 99 steps of
intensity control. Convenient pause feature and push button control
make using this device extremely easy. Powered by either an AC adapter
or 1 x 9V battery (included).
LF983

Digital TENS / EMS

4½” x 2¼” x 1” / 10.5 x 6 x 3 cm

LG099

Replacement
Electrodes

4 Pack

PORtabLE ULtRaSOUND DEvicE

Features a pulse waveform, 3 power settings (low, medium, high), and
a 30 minute timer with automatic shut-off. The device generates deep
heat within selected body tissues for treatment of muscle spasms
or joint pain/contractures. Includes an AC adapter, carrying case,
ultrasound gel, and an instructional booklet.
LF984

7” x 2” x 6” / 17 x 5 x 14 cm

0.26 lbs / 0.12 kg

timER / StOPWatcH

DiGitaL StOPWatcH

This stopwatch accurately times to 1/100th of a second, displays real
time, and records split time. Water resistant and requires 1 x AG10
battery (included).
FP600

Lanyard: 48" / 120 cm

Whether you are tracking a sporting event, recording your personal
best, or even timing something in the oven, this device has you covered.
The timer/stopwatch counts down or up to 99 minutes and 59 seconds.
Requires 1 x LR44 battery (included).
650Sc

Lanyard: 15" / 38 cm

LF932

LF931

LF933

LF930

cUFF tHERaPy WEiGHtS

PaRaFFiN SyStEm

Durable and compact, this device has been laboratory tested for
optimal patient preference. Delivering instant heat to relieve pain,
paraffin systems are used to treat arthritis, joint stiffness, muscle spasms,
inflammation, and dry skin. Includes 6 lbs of odourless paraffin, therapy
guide, as well as a lid and grille. Heat range: 53°C to 56°C / 128°F to 132°F.
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These flexible weights contour to easily fit snugly around the wrist or
ankle. Wrist and ankle weights are ideal for gradually building strength
or recuperating after injuries. Weights have a long strap to comfortably
secure and adjust the strap to appropriate size. Weights are made of
heavy-duty material, double stitched seams and marked with both
pounds and kilograms.
LF930

10" x ¼" x 3¾"/ 25.5 x 1 x 9.5 cm

1 lb / 0.5 kg

LF931

12" x ½" x 4¼"/ 30.5 x 1 x 11 cm

2 lbs / 0.9 kg

LF966

14” x 8½” x 7” / 36 x 22 x 18 cm

LF932

14½" x ½" x 4¾"/ 37 x 1 x 12 cm

5 lbs / 2.3 kg

LF967

Refill Kit

LF933

16" x 1" x 5"/ 40.5 x 2.5 x 12.5 cm

8 lbs / 3.6 kg

PREmiUm StOPWatcH

Track your best time with this Premium Stopwatch. It has a maximum
countdown of 99 minutes and 59 seconds with 60 lap memory. Features
a blue backlight display with clock, date and alarm functions. Designed
with a 48" / 120 cm lanyard and it water resistant. Requires 1 x CR2032
battery (included).
FP603

Lanyard: 48" / 120 cm

DiGitaL PEDOmEtER

Counts up to 80 kms (100,000 steps). The LCD display makes it easy to
see your counted steps. The pedometer is designed with a belt-clip and
Requires 1 x AG10 battery (included).
LG821

Pack of 2
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WHat iS SENSORy iNtEGRatiON?

LiGHt bOX GEL-maZE SERiES

Sensory integration is a theory developed by A. Jean Ayres, an occupational therapist with training in neuroscience and educational
psychology. Ayres defines sensory integration as a “neurological process that organizes sensation from one's own body and from the
environment thus making it possible to use the body effectively within the environment”. This theory helps explain the relationship
between the brain and behavior and describes the methods in which individuals respond to various sensory inputs.
The five main senses are: Touch, Sound, Sight, Taste, and Smell.
Two other powerful senses are:
1. vestibular - Movement and balance sense.
Provides feedback where the head and body are in relationship to external space.
2. Proprioception - Joint and muscle sense.
Provides feedback where and what the body parts are doing.
Since many special needs children are deprived of normal proprioception in the fingers it makes it difficult to manage fine motor tasks
that are essential in order to write well, button clothing and other important tasks. Activities that encourage fine motor control of the
hand and fingers are an important part of physical rehabilitation.
Please Note: All the heat sealed products in this section have the following characteristics:
• Heat Sealed with anti-bacterial, pthalate free vinyl
• Wiped clean for proper infection control
• Pre-filled nontoxic gel

This is one of several gel-filled translucent vinyl pads that can be used on the table, floor or on a light box (LG138). It is touch responsive and
encourages manipulation for tactile stimulation, hand/finger strengthening, and dexterity control. The multi-color surface also helps stimulate the
visual senses. Movement of the enclosed balls encourages hand activity and also helps reduce boredom.

LG139

Blue

LG144

Blue

LG140

Green

LG145

Green

LG141

We strongly recommend that these items are not to be used for persons cognitively under three (3) years old. The marbles may
constitute a swallowing / chocking hazard.

Quad Tree

Clear

15" x 15" / 38 x 38 cm

LG146

6 Spoke
Snow Flake

Clear

LG142

Red

LG147

LG143

Yellow

LG148

LG149

Blue

LG154

Blue

LG150

Green

LG155

Green

15" x 15" / 38 x 38 cm

Red
Yellow

LiGHt bOX

The light box features a 16” x 16”/ 41 x 41 cm frosted light screen
that is designed to be used either alone or in conjunction with the
gel pads shown below. The box also allows the user to trace line
drawings, shapes and patterns. The touch responsive gel shapes (sold
separately) encourage manipulation for tactile stimulation and hand/
finger strengthening. Other expected outcomes are color recognition,
improved eye/hand coordination, reduction of boredom and increased
attention span. Requires light bulb (included).

LG138

Box Dimensions:
16½” x 16½” x 7" /
42 x 42 x 18 cm

Illuminated Area:
15½” x 15½” /
40 x 40 cm

6 foot,
115VAC
Electric Cord

LG151

Quad Spade

Clear

15" x 15" / 38 x 38 cm

LG156

LG152

Red

LG157

LG153

Yellow

LG158

8 Spoke
Snow Flake

Clear

15" x 15" / 38 x 38 cm

Red
Yellow

Light box sold
separately (LG138)

Light box sold
separately (LG138)

cLEaR GEL SHaPES

SENSORy StaR

This is one of several gel-filled translucent vinyl pads that can be
used on a table, floor or on a light box (LG138). It is touch responsive
and encourages manipulation for tactile stimulation, hand/finger
strengthening, and dexterity control. The multi-color surface also helps
stimulate the visual senses. Movement of the enclosed balls encourages
hand activity and also helps reduce boredom.
LG159
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15” x 15" / 38 x 38 cm

These heat sealed vinyl, gel-filled shapes provide five different shapes and
colours per set. The touch responsive shapes encourage manipulation for
tactile stimulation and hand/finger strength and dexterity. The multi-color
glitter stars move inside the gel for visual stimulation and the various
shapes help with shape and color recognition.
LG160
LG161

Geometric Gel Shapes

(Circle, Triangle, Square, Rectangle
and Hexagon)

Gel Shapes

(Duck, Heart, Star, Flower and Moon)

Clear

5" / 13 cm

GEL-maZE

The gel-maze provides the child the opportunity to move a marble
through a maze pattern. This activity offers the sensory feeling of
gel and the opportunity to project the path of the marble while
introducing the child to linear geometry. All of these activities
contribute to brain stimulation, improved eye/hand coordination,
increased finger strength, dexterity, reduced boredom and anxiety.
LG129

Green Gel

LG130

Clear Gel

14” x 14” x 1” / 35.5 x 35.5 x 2.5 cm

SPiRaL GEL PaD

Cushions tabletop to protect against injury caused by uncontrolled
motor activity. This product improves finger strength and dexterity
while providing sensory stimulation (tactile and visual).
LG131

Used without lightbox

20" x 22" / 51 x 56 cm

LG132

Used with lightbox

15" x 15" / 38 x 38 cm
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activity tRayS

These trays combine heat sealed vinyl overlays with fabric shapes that provide multiple tactile sensations. These tactile and visual stimulation trays
address improvement of eye-hand coordination, finger strength, dexterity and tactile discrimination. They also help minimize boredom and anxiety.
All items are attached with Velcro®, and can easily be removed and replaced for puzzle type activities.

tic-tac-tOE GEL PaD

This product is a fun way to fine-tune coordination and increase
attention span. It allows two people to participate in an activity.
LG134

Light Blue

LG135

Clear

10" x 10" / 25 x 25 cm

LG168

Star

14½" x 14½" / 37 x 37 cm

LG169

Wavy

22½" x 13½" / 57 x 34 cm

GEL-WavE PaD

This product improves finger strength and dexterity, reduces boredom
and increases attention span. There is a marble in each compartment for
two people to participate.
LG133

21” x 13” / 53 x 33 cm

SENSORy StimULatiON GEL PaD

This product is gel-filled with a kaleidoscope of colorful stars and marbles.
The soothing water-based gel calms agitated children. Bright stars move
through gel for visual stimulation. Tactile stimulation decreases restlessness
and children leaving their chair.
LG136

With Marbles

LG162

Without Marbles

Colour May Vary

FLOWER GEL PaD

This heat sealed vinyl gel-filled flower pad can be used as a convenient
and comfortable seating platform when used on the floor. It also provides
a conceptual feeling of one’s individual space. It can be used on the
table as a sensory stimulation pad. It also will provide tactile and visual
stimulation, enhance finger strength and also cushion the head against
injury caused by uncontrolled motor activity when used on a table.

7” x 16” / 18 x 41 cm

LG164

GEL SHaPES

These heat sealed vinyl, gel filled shapes provide five different shapes
and colors. They are pine tree - green, heart - red, moon -blue, flower
- yellow & star - clear. The touch responsive gel shapes encourage
manipulation for tactile stimulation and hand/finger strength and
dexterity. The multi-color glitter stars move inside the gel for visual
stimulation. The various shapes help with shape and colour recognition.
LG137
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Pack of 5

5"/13 cm

GEL tOP SENSORy StimULtiON tRay

The bright stars in a water-based gel help to calm agitated children.
The moving stars create visual appeal and decreases chair exits by
reducing restlessness. The gel surface helps relieve pressure on arms
and elbows. This product is covered in a durable, wipe-clean vinyl.
Fits 14”wide /35.5 cm wheelchairs. Comes with Velcro® closure straps.
LG163

7” x 16” / 18 x 41 cm

24” x 24" / 61 x 61 cm

SENSORy PiLLOW

This product has multi-fabric (textures) covering the foam pillow, to help
reduce anxiety and boredom. Improves finger strength and dexterity,
and has a removable cover for easy cleaning.
LG166

Small

14" x 13½" x 5" / 36 x 34 x 13 cm

LG167

Large

20" x 16" x 5" / 51 x 41 x 13 cm

vibRatiNG mitt

The vibrator mitt provides a soft vibrating massage for relaxation and
sensory stimulation. This is especially helpful for children prior to, or
preparing for daily activities. The product offers a choice of two sensory
materials, an ultra-soft, plush fabric on one side and synthetic sheepskin on
the other. Since the unit is pressure activated, no on-off switch is needed.
LG165

activity aPRON

This product is for practicing and improving dressing skills (Zipper and
Button). It has multiple textures and surfaces for tactile stimulation,
multiple hand activities for improved finger dexterity and improved
eye-hand coordination. The Activity Apron has a variety of activities to
reduce boredom and increase attention span.
LG170
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cOGNitivE tRaiNiNG

Research shows that mental activity can stimulate
new brain cell growth. Mental effort stimulates the
generation of new brain cells that migrate to the area
where cells are needed as well as the surrounding
cells to perform the necessary functions. This is
especially important for those who are recovering
from brain injury.

taNGLE tHERaPy

Reduce stress naturally with this twistable rubberized Tangle with
bumpy nodes that is slightly smaller than the original Tangle Therapy.
This twistable therapy device is a new ergonomic approach to stress
relief, as well as manipulative for hand therapy.
LG678

Tangle Therapy

LG679

Tangle Relax Therapy

GEt-a-GRiP PEGbOaRDS®

This versatile learning activity is strategically designed to develop and
strengthen visual perception skills, visual motor coordination and fine
motor skills. Most specifically it develops motor control “pincher” grip
(thumb and index grip). Includes: a 6¼” / 16 cm plastic square grip-board
with 30 pegs in 6 colours, 12 laminated activity cards with incremented
difficulties and an instructional guide.
LF050

To improve cognitive fitness the goal is to turn inactive
brain cells into healthier active brain cells. Cognitive
training is an organized, ongoing activity that requires
some effort and challenging new thought. The best
way to improve and maintain cognitive health is
through deliberate brain exercises. To be successful,
cognitive training should be designed for each
individual’s needs.
Cognitive training works best when it is gradual,
consistently ongoing and adapted as performance
improves. The training programs shouldn’t be too
difficult or too easy, but should maintain interest
without frustrating the participant. The products in
this section are appropriate for cognitive training of
individuals at any age.
- Shlomo Breznitz - “Long-Term Living” April 2010

DO-Eat aSSESSmENt tOOL FOR cHiLDREN

Performance based assessment tool for children with Developmental
Coordination Disorder (DCD), Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder
(ADHD) and both verbal and non-verbal learning disabilities. Evaluates
areas of strength and difficulty in both ADL and iADL and helps define
customized therapeutic goals for intervention.

HiDDEN LEttER GLittER SHaPES

The glitter gel pads are filled with a non-toxic gel and incorporates
letters and numbers in the background. Research shows that mental
activity can stimulate new brain cell growth. The best brain fitness
activities are those that are new and challenging. These pads can
be used to assist with visual perception, pre-writing skills, letter and
number recognition and tactile awareness.
LG174

A.E.I.O.U

LG175

R.S.T.L.N

5" / 13 cm

SENSORy baLLS

Sensory Balls are covered with soft tactile points which can be used for
massage purposes. Tactile points make the ball easier to catch, throw or
kick. Latex free.

LG830

LF052

Round

LF052F

Football

Colour May Vary

HiDDEN LEttER aND NUmbER GLittER SHaPES

The Letter and Number Gel Packs are filled with a non-toxic gel.
Research shows that mental effort can stimulate new brain cell growth.
The best brain fitness activities are those that are new and challenging.
These pads can be used to assist with visual perception, pre-writing
skills, letter and number recognition and tactile awareness.

tRick y tREE™®

TrickyTree™® is a construction game to expose kids to the concept of
balance. Use the pegs and joints to build a tree, when the tree loses
balance children must problem solve by adding additional pegs and
joints to stabilize the structure. Helps to improve fine motor skills.
Includes: 1 base, 36 pegs, 10 two-pronged joints and 5 three-pronged
joint. Ages 3+ years.
LF051
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LG176

Alphabet: In Order Upper Case

Blue

An innovative vibratory tool for oral motor therapy and beyond. Use it
to normalize sensitivities and to improve a variety of speech and feeding
skills. Made in the USA out of medical grade materials.

LG177

Alphabet: In Order Lower Case

Yellow

LG178

Alphabet: Jumbled
With Numbers

Red

LF053

LG179

Numbers In Order

Light Blue

ARK’S DNZ-VIBE®

7" x 16" /
18 x 40.5 cm

GEL-FOam PictURE FRamE

There is no doubt that mental exercise nourishes the mind. One must
continue to learn complex, new tasks in order to keep the brain fit
and active. The brain has an amazing capacity for healing, whether
the deterioration is due to aging, traumatic brain injury, or stroke. The
picture frame is a heat sealed vinyl frame with a gel pocket in the front
and a back pocket that allows one to insert any graphic that challenges
or attracts the interest of the user. The product can be used as a learning
tool or as a place to house familiar pictures.
LG180

10" x 7" / 25 x 43 cm
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Possible Activities for Recognition Pads

1. Associate/Numbers
a. #1 is next to the.....
b. #3 is next to the.....
2. Object Recognition
a. Identifying Humans
b. Identifying Animals
3. Numbers
a. How many objects are on the ground?
b. How many things have the color red, etc?
4. Similarity
a. Birds and Planes can fly
b. Objects growing in the ground
5. color Recognition
a. Green objects
b. Red objects
6. Identify by Scale/Size
a. What’s bigger....
b. Name the smallest to largest objects

GEL-FOam PictURE FRamE

This unique pad provides a picture story of familiar scenes to most
children. Using these familiar settings, the child is encouraged to perform
associations including color, shapes, size, function, numbers and
placement. Included in each package is a list of suggested activities.
LG181

Suburb Scene

LG182

Farm Scene

LG183

City Scene

LG184

Expressions

11" x 18" / 28 x 46 cm

FOUR HaNDLE SUPER-SLiNG

WaLL POckEtS

Friction-reducing bottoms that ease positioning and transfer, with
reinforced stitching at handles. This product also includes two-inchwide nylon webbing for added strength.

The Wall Pocket is made of durable, wipe-clean vinyl, and
conveniently stores 36, 3”x 5” / 7 x 12 cm index cards. The
instructor can display pictures, numbers, names and instructions.
Artwork can also be cut out in a 3”x 5” / 7.5 x 12.5 cm format and
inserted into the pockets. The Wall Pocket can be mounted with
screws, hooks or with the provided adhesive Velcro®.
LG185

FaLL matS

LG197

36" x 40" / 91.5 x 102 cm

The Fall Mat stands out due to its easy to care for, one piece elastomeric
foam surface, beveled low profile edges and embedded Nanosilver that
protects the mat from mold, mildew, stains and odor causing bacteria.
This product reduces impact energy and protects children from serious
injuries caused by falling out of bed. This product has trip resistant
beveled edges, as well as a slip resistant bottom which keeps the mat
securely in place. This product is a useful impact absorber in a play area
and rolls up for easy storage.
LG198

68" x 24" x 1" / 173 x 61 x 3 cm

LG199

68" x 30" x 1" / 173 x 76 x 3 cm

24" x 36" / 61 x 91 cm

SaFEty

People with impaired proprioception are missing an
internal body map for adjusting body motions. Without
knowing how to apply the correct amount of force on
external surfaces, the body lacks the ability to judge body
position in space or to determine touching pressures. A
craving for intense proprioceptive experiences may result in
behavior such as crashing into walls, banging, tumbling into
a pile of pillows, and rough housing or horseplay to increase
sensory messages. Children displaying these behaviors may
be perceived as aggressive, but the behavior itself is
innocuous. The child is seeking a means of enhancing his or
her sensory experiences. The reverse may be true in children
who avoid physical activity. Various devices and props are
useful to help ensure the child’s safety.

SOFt-FaLL mat WitH aLaRm

SEat bELt aLaRm SyStEm

This product improves safety for children in a wheelchair. The nylon
belt has an easy-release buckle for safe removal. Alarm sounds when
buckle is released, and automatically resets when buckle is secured.
This product helps remind the child to stay seated. Requires 2 x AA
batteries (not included).
LG196
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31" - 46" / 78 - 116 cm

This product combines an impact-absorbing fall mat with an alarm. It
has high-density impact foam which provides absorbing protection
against fall-related injuries. The product has a weight sensitive floor
pad that activates an alarm at bedside. This product is covered in
durable wipe-clean vinyl, and is recommended for children 75 lbs /34
kg or more. Requires 2 x AA batteries (not included).
LG200

With Alarm

LG201

Without Alarm

68" x 36" x 2" / 173 x 91.5 x 5 cm

DOOR/WiNDOW aLaRm

This product sounds an alert when a door or window is opened. It installs
in seconds with adhesive backing, and has a three-position switch: off,
chime, alarm. The product resets itself when a door or window is closed.
Perfect for supply closets, medicine cabinets, windows, and doors. This
product uses three 1.5 volt batteries (included).
LG202

6" x 2½" x 3" / 15 x 6 x 7.5 cm
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cOmFORt

Everyone need comfort, rest and sleep for
physical and emotional well-being and health.
Many factors affect the child’s comfort, including
environmental factors, physical comfort when
sitting or sleeping and reduction of stress. Unmet
needs cause tension and anxiety and adversely
affects the child's state of well-being. Among some
of the measures that can be taken to improve the
child's comfort is to make available an effective
seat cushion for long periods of sitting. Also, by
providing bed positioning devices the child can
reposition to attain a more comfortable position
and sometimes to relieve pain and muscle spasms
when they are a problem.

GEL-LiFt SEat cUSHiON

This pre-filled economic cushion provides added comfort by pressure
relieving cooling gel and uses heat-sealed construction. This product is
used to help reduce anxiety, includes safety straps, and is made with wipeclean anti-bacterial vinyl, and meets flammability requirements of CA 117.
LG203

Green

16" x 16" x 1" / 40 x 40 x 2.5 cm

LG204

Blue

18" x 16" x 1" / 45 x 40 x 2.5 cm

LG205
LG206

18" x 16" / 45 x 40 cm

Optional Cover

cHaiR Pack

This product stores books, loose-leaf and folders. It has a foam inner lining
that interfaces with the back and chair for added comfort. The Chair Pack
easily fits on the back of any chair, has a carrying handle, and wipes-clean
or can be laundered. It includes a clear window for a name tag, pencil,
pen holder and closes with a zipper. This product is puncture resistant.
LG209

16" x 16" / 40 x 40 cm

14" x 18" / 35.5 x 45.5 cm

Regular exercise has many benefits. Designing a program for a
cognitive disabled child is challenging and requires knowledge of
the child’s social behavior. Incorporating variety into the fitness
program is also essential in order to maintain the child’s interest.
Consider the child’s sensory deficits when planning and identifying
exercises and activities that are within the child’s ability. Prevent
boredom by exposing the child to combinations of exercise that
are repeated no more than twice a week.
Feeling a sense of accomplishment builds self-esteem and
enhances self confidence. An effective fitness program will evolve
with the child’s progress and the program complexity should be
increased gradually as the child masters the program.
A successful exercise program will help motivate the child to
participate in a healthy lifestyle over the long term.
Note: Special needs children with impaired proprioception may
be unable to detect the stretch and pull on muscles and joints that
signal the brain to increase or decrease muscle tension. This robs
the body of key information needed to maintain good muscle tone
and to possibly avoid dangerous activities. Exercises should be
performed under close supervision.

cRaSH PaD

This foam filled pad is available in two sizes. It is covered with a durable
nylon cover that wipes clean. It is sturdy enough for jumping on and
soft enough for sitting and relaxing. It is a helpful tool for improving
vestibular senses. Safe, long lasting foam filled bag. Shipped with the
foam compressed for reduced shipping cost.

StaRRy NiGHt GEL-FOam cUSHiON

This unique cushion has colorful stars that move through a water-based gel.
The water-based gel adds maximum comfort while the high-density foam
prevents bottoming-out. The vinyl cover wipes clean for easy care and the
incontinent-proof vinyl cover prevents fluids from entering the cushion.

ULtRa-SOFt bED bOLStERS

Versatile bolsters provide positioning, pressure relief, and comfort. This
product is filled with fluffy spun fiber, covered with a soft launderable
cozy cloth fabric, and waterproof inner cover wipes clean with liquid
disinfectant. Offering forward positioning and roll control, as well as
helping to elevate knees reducing leg and lower back pain.

LG207

White

14" x 14" x 2½" / 35.5 x 35.5 x 6 cm

LG210

8" x 24" / 8 x 61 cm

LG208

Black

16" x 16" x 2½" / 40 x 40 x 6 cm

LG211

6" x 18" / 15 x 45 cm

LG216
LG217
LG218
LG219

3' x 4'/ 36" x 48"

Crash Pad

5' x 5' / 60" x 60"

Optional Cover

3' x 4' / 36" x 48"
5' x 5' / 60" x 60"

aqUa WEiGHt

Aqua weights are safe and convenient weights that are easy to fill and
empty. There are four convenient easy to hold sizes. This product is safe
for all ages and reduces the risk of injury to feet if dropped.

FLOOR ELEvatiNG bODy WEDGE

This product provides a convenient surface for the child to lean on. With
a soft comfortable foam and waterproof outer cover, the body wedge
easily cleans with liquid disinfectant.
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LG212

15 Degrees

7½" x 27" x 24" / 19 x 68.5 x 61 cm

LG213

20 Degrees

10" x 27" x 24" / 25.5 x 68.5 x 61 cm

LG214

25 Degrees

12" x 27" x 24" / 30.5 x 68.5 x 61 cm

batH mitt

This soft sheepskin mitt calms as it cleanses and conveniently holds
soap for washing a child, reducing the time to apply the soap. This
product is machine launderable, durable and reusable.
LF332

LG220

6½" x 11" x 0.1" / 16.5 x 28 x 0.25 cm

LG221

9" x 12" x 0.1" / 23 x 30.5 x 0.25 cm

LG222

11" x 13" x 0.1" / 28 x 33 x 0.25 cm

LG223

12" x 13" x 0.1" / 30 x 33 x 0.25 cm

EXbOX WitH baNDS

This product provides multi-muscle training for legs, back, shoulders
and arms. Can be used in any fixed position chair, or in a locked
wheelchair. The product features a set of exercise handles, and all levels
of resistance bands and tubes.
LG224

19½" x 15" x 14" / 50 x 38 x 35.5 cm
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POSitiONiNG

cUSHiON GRiP

The cushion grip is for children with involuntary hand closure. The
product is tapered to the natural contour of the hand preventing
children from digging their fingernails into their palms, and provides
a mild form of hand exercise. An elastic band keeps the cushion from
being dropped. The cushion grip is filled with resilient polyester pile.
LG225

Universal

LG226

Small / Medium

LG227

Medium / Large

6 Pack

Information about body position travels through
the spinal cord and into parts of the brain that are
not under conscious control. Because of this, you
are seldom aware of body position unless you are
actively thinking about it. Proprioception is the
internal ability to sense the position, location,
orientation, and movement of the body without
having to look at them. Life for a child with
impaired proprioception is not so easy and both
moving and staying still take some conscious
effort. Without proper proprioception input from
the brain the child may slide off the chair,
stumble or fall.

iN-bED POSitiONiNG SyStEm

This product stabilizes and positions the child in bed, helping reduce
pressure sores, as well as reducing caregiver exposure to back injury.
The product allows two caregivers to turn and position children, while
the two wedged bolsters comfortably support the side-lying child.
Velcro® strips on bolsters hold positioning pad securely in place. The
positioning pad’s fluid-proof barrier protects the linens and mattress.
The positioning pad also serves as a transfer aid and is launderable with
bolsters covered in durable wipe clean vinyl.
LG234

Positioning System

Pad & Two 34” /86cm Wedges

LG235

Optional Pad

40” x 48” / 101.5 x 122 cm

LG236

Optional Wedge

8” x 8” x 17 / 20 x 20 x 43 cm

ERGObaUm kiDS ROyaL SHOck
abSORbER FOREaRm cRUtcHES

EcONO-FOOtRESt

GEL aDjUStabLE HEaD POSitiONER

StaNDaRD HEaDRESt

This product is a foam support which provides cushioned comfort and
positions the child’s head. It can be used for all high-back chairs, and
has a polyester cover that is removable for easy laundering.
LG228

LG229

7" x 7" x 6" / 17 x x 17 x 15 cm

WHEELcHaiR POStURE SUPPORt

This product promotes correct sitting posture while limiting forward
and lateral leaning. The Posture Support secures with easy-open
Velcro® closures. Also including Velcro® with Red Loop closures, for
easy manipulation.
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This product prevents hyperextension of the neck. The head support
adjusts easily to prevent lateral head movement. Water-based gel packs
are included to relieve pressure on vulnerable ears. The Gel Adjustable
Head Positioner can be used for all high-back chairs, wipes clean for
easy care, and has a Low-Shear II outer cover.
7" x 7" x 6" / 17x x 17 x 15 cm

aDjUStabLE LatERaL SUPPORt

Maximum support is provided by width-adjustable side panels. This
product minimizes left-right leaning in wheelchairs and most other
chairs. The foam-padded sides adjust laterally for a custom fit, and the
Lateral Support wipes clean for easy care.

LG230

Children 8 to 12 Years Old

LG232

8" - 12" x 7" x 9" / 20 - 30.5 x 17 x 23 cm

LG231

Children 13 Years Old and Up

LG233

12" - 18" x 7" x 9" / 30.5 - 45.5 x 17 x 23 cm

This product raises footrest for improved posture and seating alignment
in a wheelchair. It also prevents feet from slipping behind footrests. A
cushioned back protects lower legs against contact with the wheelchair.
The footrest secures easily with quick-release straps and is covered in
durable, wipe-clean vinyl.
LG237

16” - 18” x 1” / 40.5 x 45.5 x 2.5 cm

LG238

16” - 18” x 2” / 40.5 x 45.5 x 5 cm

A comfortable, fully adjustable crutch
designed to make children’s lives easier
during recovery, while reducing any
secondary injury commonly caused by
conventional crutches. The spring loaded
legs reduce impact with the ground. It is
equipped with a 4-Legged "extra balance"
high performance crutch tip, and has a
night light, horn and safety reflectors.
Features a built-in knee rest platform and
forearm strap and cup. It is the first crutch
with adjustable cushion grip.
LH085

aDHESivE HOOk & LOOP

This product is effective for affixing written materials or small object
to the wall. It is reusable if placed on a smooth surface, and has
strong holding strength.
LG239

Adhesive Hook & Loop Dots

LG240

Adhesive Hook

LG241

Adhesive Loop

White

¾" / 2 cm

caRPack

All parents know that a busy child is a happy and well behaved child.
The CarPack easily attaches to any auto headrest and will hold all of your
child’s activity items for long car trips. It will easily hold books, games,
pencils, tissues and any other materials needed.
LG242

14" x 18" / 35.5 x 45.5 cm
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aRk GRabbER® aND Xt cOmbO Pack

As a mouthing tool, ARK’s Grabber® provides an excellent opportunity for the mouth to play through jaw movement,
tongue movement, and oral exploration. The chewy, resilient material can help with oral defensiveness and food
aversions by de-sensitizing the mouth. It is also a safe and durable alternative to tooth-grinding and/or chewing on
hazardous non-food items. It is constructed of a firmer material so individuals can exert more jaw pressure, but it remains
chewy and resilient. Grabber® is constructed of medical grade materials.
LF054

2 Pack

timOccO DEvELOPmENtaL GamE
Timocco motivates kids to develop motor, cognitive, and communication skills through play.
As kids pop balloons, zap aliens or try to catch falling fruit, they don’t seem to notice just how much skillbuilding practice they’re getting.
Skills include: Midline crossing, bilateral & hand-eye coordination, attention, cause & effect, visual
discrimination, posture, cooperation and more.
Each game has a variety of fine-tuning options that isolate and develop specific movements and skills for kids
with varying levels of ability.
• Home edition users can access & play their therapist
calibrated games online.
• Adapts to a child's range of motion abilities
• Software includes planning & progress
tracking tools
• Ages 3-12 yrs
•
•
•
•
•

50+ OT designed games
Mac & PC Compatible
Patented motion tracking technology
Includes webcam, 3 colorful gaming balls, and training
Play anywhere with Timocco's online platform

LF995

LF995PRO

Home

Professional

LF055b
Therapeutic Gains:
• Increases range of motion
• Confidence and motivation to use non dominant hand
• Focuses attention
• Restrains impulses
• Bodily awareness
• Improvement of motor skills, bilateral coordination,
reaction times, muscle ton & posture
• Improvement of cognitive skills (numbers, quantities,
categorization, visual perception)

(1 user) Make a child’s occupational therapy a part of their everyday lives by purchasing this
version to develop child’s skills in the comfort of their own home. Allows parents to take an
active role in their child’s development. This version does NOT save data.
(2 therapist, up to 30 child clients) Program allows the therapist to adjust the settings of games
to the needs of the child. Game settings and results are saved in an online database making them
conveniently accessible allowing the therapists to monitor their client’s progress at all times.
Therapist can provide continual feedback to the child and the parents, even when they are not
in the clinic setting. Therapist can track the progress of 10 users at a time.
Please see www.timocco.ca for more product information.
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WEaR EaSE® SHOE FaStENER kit

Shoe fastener kit converts regular lace up shoes into an easy to use hookand-loop closures. Ideal for people who cannot tie shoelaces or haven’t
learn't how. Can adjust using a shoehorn or dressing sticks. For shoes
with 2-3 eyelets, only 1 Wear Ease® per shoe needed. For shoes with 4-6
eyelets, 2 per shoe may be needed.
Black

LF055t

Tan

LF055bR

Brown

LF055W

White

Sold in a
pair

ROckEt WRitER

The ergonomic design of the Rocket Writer ensures the proper “tripod”
finger position. The Rocket shape takes advantage of the natural weight
of the hand rather than rely on the child’s ability to grip the pencil. Simple
twist-top mechanism to expose more of the refill. Dual built-in erasers.
LF555R

2 Pack

PEN aND PENciL WEiGHtS®

These colourful Pen and Pencil Weights assist with sensory motor
planning. The additional weight of the pencil provides feedback
on sensory information for those with difficulty in vestibular or
proprioceptive processing. O-Rings secure the weights and allow the
weight to be held anywhere along the writing instrument. Weight is
approximately 1.5 oz (0.043 kg).
LF065

Kit includes: 3 Pencil
Weights, 6 O-Rings

Weighs: 1.5 oz / 0.043 kg

UNivERSaL HOLDER™®

This Universal Holder securely holds most round or irregular shaped
items in place by means of three adjustable screws. Holds pencils, pen,
crayons, markers, toothbrush, etc. Requires very little pressure to write
when held in its upright position. Hold items with a diameter between
0.125” to 0.4375” / 0.32 - 1.12 cm.
LF064

Kit includes: Allen Wrench and 3 Extra Long Screws
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WRitiNG cLaW

PENciLWEiGHt™

The PencilWeight™ is helpful for individuals who experience decreased
coordination or need additional proprioceptive sensory input during
writing tasks. Compatible with most writing and colouring tools. Made of
durable Tricot and filled with 0.25 lbs of lead-free steel shot. Easily secured
using the Velcro® strip. Recommended to hand wash and air-dry.
LF063

Length: 3¾" / 9.5 cm

The Writing Claw’s tripod grip ensures true finger positioning. Allows
individuals with poor motor skills to write. Fits pens, pencils, crayons
and markers. Fits left or right hand. Latex free and is non-toxic.
Available in sizes small, medium and large.

Diameter: 0.875" / 2 cm

LF062S

Small

LF062m

Medium

LF062L

Large

HiGH SiDED DiSH

Allows for easy eating with high sides to scoop against. It is 9” / 23 cm
diameter with 2” / 5 cm high side and an ergonomic ¾” / 2 cm lip around
the outer edge for easy handling. The textured eating surface resists
scratching and staining. Microwave and dishwasher safe up to 180°F (82°C).
LF745

9" x 2" x ¾" / 23 x 5 x 2 cm

maGic bOWL™

The Magic Bowl’s unique gyroscopic action rotates the bowl around
360º, thereby ensuring that stored food does not spill. The three grip
handle ensures that the bowl can remain in one spot, no matter how it is
placed. The bowl is BPA free, microwave and dishwasher safe.
LF610

HENRO-GRiP® FORk

Fork designed ergonomically to facilitate eating for individuals who are
unable to use ordinary cutlery due to poor muscle control. Fork is light
and wide, to simplify use. Dishwasher safe.
LF060R

Right

LF060L

Left

LF726

LF725
HENRO-GRiP® SPOON

Spoon designed ergonomically to facilitate eating for individuals who
are unable to use ordinary cutlery due to poor muscle control. Spoon is
light and wide, to simplify use. Dishwasher safe.
LF061R

Right

LF061L

Left

HaLO™ cUP

UNivERSaL cUFF

An excellent eating aid for people who have trouble grasping and
holding small utensils. Ideal for children with little or no hand strength.
LF725

Adjustable Strap

LF726

Plastic Clip

This cups wide halo base design provides stability and reduces the
occurrence of accidental spills. Features a unique handle that eliminates
the need for gripping power. Made for small children’s hands. Stackable.
Dishwasher safe.
LF057

DOIDy CHILDREN’S NOSEy CUP

Unique leaning shape and handles on both side makes this cup easy for
kids to use. The angle allows space for the nose and eye-glasses while
drinking and reduces the need to tilt the head when drinking. Top rack
dishwasher safe.

Capacity: 6.5 oz / 192 ml

LF058

Capacity: 6.5 oz / 192 ml

SiP-tiP® WitH SELEct-FLOW vaLvES

Makes drinking easier for individuals who have difficulty generating and maintaining
suction. An individual can suck from the straw or can be helped by “pumping” the fluid
up the straw with the flexible lid. The select-flow valve will keep the straw full of fluid,
thereby reducing the air ingested and the effort required to drink. Users experience less
coughing and choking while drinking with the Sip-Tip® and tend to consume more fluid.

cLOSED-cELL FOam tUbiNG

Built-up handles give greater control to people who lack coordination,
strength or gripping ability. Tubing has a slip-resistant “skin” and is
dishwasher safe. Supplied in 12” / 30 cm pieces that can be cut to length.
Each package contains 6 foam tubes.

LF727
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Tan - ¼" / 0.6 cm
Red - 0.37" / 0.9 cm
Blue - ¾" / 2 cm

LF056

Kit Includes: 1 8 oz tumbler, 1 spillresistant lid, 1 select-flow valve, 10
regular straws, and 1 *free* Lip Blok®

¾" / 2 cm

PEDiatRic PLaStic cOatED SPOON

Stainless steel spoon coated with an FDA approved, soft, white plastic.
Protects teeth, gums and lips. Not recommended for children with
severe biting reflexes. Top rack dishwasher safe.
LF059
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camOcUP®

The CamoCup® has been specially developed for infants, children and
adults with suction, drinking and swallowing disorders, to promote
their sensorimotor skills optimally. Camocups’ unique shape is ideal
and comfortable to hold in two hands. Beak shaped spout to provide a
steady flow of liquid. Dishwasher safe.
LF749

Capacity: 4.6 oz / 120 ml

PEDiatRic

FLEEcE bEaN baGS

ZENSit™

This cushion improves sitting posture and reduces back pain and fatigue
during prolonged sitting for children with special needs. Reduces
stiffness, aches, pains and fatigue in the lower back while sitting.
Structure alleviates pressure points underneath the buttocks by taking
pressure off the coccyx and pelvic floor. Discreet in the classroom.
Portable and customizable.

Kids can't resist these soft, colorful bean bags. Perfect for tossing games,
relays, juggling, hop scotch, or anything else you'd use a bean bag for. Soft
fleece exterior with double stitching, inside-the-bag edges make these
the friendliest bean bags in the classroom.
LG546
LG547

LF069

4" x 4" / 10 cm x 10 cm
5"x 5" / 12.5cm x 12.5 cm

ELaStic GROUP cORDS

A sturdy latex tube is covered with soft fabric, creating a stretchy 'border'
that encourages group cooperation, interaction and creative movement.
Individual movements affect the dynamics and stretch of the band, so
the group learns to compensate and maintain support.

6 Pack

LG548

2½" x 12" / 6 x 30 cm

LG549

2½" x 16" / 6 x 40 cm

caNDO® iNFLatabLE SENSi SaDDLE ROLL

cUSHy-aiR™ mat EXERciSE matS

Perfect for fitness, physiotherapy and leisure use. Mats are convenient,
lightweight and the junior Cushy-Air™ Mat comes with a carry bag and
has die-cut handles.
LF066

The Sensi Saddle Roll has a specially textured “nubby” surface that adds
pleasurable tactile and visual elements to ball therapy. Saddle rolls are
much easier to control than balls. The built-in saddle helps position the
child and gives the child an added sense of security. Used to develop
muscles, strength, coordination and balance.
LF068y

Yellow

15½" / 40 cm

LF068G

Green

23½" / 60 cm

Weight Capacity:
300 lbs / 136 kg

HURDLES

catcH aND baLaNcE SEt

Participants must work together to move the included ball down the
parachute chain and back without dropping it on the ground. Includes 6
parachute bands (each with 4 straps) and 1 inflatable nylon covered ball.

Younger kids can use these durable plastic training hurdles to build
jumping skills while older kids can use them for agility training.

LG550

LG551

Height: 6" / 15 cm

LG552

Height: 12" / 30 cm

DyNamic LOWENStEiN O.t. tHERaPy cOGNitivE aSSESSmENt kit

The DLOTCA is a series of cognitive tests that enables a therapist to evaluate clients with neurological deficits in order to obtain a detailed cognitive
profile, enabling intervention planning for management and maintenance. DLOTCA™ builds off the research used to develop the original LOTCA™
series and incorporates a dynamic component providing the ability to measure learning potential and recognize thinking strategies through the use
of mediation. In addition, it enables the therapist to identify the level of awareness the client has to his/her condition and cognitive disability.
LF997b

POLy maRkERS

These Poly Markers can be used for positive messages and
self-confidence builders. They are tough enough for regular
use in the gym or on the playground and great for training or
introducing kids to sports. 6 pieces per set. Colour may vary.
LG541

caNDO® jUmPy baLL

The heavy-duty Jumpy ball is ideal for exercise activities and a fun way to
provide proprioceptive and vestibular stimulation. The ball has heavyduty grip handles designed to give the user secure control at all times.
LF067
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Diameter: 17½" / 45 cm

Weight Capacity: 300 lbs / 136 kg

Stars

LG542

Feet

LG543

Hands

LG544

Arrows

LG545

Turning Arrows

6 Pack

DLOtca FOR SENiORS

DLOTCA-G™ Designed to be used with clients aged 70 and over and specifically
addresses physical and mental factors that can accompany aging by offering larger
components, reduced pictorial detail, multiple choice questions, and shorter
administration time. Consists of 24 subtests in 8 cognitive areas: Orientation, Awareness,
Visual Perception, Spatial Perception, Praxis, Visuomotor Construction, Thinking
Operations and Memory. Designed to provide standardized testing procedures and
established norms for systematic data collection in cognitive assessment.
LF997S
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WEiGHtED bLaNkEt

WEiGHtED PaDS

Weighted products provide proprioceptive input that helps establish increased body awareness, improves attention span and concentration,
and has calming benefits. Children who do not have sensory problems may also benefit from weighted products by helping calm tantrums, aid
with attention span, and help relieve restless legs.
Although there is no specific formula for determining the weight, the common formula to use is 10% of the childs weight plus 1 pound. After
the weight is selected, a therapist should observe the child to determine whether adjustments are needed.

The Weighted Blanket is made from soft, comfortable and non flammable material and has Velcro® closures at the ends of weight channels. They may
provide proprioceptive input and stability for the end users. They are designed to be used with different weight sets and other sensory items which
may help the child’s sensory system to calm and organize. Every child’s sensory system is different so please figure out ideal weight input and usage
schedule with your child’s occupational or physical therapists. Weights sold separately.
LG564

Small Blanket

3' x 4' / 36" x 48"

LG565

Medium Blanket

4' x 6' / 48" x 72"

LG733

WEiGHtED LaP PaDS

Provides deep pressure for a secure, grounded feeling. Enables
users to stay seated for a longer period of time. For use in chairs, in
class, and during road trips. Vinyl-covered pads wipe clean. Calms
restless leg syndrome.

LG734

Red

12" / 30 cm

3 lbs

Green

14" / 35.5 cm

5 lbs

LG188

Blue

16" / 41 cm

7 lbs

LG189

Red

7" x 16" / 25.5 x 46 cm

3 lbs

Green

7" x 16" / 25.5 x 46 cm

5 lbs

LG187

LG190

Hexagon

Rectangle

LG191

Blue

7" x 16" / 25.5 x 46 cm

7 lbs

LG192

Semi-Circle

Red

11" x 16" / 28 x 41 cm

3 lbs

LG193

Half-Circle

Green

8" x 16" / 20 x 41 cm

9 lbs

LG194

Circle

Blue

16" / 41 cm

7 lbs

LG195

Semi-Circle
Cover

Blue

11" x 16" / 28 x 41 cm

WEiGHtED LaP PaDS

The Weighted Lap Pad is made from soft, comfortable and non flammable material and has Velcro® closures at the ends of weight channels.
The Weighted Lap Pad is an effective tool to help those children stay in their seat and focus on their work. The Weighted Lap Pad provides self
regulation to help the child calm and organize. Every child’s sensory system is different so please calculate ideal weight input and usage schedule
with your child’s occupational or physical therapists. Weights sold separately.
LG566

Small

14" x 10" / 35.5 x 25.5 cm

LG567

Medium

18" x 10" / 46 x 25.5 cm

LG568

Large

24" x 10" / 61 x 25.5 cm

LH500
LH501

Small

LH502
LH503

4 Pieces x 8 oz Weights
4 Pieces x 12 oz Weights
4 Pieces x 12 oz Weights

Medium

4 Pieces x 16 oz Weights

LH504

4 Pieces x 1.5 lbs Weights

LH505

4 Pieces x 2 lbs Weights

LH506

Large

4 Pieces x 2.5 lbs Weights

Small Weight

6 lbs / 2.7 kg

LG735

7 lbs / 3.1 kg

LG736

6 lbs / 2.7 kg

LG737
LG186

5 lbs / 2.2 kg

LG738

Medium Weight

8 lbs / 3.6 kg
10 lbs / 4.5 kg

DEEP PRESSURE vEStS

The Pressure Vest is made from perforated Neoprene and can provide
deep pressure to the body evenly which can improve body awareness,
attention and focus, and can help reduce response to stimuli. The
breathable, latex-free material also helps the wearer maintain a
comfortable body temperature.
LG553

XX-Small

12" x 20" / 30 x 51 cm

LG554

X-Small

14" x 24" / 35.5 x 61 cm

LG555

Small

17" x 30" / 43 x 76 cm

LG556

Medium

20" x 36" / 51 x 91 cm

LG557

Large

23" x 42" / 58 x 106 cm

LG558

X-Large

26" x 48" / 66 x 122cm

WEiGHtED vEStS

The Weighted Vest is made from soft, breathable and non flammable
material which is designed to provide constant, even, deep pressure input
to the child when his or her body is craving. We suggest you work closely
with one to help determine the most appropriate weights and intervals for
wearing the vest and removing it.

LG559

X-Small

24" x 12" - 16" / 61 cm x 30 - 41 cm

2 lbs

LG560

Small

30" x 15" - 20" / 76 cm x 38 - 51 cm

3 lbs

LG561

Medium

34" x 17" - 22" / 86 cm x 43 - 56 cm

4 lbs

LG562

Large

39" x 19" - 24" / 99 cm x 48 - 61 cm

6 lbs

LG563

X-Large

44" x 22" - 27" / 112 cm x 56 - 69 cm

8 lbs

LH507
LH508
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Weight
Set

4 lbs - 8 pieces x 1/2 lbs weights
4 lbs - 16 pieces x 1/4 lbs weights
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iNcONtiNENcE

iNcONtiNENcE

REUSabLE iNcONtiNENcE bRiEFS / PaNty

Ideal for moderate to heavy bladder incontinence. Complete four layer protection. The first layer is an ultra-soft cotton knit fabric that is very gentle
on the skin. The second layer is a wicking material that effectively pulls moisture away from the skin. The third layer is specially engineered with a
sewn in absorbency pad that grabs, holds and locks in fluids. Finally, the fourth layer is an oversized moisture proof barrier for maximum protection.

WOmEN

mEN

24/7 bRiEFS

Designed for heavy incontinence with maximum protection. A 3-D Core absorbency
system provides a capacity of up to 3 litres of coverage. A dependable leak control
system keeps skin, clothing and bedding dry for 12 hours or more, allowing for 2-3
changes in a 24-hour period. These briefs are exceptionally strong and durable. Soft
linings prevent severe skin irritation and dryness, they also promote odour control and
PH neutralization. These briefs are plastic backed with an elastic waistband; adding
flexibility and comfort.

LG904

Small

30" - 32" /
76 - 81 cm

LG910

Small

25" - 27" /
63 - 68 cm

LG905

Medium

34" - 36" /
86 - 91 cm

LG911

Medium

28" - 31" /
71 - 79 cm

LG840

LG912

Large

32" - 36" /
81 - 91 cm

32" - 42" / 81 - 107 cm

Large

38" - 40" /
96 - 101 cm

Medium

LG906

LG842

Large

43" - 65" / 109 - 165 cm

LG907

X-Large

42" - 44" /
107 - 112 cm

LG913

X-Large

37" - 40" /
94 - 101 cm

LG843

Small

21" - 32" / 53 - 81 cm

LG908

XX-Large

46"- 48" /
117 - 122 cm

LG914

XX-Large

41" - 44" /
104 - 112 cm

LG845

LG909

XXX-Large

50" - 52" /
127 - 132 cm

LG915

XXX-Large

45" - 48" /
114 - 122 cm

mEN'S bOXER SHORtS

These boxer shorts have a unique built-in absorbent pad and are made of a washable,
reusable cotton/polyester jersey. The jersey material is treated to eliminate bacterial
growth. These shorts also feature a fly front opening.
LG922

Small

30" - 32" / 76 - 81 cm

LG923

Medium

34" - 36" / 86 - 91 cm

LG924

Large

38" - 40" / 96 - 101 cm

LG925

X-Large

42" - 44" / 107 - 112 cm

LG841

LG844

Small
Pack of 18

Pack of 72

21" - 32" / 53 - 81 cm

Medium

32" - 42" / 81 - 107 cm

Large

43" - 65" / 109 - 165 cm

NitE tRaiN-R

Compact alarm device with highly effective moisture sensing bed pad.
Nite Train-R is specifically designed for habitual bed wetters, incontinent
bed patients in hospitals or nursing homes and the physically or mentally
handicapped with bed wetting or incontinence difficulties. Nite Train-R is a
clinically proven way to safely stop bed wetting and/or to alert the caregiver/
patient when the bed becomes wet. Comfortable, easy to use and highly
effective. Requires 1 x 9V battery (included).
LF461

20" x 26" / 51 x 66 cm

UNiSEX viNyL PROtEctivE PULL-ON

These vinyl pull-ons are waterproof with added protection from
incontinence. Designed to slip easily over underwear or an adult diaper
and fit comfortably without irritating the skin. With an elasticized waist
and legs, these pull-ons are whisper-quiet during everyday movement.
Features reinforced vinyl to prevent spill-over.
LG916

Small

25" - 32" / 63 - 81 cm

LG917

Medium

26" - 34" / 66 - 86 cm

LG918

Large

28" - 36" / 71 - 91 cm

LG919

X-Large

30" - 38" / 76 - 96 cm

LG920

XX-Large

32" - 40" / 81 - 101 cm
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WEtNESS aLERtiNG DEvicE

The Wetness Alerting Device is effective in successful
treatment of bedwetting. As urination begins, an alarm
sounds waking the patient before the bed or pajamas are
soiled. The device is designed to condition the patient
to waken for urination and learn over time to suppress
the need to urinate during the night. Requires 4 x LR44
batteries (included).
LG476

Sensor Cord: 26" / 66 cm
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iNcONtiNENcE

qUiLtED cHaiR PaD

WaSHabLE UNDER PaD

This durable and reusable cloth under pad offers comfort, softness and
convenience. The pad is designed to wick moisture away from the skin,
combined with a waterproof backing to ensure that bedding stays dry.
57005

34” x 37” / 86 x 94 cm

qUiLtED WatERPROOF SEat PROtEctOR

This seat protector is great for those with incontinence. It helps
protect sensitive skin from making contact with fluids. Simply toss this
protector over any upholstery or fabric to keep chairs, wheelchairs and
car seats clean and dry. Machine washable.
LG780
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Heavy duty chair pad for incontinence. Sewn out of a soft, upholstery
which has a fleece-like texture. Protect your recliners, overstuffed chairs,
dining chairs, wheelchairs or even the upholstery in the car. The bottom
layer consists of a waterproof vinyl, backed with polyester to provide
some “tack” to help eliminate slipping or sliding. Machine washable.

18½” x 20½” / 47 x 52 cm

Poly - Cotton, Waterproof Vinyl

LF990

17" x 24" / 43 x 61 cm

tRaNqUiLity WiPES

These super soft hypoallergenic disposable cloth-like wipes are great for
cleaning any body surface. They are pre-moistened with aloe and are
alcohol free. The size of these wipes allows for a quick clean up at home or
on-the-go. An easy open flip-lid reseals and keeps wipes moist. Latex-free.
LF991

12 Packs of 50 Individual Wipes

Wipe Size: 9” x 13” / 23 x 33 cm

ORtHO SUPPORtS
NEW

miNi tHERa-ROLLS™

Targets cervical musculature and plantar fascia to help stimulate blood
flow and reduces pain and swelling. Firm ridges offer excellent soft
tissue manipulation and isolates trigger points. Allows self-massage
of hard-to-reach areas such as middle and upper back either against
a wall or on the floor. Rolls can be stored in the freezer prior to use to
help relieve inflammation and pain.
LG348

2 Pack

1 x Medium - 4 lbs / 1.8 kg
1 x Firm - 6 lbs / 2.7 kg

3½" x 6" / 9 x 15 cm

cOmPRESSiON aNkLE SUPPORt

Provides relief with uniform compression and heat retention. The major
function is to help support the ankle and reduce overall swelling. This is
ideal for tendinitis, bursitis, muscle strains, ligament sprains and more. The
material is neoprene with high quality quadstretch for 4-way movement.
LH577

Beige

Medium

LH578

Black

Large

NEOPRENE DELUXE aNkLE SUPPORt

Stabilize and support weak ankle muscles and ligaments following
strains, sprains, and stress injuries. The neoprene retains body heat,
increases blood circulation and helps keep muscles warm, reducing risk
of injury during or after sporting activities.
LF600

mULti PURPOSE aNkLE WRaP

Designed to comfortably provide support by lifting and supporting the
arch of the foot while providing compression and soothing warmth.
LF599

One Size Fits All

One Size Fits All

DORSaL PF NiGHt SPLiNt

The wide neoprene calf and toe straps along with gel padding on the
top of the foot help reduce pressure points and the plastic-free bottom
offers safe nighttime ambulation. Additional room in the forefoot to
accommodate wider feet and the flexible shell allows easier nighttime
ambulation without compromising the ability to hold the foot at 90°
during rest. Fits right or left.
Women (US)

Men (US)

LG346

Medium

6-10

5-9

LG347

Large

10½

9½ - 14

PLaNtaR FaSciitiS SUPPORt

Provides comfortable support 24/7. It comes with a night splint, which
stretches plantar fasciitis and the achilles tendon while sleeping or
resting. It also comes with a day arch brace which increases foot comfort
while standing and walking. Can be worn with or without a sock and is
compatible with either the left or right leg.
LG425

One Size Fits All
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ORtHO SUPPORtS

ORtHO SUPPORtS

aDjUStabLE FOOt DROP bRacE

Finally, a foot drop brace that can be applied in seconds, can easily be moved from shoe to shoe and is easy to adjust. Unlike hard, restrictive braces
that lock the foot into one position, this brace promotes a natural foot motion. Support is given only where it is needed, the brace limits plantar flexion
only, ankle motion is otherwise unhindered. This freedom of movement helps maintain ankle strength and proprioception that can easily be lost due to
excessive immobilization or "over bracing". Quick-release attachment buckle permits easy transfer of the foot drop brace from shoe to shoe. Lightweight
neoprene cuff and hook-and-loop closure make this brace easy to apply and adjust for a proper fit. Plastic stiffeners also help prevent cuff from migrating
during wear. Can be worn with any dress, casual, or athletic shoe with lace-up or hook-and-loop closure. No need to go up a shoe size to accommodate.
LH138
LH139

NEW

ELaStic kNEE StabiLiZER

Adjustable Foot Drop Brace

3 Pack

Additional Shoe Straps
attacH

aPPLy

aDjUSt

cOmPRESSiON kNEE WRaP

The easy ON/OFF wrap provides comfort, support and helps relieve
pain. The uniform compression and heat retention is ideal for athletics
and fitness. Recommended for tendinitis, bursitis, muscle strains,
ligament sprains and more. The material is neoprene with high quality
quadstretch for 4-way movement.
LH576

cSUS NiGHt SPLiNt

Floats heel & relieves pressure preventing development of heel ulcers
and allows for healing of pre-existing ulcers. External cover can be
removed and washed.

Women (US)

Men (US)

LG768

Small

Up to 8" / 20 cm

LG766

Small

4-8

3-7

LG768m

Medium

Up to 9½" / 24 cm

LG766m

Medium

9 - 11

8 - 10

LG768L

Large

Up to 11" / 28 cm

LG766L

Large

12+

10+

LG768XL

X-Large

Up to 13" / 33 cm

WOMEN’S NEOPRENE
kNEE SUPPORt

The flexible side stabilizers
increase lateral stability and
support knee ligaments without
limiting movement. Buttress
insert acts as a patella stabilizer,
while preventing direct pressure
on the patella itself. Targets
compression just below the
kneecap to help relieve pain.

Designed with form-fitting, flexible quadstretch neoprene for 4-way
movement with extra padding on back of heel to help prevent blisters.
The gel pad cushion provides shock absorbtion with each step and fits
comfortably in shoes and provides all day relief.
LG824
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LF601 One Size Fits All

Small / Medium

LF603

Large / X-Large

12” – 14½” / 30 x 37 cm

Neoprene retains body heat, increases
blood circulation and helps keep
muscles warm. The flexible side
stabilizers increase lateral stability
and support knee ligaments without
limiting movements. The front
opening offers increased support for
the patella and prevents compression.
LF604

Designed to support weak wrist
muscles and ligaments following
strains, sprains, and stress injuries.
Neoprene retains body heat,
increases blood circulation and helps
keep muscles warm, reducing risk
of injury during or after sporting
activities. Cushion against blows,
remains effective when wet.
LF590

maGNEtic kNEE StRaP

Applies focused pressure to the kneecap reducing pain and agony. The
strap is designed to improve patellar tracking and elevation. It reduces
pain caused by running, jumping and provides relief from tendonitis,
chondromalicia and Osgood-Schlatter disease. Powerful magnets
improve blood flow to knee area. One size fits most with the fully
adjustable Velcro® strap and comfortable faux calfskin cover.

One Size Fits All

NEOPRENE WRiSt bRacE

GEL HEEL cUSHiONS

LF602

NEOPRENE kNEE StabiLiZER

SaFEbOOt ii

Night splint for plantar fasciitis with adjustable dorsiflexion straps.
Metatarsal wedge maximizes dorsiflexion stretch. Fits right or left foot.

The flexible side stabilizers increase
lateral stability and support
knee ligaments without limiting
movements. The front opening
offers increased support for the
patella and prevents compression.

One Size Fits All

LG748

One Size Fits All

ELaStic SPLiNt
WRiSt ambiDEXtROUS

Designed to help relieve the pain
and swelling associated with
carpal tunnel syndrome and to
help support weak injured wrists.
Helps relieve pain and swelling
while maintaining full range of
movement of thumb and fingers.
Extra long 6½”/16.5 cm spoon
and two side splints provide
rigid support.
LF593

Small / Medium

LF594

Large / X-Large

One Size Fits All
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ORtHO SUPPORtS

ORtHO SUPPORtS
aRm PROtEctiON SLEEvE

NEW

The arm protection sleeve provides covering
against tears and abrasions for thin, fragile
skin tissue. Can be used for active and nonambulatory patients. Made of a cotton/Lycra
mix material that is washable and reusable.

NEOPRENE SPLiNt WRiSt

Neoprene retains body heat, increases
blood circulation and helps keep
muscles warm. Snug fit of the hand and
wrist for patient comfort. Does not limit
finger movement.
LF591

Men

LF592
LF595
LF596

Women

One Size Fits All
One Size Fits All

REStORativE HaND

Treats wrist hand contractures. The mouldable plastic allows patients to
work through their tone or spasticity.

Left
Right
Left
Right

LG767

X-Small

LG767XSR
LG767LL

Large

LG767LR
LG767mL

Medium

LG767mR
LG767SL

Small

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right

LG769

Small

LG769m

Medium

LG769L

Large

LG769XL

X-Large

ELbOW SLEEvE WitH ZiPPER

Provides comfort and support for tendinitis, bursitis, muscle strains,
ligament sprains and more. It allows natural movement for exercise,
athletics and daily activity. The material is neoprene with high quality
quadstretch for 4-way movement.
LH575

Left

10½” – 11½” / 26 - 29 cm

RObiNSON RaDiaL NERvE SPLiNt

Orthosis assists in extending all fingers, allowing active flexion where there is loss of finger extension.
Streamlined and form fitted, this splint supports the wrist to eliminate functional loss. A pocket inside
each glove contains an orthotic positioner, which features five spring loaded lifts (one for each finger),
while our new loop design distributes force on the internal leather spring pocket.

HaND

REStORativE FLEX HaND

tHUmb SUPPORt

This neoprene support has a comfortable fit and retains body heat for
better blood circulation. Extremely useful in the treatment of sport and
accidental injury as well as workplace demands which affect this area of
the body and is adjustable to fit both the left and right hand.
LG369

One Size Fits All

Treats a contracted tightly closed fist. The mouldable plastic allows
patients to work through their tone or spasticity. Adult universal sizing.
LG774

Left Hand with Regular Cone

LG774LRc

Left Hand with Reverse Cone

LG774RRc

Right Hand with Regular Cone

LG774Rvc

Right Hand with Reverse Cone

FOREaRm

LH665

Small, Right Hand

LH673

Small, Right Hand

LH666

Medium, Right Hand

LH674

Medium, Right Hand

LH667

Large, Right Hand

LH675

Large, Right Hand

LH668

X-Large, Right Hand

LH676

X-Large, Right Hand

LH669

Small, Left Hand

LH677

Small, Left Hand

LH670

Medium, Left Hand

LH678

Medium, Left Hand

LH671

Large, Left Hand

LH679

Large, Left Hand

LH672

X-Large, Left Hand

LH680

X-Large, Left Hand

LH677-LH680 - FOREaRm-baSED

LH669 - LH672 - HaND-baSED

tHUmb SPica

Treats “Texting Thumb” using a flexible, non-rigid shell that limits motion only where it’s needed. By supporting the CMC/MP joint and crossing the
wrist joint, this product protects the long tendons of the thumb allowing the pain and inflammation of De Quervain’s tendonitis to subside without
limiting hand function.
LG356
LG358
LG360

Small / Medium
Beige
Medium / Large

LG362
LG357

ELaStic WRiSt WRaP

Adjustable tension. Designed
to support weak wrist muscles
and ligaments following strains,
sprains, and stress injuries.
LF598

One Size Fits All

LG359
LG361
LG363

Black
Medium / Large

Left
Right
Left
Right
Left
Right
Left

NEOPRENE GOLF aND tENNiS ELbOW

Integrated compression pad reduces muscle contractions in the forearm
and soothes the pain associated with inflammation of the epicondylitis.
LF597
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Small / Medium

Right

One Size Fits All
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ORtHO SUPPORtS

ORtHO SUPPORtS

NEW

abDOmiNaL SUPPORt

The abdominal support has a
comfortable fit while retaining body
heat for better blood circulation.

cOmPRESSiON SOckS WitH ZiPPER

LG370

Men

LG371

Women

One Size
Fits All

FiNGER iNjURy SyStEm

Provides pressure to help improve circulation. Comfortable knee-high
length with open toe design. They are made with durable zippers and
meant to fit snugly in order to function correctly.
LH579

Ankle: 10”-11½” / 26 - 29 cm

Calf: 18" / 45.5 cm

A customized fit for better protection and also has adjustable straps
which eliminate the need for tape.

UNivERSaL FiNGER SPLiNt

Designed to help relieve finger pain and reduce the swelling caused
by sprains, jams, strains and arthritis. It is also designed to treat the
two stages of finger injuries: Stage 1: Cold therapy 3-4 times a day to
reduce swelling and soreness. Stage 2: Protect recovering finger while
immobilization is needed.

LG413

LG414

FiNGER SPLiNt 2-Pack

Provides support for injured fingers and protects existing fractures by
stabilizing and immobilizing the joints of the finger. Made with foam
padded aluminium.

back / WORkER SUPPORt

This firm support has a comfortable
fit while retaining body heat for
better blood circulation.
LG372

One Size Fits All

maGNEtic POStURE cORREctOR

Helps to relieve aches and pains by improving breathing, relaxing muscles
and straightening the neck and head. It supports using therapeutic
magnets and is made with a comfortable cotton lining and neoprene
material. It can be discretely worn under clothing and is unisex.
LH420

Medium

28" - 38" / 71 - 96.5 cm

LH421

Large

38" - 48" / 96.5 - 122 cm

LH422

X-Large

48" - 60" / 122 - 152.5 cm

cOt FiNGER SPLiNt

Designed for comfort and quick healing. It has a high-grade foam and
absorbs shock. The convenient hook and loop straps eliminate the need
for adhesive tape.
LG412

LG433

Standard

LG403

3 Pack (Small, Medium, Large)

aDjUStabLE HERNia SUPPORt

Can support single or double hernias. It is lightweight and invisible
under clothes. It is complete with two removable pads.
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LG889

Small

LG889m

Medium

LG889L

Large

LG889XL

X-Large

HOt/cOLD GEL cERvicaL cOLLaR

The unique inner gel pack can be heated in the microwave or chilled in
freezer. It is perfect to relieve tense muscles and ease aches. It has a soft
poly/cotton cover that is removable for washing. Hook and loop closure
adjusts to fit all.
LG890

One Size Fits All

FiNGER cOt

The splint immobilizes and protects injured fingers. It has a malleable
aluminum alloy which adjusts to different finger sizes.

The rubber finger cot stretches to fit easily over injured finger tips and
toes. The durable rubber won’t break or crack. In addition to protecting
injured fingers, cots are also useful when applying creams and medications.
Crafters also use them to protect their finger tips while quilting.

LG431

LG404

GUttER FiNGER SPLiNt
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ORtHO SUPPORtS
HiP PROtEctORS

You can wear hip protectors all the time, day or night. The pads are amazingly lightweight. Each pad weighs less than
25 potato chips, and can fit easily into concealed interior pockets. No one will know you are wearing these protectors,
and wearing them will decrease your chance of injuries if you fall on your hip.

a tRULy cONFORmiNG Fit

The secret is in "the curve". Many hip protectors on the market (the hard plastic kind) will guard the hips but are not
comfortable for sleeping. They don't naturally conform to the body and some of them may even cause injuries when a fall
occurs. Users can sleep on their sides while wearing these protectors and enjoy countless nights of serene, peaceful rest.

HiGHLy cOSt EFFEctivE

High level of protection helps
to reduce unexpected
injuries and costs associated
with surgery, rehabilitative care
and physical therapy.

EFFORtLESS cOmPLiaNcE

The most difficult aspect of hip
protection is convincing the user
to wear hip protectors as often as
possible. In trials conducted with
prototypes at several nursing
facilities in Canada, patients
agreed that these protectors were
so comfortable that they often
forgot they were wearing them!
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mEN'S WaiSt

mODEL

SiZE

iNcH

cm

LG955

Small

28" - 30"

LG956

Medium

LG957

WOmEN'S WaiSt

mODEL

SiZE

iNcH

cm

71 - 76

LG961

Small

22" - 26"

55 - 66

32" - 34"

81 - 86

LG962

Medium

26" - 30"

66 - 76

Large

36" - 38"

91 - 96

LG963

Large

30" - 34"

76 - 86

LG958

X-Large

40" - 42"

101 - 107

LG964

X-Large

34" - 38"

86 - 96

LG959

XX-Large

44" - 46"

112 - 116

LG965

XX-Large

38" - 44"

96 - 112

LG960

XXX-Large

48" - 50"

122 - 127

LG966

XXX-Large

44" - 50"

112 - 127

WOOLPiLE | SHEEPSkiN

WOOL PiLE WHEELcHaiR SEat PaD

This cozy pad features a 1"/2.5 cm 100% woolpile top with a
polyester knit backing for comfort and pain relief. Tape-bound
edges with Velcro® tabbed straps close under the seat to hold in
place. Machine washable.
LG873

16” x 16” / 41 x 41 cm

LG874

16” x 18” / 41 x 46 cm

LG875

18" x 18" / 46 x 46 cm

LG876

18” x 36” / 46 x 91.5 cm

WOOL PiLE HOt WatER bOttLE cOvER

SHEEPSkiN WaLkER GRiPS

These walker handgrip wraps will provide comfort for your hands
through all seasons.

This cover will protect you from direct contact with the hot water bottle
and spread heat evenly. Slide the bottle in and close the Velcro® tabs.
Hot water bottle not included.

LG872

LG871

WOOL PiLE bED PaD

This bed pad is designed for your comfort, made from 100% woolpile.
Features a 1” / 2.5 cm pile height and polyester knit backing. Washable.
LG882

20" x 24" / 51 x 61 cm

LG883

24" X 30" / 61 x 76 cm

SHEEPSkiN

Premium quality sheepskin comes in a natural shape and is fully
washable. Ideal for pressure relief and personal comfort when sitting
or lying down.
LG880

8 sq ft. / 42" x 26" / 106 x 66 cm
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WOOLPiLE | SHEEPSkiN

SHEEPSkiN PaLm PaDS

WOOL PiLE ELbOW PROtEctOR

Made with 100% comfortable wool padding to alleviate pressure on the
elbows. Features double Velcro® straps to hold firmly in place.
LG877

One Size Fits All

LG888

Made with 100% comfortable wool padding to alleviate pressure on the
heels. Features double Velcro® strapped to hold firmly in place.

Made for comfort and pressure relief. Features double straps and no
seam at the rear of the heel. The Velcro® straps have sheepskin tabs to
protect the skin on the instep.

One Size Fits All

LG879

WOOLSkiN® DEtERGENt

LG969

Small

LG970

Medium

LG971

Large

LG972

X-Large

cONvaLEScENt WOOL PiLE bOOtS

Sold
In A
Pair

These cozy boots are intended to provide comfort and relief for
someone bed or chair-bound. The wool provides warmth and pressure
relief for the sensitive parts of the foot, Velcro® straps grasp around the
ankle and over the in-step for a snug, secure fit.
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One Size Fits All

SHEEPSkiN HEEL PROtEctOR

WOOL PiLE HEEL PROtEctOR

LG878

Intended to protect the palm of your hand from encroaching arthritic
fingers. The wool will assist in dealing with any sweat issues in the palm.
Closes with a Velcro® strap around the wrist.

A specialty detergent developed
to wash sheepskin. It is able to
restore the natural oils & fats
to the hide with each wash.
It contains tea tree oil, lemon
myrtle, coconut oil & neatsfoot.
LG884

One Size Fits All

LiFt cHaiRS
NEW
EaRtH LiFt cHaiR

A conventional infinite position lift chair available with Earth
grey incontinent proof upholstery and features four 3” casters
for easy manoeuvrability and transportation. With detachable
armrests, this chair makes side transfers a possibility for those
who are unable to stand. Features a vertical lift function where
the entire chair will lift vertically 6” for users who prefer not
to be tilted forwards or want to do a side transfer to a higher
surface. This chair will accommodate most average to large
sized adults comfortably. Power adapter included.

SPEciFicatiONS:

Seat Width: 21" / 53 cm
Seat Depth: 20" / 51 cm
Seat Height: 21" / 53 cm
LH810

Earth Grey

29" x 68½" x 58½" / 74.5 x 174 x 148.5 cm

LH810

NEW
vENUS LiFt cHaiR

A medium sized infinite position lift chair available with
brown or blue upholstery and features 4 casters (2 locking)
for easy manoeuvrability. This chair will accommodate most
average sized adults comfortably. Suitable for users 5' 3" to
6' tall (approximate based on average body proportions).
Power adapter included.

SPEciFicatiONS:

Seat Width: 19½" / 49.5 cm
Seat Depth: 19½" / 49.5 cm
Seat Height: 19½" / 49.5 cm
LH808

Brown

LH809

Blue

32" x 73" x 58½" / 82 x 185 x 148.5 cm

LH808
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LiFt cHaiRS

LiFt cHaiRS

NEW

NEW

PLUtO LiFt cHaiR

A medium sized infinite position lift chair available with
brown or blue upholstery and features 4 casters (2 locking)
for easy manoeuvrability. This chair will accommodate
most average to large sized adults comfortably. Power
adapter included.

maRS LiFt cHaiR

A conventional infinite position lift chair available with Earth
grey incontinent proof upholstery and features four 3” casters
for easy manoeuvrability and transportation. With detachable
armrests this chair makes side transfers a possibility for those
who are unable to stand. Features a vertical lift function where
the entire chair will lift vertically 6” for users who prefer not to be
tilted forwards or want to do a side transfer to a higher surface.
Suitable for users 5' 3" to 6' tall (approximate based on average
body proportions). This chair will accommodate most average to
large sized adults comfortably. Power adapter included.

SPEciFicatiONS:

Seat Width: 19½" / 49.5 cm
Seat Depth: 19½" / 49.5 cm
Seat Height: 20" / 51 cm
LH807

Brown

LH806

Blue

33" x 72" x 57½" / 85 x 183.5 x 146.5 cm

SPEciFicatiONS:

Seat Width: 21" / 53 cm
Seat Depth: 21" / 53 cm
Seat Height: 20" / 51 cm
LH803

Earth Grey

30" x 68" x 57" / 76 x 173.5 x 145.5 cm

LH806

NEW

LH803

NEW

SatURN LiFt cHaiR

jUPitER LiFt cHaiR

A medium sized infinite position lift chair available with
brown or blue upholstery and features 4 casters (2 locking) for
easy manoeuvrability. It also features a cup holder and tray
for added user functionality. This chair will accommodate
most average to large sized adults comfortably. Suitable
for users 5' 3" to 6' tall (approximate based on average body
proportions). Power adapter included.

A medium sized infinite position lift chair available with
brown or blue upholstery and features 4 casters (2 locking)
for easy manoeuvrability. Suitable for users 5' 3" to 6' tall
(approximate based on average body proportions). This
chair will accommodate most average to large sized adults
comfortably. Power adapter included.

SPEciFicatiONS:

Seat Width: 19½" / 49.5 cm
Seat Depth: 20" / 51 cm
Seat Height: 19½" / 49.5 cm

SPEciFicatiONS:

Seat Width: 21½" / 54.5 cm
Seat Depth: 19½" / 49.5 cm
Seat Height: 19½" / 49.5 cm
LH805

Brown

LH804

Blue

31" x 73" x 58½" / 79 x 186 x 148.5 cm

LH804
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LH802

Brown

LH801

Blue

35" x 73" x 59" / 89 x 186 x 149.5 cm

LH801
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The Importance of

Hydration as we Age
We know that water is good for us
But it can be boring
That’s why we decided to inject some flavour

Elderly dehydration is one of the most common reasons for
hospitalization among people over 65.
Clinical signs of dehydration include:
Dizziness

This is

As We Age:

The all-new fruit infuser that lets you flavour your water
just the way you like it!

Headaches

Dry Mouth

imagine

Reduced sense of thirst
Increased Heart Rate
Increased Blood Pressure

Muscle Weakness or
Cramps

Impaired hormonal
response to dehydration

Darker Urine

infuse
Bodies lose kidney function and
are less able to conserve fluid
Other symptoms include:
Persistent Fatigue
Nausea
Forgetfulness
Confusion
Change in Consciousness

Drinking 5 glasses of water a
day makes you 50% less likely
to develop bladder cancer
and decreases the risk of
breast cancer by 79%

Some medications cause
you to sweat more

75% of North Americans
are chronically dehydrated

Most of us already know that water is a key component in maintaining a healthy body, so how come we
don’t drink more?
It’s a struggle!
For most of us, water is boring and we have to force ourselves to consume enough. This motivated us to
go to the drawing board and create a product that makes drinking water easier.

next page

Try this!

Flush out toxins by putting a few slices of lemon in
your Fruition and filling with warm water.
•
•
•
•
•

enjoy

Balances ph levels
Aids digestion
Reduces inflammation
Cleanses the liver
Nourishes cells

WC950

600 mL / 20 oz
Perfect for infused water and iced tea
Durable Tritan™ body
Interchangeable silicone sleeve

THE ULTIMATE IN MOVING FOOD

Meal Box 21228
This highly functioning product
with a built in fork and salad
dressing pot will keep your
food fresh for longer.

JOIN THE BOOMERANG FOOD MOVEMENT

Brights Litterless
Lunchbox 23016
The ideal lunchbox made for
healthy lunches and
environments. Featuring
three separate storage
compartments, with two
removable leak proof
containers.

Brights Mini Litterless
Lunchbox 23017
Designed with two separate
storage compartments and a
sandwich divider which
securely fits a single or double
sandwich stack or perhaps a
salad or sushi!

Litterless Lunchbox 21236
The ideal lunchbox made for healthy lunches and
environments. Featuring three separate storage
compartments, with two removable leak proof snack packs.
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Sandwich Box 21229
Simple, yet clever. The sandwich box is
ideal for carrying around fresh sandwiches,
rolls or wraps without cling wrap.
Snack Tubes Double 21231
Built to separate snacks. The Snack Tube Double
has two separate spill proof compartments.
Perfect for dry and wet snacks!

Muffin Mover 21234
Perfect for storing your
favorite healthy muffins
or snacks. The Muffin
Mover is the perfect
alternative to cling wrap
or zip lock bags.

Brights Snack Box 23018
This airtight snack box will keep
food fresher for longer and is also
suitable for reheating foods. The
perfect mover for carrying fruit, nuts
and snacks.

myfoodmovers.com
myfoodmovers.com
Boomerang Food Movers is a fun food
transport system designed to rejuvenate
the plastic ware category, provide a
solution for hassle free lunches and
eliminate excessive packaging. Join the
Boomerang Food Movement and go
Litterless!

BPA Free

Kids Hydro Blast 23052
The perfect companion for a day’s play!
Keeping kids hydrated has never been
easier with the Kids Hydro Blast. Ergonomic
round contoured shape, perfect for little
hands with soft touch materials and
over-mould for a more comfortable grip.

Microwave Food Safe Dishwasher Freezer
Safe
Safe
Safe

Cutlery Mover 23014
This compact all-in-one Cutlery Mover means
you are now able to eat on-the-run without the
hassle of not having any utensils.
Lunch Pack 21242
A litterless lunch container with 3 separate compartments,
including a 500 ml squeeze bottle to keep hydrated
throughout the day. The lunch pack also comes with a
cool skin keeping your food insulated and fresh for
longer, two mini snack pods also accompany the litterless
lunch box, creating options for different snacks.

myfoodmovers.com
myfoodmovers.com
Brights Sandwich Box 23019
Simple, yet clever. The sandwich box is
ideal for carrying around fresh
sandwiches, rolls or wraps.
BPA Free

Microwave Food Safe Dishwasher Freezer
Safe
Safe
Safe

Brights Snack
Tubes Triple 23021
These multi purpose snack
tubes are leak proof and
are ideal for separating
smaller snacks. Perfect for
yogurt or dip if desired.

Sandwich Wrap 23012
The sandwich wrap is a re-useable alternative to cling wrap for
your healthy sandwiches. Made from an easy to clean material,
you can wash and reuse time and time again.

Brights Wrap and Roll 23020
Perfectly sized to fit your healthy rolls, wraps or subs.
Designed with a hinged lid to keep things organized and
rubber feet to prevent slipping and sliding.

HyDRatiON

HyDRatiON

cLaSSic WiDE mOUtH 32 OZ

Meet the most popular bottle. Leakproof, odour proof and super
durable. Ready for whatever big mouths you run into.

aLSO avaiLabLE iN 16 OZ

OtF (ON-tHE-FLy) 24 OZ

Take your workout and your water bottle to the
next level with OTF (On-The-Fly). Only one hand
is required to open the leakproof cap so you can
multitask while working on your fitness.

NaRROW mOUtH 32 OZ

For those who prefer a roomy bottle with a smaller opening, try the
narrow-mouth loop-top bottle. It offers all the same advantages as the
wide-mouth, with a top that minimizes the chance of spills and a cap
that never gets lost.

miNi GRiP 12 OZ

All the features of the original wide mouths, in a smaller bottle with an
indented profile that makes it even more comfortable to hold in the hand.

aLL tERaiN 22 OZ

Soft sided and squeezable with a patented hinged cap closure.

aLSO avaiLabLE iN 16 OZ

mULti-DRiNk 20 OZ

Featuring a loop-top for refreshing drinks, and a sipfriendly pivoting straw with a leakproof lock. The
63 mm cap fits our other wide mouth bottles, and
allows for easy cleaning, extra ice, and drink mixing.

WiDE mOUtH WitH PiLLiD 32 OZ

Holds medication, vitamins, supplements, keys, jewlery,
cash, protein powder or other essentials. Leakproof. Fits
Nalgene and other Wide-Mouth bottles. Includes 32 oz
Wide-Mouth bottle.

tRavEL kit WitH StORaGE caSE

A leakproof zipper and mini carabiner make our travel kit
a necessity. Contains leakproof bottles with colour-coded
caps; one Q-tip® vial, and one straight sided jar for pills or
thicker gels and lotions.
9941-0002

aLSO avaiLabLE iN 12 OZ

tRaNSPORtatiON SEcURity aDmiNiStRatiON
Security measures state that airline passengers are allowed
to carry on travel-size toiletries in containers holding three
ounces or less, and that all of the items carried must fit into a
single quart-sized clear plastic bag.
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a
Abdominal Support ..................242
activity
Apron ........................................... 217
Gel Pads ...............................214-219
Tray .......... 23, 24, 26, 152, 216-217
adult Diaper ........................234-235
air cleaner..................................... 110
Alarms ........................................ 78-84
Alarm Clock ............................ 55, 61
Bed ......................78, 80, 82-83, 158
Belt .......................................... 81, 220
Chair ...................................78, 80-82
Doorway ........................................84
Floor .................................. 78, 80, 82
Hallway ...........................................80
Incontinence.............................. 235
Pad ................................................... 78
Stove Reminder .........................106
Toilet................................................ 82
Window ................................ 84, 221
ankle
Brace / Support ................201, 237
Hot / Cold Pack ..........................199
Anti-Inflammatory Cream ..... 53
anti-Snore Pillow ....................... 155
apple Wedger ................................94
apron .............................. 122-123, 217
Arm Protection Sleeve..... 177, 241
Armrest-Wheelchair ................. 174
avocado Slicer ............................... 95

b
back
Scratcher ........................................ 53
Support .................. 18-19, 224, 242
backpack
Hydration..................................... 178
bag
Food ..............................................102
Handle / Grip ..............................109
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Laundry ........................................108
Organizer ....................................... 22
Walker .................................. 188-189
balance
Ball ...............................208-209, 230
Board .............................................209
Therapy ........................................ 218
bandage Scissors ......................... 65
bath / Shower board.................145
bath Scales
Analog ..................................124-125
Digital ...................................125-127
Bathroom
Bath Brush ........................49-50, 53
Bath Lift ........................................ 135
Bath Mat...............................146-147
Bidet ................................................46
Body Washer ................................ 50
Caddy ............................................146
Chair /
Seat......109, 133-135, 140, 142-143
Commode ..........................128, 169
Faucet ...........................................106
Foot Brush ............................ 49, 138
Grab Bar / Rail .............90, 129-133
Hair Washer............................ 48, 51
Hair Brush ......................................48
Mirror ....................................148-149
Mitt ...................................... 146, 222
Raised
Toilet Seat............138-139, 141-143
Safety Treads ..................... 145, 147
Shower Head .............................. 139
Sitz Bath ......................................... 47
Soap............................................... 110
Soap Dispenser.................105, 138
Sponge ........................................... 49
Squeegee .................................... 110
Step........................................146-147
Stool .............................133-134, 138
Swivel Seat .................................. 133
Toilet Seat Alarm ......................... 82
Toilet Brush .................................146
Towel Rack...................................130
Transfer
Devices...................90,134-135, 140

Whirlpool Jet Spa......................138
Wipe Aid ...............................46, 144
bathtub - Walk in................136-137
bean bags ......................................231
bed
Alarm.........78, 80, 82-83, 158, 235
Beverage Holder ....................... 151
Chair ................................................ 18
Fall Mat ......................153, 221, 223
Fold-Away Bed........................... 153
Ladder........................................... 152
Linens....................................155-156
Mattress Lifter ............................ 157
Night Light ............. 12, 17, 157-158
Pad .......................................... 75, 245
Pan .................................................144
Pajamas ........................................158
Positioning
Wedge.........................153, 222, 225
Rail ........................... 89-90, 150-151
Risers .....................................156-157
Sheepskin Pads................... 75, 245
Table / Tray .................... 24, 26, 152
Transfer Mat .................................. 87
Transfer Sling ........................87, 221
Warmer ........................................... 20
bedside Light ................................. 13
bell .................................................... 157
belts
Alarm...................................... 81, 220
Chair / Wheelchair ....................180
Gait .................................................. 85
Garden / Tool................................ 28
Transfer.................................... 85, 87
beverage
Holder............121-122, 151, 176, 187
bibs ...........................................122-123
bidet ...................................................46
blanket Support ......................... 151
blood Pressure
monitors.................................162-164
boards
Balance .........................................209
Bath / Shower.............................145
Cutting................................. 103-104
Transfer.................................... 86-87

body
Massager............................... 54, 210
Washer ............................................ 50
Wedge ....................... 153, 222, 225
bone Pillow ...................................154
book
Holder ..............................25-26, 102
Light ................................................ 12
boot jack .......................................... 35
boots
Wool Pile ......................................246
bosu ball .........................................209
bottle ............................. 251, 253-255
Cleaning Kit..................................111
Holder ..........................122, 151, 176
Opener ............................96-99, 123
Salad Dressing ...........................103
bowls ................................116-117, 229
boxer Shorts incontenence...............................234
brace ...............................201, 237-239
bracelet Fastener ......................... 21
Breakfast Tray .......... 23-24, 26, 152
Briefs .......................................234-235
Broom ...............................................111
brush
Bathroom................. 49-50, 53, 110
Dental ............................................. 47
Foot ........................................ 49, 138
Kitchen ......................................... 110
Nail ................................................... 53
bunion / callus Pad ...............42-43
button Hook ................................... 35

c
cabinet Light.................................. 14
call bell ........................................... 157
callus / bunion Pad ...............42-43
Callus Remover .............................68
can Opener .............................. 96-99
Candles - Flameless..................... 13
cando band ..................................205

cane ..........................................190-191
cane accessories
Handle / Grip ..............................192
Holder ...........................................192
Ice Pick ..........................................193
Straps ....................................192-193
Tips ................................................193
Weather Cover ...........................192
car accessories
Cushion .................................88, 172
Gas Cap Turner ...................30, 109
Pack ...............................................225
Seat Belt Handle .......................... 30
Transfer Mat .................................. 89
cards
Holder ............................................. 31
Jumbo Playing .......................30-31
Low Vision ...............................30-31
Shuffler ........................................... 31
carpet ................................................ 28
cart
Food ..............................................108
Laundry ........................................107
Recycling .....................................107
Shopping ............................ 106-107
cast ...................................................194
Protectors ......................................66
catch and balance Set .............231
cervical collar..............................242
chair
Alarm................................. 78 ,80-82
Armrest......................................... 174
Bathroom....................133-135, 169
Commode ...................................169
Cushion .......88, 170-174, 182, 222
Incontinence Pad ......................236
Lift ..........................................247-249
Lift Assist ........................................88
Multipurpose..............................109
Pack ...............................................223
Support ........................................224
Tissue Box Holder .....................177
Transport ............................ 167, 168
Restraints .....................................177
Warmer ........................................... 20
cheese Grater ................................ 95

chopper / Scraper ............... 98, 101
cleaner - Woolskin ....................246
clock
Day Tracker.................................... 32
Medication Alarm .................55, 61
Natural Sunlight .......................... 14
Reminder Rosie ........................... 55
clothing Protector ............122-123
coaster ..................................... 62, 105
coccyx cushion ................... 173-174
coffee mugs .................................. 118
Comb ..................................................48
Commode
Chair .....................................128, 169
Liners.............................................128
Compression
Ankle Support ............................237
Pump .....................................160-161
Sleeve............................................ 241
Socks ................................69-70, 242
Wrap ..............................................237
cookbook Holder..........25-26, 102
cooling Pad............................28, 156
core training
Equipment.............................211, 231
couch Organizer .......................... 22
cover blubber ..............................102
cPaP Pillow ...................................154
crutches.................................194, 225
cup / mug
Holder .......................... 121, 151, 176
Nosey ..........................120, 229-230
One Handle ........................ 119, 229
Two Handle ..........................117-118
cushion
Car Accessories ...................88, 172
Chair .............88, 170-174, 182, 230
Coccyx .................................. 173-174
Foot / Heel..................... 68-69, 238
Gel / Foam .........170-174, 182, 222
Knee ....................................... 28, 159
Memory Foam .......... 170-174, 182
Prostate ........................................ 170
Ring............................................ 72-73
Swivel ..............................................88
Travel .............................................172
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Wheelchair .................170-174, 182
cutlery / Utensils .................112-114
Handle / Grip ............... 114-115, 228
cutting board ..................... 103-104

D
Day tracker ..................................... 32
Dental
Brush / Floss .................................. 47
Cleaning ......................................... 47
Repair .............................................. 47
Denture cleaning..................47-48
Detergent - Woolskin /
Sheepskin......................................246
Developmental Kit...218, 226, 231
Diabetic
Socks ................................69-70, 242
Insole ............................................... 37
Travel Pouch ................................. 70
Diaper .....................................234-235
Dinner tray................ 23-24, 26, 152
Dish Sponge ..................................111
Disposable Gloves ...................... 74
Dolly
Recycling .....................................107
Door
Hinge............................................... 29
Screen ............................................. 29
Wedge ..........................................180
Door Lock
Fingerprint .................................... 15
Drawer / Shelf Liner ..................105
Dressing aids
Boot Jack........................................ 35
Button Hook ................................. 35
Dressing Stick ............................... 35
Hoisery / Sock Aid ................33-34
Shoehorn .................................34-35
Zipper Pull ..................................... 41
Dropper
Eye.................................................... 65
Medicine ........................................ 63
Dust Pan ..........................................111
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Duster ...............................................111

E
Ear
After Swim.....................................64
Hearing Aid Cleaner............ 64-65
Irrigator ..........................................64
Sound Amplifier .......................... 16
Syringe............................................64
Eating
Bowls .............................116-117, 229
Cutlery /
Utensils................112-114, 228, 252
Handle / Grip ...................... 114-115
Plates ............................ 115-116, 229
Storage Containers ....... 252-253
Eating assist ................................. 121
Elastic Group cords ..................231
Elbow
Brace / Support ...... 201, 240-241
Hot / Cold Pack ................. 199-201
Protector ...............................75, 246
Electric
Blanket ........................................... 20
Scooter .........................................196
Elevated
toilet Seat..............138-139, 141-143
EmS / tENS machine ................. 212
Examination gloves.................... 74
Exercise therapy
Balance Board ............................209
Ball ......................208-209, 218, 230
Braces ...........................201, 237-239
Fitness Circle...............................210
Flex Bar .........................................209
Foot ...................................... 211, 237
Halo Trainer................................. 211
Hand
Exerciser...54, 76-77, 206-207, 240
Heating Pad .....197-198, 200-202
Hip / Knee Exerciser ................. 211
Hot / Cold Pack ................. 199-201
Massager............................... 54, 210

Mat ....................................... 209, 230
Paraffin Bath ............................... 212
Pedal Exerciser ........................... 211
Pedometer .................................. 213
Putty ..............................................207
Resistance Bands ............. 203-205
Rollers ......................... 209-210, 237
Stopwatch ................................... 213
Stress Ball ........ 201, 206, 218, 224
Stretching Bands .............. 203-205
Training
Equipment.................211, 223, 231
Ultrasound .................................. 212
Wedges ...............................153, 222
Weights ............ 208, 210, 212, 223
Whirlpool Jet Spa......................138
Yoga Mat ......................................209
Extension cord ............................ 17
Eyedrop aid .................................. 65

F
Face mask......................................... 41
Fall Prevention
Alarms .....................78-84, 220-221
Belts ....................................81, 85, 87
Ice Treads / Grips ...................35-36
Mat / Pad ......28, 87, 153, 221, 223
Faucet ..............................................106
Fever Thermometers ................165
Finger
Protector ............................... 67, 243
Splint ...................................... 67, 243
Fingerprint Door Lock ............... 15
Fitness trainer .............................210
Flameless Candles ....................... 13
Flex bar ...........................................209
Floor Alarm .....................................80
Foam Roller ...................................209
Fold-away
Bed .................................................153
Tray ......................................... 23, 152
Food
Cart / Trolley ...............................108

Container ............................ 252-253
Cover .............................................102
Bag .................................................102
Foot
Ankle Support ............................237
Brace............................ 201, 237-238
Brush ...................................... 49, 138
Callus Aids .....................................68
Cushion ............................ 18, 68-69
Exerciser ....................................... 211
Footrest ................... 18, 23, 25, 153
Heel Support ......36-38, 238, 246
Hosiery Aid............................. 33, 34
Hot / Cold Pack ..........................199
Insoles ...................................... 36-38
Massager...............................54, 210
Pedicure Tools ..............................68
Rollers .........................209-210, 237
Shoe ............................39-40, 44-45
Shoelace.........................................38
Shoehorn ................................ 34, 35
Slipper................ 20,39-40, 69, 246
Sock Aid .................................. 33, 34
Splint ........................... 194, 237-238
Stool .....................................108, 138
Toe Separators .......................42-43
Toenail Clipper .......................52-53
Warmer ...........................................20
Washer ............................................49
Forearm
Crutch ................................. 194, 225
Splint .............................................241
Fork
Cutlery /
Utensils................112-114, 228, 252
Freedom Alert Alarm..................82
Freezer / Fridge
Thermometer...............................166
Fruit / vegetable Peeler ............93
Fruit Infuser (Fruition) ....250-251
Furniture Risers ................. 156-157

G

Gait belts ..........................................85
Garbage can .................................105
Garden belt .....................................28
Garlic Press / crusher .................94
Gas cap turner .....................30, 109
Gauze .................................................65
Gel
Activity Pad .........................214-219
Cushions ........... 170-174, 182, 222
Pack .............................................. 200
Pads ...............................28, 156, 172
Geri-Sleeves ......................... 177, 241
Gloves
Dispenser .......................................73
Latex / Nitrile / Vinyl .................. 74
Magnetic Therapy ...................... 41
Strong Grip....................................40
Winter ............................................. 21
Grab bar / Rail
Bathroom......................90, 129-133
Outdoor .........................................89
Grater.................................................95
Grip / Handle
Cane ..............................................192
Cutlery / Utensils ..... 114-115, 228
Exerciser .......................................224
Gas Cap Turner ...................30, 109
Multi-Purpose .....................52, 109
Pen / Pencil ............26-27, 227-228
Pot / Pan ................................98, 123
Seat Belt Handle ..........................30
Walker ...........................................188

H
Hair
Brush ...............................................48
Dryer Stand ................................... 51
Shampoo ....................................... 51
Washer .....................................48, 51
Hallway Alarm ...............................80
Halo trainer .................................. 211
Hand

Brace / Support ................ 239-241
Button Hook .................................35
Exerciser.. 54, 76-77, 206-207, 224
Grip .........................................52, 109
Hot / Cold Pack .................200-201
Massager...............................54, 210
Nail Clipper ...................................52
Paraffin Bath ...............................212
Protector ...............................75, 246
Splint .......................................67, 241
Turner.....................................30, 109
Warmer ........................................... 21
Hand Sanitizer ............................. 110
Handbag Organizer ....................22
Handle / Grip
Cane ..............................................192
Cutlery / Utensils ...... 114-115, 228
Multi-Purpose .....................52, 109
Sheepskin .......................... 188, 245
Headrest .........................................224
Hearing aid
Cleaner .................................... 64-65
Sound Amplifier .......................... 16
Heated
Gloves ............................................. 21
Scarf.................................................22
Blanket ........................ 197-198, 200
Pads .....................197-198, 200-202
Heel
Cushion ..........................68-69, 238
Pads ....................... 37-38, 42-43, 75
Protector ...............................75, 246
Hernia Support ...........................242
Hip
Heating Pad .....197-198, 200-202
Hot / Cold Pack ..........................203
Kit .....................................................73
Protector ..................................... 244
Exerciser ....................................... 211
Hoisery aid................................33-34
Hook & Loop Straps ........177, 225
Hot / cold Pack ..........199-200, 203
Hot Water bottle
Cover / Massager ............... 71, 245
With Syringe .................................71
Hover table .....................................24
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Humidity gauge ........................... 32
Hurdles............................................231
Hydration backpack ................. 178
Hygrometer .................................... 32

i
i.v. Pole..............................................66
ice
Bag ...................................................66
Cane Pick .....................................193
Grip / Treads ...........................35-36
Pack ...................................... 199-201
incontenence
Alarm.............................................235
Boxer Shorts ...............................234
Briefs / Panties ..................234-235
Pads ...............................................236
Wipes ............................................236
inflatable bed Wedge .............. 153
insoles .........................................36-38
iPhonetm case................................. 22
Item Finder................................ 15-16

j
jar Opener ........................96-99, 123
jewellery
Bracelet Fastener ........................ 21
Cleaner ........................................... 21
Medical Bracelet / Necklace .....70
Watch .............................................. 22

k
kettle................................................103
key
Finder ....................................... 15-16
Turner............................................109
keyboard.......................................... 16
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keychain ........................................... 31
kitchen
Apple Wedger ..............................94
Avocado Slicer ............................. 95
Bottle / Jar Opener .....96-99, 123
Bread Knife ......................... 100-101
Brushes ......................................... 110
Can Opener............................ 96-99
Carving Knife ..................... 100-101
Cheese Grater .............................. 95
Chopper / Scraper ............. 98, 101
Coaster .........................................105
Cookbook Holder ...... 25-26, 102
Cooking Spoon............................94
Cover Blubber ............................102
Cutlery /
Utensils................112-114, 228, 252
Cutting Board.................... 103-104
Faucet ...........................................106
Food Bag......................................102
Garlic Press / Crusher .................94
Kettle .............................................103
Knife Guard ................................. 101
Knife Sharpener........................... 98
Measuring Cup ..........................102
Multi-Purpose Knife .................100
Paper Towel Holder..................106
Peeler .............................................. 93
Pepper / Salt Mill .......................105
Pizza Cutter ................................... 95
Pot Handle / Holder ..........98, 123
Poultry Lifter ................................. 95
Salad Dressing Bottle ..............103
Scissors .................................101-102
Soap Dispenser.................105, 138
Spatula............................................94
Stove Reminder .........................106
Universal Opener ........95-99, 123
Garbage / Trash Can ................105
Salad Spinner .............................103
Soap............................................... 110
Sponge ..........................................111
Table / Place Mat .............. 104-105
knee
Brace / Support ....... 201, 238-239

Cushion / Pad ...................... 28, 159
Exerciser ....................................... 211
Heating Pad ......197-198, 200-202
Hot / Cold Pack ................. 199-201
Rest ................................................154
Walker ...........................................194
kneeling Pad .................................. 28
Knife
Bread .................................... 100-101
Carving ................................ 100-101
Cutlery / Utensils .......112-114, 252
Guard ............................................101
Multi-Purpose ............................100
Sharpener ...................................... 98

L
Lap
Desk ....................................18, 24, 26
Pad .................................................232
Latex Gloves ................................... 74
Laundry
Bag .................................................108
Cart / Trolley ...............................107
Hamper ........................................107
Leg
Rest ................................................ 153
Hot / Cold Pack ................. 199-201
Lifter ........................................35, 174
Pillow......................................68, 154
Lift Chair .................................247-249
Light box ........................................ 214
Light box accessories
Gel Pads ....................................... 214
Maze .............................................. 215
Shapes .......................................... 214
Lighting
Bedside ........................................... 13
Book Light ..................................... 12
Cabinet ........................................... 14
Flameless Candles ...................... 13
Glowing Switch Cover ............... 12
Light Bulb ...................................... 12
Natural ............................................ 14

Neck Light ..................................... 13
Night Lights ........... 12, 17, 157-158
Outdoor ......................................... 13
Portable Lights ......................11, 12
S.A.D Light .................................... 14
Sensor Socket............................... 11
Tissue Box ...................................... 13
Linens ......................................155-156
Lock box ...........................................29
Long Handled
Hair Brush / Comb ......................48
Sponge ...........................................49
Lotion applicator ...................50-51
Luggage Scale ............................... 15
Lumbar Support ............ 18-19, 242
Lunch containers .............. 252-253

m
magnifiers ................................... 6-11
Desk ..............................................7-10
Handheld ................................... 6-11
Lamp ............................................. 8-9
Monitor........................................... 11
makeup mirror ................... 148-149
mask ................................................... 41
massager .................................54, 210
mat
Bathroom............................ 146-147
Exercise .............................. 209, 230
Fall .................. 28, 87, 153, 221, 223
Outdoor .........................................28
Table / Place ...................... 104-105
Transfer.................................... 87, 89
mattress
Lifter ..............................................157
Cover .............................................155
meal box ................................ 252-253
measuring cup ............................102
medical
Bracelet / Necklace .....................70
Log Book ........................................60
medication
Dropper..........................................63

Labels ..............................................62
Organizer / Reminder ........ 55-62
Spoon .............................................63
Storage .....................................55-61
Syringe............................................63
Memory Foam
Cushions .....................170-174, 182
Mattress Topper ........................156
Pillow.............................................154
Migraine Relief Wrap .............. 203
mirror ...................................... 148-149
mitt
Bath ..................................... 146, 222
Sensory ........................................217
mobility
Light ..............................................187
Ramp .............................................195
Scooter .........................................196
motion Sickness band ...............68
mug / cup
Holder ..........................121, 151, 176
Nosey ..........................120, 229-230
One Handle ........................119, 229
Two Handle ..........................117-118

N
Nail
Brush ...............................................53
Clipper ......................................52-53
Nalgene .................................254-255
Nasal aspirator .............................64
Natural Light .................................. 14
Neck
Hot / Cold Pack ....... 199-200, 242
Light ................................................ 13
Pillow.............................................154
Support ................................. 19, 242
Needle threader ..........................30
Night Light ............... 12, 17, 157-158
Nitrile Gloves ................................. 74
Nurse call jack ..............................80

O
Openers
Bottle / Jar .................... 96-99, 123
Can ............................................ 96-99
Universal ........................ 95-99, 123
Orthotics ....................................36-37
Outdoor
Lighting ......................................... 13
Step................................................195
Outlet Splitter ............................... 17
Overbed table .............................152
Over Door
Shoulder Exerciser.....................204
Oximeter ....................................... 164
Oxygen tank Holder.................177

P
Pads
Cooling ..................................28, 156
Fall .................. 28, 87, 153, 221, 223
Heel ........... 37-38, 42-43, 238, 246
Hip Protector ............................. 244
Incontinence.............................. 236
Kneeling .........................................28
Sheepskin /
Wool Pile...............75, 173, 245-246
Pajamas ..........................................158
Panties............................................ 234
Paper towel Holder.................. 106
Paraffin bath.................................212
Pedal Exerciser ............................ 211
Pedicure tools ...............................68
Pedometer.....................................213
Peeler .................................................93
Pegboard
Sensory Stimulation.................218
Pen / Pencil ............................. 27, 227
Grip ..........................26, 27, 227-228
Pepper / Salt mill .......................105
Phone
Handset .......................................... 14
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Holder ............................................. 16
Picture Frame...................... 219-220
Pilates mat .....................................209
Pill
Box / Container ..................... 56-62
Cutter / Splitter ...............56, 59-60
Labels .............................................. 62
Lid ...................................61, 121, 255
Organizer ................................ 56-62
Swallowing Aid ............................ 59
Wallet .............................................. 57
Pillow
Anti-Snore ................................... 155
Body ..............................................222
Covers ........................................... 155
CPAP ..............................................154
Foot .................................................68
Knee .............................................. 159
Leg .................................................154
Memory Foam ...........................154
Neck.........................................17, 154
Sensory Stimulation................. 217
Travel .......................................17, 154
Water .............................................154
Pivot Disc .........................................88
Pizza cutter..................................... 95
Place mat ............................... 104-105
Plates .............................. 115-116, 229
Guard .....................................115-116
Playing card
Holder ............................................. 31
Jumbo / Low Vision..............30-31
Shuffler ........................................... 31
Poly markers.................................230
Portable Lights.........................11-12
Post Op Shoe .....39-40, 44-45, 194
Posture Support ............ 18-19, 242
Pot Handle / Holder ...........98, 123
Poultry Lifter .................................. 95
Prostate cushion ........................ 170
Pulse Oximeter............................164

R
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Rain Poncho .................................. 179
Raised
toilet Seat..............138-139, 141-143
Ramp ................................................195
Reachers ..........................................1-6
Folding ............................................ 5
Shoe Helper ....................... 2, 34-35
Suction Cup ................................ 1, 6
Telescopic ....................................... 3
Recycling Dolly ...........................107
Resistance bands .............. 203-205
Reusable
Water bottle....... 250-251, 253-255
Ring cushion ............................ 72-73
Risers
Bed / Furniture ...................156-157
Rollator ...................................183-186
Rollator accessories
Beverage Holder .......................187
Covers ...........................................187
Mobility Light .............................187
Ramp .............................................195
Roller-Foot ................. 209-210, 237

S
S.a.D Light ...................................... 14
Safety
Pole ........................................... 90, 92
Rail ........ 89-90, 129-132, 150-151
Treads................................... 145, 147
Salad
Dressing Bottle ..........................103
Spinner .........................................103
Salt / Pepper mill ........................105
Sandwich container ........ 252-253
Scales
Bathroom.............................124-127
Luggage ......................................... 15
Scarf.................................................... 22
Scissors
Bandage ......................................... 65
Mini ................................................ 101
Multi-Purpose ............................102

Self-Open ....................................102
Table Top ....................................... 53
Scooter ............................................196
Scraper / chopper ............... 98, 101
Screen Door .................................... 29
Scrub brush.......................... 110, 148
Seat
Alarm..................................78, 80-82
Bath /
Shower........109, 133-135, 140, 143
Belt Handle ................................... 30
Cushion .......88, 170-174, 182, 222
Incontinence Pad ......................236
Lift ....................................................88
Swivel ............................................ 133
Toilet..................... 138-139, 141-143
Walker ...........................................188
Sensory Stimulation
Cushion ....................................... 222
Developmental
Kit................................. 218, 226, 231
Exercise Ball ...................... 218, 230
Mitt ................................................ 217
Motor Therapy ........................... 218
Oral .......................................218, 227
Pads .......................................214-219
Pegboard ..................................... 218
Pillow.................................... 217, 222
Tray ........................................216-217
Serving cart ..................................108
Sewing accessories ..................... 30
Shampoo .......................................... 51
Sharpener - Knife ......................... 98
Sheepskin / Wool Pile
Pads .......................75, 173, 245-246
Cleaner ........................................ 246
Shelf / Drawer Liner ..................105
Shoe ................................39-40, 44-45
Fastener........................................227
Insole .........................................36-38
Stretcher ........................................ 41
Shoelace ........................................... 38
Shoehorn ...................................34-35
Shopping cart /
trolley........................................106-107
Shoulder Hot /

cold Pack.................................199-200
Shower / bath
Board ............................................... 145
Seat .................................133-135, 140
Shower Head .................................. 139
Sitz bath ............................................. 47
Sledge ................................................ 195
Sling - Arm ......................................... 66
Slippers ........ 20, 39-40, 69, 177, 246
Smoker's Apron ............................ 123
Snack containers .................252-253
Snow
Grip / Treads ............................. 35-36
Soap.....................................................110
Dispenser .............................. 105, 138
Sock aid ........................................33-34
Socks ..................................... 69-70, 242
Sound Amplifier ............................. 16
Spatula ............................................... 94
Splash Guard .................................. 143
Splint
Finger ........................................67, 243
Foot .........................................237-238
Hand ..........................................67, 241
Sponge
Bathroom......................................... 49
Kitchen ............................................111
Spoon
Cooking ............................................ 94
Cutlery /
Utensils..................112-114, 228, 252
Medicine .......................................... 63
Squeegee ..........................................110
Standing assist ............................... 87
Stapler ................................................. 26
Step Stool / Ladder......................108
Stethoscope....................................166
Stool
Bathroom.....133-134, 138, 146-147
Foot /
Step...............108, 138, 146-147, 195
Stopwatch........................................ 213
Stove Reminder ............................106
Stress ball .............201, 206, 218, 224
Stretching bands................. 203-205
Suction cup Grab bar .........131-132

Sunglasses......................................... 30
Supports
Abdominal .................................... 242
Blanket ............................................ 151
Hernia ............................................. 242
Lumbar ........................................18-19
Neck...........................................19, 154
Swallowing aid ............................... 59
Swivel cushion ................................ 88
Syringe ..........................................63-64

t
table mat .................................104-105
tablet Holder / Stand .............16, 26
tape Dispenser................................ 26
task chair.........................................109
teething Ring.................................227
television tray .......... 23-24, 26, 152
tennis Elbow
Compression Wrap......................
240 tENS / EmS machine ........... 212
thera band .............................205, 209
therapy
Glove ..................................................41
Stone ..................................................41
Thermometer
Fever ................................................ 165
Vaccine ...........................................166
Weather ............................................ 32
Thumb Brace / Support.....240-241
Timer
Indoor / Outdoor ...........................17
Stopwatch ..................................... 213
tissue box - Light ............................13
toenail clipper .......................... 52-53
toilet
Aid ...................................................... 46
Arm Supports....................... 141-142
Brush ...............................................146
Paper Holder ................................ 130
Seat Risers ............ 138-139, 141-143
Seat Alarm ....................................... 82
Splash Guard ................................ 143

tool belt.............................................. 28
tooth Repair ..................................... 47
toothpaste Squeezer ................... 48
toothpick ........................................... 47
towel Rack ....................................... 130
Transfer Devices
Bathroom.............134-135, 140, 145
Belts .............................................85, 87
Boards .........................................86-87
Disc .................................................... 88
Mat ...............................................87, 89
Rail ..................................86-87, 89-90
Riser ............................................. 91-92
Safety Pole ............................... 90, 92
Seat Lift ............................................ 88
Sling...........................................87, 221
Standing Assist .............................. 87
Swivel Cushion............................... 88
transport chair .............................168
trash can.......................................... 105
travel
Container .................................. 56, 70
Cushion .......................................... 172
Pillow......................................... 17, 154
Pouch ................................................ 70
Storage Case .................................255
Wallet ................................................ 22
trolley
Food ................................................108
Laundry .......................................... 107
Shopping ...............................106-107
tub / Shower Scrub .....................148
tube Squeezer ................................. 48
turner
Key ...................................................109
Multi-Purpose ..............................109

U
Ultrasound kit ............................... 212
Underpad .........................................236
Universal Opener ............95-99, 123
Urinal .........................................143-144
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v
Vaccine Thermometer .............166
vegetable / Fruit Peeler ............ 93
vinyl Gloves .................................... 74

W
Walk-in bathtub..................136-137
Walker .....................................187-188
Walker accessories
Bag ........................................ 188-189
Basket............................................189
Coaster .........................................189
Seat ................................................188
Sheepskin Grip .................188, 245
Tray ................................................188
Walker Ski ....................................188
Wall Pocket....................................220
Wallet ................................................. 22
Watch ................................................. 22
Water bottle
Holder ..........................122, 151, 176
Pill Lid..................................... 61, 255
Reuseable .........250-251, 253-255
Swallow Aid .................................. 59
Weather Hygrometer /
Thermometer................................. 32
Weights ................208, 210, 212, 223
Exercise ......................208, 210, 212
Water .............................................223
Weighted
Blanket ..........................................233
Lap Pad.........................................232
Vest ................................................233
Wheelchair ...........................167-168
Wheelchair accessories
Anti-Roll Brake ........................... 181
Armrest......................................... 174
Backpack ...................................... 176
Belts ...............................................180
Beverage Holder ....................... 176
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Chart Holder ............................... 176
Cushion Cover ............................182
Cushions ..................... 170-174, 182
Door Wedge ...............................180
Drainage Bag Holder ............... 176
Folding Wheel............................ 175
Footrest ........................................225
Footrest Bag ............................... 176
Gloves ........................................... 179
Headrest.......................................224
Oxygen Tank Holder ................177
Poncho ......................................... 179
Ramp .............................................195
Restraints .....................................177
Sheepskin Slipper .....................177
Storage Pouch....................174, 176
Support ........................................224
Tissue Holder..............................177
Tray ................................................180
Weather Garment .....................182
Wool Pile Pad .............................245
Wipe aid ..................................46, 144
Wipes
Incontinence...............................236
Wrist
Brace / Support ................ 239-241
Hot / Cold Pack ................. 199-202
Writing table .................................. 25

y
yoga mat ........................................209

Z
Zipper Pull ....................................... 41

SPACE SOLUTIONS

INC

Phone: 415-546-1000
Email: contact@totalaccesscentre.com
web: www.totalaccesscentre.com

Garaventa Lifts & Home Elevators

Residential Elev ator installed in an elegant
home. The stairs wr ap around the hoistway.

Residential Inclined
Platform
Wheelchair Lif t
Visit Garaventa Lift at:

Luxury Home Elevator with factor y-made
Enclosure and glass panels

Portable
Wheelchair Lif t

Panoramic home elev ator
installed as an addition to a
historic residence

Total Access Center
200 Spadina Avenue
Toronto

garaventalift.ca | 1.800.663.6556

